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Summary 
The study of tooth shape has traditionally involved analysing distances or angles 
between established points of correspondence, known as landmarks. Digital imaging 
has aided this process, yet improved statistical techniques, which offer advantages by 
retaining information on the geometry of objects throughout the analysis, have so far 
received little attention. Since methods must be suitable for use on un-extracted teeth, a 
key difficulty is that unwanted variation in recorded shape results from differences in 
the position of patients' gingival (gum) tissue. 
Here we present new methodology for addressing this problem and for use in more 
general applications, where objects are analysed as configurations of landmarks and one 
would wish to account for lack of precise correspondence between certain points, in a 
better way than is possible using existing techniques. 
After introducing the ideas of Procrustes analysis to this field, we use newly proposed 
methods of reliability assessment to show how, in addition to failing to allow for gum 
variation, implementation of this technique in its standard form is problematic, due to 
the poor reproducibility of particular landmarks. Use of Bookstein's (1996a, d, e) semi- 
landmark method, which aims to overcome lack of precise correspondence along certain 
directions by allowing landmarks to move iteratively along chords during Procrustes 
registration, is investigated but found to produce unrealistic results in certain situations. 
Novel modifications of this method are then proposed and evaluated in terms of 
addressing the issues noted above. Alternatives to minimising the `bending energy' of 
a pair of splines mapping from the mean shape, in order to determine new semi- 
landmark positions are explored and two new methods, using a `nearest point' or `full 
Procrustes' criterion, identified as most promising. Further investigation, by application 
to tooth shape problems (including a simulation study of gingival tissue variation) and 
use on distorted configurations generated from simple geometric shapes, show that 
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Introduction and background 
1.1 Motivation 
For many years, dental researchers have attempted to measure and describe variations in 
tooth shape. Identifying variation between individuals is important in population and 
family studies of dental development so that we may understand the genetic and 
environmental influences on the shape of a patient's teeth. 
Abnormal shape affects the contact relationships of teeth, their function (primarily the 
comminution of food), physiological adaptation (ability to sustain themselves and assist 
in the development and protection of the tissues that support them) and the dento-facial 
aesthetics of a patient. Consequently, early diagnosis of non-normal appearance is 
important in order to enable improved planning of treatment and control of 
development, through surgical, orthodontic and restorative procedures. 
Studies of tooth shape have typically involved taking traditional, linear orthodontic 
measurements and performing an analysis using univariate statistical methods on 
quantities derived from them. In recent years, advances in technology have aided the 
process of obtaining these measurements and have also allowed a greater variety of 
more detailed information to be collected. At the same time, improved techniques for 
the analysis of shape have emerged in the fields of mathematics and statistics, allowing 
analysis to be based directly on information such as `landmark' locations or outline 
coordinates which may be easily obtained from digital images. In contrast to the 
approaches described above, these more powerful methods allow work with the full 
geometry of the objects involved, which is otherwise ignored or lost. 
However, so far little attention has so far been given to these ideas for the study of 
human tooth shape. 
1 
1.2 Preliminary definitions 
We first describe some of the terms and definitions used throughout this project when 
referring to the anatomy of the permanent dentition. The different crown surfaces are 
described and definitions given of standard dental measurements. We also give formal 
definitions of terms such as `landmarks' and, of course, `shape'. 
1.2.1 Tooth types, features and surrounding tissue 
Teeth fall into one of 8 possible types and 4 possible classes. In each of the maxillary 
(upper) or mandibular (lower) arches there are two (left and right) central and lateral 
`incisors', `canines', first and second `pre-molars' and first, second and third `molars'. 
Incisors are cutting teeth, which have an `incisal edge'. Canines have a single, pointed 
`cusp', a pointed elevation or mound, for tearing and incision, whereas pre-molars and 
molars have two or more cusps, to break up and grind food. As with most studies of 
tooth morphology, we are concerned only with the adult permanent teeth, excluding the 
third molars, rather than the deciduous teeth (so 28 teeth in a full compliment). 
However, all of the definitions and methods of analysis presented here may also be used 
on children's teeth. 
The pairs of teeth are arranged symmetrically on either side of the mouth and occur in 
the same order within each dental arch, with the `median line' passing between the two 
central incisors. The left-right pairs within each arch have long been established to be 
roughly symmetrical in size (e. g. Moorrees & Reed, 1964) and shape (e. g. Garn et al., 
1966b), however between the upper and lower arches, the shape of each tooth type is 
different. Consequently there are 16 different tooth shapes (the 8 on one side of the 
upper arch and the 8 on one side of the lower). In any study of size or shape teeth are 
only compared with those at the corresponding position within the dentition. It makes 
no sense to compare molars, canines and incisors or to make comparisons within classes 
(e. g. central vs. lateral incisors). Fig 1.1, based on a diagram in Wheeler (1962), shows 
the maxillary jaw, with the tooth types labelled. (It also illustrates the standard MD, 
LAAC, LACC and OG measurements, to be described in section 1.2.3). In the lower 
arch the arrangement of the teeth is identical (although their appearance will be different 
2 
from those shown here). The incisors and canines are often referred to as `anterior' teeth 
whereas pre-molars and molars are called `posterior' teeth. 
By the shape of a tooth we refer to the shape of the `crown' only and not the `root', 
which fixes the tooth into the bony process of the jaw. The crown is the portion of the 
tooth covered with enamel and joins the cementum covered root at the `cemento-enamel 
junction' (CEJ). After full eruption soft tissue known as gingiva or gum tissue covers 
part of the tooth crown and fills the interproximal spaces between teeth, where it is 
referred to as the interdental papilla. The `gingival margin' is the part of the gingival 
tissue that follows the curvature, but not necessarily the level, of the CEJ. While the 
CEJ is a stable demarcation, the gingival margin which (usually) covers it may vary and 
merely represents the gingival level on the tooth at any one point in time. (See fig. 
1.2(a)). `Grooves' are lines between parts of the crown and on the occlusal surface they 
are known as `fissures'. `Pits' are small pin-point depressions located at the junctions 
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1.2.2 Crown surfaces 
The crown surfaces facing the lips or cheek are known collectively as the buccal 
surfaces, as shown in figs. l. 1 and 1.2 (a and b). For the incisors and canines these are 
also referred to as the labial (facing the lips) surface. Those facing the tongue are 
known as the lingual surfaces (see fig. 1.1). The surfaces that come into contact with 
those in the opposite jaw when the mouth is closed, are known collectively as the 
occlusal surfaces, as shown in fig. 1.1. For incisors and canines these are also referred 
to as incisal surfaces. The proximal surfaces are those facing the adjoining teeth in the 
same arch and for any particular tooth are referred to as either the mesial (facing toward 
the median line) or distal (facing away from the median line) proximal surface. The 
proximal surfaces of neighbouring teeth touch each other in their `contact areas'. 
As with the majority of the studies, here we consider only the buccal and occlusal 
surfaces. On the occlusal surfaces, most of the characteristics of the different teeth 
types are visible (edge, cusps, fissure patterns etc. ) and so this is the surface most often 
used for analysis. The buccal surfaces are also important, particularly from an aesthetic 
point of view, since this is the view of the teeth seen by the patient and others. 
Although there have been many studies considering the proximal surfaces of teeth, 
obtaining information from them is either intrusive (requiring extracted teeth) or time 
consuming (if casts of teeth are taken and sectioned). The lingual surface however is 
hardly ever studied since this does not contain any features or other information that is 
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Fig. 1.2(a): Buccal (labial) view of the anterior dentition, with and without gingival tissue 
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Fig. 1.2(b): Buccal view 
of the posterior dentition, 
with gingival tissue 
Incisal 
edge 
1.2.3 Standard dental measurements 
usps 
groove 
Many dental measurements have been defined over the years (see for example, Remane, 
1930), but those which are routinely taken in almost any study of tooth size and shape 
are the maximum dimensions of the teeth. 
1.2.3.1 Mesiodistal diameter (MD) 
The most frequently used definition of the mesiodistal diameter is that of Moorrees et 
al. (1957) which is the maximum distance between the tooth contact areas, taken 
parallel to the buccal and occlusal surfaces. From the buccal view this means 
approximately perpendicular to the long axis of the clinical crown (LACC) or occluso- 
gingival dimension (see 1.2.3.3) and from the occlusal view, roughly perpendicular to 
the bucco-lingual dimension (see 1.2.3.2). Note that it is not defined as the distance 
between the actual contact points made with neighbouring teeth, since often there may 
be teeth rotated or displaced within the arch, no contact or an adjacent tooth may be 
missing. To allow for this and to ensure that the endpoints of MD are in homologous 
positions, Goose (1963) and Wolpoff (1971) stated that the MD diameter should be 
taken between where the points of contact would be in perfect occlusion. See figs. 1.1 
and 1.2. 
1.2.3.2 Bucco-lingual diameter (BL) 
The most frequently used definition is the maximum distance between the buccal and 
lingual surfaces of the crown, perpendicular to the MD dimension (Moorrees et al., 
1957). For canines, molars and pre-molars the curved (bulbous) nature of the both these 
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surfaces, means that both endpoints are on the most prominent parts of each part of the 
crown. For the incisor teeth, the buccal endpoint will also be at the most prominent 
part of the buccal crown surface, but the lingual endpoint will be on the gingival margin 
at the back (lingual side) of the tooth. See fig. 1.1. 
1.2.3.3 Occluso-gingival dimension (OG) / Long axis of the clinical crown (LACC) 
For molars, Moorrees et al. (1957) defined the occluso-gingival dimension or `crown 
height' as the distance between the tip of the mesiobuccal cusp and the most apical 
point of the gingival margin, taken in a direction perpendicular to the MD dimension. 
For incisors, canines and pre-molars, Lavelle (1968) defined the OG dimension as the 
greatest distance between the highest point on the occlusal surface (cusp tip or position 
along the incisal edge) and the lowest point on the gingival margin, again perpendicular 
to the MD width. A related, often identical, measure for canines and incisors is the 
`long axis of the clinical crown' (LACC). This passes from the canine cusp tip or centre 
of the incisal edge to the centre of the gingival margin, roughly separating the buccal 
surface into mesial and distal halves. (There is no requirement that OG dimension is 
down the centre of the buccal surface). The `long axis of the actual crown' (LAAC) 
passes along the same direction as the LACC, but to the centre of the cemento-enamel 
junction. See fig. 1.2. 
1.2.4 Shape and similarity groups 
Shape is defined by Kendall (1977) as "all the geometrical information that remains 
when location, scale and rotational effects are filtered out from an object". Similarly, 
Bookstein (1998) noted that "In ordinary language, the shape of an object is described 
by words or quantities that do not vary when the object is moved, rotated, enlarged or 
reduced". Dryden & Mardia (1998) added that the shape of an object consists of all its 
geometrical properties that are unchanged when it is rotated, translated or re-scaled in 
an arbitrary coordinate system and that two objects have the same shape if they can be 
rotated, translated or rescaled so that they match each other. Any measure of shape 
must therefore be invariant to the three `similarity transformations' of rotation, 
translation or scale, or in other words, unaffected by any `registration differences'. 
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1.2.5 Landmarks 
Landmarks are key points of biologically correspondence, located and defined in the 
same way on each object of a similar type (here tooth types), so that they match both 
between and within populations. Examples of landmarks on the buccal surface of an 
upper central incisor and occlusal surface of an upper first pre-molar are presented in 
fig. 1.3 below. Landmarks may be `anatomical', homologously identifiable points that 
correspond between objects in some meaningful way (e. g. the tip of a cusp or corner of 
an incisal edge) or `mathematical', located according to some geometrical or 
mathematical property (e. g. points of maximum curvature or diameter, such as the 
endpoints of the mesio-distal dimension). In addition, `pseudo landmarks' may also be 
constructed either around the outline of an object (e. g. at equally spaced points) or in 






Fig 1.3: (Left) Possible landmarks on buccal surface of upper central incisor. (1) & (2) mesial & distal 
endpoints of MD, (3) & (4) gingival & incisal edge endpoints of LACC, (5) & (6) corners of mesial & 
distal sides and incisal edge, (7) & (8) ends of mesial & distal papilla. (Right) Possible landmarks on 
occlusal surface of upper first molar: (1) & (2) mesial & distal endpoints of MD, (3) & (4) buccal & 
lingual endpoints of BL, (5) & (6) menial & distal pits/fissure junctions, (7) & (8) lingual and labial cusp 
tips, (9) & (10) mesial & distal endpoints of maximum labial cusp width. 
1.3 Variations in size and shape 
The subject of variation in size and shape has generated a larger literature than any other 
aspect of dental anthropology (Hillson, 1996). Recent interest in this field has inspired 
a series of international symposia on dental morphology, which began in Fredensorg, 
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1965 (Pedersen et al., 1967) and more recently has included meetings in Berlin, 1995 
(Radlinski & Renz, 1995), Oulu, 1998 (Mayhall & Heikkinen, 1999) and Sheffield, 
2001 (Brook, 2001). Tooth crowns are formed to their permanent size and shape during 
childhood and so can be studied in mixed collections of individuals of varying ages 
(post-eruptive effects permitting). In addition, by taking dental impressions, living 
people (with known biological affinities) can be compared directly with ancient dental 
remains, due to the durability of the teeth. However, while there is extensive work on 
the size of teeth, for shape the literature is very limited. 
Several authors have described how the shape of the different tooth types may vary 
within and between populations. Lamb (1988) described how the buccal outline of 
upper central incisors may be square, oval, or tapered (widening towards incisal edge). 
Hillson (1996) and Alt & Turp (1998) described how incisors may also be barrel- 
shaped, peg-shaped (narrower at the incisal edge) or shovel-shaped and that canines 
may be `blunted' or `rippled'. In addition, for molars and premolars, variation in the 
shape of the cusps may occur in terms of their `pointedness', `height' or `bulge/ 
roundness' (Hillson, 1996). 
Factors which play a role in controlling both the size and shape of tooth crowns are 
essentially either pre-eruptive (genetic or environmental) or post-eruptive. It is the 
former that has generated the vast majority of research in the field, whereas most post- 
developmental changes are often seen as a nuisance to investigating pre-eruptive causes. 
1.3.1 Pre-eruptive variations 
1.3.1.1 Crown dimensions 
Variations in tooth size (as measured by the MD and/or BL dimensions) have long been 
established as being under the control of genetic factors (e. g. Moorrees & Reed, 1964, 
Garn et al., 1965, Dempsey et al., 1995). Heritability studies have included Alvesalo & 
Tigerstedt (1974), who described how approximately 60% of variation in size can 
attributed to parental differences. Osbourne et al. (1958) demonstrated strong degrees 
of similarity in the tooth dimensions of Caucasian twins and Townsend (1980) made a 
similar observation in Australian aboriginals. The determination of crown dimensions 
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by inheritance has also been investigated in like-sexed and unlike-sexed siblings, see for 
example, Alvesalo (1971), Townsend & Alvesalo (1985). Of particular interest in 
Sheffield has been alterations in size with tooth number in genetic conditions such as 
hypodontia (congenital absence of one of more teeth). Lavelle et al. (1970), Brook 
(1984) and others have shown that these patients are more likely to have smaller teeth. 
In terms of gender differences, males have long been shown to have larger tooth 
dimensions than females (e. g. Moorrees et al., 1957, Lavelle, 1970, Miethke, 1972) 
with the canines exhibiting the largest differences and pre-molars the least (Garn et al., 
1967a, Rieger, 1993). Differences between ethnic groups have also been reported. For 
example, Lavelle (1972) noted differences in the MD dimensions of Negroes, 
Mongoloids and Caucasoids (anthropological classifications), with the largest 
dimensions observed in the former. Similarly, Bailit (1975) compared the tooth 
dimensions of Australian Aborigines with Norwegian Lapps. Environmental factors 
determining size may be related to the persistence of ameloblast activity at various 
stages of the crown formation. Health during pregnancy, birth weight, maternal age and 
birth order have all been said to have an influence on tooth size (see for example, Garn 
et al., 1979, Bailitt, 1975 or Fearne & Brook, 1993). In addition diet or disease may 
also affect the process of development (Keene, 1966). 
1.3.1.2 Crown shape 
While many studies have demonstrated genetic and environment influences on 
particular tooth dimensions, investigations of influences on tooth shape are harder to 
find. In part this may be due to the fact that over the years, very few techniques for 
measuring and describing tooth shape dissimilarity have actually been considered, 
rather than the fact that differences in shape do not exist and have therefore not been 
reported. For example, Dahlberg (1945) observed that patients with hypodonia often 
had `peg shaped' incisors, but did not quantify this in any way. Many authors have 
used descriptions (such as those at the start of section 1.3) to categorise teeth into 
various groups, which may then be compared in terms of frequency. Carbonell (1963) 
reported how shovel-shaped incisors were more often seen in Asians and Native 
Americans than Europeans. Moskona et al. (1997) analysed presence/absence of 
`shovel', `peg shaped' or `curved' incisors when studying the dental traits of Sinai 
Bedouin tribes. Usually, classifications are based on those of Dahlberg (1949) who also 
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defined different types of fissure pattern for molars (as used by Garn et al., 1966a) and 
additional classifications such as `barrel shaped'. Some findings on shape have also 
been reported by way of findings from the MD and BL dimensions. Garn et al. (1 967b) 
claimed that tooth shape was different in males and females since women had a larger 
difference in BL dimensions (compared to the men) than in the MD dimension. In 
contrast, Townsend (1983) found that in individuals with Down's syndrome, the gender 
difference was larger for the MD rather than the BL dimension. The only quantitative 
measures that have been used to describe tooth `shape' (in terms of values invariant to 
the effects of rotation, location and scale, as described in 1.2.4), are angles and ratios. 
Peck & Peck (1972) proposed the `crown shape index', the ratio of MD/BL, originally 
to investigate the relationship of tooth shape and crowding. This has been used by 
many other authors since as a comparative measure of tooth shape between populations, 
including, for example, Wood & Engleman (1988) and Bodner et al. (2001). More 
recently, Shah et al. (2003) used the ratio of the MD dimension and the width of the 
tooth at 50% of the way along the LACC (parallel to MD) to investigate the relationship 
between tooth shape and crowding of lower incisors. Angles between measurements 
have also been used. For example, Peretz et al. (1998), who analysed angles between 
inter-cusp measurements in examining molar teeth of individuals with Down's 
syndrome. Note that many studies report the occurrence of an accessory (Carabelli) 
cusp on the labial surface maxillary molars as an instance of abnormal tooth shape, 
although others prefer to regard this as the presence of an additional rare feature, rather 
than a difference in shape (see, for example, Alt & Turp, 1998). 
1.3.2 Post-eruptive changes 
Although teeth do not grow once formed, there are still factors which affect their 
dimensions and shape after eruption. Size and/or shape may be changed due to bacterial 
action (caries), trauma or mechanical intervention by a dentist, gradual loss of material 
due to attrition (tooth on tooth contact), abrasion (physical wear by objects other than 
other teeth), or erosion (loss of tooth substance by chemical processes, e. g. diet 
containing acids or due to gastrointestinal disorders). Many of these are regarded as 
unwanted or nuisance effects when trying to study actually genetic or environmental 
variations in tooth form. For example it may be that the degree of attrition is related to 
the populations under investigation, due to differences in diet or methods of food 
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preparation (Molnar, 1971). Reinhardt (1983) documented how attrition also increases 
with age. As recommended by Keiser (1990), carious or restored teeth or those with 
marked attrition are almost always excluded from any analysis of size or shape. 
1.4 Data collection 
Because of the difficulty in obtaining measurements directly from a patient's mouth, 
particularly from the posterior teeth, dental casts are nearly always used. Ballard (1944) 
and Moorrees et al. (1957) each documented similar basic principles for acquiring stone 
dental casts, by taking alginate impressions and using plaster of Paris. Barrett et al. 
(1963) reported how standard MD and BL measurements obtained from casts were 
more reliable than those taken directly in the mouth and Doris et al. (1981) noted 
similar findings, particularly for posterior teeth. 
For the current study, alginate impressions (Alginoplast, Bayer) cast in hard dental 
stone (Kaffir D stone, British Gypsum) were available from patients of the Charles 
Clifford Dental Hospital, Sheffield. These had already been used for previous research 
projects, for which ethics committee approval had been obtained. 
Traditionally measurements have been obtained using sliding callipers or engineering 
dividers. A limitation however, is the amount of information they can provide, 
particularly when compared to methods which allow the exact locations of different 
features or `landmarks' on a tooth surface to be recorded, from which a greater variety 
of more detailed measurements can then be studied (see, for example, Khalaf et al., 
2001 or Shah et al., 2001). Methods that have been used to obtain two-dimensional 
(2D) landmark locations from teeth have included the Optocom system (see for 
example, Van Der Linden et al., 1972), which consists of a microscope mounted over a 
table, moveable in two dimensions. More popular, though, has been the use of 
photographs of the buccal or occlusal surfaces of individual teeth (orientated in some 
standardised way) from which landmarks locations (and distances between them) can be 
recorded in two-dimensions, using the perpendicular sides of the resulting image as a 
horizontal and a vertical axis. In recent years, advances in digital imaging had aided 
this process considerably, allowing landmarks to be located on a screen and recorded 
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with greater accuracy. Biggerstaff (1969) first digitised photographic negatives and 
converted the resulting (x, v) coordinates into a measure of surface area. Brook et al. 
(1983) developed a cathode ray tube based image analysis system for the measurement 
of tooth dimensions from dental casts, mounted on a calibrated stage, adjustable in 3 
dimensions. Peretz & Smith (1993) used image analysis involving a video camera and 
monitor to measure distances between cusps in the occlusal view. 
For the current study, images of buccal and occlusal surfaces were obtained using the 
system described in Brook et al. (1998). This comprises a 32-bit digital camera 
(Kodak/Nikon DCS 410 with 90mm Elicar macro lens), mounted above a platform 
(which is moveable in 3 planes), which is connected to a PC. Once a tooth surface has 
been orientated to a pre-specified criterion, for example so that the buccal surface is 
perpendicular to the direction of the lens or so that the maximum surface area is visible, 
images are acquired by Adobe Photoshop v4.0 (Adobe systems) and processed using 
Image Pro-Plus v3.01 (Media Cybernetics, USA). For calibration of images, a small 
section of steel rule is placed in the plane of the surface being imaged, which is then 
used to specify the scale of the x-axis and perpendicular v-axis of the 2D iinage (running 
parallel to the bottom and sides of the image). The software then allows information 
such as the (linage) coordinates of landmarks and distances between landmarks to be 
recorded. In addition, the binary outline image of the surface may be obtained using the 







Fig 1.4(a): (Left) Image of buccal surface of an upper central incisor on a study cast, with MD and LACC 
dimensions displayed. Landmarks identified as in fig 1.3 (left). (Right) Plot of coordinates in S-Plus. 
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Fig 1.4(b): Binary outline 
of the buccal surface of an 
upper central incisor from 
Image Pro-Plus 
In attempts to obtain three-dimensional (3D) coordinates, methods have included the 
reflex metro graph (see for example, Richmond, 1987), where points are marked 
directly onto an object and 3D coordinate locations recorded using a moveable, semi- 
reflecting mirror and the travelling microscope moveable along the frame of a glass box, 
with the object of interest placed inside (see, for example, Bahti & Harrison, 1987). 
Taverne et al. (1979) described how a 3D representation of a tooth crown could be 
constructed by sectioning the cast into different slices and obtaining a series of 2D 
photographs. Of course, the collection of 3D data is now quick and easy using laser 
scanning, which typically comprises two CCD (Charge Coupled Device) video cameras 
which capture reflected images or a single CCD and two mirrors, with the object fitted 
on a rotary table Kuroda et al. (1996), describe in detail how tooth dimensions could 
be recorded using laser scanners. However, the main limitation of obtaining 3D 
coordinates at present is the expense of equipment. 
1.5 Need for this study 
1.5.1 Improved methods for the analysis of shape 
Accurate quantification of variation in shape is important in studies of dental 
development, particularly since most variation in tooth shape is small. However, an 
examination of the literature reveals that most of the methods used have so far been 
limited in terms of how shapes are described and in terms of the analysis performed. 
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Most of these methods have involved either categorising teeth into various groups, 
recording the presence/absence of abnormal shape characteristics, which may then be 
compared in terms of frequency, or taking traditional orthodontic measurements and 
analysing quantities or `indices' derived from them, such as angles or ratios between 
them (for example, Peck & Peck's 1972, crown shape index). Standard univariate 
statistical techniques have then been employed to form inferences based on these 
quantities. 
Advances in technology have aided the process of obtaining measurement data and have 
allowed a greater variety of more detailed measurements to be collected. However, 
difficulties still exist with the use of such methods. The same set of distances can often 
be obtained from two different shapes because the locations of measurements, relative 
to one another, are not represented in the data. Because of this it not usually easy to 
generate graphical representations of shape from results based on measurements alone 
(Marcus & Corti, 1996). 
In recent years however, improved techniques for the analysis of shape have emerged in 
the fields of mathematics and statistics. During the late 1980's and early 1990's a shift 
occurred in the way morphological structures were quantified and how the data were 
analysed, using methods which captured the geometry of the objects and preserved this 
information throughout the analysis (for example, by representing shape as a 
configuration of landmark locations or a mathematical description of the object's 
outline). A short summary of the various approaches to shape analysis, in a historical 
perspective, was presented by Bookstein (1998) in a paper titled `A hundred years of 
morphometrics'. This compared and described the development of the various ideas 
and the extent to which they have now been standardised. In particular, for objects 
represented as configurations of landmark locations, numerous methodological 
approaches evolving from the ideas of Bookstein (1986) and Kendall (1984) have been 
consolidated into what Bookstein (1998) refers to as the `morphometric synthesis'; an 
established framework based around the idea of `Procrustes analysis' by which an 
investigation of shape, based on landmark data should proceed. 
Much of this development has taken place through a series of workshops since the late 
1980's onwards, which have brought researchers together to discuss various ideas and 
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theoretical developments in statistical shape analysis and brought many of the 
methodologies to the attention of other researchers. The edited volumes of these 
workshops contain many of the papers which have had a key impact on this subject. 
See for example, Rohlf & Bookstein (1990), Marcus et al. (1993), Mardia & Gill 
(1995), Marcus et al. (1996) and Mardia et al. (1996a). 
As these methods become more established, their application to various biological 
disciplines has becoming increasingly widespread. For applications when landmark 
data are available, the use of Procrustes analysis in particular has become particularly 
popular, due to the advantages it offers, in terms of developed theory, statistical 
properties such as consistency and power and the variety of descriptive and inferential 
techniques, which may be utilised. A key benefit is that it allows interpretation of 
results as pictures in the original space of the objects being considered, since the 
geometry of the objects is always retained throughout the analysis. Examples of studies 
making use of this and other methods can be found from many fields, from zoology to 
medicine. See for example, Kingenburg & Bookstein (eds. ) (1998). However, so far 
little attention has so far been given to these ideas for the study of tooth shape. 
1.5.2 Difficulties in the study of tooth shape and the need for statistical 
development 
Successful implementation of any method of analysis depends on the accuracy and 
reliability of the data involved, i. e. that the data is reproducible and has good 
correspondence between cases. In the study of tooth shape, however, there are several 
difficulties in meeting these requirements that need to be addressed. 
As with any investigation, inconsistencies between or within operators in recording data 
will carry through into the inferential procedures, inflating residual variance and 
diluting `real' differences between individuals and so the effect of this on any method of 
shape analysis must always be considered. 
However, an important difficulty that has yet to be addressed when considering an 
analysis of tooth shape (particularly of buccal surfaces) is the fact that part of a patient's 
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crown is usually obscured by gingival (gum) tissue. Variation between patients in the 
position of the gingival margin and inter-dental papilla will affect data collected in these 
regions representing the shape of a tooth, producing variations in recorded shape which 
are of no interest. 
The level and positions of these gingival features vary throughout an individual's life 
once teeth are fully erupted and at any one time can depend on many factors. These 
include gum health, underlying bone morphology, tooth brushing technique, age and the 
contact relationships with neighbouring teeth. For example, with increasing age or bad 
gum health (periodontal disease), gingival recession becomes more common (Wilson & 
Kornman, 1996). The soft tissue profile of the interdental area is also determined by the 
contact relationships with the neighbouring teeth (Linde, 1990) as well as the nature of 
the interproximal spaces (Wheeler, 1974). For the gingival margin, Wilson & Kornuran 
(1996) state that the normal range of variation after complete tooth eruption is 
approximately 0.5-2.0 mm from the centre of the cemento-enamel junction. Linde 
(1983) provided a similar range, whereas Heasman (1997) suggested 0.5-3.0mm. 
Consequently, teeth may have the same true shape but differences in how this is 
represented or recorded due to the extent to which the visible part of the tooth crown is 
obscured the position of the gingival tissue. For example, fig 1.5 shows how different 
LACC dimensions are recorded from the same underlying tooth shape, but differing 
position of the gingival margin. The diagram also illustrates how any data around the 











Fig. 1.5: Three teeth with identical shape but different coverage by gingival tissue 
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Obviously, investigations based on extracted teeth would not suffer this problem. 
However, this sort of data is typically difficult to acquire, as permanent teeth are not 
usually extracted unless they are unsound. The shape of the actual (rather than clinical) 
crown (including the cemento enamel junction) could be made visible with the use of 
X-rays. However, these are also not typically used for such investigations, for ethical 
reasons, as X-rays are only taken when clinically necessary. (So one could not set up a 
large population study for example). In addition, they have poor dimensional stability 
compared with study models and if they are used (retrospectively), curving or other 
distortions are often evident on the resulting images, due to the way they have been 
obtained. 
Consequently, since we require methods suitable for use on teeth in the mouth, the 
effect of gingival variation between different individuals must also be considered in any 
method of analysis. whilst using only information from the visible parts of the surfaces 
of a tooth. Techniques must be able to recognise that data obtained from teeth which 
are identical in shape, but with the gingival margin and/or interdental papilla in different 
positions, are in fact still the same shape. Therefore in addition to registration 
differences (described in 1.2.4), we must also remove, filter out or account for gum 
variation in some way, before appropriate comparisons of shape can be made. 
Variants of existing methods of shape analysis have been proposed for situations where 
lack of homology of features occurs around the outline of an object, for example, 
Bookstein (1996a, d, e), but these methods have not been thoroughly tested or applied to 
situations where unwanted variation in shape does not occur in directions around an 
object's outline (as we have here and as may occur in may other biological 
applications). In the proceedings of recent meetings, Rohlf (1996) and Bookstein 
(1998) note current areas for development and each highlight the need for progress in 
the analysis of data lacking precise landmark correspondence. 
Since actual variations in tooth shape are small, development or modification of the 
existing statistical techniques may be required in order to address the problems 
described above. Different surfaces each present their own particular difficulties and so 
a variety of solutions may be required. 
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1.6 Aims and thesis outline 
1.6.1 Statement of aims 
Our aim is to produce a coherent statistical methodology for the analysis of tooth shape, 
allowing future investigation into the dependency of shape on explanatory variables. 
The techniques must be suitable for removing unwanted variation in shape in directions 
other than around the outline, in order to address such problems as gingival tissue 
variation. In addition, any methodology to be used also needs to be well suited for user 
interaction, which is important in clinical situations. 
1.6.2 Thesis outline 
In chapter 2 we review and evaluate the most popular methods of shape analysis, in 
terms of their suitability as a starting point for our investigations. The techniques are 
separated into landmark (distance based and geometric) and outline approaches as 
described above. We provide reasons as to why the Procrustes technique (along with 
the other tools of the `morphometric synthesis') has, in recent years, become the 
standard protocol for investigations of shape when `landmark' data is available and why 
this is also the most logical place to begin our investigations. 
Chapter 3 introduces the ideas of Procrustes analysis for the first time to the study of 
tooth shape, where teeth are represented and analysed as configurations of 'landmarks' 
from digital images. Using buccal images of central incisors from patients with 
hypodontia and a corresponding control group, we illustrate how it is possible to 
estimate mean shapes and investigate shape variability. We also demonstrate how 
conventional 2D inferential techniques may be adapted to address hypotheses 
concerning shape and provide full mathematical details throughout, including the ideas 
of shape space and tangent space. 
The techniques assume that the data is reproducible and has good correspondence 
between cases. Therefore in chapter 4 we set out to establish how well the Procrustes 
method can be expected to perform (in its standard form) when used on surfaces from a 
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variety of tooth types and, in particular, how much impact inconsistencies in the 
positioning of landmarks may have on investigations of shape. From buccal and 
occlusal views of a variety of tooth types, we establish the level of variation due to 
operator inconsistency in obtaining landmarks, relative to actual variation in tooth 
shape. 
In chapter 5 we turn our attention to addressing some of the issues highlighted in 1.5.2 
and investigate the use of `semi-landmarks' (Bookstein, 1996a, d, e), an extension of the 
standard Procrustes methodology which recognises that landmarks may be known to lie 
along particular lines or curves, such as around the outline of an object, but are difficult 
to locate precisely. The technique allows these landmarks to move in pre-specified 
directions to overcome the lack of precise correspondence by introducing an additional 
standardisation step in the Procrustes procedure and so may offer a way of removing 
unwanted variations in shape due to differences in the position of a patient's gingival 
tissue. 
In chapter 6, we consider other ways in which the semi-landmark and/or Procrustes 
method can be modified to overcome this problem. In particular we examine other 
possible mappings and criteria that may be optimised when determining the new 
positions of the semi-landmarks as well as the use of alternative existing techniques, 
which aim to allow for lack of landmark correspondence. Chapter 7 then describes a 
specifically written routine for investigating the selected methods in S-plus v. 4.5 
(Insightful Corporation). We give details of the various options for specifying how the 
positions of semi-landmarks are determined (including the importance of different 
scaling and convergence choices) and for displaying the initial, final and individual 
steps of the different procedures. 
In chapter 8 we investigate how well each of the newly proposed methods performs in 
addressing the problem of unwanted variation in shape due differences in the position of 
a patient's gingival tissue. As well as removing this variation between individuals, a 
successful method must also be able to identify that representations of the same 
individual tooth, but with the gingival margin and/or interdental papilla in different 
positions, are in fact, still the same shape. Since we have no way of investigating this 
using study casts (as the gum is always in one position), images of patients' teeth where 
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the entire actual crown is visible are used and different possible clinical crown shapes 
generated by simulating different possible positions of a patient's gingival tissue. Use 
of probability models is made with parameters chosen to reflect what is known about 
gingival variation from both the dental literature and experienced periodontologists. 
The choice of summary measures for assessing and comparing the results of the 
different methods, is also carefully considered. The investigation centres on the buccal 
surface of the upper central incisor, although the methods described are intended to be 
suitable for buccal surfaces of all tooth types. 
In the next two chapters we consider other applications and uses of the new methods, 
both in the study of tooth shape and when applied to configurations generated from 
simple geometric forms. In chapter 9, we consider how the different methods perform 
in addressing some of the other problems and difficulties associated in the study of 
tooth shape on a variety of different tooth types. In particular, we return to the data and 
results of the reliability study in chapter 4 and investigate use of the new methods in 
addressing issues of operator inconsistency. In chapter 10 we consider use of the new 
methods in filtering out unwanted patterns of variation generated from basic known 
shapes, so that we may extend our investigations of the new methods to applications 
beyond those encountered in the study of tooth shape. Simulating variation in specific 
controlled ways, also allows us to monitor and assess how the different methods 
perform when trying to remove certain patterns of variation. 
Finally, chapter 11 summarises and discusses the main points and findings from this 
study. We offer recommendations and advice as to when use of the new methods 
presented here may be more beneficial than a standard Procrustes analysis of shape or 
use of Bookstein's original semi-landmark method, both for the study of tooth shape 
and in wider applications. Ideas for future development of this work are also suggested 
and considered. 
The descriptions of many of the techniques involved, throughout this thesis, do require 
some expertise in mathematical notation, which may be unfamiliar to most dental 
researchers. However, we hope that readers will be able to appreciate the main points 







Review of main methods of shape 
analysis 
2.1 Introduction 
The field of shape analysis involves methods for the study of the shape of objects where 
location, rotation and scale are removed or accounted for in some way. The main aims 
are to estimate average shapes and the structure of shape variability and to carry out 
inferences on population quantities. 
Methods of shape analysis may be categorised by their associated data source, as either 
`landmark' or `outline' based (see for example, Marcus et al., 1996, Bookstein, 1998 or 
Adams et al., 2004). Landmark techniques may be further separated into `distance' 
methods, based on inter-landmark measurements or `geometric/superimposition' 
techniques, where information on the relative locations of landmarks is always retained 
(which is generally not usually possible with `distance' methods). In the current study 
we have the option of using either type of data. As described in section 1.4, digital 
imaging enables the shape of an object to be represented as a series of Cartesian 
coordinates of landmark positions. Alternatively, the outline of an object may be 
recorded as a bivariate string of x and y coordinates or as a single list of data 
representing the value of some function at equally spaced positions along an outline, 
from some arbitrary starting point. 
The chapter begins with a review of the key publications and other sources of 
information on the subject, including details of discussion forums, websites and mailing 
lists. It then continues with a detailed review of the most popular methods of shape 
analysis, which we describe, evaluate and compare, in terms of their suitability as a 




enough known to feature in the ongoing `glossary of morphometrics', originally 
compiled by Slice et al. (1996) and continually updated at the State University of New 
York (SLTNY) Stony Brook website (see section 2.1.2). 
The techniques are separated into landmark (distance and geometric) and outline 
approaches, as described above, in sections 2.2 and 2.3 respectively. Where relevant, 
examples of their use with applications involving human tooth shape are noted, 
although for all but the `traditional' methods of analysis, described in section 2.2.2.1, 
these are rare. Note that methods that are considered in later sections of this thesis are 
given only a brief description here, since a more detailed review will be presented in the 
relevant chapters. 
At the end of section 2.2 we discuss the advantages and disadvantages of distance 
versus geometric landmark methods, noting the arguments of previous authors as well 
as issues likely to arise when used for the study of tooth shape. In particular, we 
consider reasons as to why, in recent years, Procrustes analysis (along with the other 
tools of the morphometric synthesis) has become the standard approach for 
investigation of shape when landmark data is available. In section 2.4, the benefits and 
drawbacks of landmark and outline techniques are then compared. Since we have both 
types of data available for this study, we consider which is the more useful approach to 
take with the current application and which techniques offer the best scope for possible 
development and/or modification, in order to address some of the likely issues arising 
with the study of tooth shape, described in section 1.5.2. We highlight how, in addition 
to the benefits offered over other landmark methods, the Procrustes technique also has 
advantages over outline methods, in terms of developed theory, variety of descriptive 
and inferential techniques which may be utilised and in terms of ease of interpretation of 
results as pictures in the original space of the objects being considered. 
Following the discussion of 2.4 and identification of an appropriate place to start our 
investigation, the chapter ends with a brief overview of the software currently available 
for performing the various landmark and outline methods described. 
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2.1.1 Main texts 
12 
A short summary of the various approaches to shape analysis, in a historical 
perspective, is Bookstein's (1998) paper, titled `A hundred years of morphometrics', 
which compares and describes the development of the various ideas we describe in this 
chapter and the extent to which they have now been standardised. Adams et al. (2004) 
also present a broad and up-to-date review of the field of morphometrics, emphasising 
the developments of the last 10 years and identifying future possible directions. 
`Statistical shape analysis' by Dryden & Mardia (1998) is the most comprehensive 
recent book, dealing, in particular, with the analysis of landmark data. Other 
introductory texts on geometric landmark methods include Bookstein (1991) and more 
recently the primer by Zelditch et al. (2004). A comprehensive (but very technical) 
account of shape theory for landmark data is that of Kendall et al. (1999). Other recent 
texts dealing with the geometric analysis of inter-landmark measurements and outline 
data respectively are those by Lele & Richtsmeier (2001) and Lestrel (1997). 
Prior to these texts, various proceedings from workshops and meetings provided most of 
the basic literature on shape. A series of workshops during the late 1980s to mid 1990s 
brought many of the methodologies to the attention of researchers. Publications from 
these workshops are available as books, known by their colour: 
9 `Red book': Morphometrics in evolutionary biology, Bookstein et al. (1985). 
" `Blue book': Proceedings of the Michigan workshop in morphometrics, Rohlf & 
Bookstein (1990). 
" `Black book': Contributions to morphometrics, Marcus et al. (1993). 
9 `White book': Advances in morphometrics, Marcus et al. (1996). 
Additionally, over the past 10 years, the Leeds Annual Statistics research workshop has 
brought researchers together to discuss various ideas and theoretical developments in 
statistical shape analysis, with participants from a wide variety of fields. The edited 





" Current issues in statistical shape analysis, Mardia & Gill (1995) 
" Image fusion and shape variability techniques, Mardia et al. (1996a) 
Accompanying the growth in literature and the increased profile of these methods has 
been their application to various biological disciplines. Workshops are now offered 
around the world drawing in a wide variety of researchers. Examples of studies making 
use of shape methods can be found in all the proceedings listed above as well as more 
recently, a special issue of `Acta Zoologica Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae', 
Klingenburg and Bookstein (1998). 
2.1.2 Other sources of information 
An excellent source of information on shape analysis is the Stony Brook website at the 
State University of New York: 
h/ http: //Iife. bio. sunysb. edu/mori) 
Here researchers can find information on past and forthcoming meetings, workshops 
and courses, new and recent texts on shape analysis and details of currently active 
workers in the field of morphometrics. The website also has FTP links to download 
various software routines which are described in section 2.5. While demand clearly 
exists, there are as yet no mainstream off the shelf packages available that perform 
shape analyses, just a series of downloadable routines from various authors which still 
require a good level of understanding of the methods involved and of how to interpret 
the results. The site also contains an extensive and continually updated `glossary for 
morphometrics', maintained by F. J. Rohlf, F. L. Bookstein and D. E. Slice. The original 
version (Slice et al., 1996) can be found in the `white book', `Advances in 
morphometrics' by Marcus et al. (1996) mentioned above. 
There is also an active mailing list/discussion group MORPHMET, moderated by D. E. 
Slice (formerly F. J. Rohlf and L. Marcus) and accessible at the address: 
htt, p: //morphometrics. org/morphmet. btml 
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In addition, an extensive bibliography on morphometrics, frequently updated by J. 
Lynch, is available at: 
htti): //www. public. asu. edu/-jmlynch-geometric-index. html. 
2.2 Landmark methods 
2.2.1 Preliminary definitions and notation 
The shape of an object may be represented by a number of points called `landmarks'. 
As described in section 1.2.5, these are key points of correspondence, selected to be 
informative about particular characteristics of interest and are defined in the same way 
on each object of a given type, so that they match both between and within populations. 
Examples of `anatomical' and `mathematical' buccal and occlusal tooth surface 
landmarks were presented in fig. 1.3. 
For most methods, the configuration of landmarks of an object X are represented as a 
kxm matrix of coordinates where k is the number of landmarks and m the dimensionality 
of the space within which the objects were digitised. For example, in m=2 dimensions: 
(x11 




X 2x x2y (2.1) 
xkl xk2 xkc xhy 
The order of the landmarks is arbitrary, but this order must correspond between the 
objects being compared. 
Occasionally, a configuration is denoted in vectorised form, asvec(X). For a kxm 
matrix X, the vec operator stacks the m columns of X (in left to right order) to give a 




The reverse operation, vec-', is used for converting a vector of length km into a matrix 
of m columns and k rows, with vecm' (vec(X )) =X. 
Before considering methods for shape, we also define what is meant by the size of an 
object for landmark data. The choice of size measure used is important since it will 
usually affect the reported conclusions of any analysis and so much attention has been 
given to what the most useful measure of size actually is. The most popular, and now 
almost standard choice, is the `centroid size', calculated as the square root of the sum of 
squared distances of each landmark from the configuration's centre. For configuration 
X, this corresponds to: 
IIXII=IICXII= (xýa -k Xýa)2 (2.2) 
1 
where C is the centring matrix 'k -k1k1k, with Ik the kxk identity matrix, 1ka 
kx1 vector of ones and Euclidean norm IIAII = trace(AT A) . The centre of the 
configuration is given by (1 CX translates X by -3F so that the kk , _, 
centre of CX is at the origin. So, for example, for m=2, the centroid size of 
configuration Xis given by: 
J(xjx_; ±xjx)2+(Xjy_! ±Xjy)2. 
This measure is used (particularly in geometric methods) because is not linearly 
dependent on any of the `shape variables' on which subsequent analysis is based. See 
for example, Bookstein (1986), Kendall (1984) or Goodall, (1991). It could also be 
used in a normalised form (e. g. by dividing by J ), which would be particularly 
appropriate when comparing configurations with a different number of landmarks 
(Dryden & Mardia, 1998). For Procrustes methods, scaling by centroid size is 
especially important since this results in configurations that can be considered as points 
in Kendall's shape space (see section 2.2.3.2). 
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2.2.2 Distance based methods 
The earliest methods of shape analysis to appear were multivariate morphometrics (or 
`traditional morphometrics'), which are still used in many research investigations today. 
Measurements are typically multiple inter landmark distances from which basic shape 
features can be calculated, ignoring the geometry of the objects involved, e. g. which 
distances share end-points. More recent `distance' based methods have used 
manipulations of matrices of measurements between all pair of landmarks (Euclidean 
distance matrix analysis). 
2.2.2.1 Traditional (multivariate) morphometrics 
Traditional methods of shape analysis typically involve measuring distances between 
landmarks (lengths or widths) and then calculating angles or ratios of these distances. 
Ratios and angles are used since they are invariant to differences in the location, size 
and the rotation of objects. Standard multivariate techniques are then applied to these 
variables, e. g. t-tests, ANOVA, and MANOVA to investigate differences in shape. 
A general review of `multivariate morphometrics' is given by Reyment et al. (1984). 
Despite the growing popularity of the newer `geometric methods' (see section 2.2.3), 
traditional morphometrics is still widely and successfully used today and examples can 
be found in many different fields. 
Investigations using `traditional' morphometric methods are abundant in the Dental 
literature. In earlier studies authors used calliper measurements to obtain distances 
between subjectively identified positions. See for example, Peck & Peck (1972) and 
Wood & Engleman (1988) who used the ratio of MD and BL measurements as a 
measure of crown shape. Today, image analysis has aided the process of taking such 
measurements and allowed new, more detailed features to be quantified and 
investigated. For example, Peretz et al. (1998) used digital imaging to measure the 
angles between inter-cusp measurements on molar teeth. More recently, Shah et al. 
(2003) utilised the imaging system used in the current study, to obtain measurements 
from of casts of incisors sectioned at the midpoint of the LACC, to calculate a ratio of 
mesio-distal width measurements, in order to describe tooth shape. 
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Having collected a series of measurements on each object, an alternative approach to 
using ratios and angles is to use principal components analysis on the length and width 
measurements and then interpret the resulting components as measures of different 
aspects of size or shape. For example, Khalaf et al. (2001) use this approach to quantify 
and analyse shape characteristics of teeth in patients with supernumerary teeth. 
In most dental and other biological applications, summaries of the findings are usually 
presented as a table of means and standard deviations of the measurements or derived 
variables involved. However, pictorial representation of variation in shape is often ad 
hoc and usually limited to simply displaying series of scatter plots of pairs of the 
different measurements. 
This lack of a simple means by which to visualise resulting shapes is a commonly cited 
drawback of these methods. While distances may be constructed from landmark 
coordinates, the reverse is generally not true unless as extensive series of measurements 
is recorded that includes the same landmarks as endpoints of several distances (Marcus 
& Corti, 1996). Consequently, visual representation of shape variation and shape 
differences is not generally straightforward. Marcus (1990) reviews the numerous 
diagrammatic displays attempted from traditional morphometric methods. A recent 
attempt to address this difficulty is given by Carpenter et al. (1996). They detail 
procedures to transform distances to landmarks using iterative multidimensional scaling 
methods (see section 2.2.2.3) and introduce otherwise redundant measurements, such as 
the `truss protocol' to allow a reasonably accurate conversion of inter-landmark distance 
data into coordinate data, which may then be plotted and visualised. 
2.2.2.2 Allometry 
Introduced by Huxley (1924,1932), allometry is a technique using inter-landmark 
distances for the study of size and shape. Differences or changes in shape are often 
associated with size, for example, smaller potatoes are more spherical (Glaseby et al., 
1988). It is often found that the sizes of different parts of organisms are linearly related 
on a logarithmic scale. For example, length (L) and width (W) may obey the 
relationship: 
LogL =a+ /3 log W or equivalently L=exWQ. 
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Keiser (1990) devotes an entire chapter of his book on adult odontometrics to the study 
of allometric relations of tooth size, although emphasis is placed on investigating 
regression relationships with the size or mass of other parts of the body, such as height 
or the length of bones, rather than between measurements on the same tooth. 
Mosimann (1970) gives a rigorous treatment of the subject of allometry and provides 
theorems for the independence of population size and shape. 
However, as we note in section 2.2.4, considering just distance and angular 
measurements can often be inferior to methods where the geometry of an object is 
retained. One reason for this is that interpretation of the important linear combinations 
of measurements of the form above can often be difficult, particularly when more than 
just two measurements are involved. 
2.2.2.3 Euclidean distance matrix analysis (EDMA) 
Another method utilising inter-landmark distances is EDMA, first proposed by Lele & 
Richtsmeier (1991). EDMA involves computation of matrices of all inter-landmark 
distances for each configuration. These are called `form' matrices (form being size and 
shape information) and contain Euclidean distances between every possible pair of the k 
landmarks (k landmarks generate n(n-1)/2 distances). For a sample of n form matrices it 
is possible to produce an estimate of mean size and shape using multi-dimensional 
scaling. However, this leads to biased estimates, so instead Lele (1993) suggested using 
a corrected method of moments. The ideas rely on those used in multidimensional 
scaling, as we explain below. 
2.2.2.3.1 Multidimensional scaling and EDMA 
For a kxm configuration X, consider the kxk squared Euclidean distance matrix D(X), 
with entry r, s (r, s=1,..., k) given by the squared Euclidean distance between points r and 
s. For example, for m=2, D(X) has entries: 
D(X) 
rs=(xrx -xj 
2 +(Xry -x 
)2. 
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Let W be the (component-wise) average squared Euclidean distance matrix over n 
configurations in a sample. Using multidimensional scaling (MDS) it is then possible to 
construct a configuration of k points in Euclidean space corresponding to the 
information in W (or any Euclidean distance matrix D) which also has squared 
Euclidean matrix approximately equal to W (or D). See for example Mardia et al., 1979. 
W can therefore be used to provide an estimate of the mean size and shape configuration 
by calculating: 
PMDS(W) MDS(W) (2.3) 
where f,,..., fm are the first m eigenvectors (of length k) of -1 CWC, scaled so that 
f, T f! = a1 , where the a, are the corresponding eigenvalues. C is the kxk centring 
matrix, as defined in section 2.2.1. The approximation is reasonable providing the first 
m eigenvalues are large compared with the rest (Dryden & Mardia, 1998). Any rotation 
(and/or reflection) of y^m s(w) will also be an equivalent solution and so this is often 
called the estimated mean reflection size and shape. Of course, it is then possible to 
plot /MDs(w) for visualisation. 
However, the classical MDS solution leads to a biased estimate of mean size and shape 
under normal errors, so EDMA corrects for this by estimating population distances 
using a method of moments, under certain modelling assumptions. 
Let F(X) be the kxk `form distance matrix' of configuration X, with entries F(X), s 




-Xsx)Z +(X, _Xsy)2 " 
(2.4) 
For a sample of configurations, the idea is then to obtain an estimate of the population 
form distance matrix F(µ) . Assuming, for m=2, that the coordinates of the jth 
landmark (t jx, try) in Tare independently, multivariate-normally distributed, with mean 
and covariance C212, j=1,..., k, an unbiased moment estimate of the 
population squared Euclidean distance between landmarks r and s, 
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3rs=(Prx -µsx)2 +(pry _µsy)2, 
(2.5) 
is given by: 





n; _, n ;. 1 n;. l 
where the d st 1, i=1,..., n are a random sample of squared 
distances of the form of (2.5) 
between landmarks r and s in each of the n configurations. It is then easy to construct a 
kxk matrix S with elements (S) rS = 
Srs , representing the population 
form matrix and by 
(2.3), to obtain an estimate of mean (reflection) size and shape: 
J l5(5)_MDS(E) . 
If variations are small then the EDMA reconstructed mean shape of a sample will be 
very similar to that of MDS, which in turn is very similar the full Procrustes mean in 
section 2.2.3.2.1 (Dryden & Mardia, 1998). Note that as with any size and shape study, 
all objects have to be commensurate in scale. 
2.2.2.3.2 Examining differences in shape 
A statistical test to compare mean shapes in two independent populations has been 
developed by Lele & Richtsmeier (1991). 
To compare two shapes (which may be two means or two individuals), a form 
difference matrix comprising element-wise ratios of the corresponding distances in the 




If the ratio of all the distances is constant, then the forms can be said to have the same 
shape, the common ratio being the difference in size. The amount of shape difference 
could be given by the ratio of the largest and smallest of the elements of the form 
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difference matrix. Unfortunately, one must then examine long lists of distance ratios to 
interpret how exactly the shapes differ. 
Instead, in order to test for a difference in mean reflection size and shape between two 
samples, Lele & Richtsmeier (1991) propose the statistic: 
max 
Fr, (A, ) 
min 
F (P 1) 
is Frs(µ2) is Frs(ß2) 
where µ, and , ü2 are the EDMA estimators of mean size and shape in each sample. 
Bootstrap procedures must be used to estimate the null distribution of the test statistic. 
A more powerful, although less frequently used test, EDMA-II, was also later proposed 
by Lele & Cole (1995). 
For a more comprehensive description and discussion of EDMA, see the recent text by 
Lele & Richtsmeier (2001). 
2.2.2.3.3 A related approach using logarithms of distances 
A related approach to shape analysis based on inter-landmark distances is that of Rao & 
Suryawanshi (1996), who proposed comparing samples of shapes using matrices of 
average log distances and again multidimensional scaling. See also Dryden & Mardia, 
(1998) for a brief description. 
2.2.3 Superimposition (geometric) methods 
Over time, analysis of linear distances gave way to analyses based directly on landmark 
configurations (or the entire outlines of objects, as described in section 2.3), so that 
instead of working with a few quantities derived from objects such as angles, distances 
and ratios, one works with the complete geometry of them. 
In the last two decades there have been many key developments in the statistical 
analysis of shape, in particular in terms of geometric methods for landmark data. As 
recently as the late 1980s/early 1990s several `competing' approaches existed, one of 
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which was the calculation of `two-point shape coordinates' by edge superimposition 
(see section 2.2.3.1 below). Since then a standard set of procedures for analysing shape 
has emerged, based around the ideas of Procrustes superimposition and Kendall's shape 
space and now referred to by Bookstein (1998) as the `morphometric synthesis'. 
In any study of shape, a particular difficulty is that Euclidean methods of analysis 
cannot be used to analyse differences in the locations of points on objects directly, 
because registration differences due to size, location and orientation are still present. 
Superimposition methods eliminate this non-shape variation from the configurations of 
landmarks by overlaying them according to different protocols and optimisation criteria. 
The shape of a configuration may then be represented as the resulting coordinates of the 
points after the effects of these `similarity transformations' are removed and differences 
in shape described by differences in the coordinates of corresponding landmarks. It is 
then possible to compare samples using standard multivariate inferential techniques and 
to produce graphical displays to visualise variations in shape. 
For a comprehensive survey of early uses of superimposition methods to study 
differences in shapes, see Cole (1996). 
2.2.3.1 Edge superimposition (Bookstein coordinates) 
For planar (m=2) data, Bookstein (1984,1986) suggested removing the similarity 
transformations by translating, rotating and re-scaling the configurations so that two 
chosen landmarks (say landmarks 1 and 2) are sent to a fixed position or baseline, e. g. 
(-1/2,0) and (1/2,0). The coordinates of the remaining k-2 landmarks after these 
transformations may then be used to represent variation in shape. 










(x21-xIt)(xJ2 -x12)-(x22 -x12)(xjl -xii) 
(x21 -x 1)2 + (x22 -x12) 
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The choice of baseline is in fact arbitrary and below we present formulae to obtain edge 
superimposition coordinates when landmarks 1 and 2 may be sent to any specified 
baseline with coordinates p, = (p, x, p y) and Pz = 
(P2x' Pty) " The transformed 
configuration is calculated as: 
XB =h(X-1kb)r+1kp (2.6) 
where lk is a vector of 1's of length k and 








22 'p 22 -sing cosO 
' 
h= 
(Pzx -Plx)2 +(Psy -Piy)2 -i tan 
(PlX -P2x)(xty -x2)-(xxx -x2X)(Pty -P2y) 
(x2 -xix)2 +(xzy -xIy)2 (xix -x2)(P1 -Pzx)-(x1y -x2y)(Piy -P2y) 
A benefit of using Bookstein or `two-point' shape coordinates is that the graphical 
displays and coordinates are easy to interpret. Fig 1.1 shows a plot of the Bookstein 
coordinates of a small sample of upper central incisors, with landmarks defined as in 
1.2.5, aligned so that the mesio-distal endpoints are sent to positions (-0.5,0) and (0.5,0). 
Extensions to three dimensions have also been developed (see e. g. Dryden & Mardia, 
1998). 
0 
Fig 1.1: Bookstein coordinates of upper 
central incisor configurations with MD 
endpoints registered to baseline (-0.5,0) 
and (0.5,0). Gingival landmarks at top, 
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One approach to analysis is to use standard multivariate methods on the k-2 Bookstein 
coordinates directly, ignoring the `non-Euclidean' nature of the shape space. Euclidean 
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distances between configurations in some regions of the space may be larger/smaller 
when the apparent difference in shape is smaller/larger than in other regions. For 
example, for triangles, registered to a common baseline, e. g. (-0.5,0) and (0.5,0), a 
Euclidean distance of 1 between configurations whose third vertices are nearer to the 
origin results from a larger difference in shape than when configurations have third 
vertices further away from the origin. However, providing variations in the data are 
small and the points chosen as the baseline are not close together, the method is 
adequate for mean estimation and hypothesis testing, using (say) Hotelling's 72 tests on 
the k-2 non-fixed coordinates (Dryden & Mardia, 1998). 
The main disadvantage, however, is that since the configurations are registered to a 
common edge, this induces correlations into the k-2 other coordinates, leading to 
spurious relationships, and so the method should not be used to interpret the structure of 
shape variability. In particular, examination of the sample covariance matrix (by e. g. 
PCA) can be very misleading and should not be used. An artefact of using this type of 
coordinate system is that variability in points away from the baseline often appears 
larger than at the nearer points. 
The approach is also often criticised because unlike the Procrustes methods, it does not 
summarise covariation across all landmarks. In addition, different choices of baseline 
can often produce very different results. For these reasons the use of Procrustes 
superimposition is now nearly always preferred. 
2.2.3.2 Procrustes analysis and the morphometric synthesis 
During the last two decades, a rigorous theory for shape analysis had been developed, 
that makes possible the combined use of multivariate statistical techniques and methods 
for the direct visualisation of shape. By way of the pioneering articles of Kendall 
(1984) and Bookstein (1986), the two major advances have been the formulation of 
Kendall's space (with Procrustes metric measuring dissimilarities in shape) and the 
adaptation of Procrustes analysis to the analysis of shape (Goodall, 1991). 
These articles then provided the theoretical setting for the development of inferential 
and descriptive statistical methods that followed, where shapes are defined as 
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equivalence classes of landmark sets under the operations of the `similarity group' of 
transformations described in the introduction to 2.2.3, comprising rotation, translations 
and scalings. These included the development of specific distributional methods of 
shape analysis (starting with Mardia & Dryden, 1989a, b), and also Kent (1994), who 
introduced the Procrustes tangent space, enabling conventional methods of statistical 
analysis to be used to for descriptive and inferential investigations of variation in shape. 
2.2.3.2.1 Ordinary and generalised Procrustes analysis 
Consider two k landmark configurations in m dimensions, expressed as kxm matrices 
X and Y as in equation (2.1). We wish to compare the configurations and obtain a 
measure of dissimilarity or distance between the shapes. 
Ordinary Procrustes superimposition of (say) configuration X to configuration Y 
involves matching X to Y as closely as possible, by least squares, over the similarity 
transformations of scale, location and rotation. For this we seek to minimise the sum of 
squared Euclidean distances between the landmarks of Y and corresponding points 
ofßXI' + lk yT , i. e. we seek 
minllY-(PXI'+lk7T)II2, (2.7) 
r, P, r 
where y is a translation vector of length m, ßa scale parameter >0 and I'(0), an mxm 
special orthogonal rotation matrix. The minimised value of (2.7) and corresponding 
parameters estimates j, 4 and IF(6) are obtained by first translating the centre of each 
configuration to (0,0), and then rotating (and resizing) X so that the sum of squared 
distances between corresponding landmarks is minimised. ci'f' +1ky T'S the full 
Procrustes fit of X to Y. Details of how to obtain y, ß and IF(6) algebraically are 
given in an expanded version of this description in section 3.2.1. 
However, note that if we had instead superimposed Y to X then: 
minllY-(PXI'+1k7T )I1Z minllX-(JYI'+1kIT )II2. 
r, d ,r 
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However, a symmetric measure of dissimilarity in shape can be easily obtained if both 






I'+1kyT) =min `Y -(ß 
y 
I'+lkyT) 
r, ß, r 
Ilyll 
IIXII r, ß, r IIXII IIYII 
=d F (X, y), the squared full Procrustes distance between X and Y. 
For a sample of configurations Xi , i=l,..., n, the 
full Procrustes estimate of mean shape 
A is obtained as the shape which has least sum of squared full Procrustes distances to 
each configuration in the sample. i. e. 
µ= arg min dF (X, µ)=arg min ýl (ß; XJT, + 1k Y1 )112 , (2.8) 
i=1 
subject to some constraint on the size of µ or of the /3, XF1 +lky; and choice of an 
arbitrary orientation for µ. The 'full Procrustes registered fits' are then given by 
XP _ $IX, I'i +lk yT where 8,, 17, and yf are the similarity transformations minimising 
(2.8) above. Several different methods have been proposed for obtaining µ and the 
X, '. For m=2 an explicit solution is available using complex vector notation (see for 
example, Bookstein, 1991 or Kent, 1994). For m>_2 however, the iterative method of 
Gower (1975) and Ten Berge (1977), also described by Rohlf & Slice (1990) and 
Goodall (1991), must be used. Full descriptions are given in section 3.2.2. 
The procedure is known as Generalised Procrustes analysis (GPA) and in removing the 
variation in location, rotation and size, the n configurations objects are now registered to 
a common (though arbitrary) coordinate system. The sample variation in shape may 
then be visualised by plotting the Procrustes fits, as for example in fig 2.2 below, which 
shows the fits of the same sample of upper central incisors used in fig. 2.1. 
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Fig 2.2: Procrustes fits of a small sample of 
upper central incisor configurations. 
Gingival landmarks at top, incisal edge o 0 
landmarks at bottom. N 
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After removing the unwanted registration differences using GPA, the landmark 
configurations can be regarded as points in Kendall's shape space (Kendall, 1984). 
Each point in this space represents the shape of a configuration of points irrespective of 
size, location and orientation (points correspond to entire landmark configurations, not 
just single landmarks). Underlying this space is the Procrustes metric p for measuring 
dissimilarity between points (shapes). Minimisation of distances between points in 
shape space corresponds directly with the minimisation of sums of squared Euclidean 
distances in configuration space using dF (X, Y) , as described above, with 
dF(X, Y)zp(X, Y). Consequently, providing variation in shape is small, it can be 
shown (see section 3.3.2) that the Procrustes fits approximate coordinates in a tangent 
space to Kendall's shape space; a linearised version of shape space in the vicinity of the 
Procrustes mean which has Euclidean metric approximating Procrustes distances p in 
the shape space. This result forms the fundamental basis for further analytical 
investigations, allowing most standard descriptive and inferential techniques (which 
rely on the Euclidean metric) to be adapted and applied successfully. 
For instance, sample shape variation may be investigated by principal components 
analysis of the Procrustes fits and visualised by displaying hypothetical shapes at 
different extremities of variation. Scores for each configuration on each component 
may be used to investigate associations of certain patterns of variation in shape with 
other covariates, e. g. centroid size (see section 3.4.2.2). 
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As Adams et al. (2004) note, today nearly all landmark based morphometric studies 
analyse shape with procedures based on Kendall's shape space, Procrustes distances or 
their tangent space approximations. However, despite this rise in popularity, the profile 
of the Procrustes technique and its related methods is still relatively low in the 
mainstream scientific literature and almost non-existent for studies of tooth shape. 
2.2.3.3 Post superimposition techniques 
Following superimposition, transformation techniques can be used to map one 
configuration to another, so that differences in shape can then be visually described. 
For example, mappings may be made from a mean or reference configuration to an 
individual object or between two means of different samples. We describe some of 
these methods below. 
2.2.3.3.1 Thin plate splines and deformation grids 
Visualisation of differences in shape may be obtained using a pair of thin plate spline 
(PTPS) transformations (Bookstein, 1991). Here these are used to represent shape 
differences between two configurations in a manner analogous to D. W. Thompson's 
(1917) deformation grids. The technique is described in detail in chapter 5 and so we 
give only a brief description of the ideas involved here. 
Imagine one configuration drawn on a piece of squared graph paper, the other on plain 
paper. If we `deform' the graph paper so that the corresponding landmarks of the two 
configurations can be placed directly over each other, the resulting deformed grid tells 
us where and how the configurations differ. 
A pair of thin plate splines is used to describe the mapping of the 2D space in which a 
set of landmarks lie to designated locations in another by minimising the 'bending 
energy' (integral quadratic variation) over the entire picture plane, constrained so that 
corresponding landmarks match exactly. The square grid referred to above thereby 
`bends' as little as possible and so the deformation is `optimal' in this sense. An 
illustration is given in fig. 2.3, which shows the difference in shape between a normal 
upper central incisor, from a patient with a full number of teeth and the same tooth from 
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a patient with hypodontia. Landmarks correspond to those described in section 1.2.5, 
with the exception of the mesio-distal endpoints which were omitted due to the 
difficulty in identifying these positions in the hypodontia population. Both 
configurations have been centred and scaled to unit size and the hypodontia incisor 

















Fig 2.3: (Left) Square grid superimposed onto normal central incisor configuration. (Right) Square grid 
deformed to lie on hypodontia incisor. 
Parameters describing the deformations ('partial' or `relative' warp scores) of the 
estimated mean shape to each configuration in a sample, can be used as shape variables 
for subsequent statistical comparisons, in a manner similar to that described for 
principal components above. 
2.2.3.3.2 Relative warps analysis 
For relative warp analysis (Bookstein 1991), the parameters of the PTPS transformation 
from the mean µ to the Procrustes fit of each configuration in a sample, can be used as 
alternative variables in a principal components analysis (PCA) (or any multivariate 
method) and a special scaling parameter used to emphasise small or larger scale 
deformations from the mean shape. Rather than using the covariance matrix of the 
vectorised Procrustes fits (with Euclidean metric), PCA is performed with respect to the 
power of the `bending energy (or inverse bending energy) matrix' of µ (with respect to 
the `bending energy' metric from µ to each XP). Further details of can be found in 
section 5.3.6.3. 
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An alternative method for pairs of objects is finite element scaling. In this technique, 
the set of landmarks on each configuration serve as vertices of r small closed regions, 
usually triangles in two dimensions. These are the finite elements. Two configurations 
X and Y may be compared by computing a separate `affine' transformation, of the form 
below, between each pair of elements, YFE, and XFE, with: 
T YFE, = XFE, Ar +1kCr +Er" 
The affine transformation of XFE, is given by multiplication by amxm matrix Ar and 
translation by a vector c, , of 
length m. If we were to consider points on square grid, 
such an affine transformation would deform the grid uniformly into a parallelogram 
grid. E, is a matrix of residual errors, added so that each transformation maps the 
vertices of each small region in one configuration to their corresponding positions in the 
other. (For triangular elements in two dimensions the transformation is necessarily 
affine and maps vertices exactly with E, =0). 
The shape differences are usually displayed in terms of strained crosses inside each 
element (triangle), representing the principal (major and minor) axes of the deformation 
of a unit circle inscribed in each element, which is transformed into an ellipse by the 
affine mapping. These are then compared in terms of their magnitudes and directions. 
The estimated strains are said to represent hypothetical forces that deform one object to 
another. The technique can also be used with non-homogenous elements, e. g. elements 
not necessarily all triangles, see for example, Cheverud & Richtsmeir (1986). 
One problem however, is that the selection of landmarks and finite elements to be used 
is arbitrary. A different partitioning of the configuration into different elements can 
often produce very different results and can change the whole perception of the shape 
difference between two objects (see Zienkiewicz, 1971 for more details). Bookstein 
(1991) also criticises the use of the technique on this basis. 
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2.2.3.4 Resistant superimposition 
Least squares matching of configurations can be greatly influenced by landmarks that 
are unusually located on different objects. Siegel & Benson (1982) made the 
observation that if the two objects being compared are identical except for the position 
of a few landmarks, a global ordinary least squares criterion (as in (2.7)) usually results 
in a general lack of fit at most points. This can make the interpretation of Procrustes fits 
misleading, masking the nature of actual differences between configurations. They 
instead proposed a resistant fit method for matching X to Y over the similarity 
transformations, that is better able to reveal such localised differences. 
Here we denote the superimposed version ofXto Y as: 
XPR" 7R' (2.9) 
However, unlike with Procrustes superimposition, there is no quantity to be optimised 
between Y and X'. Instead, estimation of the scale ßR , rotation angle OR and 
translation vector yR involves sequential updating by repeated median estimators. 
Following an initial approximate alignment of configuration X to Y to facilitate the 
estimation (Rohlf & Slice (1990) suggest using the Procrustes fit), the scale factor is 
computed as the repeated median of the ratios of corresponding distances between each 
pair of landmarks j and 1 in Y and X; 
ßR= median median 
(Yý -Yýx)2 +(YýY -Yýv)Z (2.10) 
i lxs (X- 'Cjx)+(x1 -x1 
) 
A similar procedure is then used to estimate the rotation angle 0R, by evaluating the 
median angle between pairs of vectors connecting pairs of points; 
OR = medianmedian(8,, ) I (2.11) 
!l 1*) / 
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where 9j, is the rotation required to point a vector connecting points j and 1 in Yin the 
same direction as the corresponding vector in X. Siegel & Benson (1982) recommend 
using a range of -7r to rr for 9ji , since one would expect their average to 
be close to zero 
following the initial fitting (this then saves having to consider the fact that 27r-c is the 
same as -s in the calculation of the median angle and ensures it is properly defined). 
This can be achieved, for example, by converting each pair of vectors to complex 
numbers and following the details of section 3.2.2.3. yR is then computed using 
ordinary medians, with: 
YR - median(Y-ßRXF(OR))" (2.12) 
Siegel and Benson (1982) showed that the procedure has a `breakdown value' of almost 
50%, this being the number of points that can be perturbed before the fit of the 
unperturbed points is affected. In other words, whenever (k+l)/2 of the points can be 
made to fit closely, the resistant fit method will obtain the correct solution. By contrast 
the least squares solution can be affected by a change in just a single point. It is 
therefore hoped that the excessively larger or smaller, scale and shift parameters 
associated with outlying landmarks are ignored and the fit allocates most of the 
variation to the outlying landmarks. 
To extend these ideas for the matching of multiple objects (and obtaining an average 
shape, µR ), Rohlf & Slice (1990) modified Gower's (1975) iterative approach to 
generalised Procrustes analysis to use resistant fitting. Firstly, each configuration X, is 
centred and scaled to a common size, so that for each X, the median squared inter- 
landmark distance equals unity, i. e. 
med ian((xix - x, )' + (xjy -x y) 
Z) =1, j, 1=1,..., k. (2.13) jsl 
An initial estimate of the mean to use in the iterations is obtained as follows. 
(i) Firstly choose µR as one of the scaled centre configurations. 
(ii) Rotate each X, to µR using least squares rotation. 
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(iii) Compute a new µR as the median of the rotated X,. 
(iv) For convenience in testing convergence, scale P. so that (2.13) holds. 
An average shape and corresponding set of registered `fits' are then obtained using the 
following iteration steps. 
1. Rotate each current X, to fit µ1e using the resistant fit procedure (equations (2.9) to 
(2.12)), to obtain the X; F. 
2. Compute new mean µR_ as the arithmetic mean of the positions in the X. 
3. Test convergence by examining the median difference between ßR_ and µR . 
(Rohlf & Slice (1990) suggest this is more in line with the goals of the robust 
procedure than testing convergence using least squares). 
4. If the median absolute difference between PR_ and P. is not less than some pre- 
specified tolerance, then rescale the new ßR_ to have unit squared inter-landmark 
distance, set P. = AR_ and X, =X and repeat from 1. 
Bookstein & Sampson (1990) showed how one can use the technique to detect the effect 
of outliers by matching objects with various combinations of landmarks left out of the 
fitting process. Having identified outliers as those with large residuals, one course of 
action suggested is then to ignore a suspect point(s) and proceed with a conventional, 
more efficient analysis (e. g. Procrustes least squares) on the rest of the data. 
An alternative to the repeated median method using `least median of squares (LMS) 
estimators', was introduced by Rousseeuw (1984) who noted that the residual 
discrepancy measures from Siegel & Benson's (1982) method were still somewhat 
dependent on the original registration of the two objects. If E denotes the kxm matrix of 
residuals of the fit of X RF= ßRXI'(BR) - lk 7 to Y, with jth row entri es (ejx, e f, ) , 
j=1,..., k, then estimates of the parameters, ßR, 9R and YR are obtained to optimise: 
median ((eix + ei y) ,..., 
(e2 + e, ) ). 
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Many other 'robust' regression procedures have been proposed for superimposition of 
configurations such as GS-estimators, M-estimators and least absolute deviations. For 
example, Dryden & Walker (1997,1999) adapt the S-estimator of Rousseeuw and 
Yohai (1984) to minimise the residuals of the fit ofXto Y. 
Note, however, that unlike with the least squares approach (and some other resistant 
techniques, e. g. Dryden & Walker, 1999), the parameter estimates determined by 
repeated medians are obtained using procedures that are not based on any explicit 
optimisation principle. Because there is no objective function to be minimised, Rohlf & 
Slice (1990) argue that this makes it unclear how to judge the quality of the final results. 
Frequently, the view is that subsequent analysis of the X' should not be performed as 
the resistant fit procedures lack the well developed theory ässociated with the least 
squares Procrustes methods (Rohlf & Slice, 1990, Adams et al., 2004). By Kendall's 
(1984) definition of shape, configurations aligned by any other method than OLS or 
GLS, still contain `non-shape' variation due to location, orientation and size (Bookstein, 
1996c). Others however, for example Walker (2000), argue that providing the 
larger/smaller variance is not only limited to a few (<25%) of landmarks, analysis 
should proceed in the same way as when having obtained Procrustes fits, using ordinary 
multivariate techniques, as the estimated covariance structure of the X, ' will be a 
better reflection of the true variation in shape. Goodall (1991) also suggested using a 
robust superimposition when the variance at the different landmarks is known to be 
`non-isotropic' (which may involve different weighting of landmarks in different 
configurations) and to base inference on the covariance estimated from the resulting fits. 
However, as Walker (2000) also notes, because of the acceptance of Kendall's shape 
space, resistant fit methods have been largely ignored. 
2.2.4 Geometric methods vs Distance methods 
The preceding sections of 2.2 have presented an overview of the main methods of shape 
analysis using landmarks. The various approaches were separated into distance 
methods (traditional morphometrics, allometry, EDMA) and superimposition/geometric 
methods (Bookstein, resistant methods and in particular Procrustes superimposition, 
including various post superimposition techniques). 
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When only a few specific length measurements on an object are of interest then clearly 
the distance methods of section 2.2.2 will be entirely adequate. However, when the 
complete geometry of an object is to be considered (as we hope to do in this study), then 
the various advantages and disadvantages of the different methods need to be thought 
out in order to identify the most appropriate place to start with our investigations. 
Basing an analysis of shape on just distances, ratios and angles can be inferior to using 
the actual landmark coordinates of the objects themselves for several reasons. In 
general a set of linear distances will usually be insufficient to capture the geometry of 
objects, since they carry no information about the spatial relationships among the 
measured distances. As Marcus (1996) notes, use of actual landmark configurations 
archives the size and shape of an object, an accomplishment that no `simple' set of 
distances can duplicate. Ratios of distances and angles can be easily calculated from 
landmark coordinates whereas the converse is not generally true. In addition, the same 
set of measurements, angles and/or ratios can often result from two objects of different 
shape but since information on the location of where the distances were made, relative 
to each another is not included in the data, we would have no way of knowing this. 
With traditional morphometrics, interpretation of the important linear combinations of 
ratios and angles resulting from statistical analyses can be difficult and for EDMA, the 
long list of numbers in a resulting form difference matrix can be especially hard to 
understand in terms of the shape that is being described. Another disadvantage of these 
methods is they are invariant under reflections, which may not be desirable for certain 
applications (although it may be for others). 
A major strength of the newer geometric methods is that graphical representations of 
results are possible in terms of configurations of landmark points, whereas distance 
methods usually only allow one to visualise statistical relationships as scatter plots of 
pairs of distances and not as representations of the shapes themselves. As noted in 
section 2.2.2.1, reconstruction of configurations is possible when using distance 
methods, but this requires enough measurements are taken with enough common 
endpoints. However, in general, generation of graphical representations of shapes from 
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linear distances will be difficult because the geometric relationships among the 
variables have not been preserved. 
In this respect the methods of section 2.2.3 have a clear advantage, since researchers can 
then easily examine and visualise results in the original space of the objects. The use of 
principal components to visualise shape variation is a particular benefit of these 
methods and an equivalent technique for distance methods is not obvious. 
However, while the newer geometric approaches, in particular the Procrustes methods, 
offer clear advantages in terms of visualisation and presentation of geometrical 
information, distance based methods do have some benefits. In fact, Kent (1994) notes 
that if variations are small then registration methods and distance-based methods will 
give very similar conclusions about shape, because the coordinates used in the different 
methods are effectively linear transformations of each other. 
An advantage of the methods in 2.2.2 is that they can be applied to distances that do not 
require the precise location of landmarks. For example the exact positions of the mesio- 
distal widths of teeth are often difficult to locate, but the actual measurements are less 
prone to error and so for features such as these, superimposition methods may be more 
difficult to apply. 
Localisation of shape analysis to distinct subsets of landmarks is also straightforward 
using distance based methods, whereas geometrical shape methods use information at 
all the landmarks. Edge superimposition however, does allow a straightforward 
localisation by choosing baseline points within the desired subset of landmarks (Dryden 
& Mardia, 1998). 
In order to justify the choice of one landmark method over another, the different 
techniques have in recent years been investigated in terms of various statistical 
properties. These include `consistency' (i. e. does a method give the correct estimate of 
mean shape as sample sizes become infinite), the size of any bias in estimating the mean 
shape (i. e. how close estimates are to the true mean shape, on average) and statistical 
power in detecting differences between mean shapes. Lele (1993) showed that EDMA 
estimates of mean shape are consistent and Kent (1994) showed that the Procrustes 
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estimates of average shape were also consistent under the same model of independent 
isotropic variation at each landmark. Several recent studies have used both analytical 
and simulation approaches to compare different landmark techniques, each 
demonstrating that Procrustes superimposition methods are the preferred methods for 
comparing shape statistically. Rohlf (2000a) found that in many instances, the statistical 
power for methods based on inter-landmark distances and angles was much lower (and 
never higher) than for tests based Procrustes methods, and also reported a programming 
error in the simulations of Lele & Cole (1996), who had previously reported rather 
different results. Another criterion for assessment is that the methods should not 
impose constraints on the patterns of variation displayed in the results. Rohlf (1999, 
2000b) found that the methods based on inter-landmark distances and angles gave 
distinct patterns of covariation that depend on their mean shapes. However, no such 
problems were found when examining patterns of variation in Procrustes fits (or any 
other choice of tangent coordinates). 
In their recent review article, Adams et al. (2004) discuss these articles further and in 
view of these findings, advocate the use of the Procrustes method as the basis for any 
statistical analysis of shape based on landmarks. 
2.3 Outline methods 
In many cases there may be insufficient landmarks, or not enough landmarks in the right 
places, to capture the variation in shape of an object adequately (e. g. there may be large 
regions of an object where no biologically meaningful landmarks can be identified). 
Points may be sampled around an object's outline but often these will lack the 
correspondence required by most of the landmark methods in section 2.2. Instead 
therefore, `outline' based methods may be used. 
The first step in any such analysis is to digitise points around the two-dimensional 
outline of an object into Cartesian pixel coordinates. The curve passing through these 
points can then be represented in a variety of ways, producing shape variables and 
measures of dissimilarity for comparison of different objects. 
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Below we review the most popular methods for analysing shape based on outline 
data. 
We start by considering simple univariate shape descriptors, which can be easily 
derived from the pixel outlines of objects providing measures of 'compactness', 
`elongation' and `roundness' as well as other moment-based quantities. Fourier 
analysis represents each outline as a weighted sum of wave functions, the resulting 
coefficients of which may then be used as `shape variables' and standard multivariate 
analysis applied. A benefit of these methods is that resulting points in the parameter 
space can be transformed back into the space of the original data and visualised as 
outlines. Alternatively, an empirical distance function may be derived to describe 
differences between outlines at different points and the method of `eigenshapes' used 
based on the principal components of these distances. 
Most of these methods assume that the complete outline of an object is available, yet for 
the study of tooth shape this may not always be possible. While complete outlines may 
be easily obtainable from around occlusal surfaces, only open, incomplete curves can be 
obtained the buccal surfaces of teeth, where part of the outline will nearly always be 
obscured by the gingival margin. The ability of these methods to cope with incomplete 
outlines must therefore be considered when assessing their suitability for the analysis of 
tooth shape. 
2.3.1. Shape descriptors based on outlines 
Glasbey & Horgan (1995), summarise several simple shape descriptors for use on 
strings of 2D pixel outline coordinates, each invariant to location, orientation and size. 
Many of these statistics can be found as standard summary descriptors for outlines in 
most image analysis packages (e. g. Image ProPlus, v. 2.0 and above, Media 
Cybernetics). 
Probably the most commonly used of these shape statistics is the measure of 
`compactness', which is defined as the ratio of the area of an object to the area of a 
circle with the same perimeter. A circle is used for comparisons as it is has the most 
`compact' shape. `Convexity' is an alternative measure that is sensitive to only certain 
departures from circularity. This is obtained as the ratio of an object's convex hull 
perimeter to the perimeter of the object itself. The convex hull of an object is defined as 
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the smallest convex shape, which contains the object, where a convex shape is one 
where if any two points within the shape are joined by a straight line, all points along 
the line are also within the shape. A measure of `roundness' can be obtained as the 
ratio of the area of an object to the area of a circle with the same convex hull perimeter. 
Finally, `elongation' is defined as the ratio of the maximum length of the object to some 
measure of width. Width could be the sum of the largest perpendicular distances to the 
outline at any point either side of the object's length or simply the maximum width at 
any fixed position, perpendicular to the maximum length. Length and width could also 
be based on the major and minor axes of the object. The relevant formulae and 
associated ranges of values are summarised in table 2.1. 





Max value I (when object a circle) 
<1 for elliptical shapes or shape with an irregular border (rather 
h t an smooth) 
convex hull perimeter Max value I (when object convex) Convexit <1 h b h i y w en o ject as rregular borders 
perimeter 
area 4n Max value 1 (when object a circle) Roundness 2 convex erimeter <1 
for departures from circularity, but relatively insensitive to p irregular borders. 
length Max value is infinite (an object may be infinitely long compared to Elongation its width). Min value 0 
breadth 
Table 2.1: Commonly used shape descriptors for outline data 
Alternative methods are based on moments, which may be used to describe the spatial 
distribution of an object represented as a binary image (e. g. object entirely black on a 
white background). For pixels with coordinates (xy) within the area of an object, the 
(k, l)th order moment is defined as: 
µkl=Z>xky' for k, 1=0,1,2,... 
xy 
For example, if k=1=0 then µoo is the area and (µ, o 
/µoo µo, /µoo) the centroid (centre 
of gravity). Central moments are defined as: 
/ 
µßr=FF x_µß Y- 
Vol fork+l>1. 
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e. g. µ2O and µ02 measure dispersion in the x and y direction, respectively and µ;, in a 
diagonal direction. These measures are not rotationally invariant although Hu (1962) 
derived ones which are, namely the moment of inertia and the isotropic/directional 
measure of dispersion given by: 
i4 + P02 
and (µ2o +µö2)2 +4µiß 
respectively. Alternatively one could specify the direction in which the object has 
maximum variation (the major axis of the object) as well as the direction perpendicular 
(the minor axis) and define second order moments ),, and ', 2, measuring dispersion in 
these directions; 
A1=p20 sin' +µ0Z cost 0 +2µi, sinocos4 , 
X2=PZO cost + P02 sin' 0 +2p,, sinn cosh . 
These will then also be rotationally invariant. Shape measures for compactness and 
elongation based on moments could then be: 
or 
1 120 µö2 
Poo 
respectively. The former measure quantifies how dispersed pixels in an object are from 
their centroid, in comparison with the most compact arrangement of the pixels. 
Marshall (1989) notes however that while the measures may be useful for describing 
simple shape, they often tend to fail for more complicated ones. Another major 
drawback is that many of the descriptors above can yield the same values for objects 
widely differing in shape. Moreover, we have absolutely no way of reconstructing what 
an object of (say) mean compactness (or any other measure) may look like. 
In many studies of tooth shape, subjective classifications of outline shape are made by 
visually comparing the buccal surface outline to pictures of several possible 
hypothetical outline shapes. For example, Lamb (1998) categorised the buccal surface 
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shapes of upper central incisors as one of three possibilities (square, oval or taped), 
Carbonell (1963) classified incisor teeth as either normal or `shovel' shaped whereas 
Moskana et al. (2001) analysed frequencies of teeth that were either normal or visually 
identified as `peg' shaped. 
2.3.2 Fourier analysis 
Devised by Jean Baptiste Fourier (1768-1830) and first published at the beginning of 
the 19th century, Fourier analysis decomposes a continuous curve or outline (which may 
be incomplete - see section 2.3.2.5) into a weighted sum of sine and cosine functions, of 
increasing frequency and varying amplitude. If 0 (t) denotes some value on an outline 
of length L and t provides some arbitrary correspondence between specimens, with 
te [0, L] (for example t could be a proportional distance around the outline from some 
arbitrary starting point), the (discrete) Fourier series decomposition of ¢(t) is given by: 
00 fi(t) = ao+ý an cos( 
27 t)+bn 
sin( 
2ý t1 (2.14) 
n=1 ) 
ZO(t) sin 
2; rnt where ao =11: 0(t) , a =? 
Zo (t) cos 
2t, b =2 
L 
Lo Lo L Lo L 
Typically t is pre-standardised to have range [0,27t] (by multiplication by 2n/L ), so 
(2.14) becomes: 
00 
fi(t) = ao+1: {a,, cos(nt)+bn sin(nt)} (2.15) 
n=1 
1 2yr 1 21r 1 2, r 
where ao=- , 
O(t), an=-j: ¢(t)cos(nt), b=-ý¢(t)sin(nt). 2jr 0 7r 0 7r 0 
The coefficient (or amplitude) an or bn of each harmonic term quantifies its relative 
contribution to the description of the curve or outline. Because the sine and cosine 
components are 7t/2 radians out of phase, the Fourier series can describe highly irregular 
curves. In general, the higher frequency (larger n) sine and cosine terms have smaller 
coefficients and describe the finer aspects of the curve, contributing less to the 
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description of the outline. Simpler shapes will be adequately described by the earlier 
harmonics, whereas more complex shapes will require more components. In practice 
the `finer detail' may represent noise and so may be disregarded without any detriment 
to shape analysis. Consequently, the Fourier series is usually `truncated' after a finite 
number N of these harmonics, where N depends on the irregularity of the original 
outline curve, and the smaller terms ignored. The sum of the retained components then 
give an approximate mathematical reconstruction of the original outline. 
The coefficients can be computed by a variety of algorithms e. g. Ralston (1965) for 
equally spaced data points. Most often, the Fourier series is thought of as a multiple 
regression analysis in which the best fitting values of the coefficients a and bn 
n=1,..., N (in a least squares sense) are obtained by regressing the observed set of values 
of q(t) onto the sine and cosine terms. Alternatively, fast Fourier transform algorithms 
may be used to compute the coefficients, providing Nis either a power of 2 or a product 
of small prime factors (see, for example, Cooley & Tukey, 1965 or Press et al., 1992). 
If necessary, extra boundary points can be introduced by duplicating or interpolating 
between pixels to produce such a value for N. 
Two curves will have the same shape if they differ only by translation, rotation and 
change in size. By careful pre- or post-normalization of the outline of the resulting 
Fourier descriptors, new coefficients may be obtained which are invariant to geometric 
changes, so that the same shapes occurring at different positions, scales and orientations 
would all yield the same set of descriptors. Several different approaches have been 
considered, which we describe below. For example, many authors note that changes in 
the scale and orientation of the outlines result in simple transformations of the 
coefficients which can be accounted for in the choice of 0(t). Alternatively, the outline 
may be translated and rotated to a standard reference frame and normalized for size in 
some way before the calculation of the Fourier series. Note also that dependency on the 
arbitrary choice of starting position (t=0) must also be considered. 
Following standardisation, the Fourier coefficients, an and b,, may then be regarded as a 
new dataset of `shape variables' and standard multivariate analysis applied to compare 
the outlines of different objects. One of the advantages of the methods is that values in 
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the Fourier coefficient space resulting from such analyses can be transformed back into 
outlines. For example, outlines may be reconstructed corresponding to mean values of 
the coefficients or to points along principal component axes. 
Examples of the use of Fourier series are widespread. Kaesler & Water's (1972) 
analysis was one of the first applications of Fourier descriptors to study morphological 
shapes, along with Lestrel (1974). Rohlf & Archie (1984) compared different Fourier 
methods for the description of wing shape in mosquitoes. Other applications from 
various fields can also be found in the first five chapters of the recent (1997) text by 
Lestrel. 
The only example that can be found of the application of Fourier analysis for 
investigations of tooth shape is that of Ferrario et al. (1999), who used the technique to 
examine the shape of closed occlusal molar outlines. However, their reliability 
assessment of the method appears questionable. 
Different methods depend on the different choices of qS(t) and t used to describe the 
outline and we consider the three most frequently used of these below. If t defines some 
position on the outline, with associated value q5(t), commonly used representations for 
0(t) are : 
a) the radial distance from some reference point at angular intervals t; 
b) the tangent angle (local boundary slope) or change in tangent angle from some 
reference direction to position t along the outline, 
c) the actual x or y coordinates (or changes in them) on the outline itself (or 
complex number representation of the coordinates as a function of distance t 
along the curve). 
Each of these options is illustrated in fig 2.4 below, with further details given in the 
following three sections. After briefly describing each of these methods, including the 
various standardisation steps for size, orientation, location and starting point, section 
2.3.2.5 then considers in how each these methods handle open curves (incomplete 
outlines). One of the underlying assumptions of the fitted Fourier series is that the 
outline is continuous over [0, L], with no endpoints and 0(0)=O(L), i. e. that the outline 
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curve is `closed'. As mentioned at the start of this section, only incomplete (open) 
curves can be obtained from the buccal surfaces of teeth. 
(a) (b) (c) 
Fig. 2.4: Fourier series representation of function value 0 (t) at position t around the outline: 
(a) polar or radii representation, (b) tangent angle, (c) Cartesian coordinates. 
2.3.2.1 Polar (radial) representation 
Often known as `classical Fourier series', early uses of Fourier series used lengths of 
equally spaced radii from the centroid of the outline coordinates or a chosen reference 
landmark to describe the outline of an object. If t (05t<271) represents the angle from 
some reference axis then 0 (t) is the length of a line joining a point on the outline to the 
reference point at angle t. Interpolation may be used whenever the sampling results in 
an outline position between recorded coordinates. See fig 2.4 (panel a). 
Ferrario et al. (1999) sampled 360 distances to the occlusal outline of molars, using the 
centroid as the branching point, at every 1 degree. In order for the Fourier coefficients 
to become shape variables, the outlines were normalised prior to polar representation by 
setting the object area to an arbitrary size and orientating the outline and starting angle 
using two landmarks on the lingual grooves. 
Johnson et al. (1985) also used polar representation with centroid as the reference point 
when investigating the shape of mouse vertebrae. Size was again standardised to an 
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arbitrary value and the outlines iteratively rotated (about their centre) to minimise the 
sum of squared differences along each of 128 polar radii to a reference outline template. 
Problems arise with the polar method where the function q5(t)becomes multivalued; the 
technique is limited only to simple outlines in which the radius is a single value. 
Although this may be adequate for many outline shapes, it was for this reason that the 
alternative methods below were developed, so that more general outline shapes may be 
considered. 
2.3.2.2 Tangent angle representation 
Zahn & Roskies (1972) suggested that the most general way to represent an outline is 
by the cumulative change in the angle of a tangent vector to the outline, again as a 
function of distance te [0, L] along the outline from some starting point. See fig 2.4 
(panel b). If the outline is first scaled from [0, L] to [0,2n], we can define a cumulative 
angle function 0 between the starting point and t as: 
¢(r)=e(t)-0(0)-t 
where 0(t) is the angle of a tangent vector at a distance t from the starting point (t=0). 
Typically the function is computed for 100 equally spaced values of t where O (t) is 
calculated by averaging over several boundary points (Rohlf & Archie, 1984). Since the 
domain of the domain of the outline has been scaled from [0, L] to [0,2n], we can also 
define the `normalised cumulative angular function' as: 
At)=o 2t +t, with 0*(0)=¢'(2n)=0. (2.16) 
Zahn & Roskies (1972) show that 0 `(t) is invariant under translations, rotations and 
changes in the location of the outline in the 2D plane so that all closed curves identical 
in shape and starting point give the same Fourier coefficients. To remove the remaining 
invariance due to differences in starting point, a well defined landmark, with high 
correspondence between objects, is recommended for t=0. 
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The authors show how to obtain Fourier coefficients from a polygonal outline of length 
L (with straight lines, rather than a smooth curve between vertices), so that 
` (t) may 
be represented as in (2.14), with coefficients given by: 
L 
ao= 











. For a curve of m vertices 
(points) labelled 0 to m-l, the length of the 
2ir 
m 
edge between vertices i-1 and i is denoted as At, (with L=>At1) and the change in 
angular direction at vertex i is denoted as i,. If t is the distance along the curve from 
some starting point, define: 
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therefore given by: 
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For the tangent angle approach, one of the main problems, first pointed out by Zahn & 
Roskies themselves, is that reconstructions from relatively few harmonics do not 
usually result in figures with closed contours, which may often be undesirable and may 
not look very realistic. Rohlf & Archie (1984) also note that estimation of the 
coefficients seems to be more sensitive to noise in the image than other methods. 
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2.3.2.3 Cartesian representation and elliptic Fourier analysis 
Granlund (1972) proposed using two Fourier series, one to represent the x-coordinates 
and one to represent the y-coordinates of pixels around the outline directly. See fig 2.4 
(panel c). If 0 (t) denotes (say) the y coordinate of pixel t, where t--1,... L is the 
position (or path length) along a string of equally spaced outline coordinates from some 
chosen starting point, equation (2.14) written for cy (t) is: 
ýy (t) = as +N 
N 21 any cos 




If 1V>_(1/2)L then the curve passes through all the boundary pixels, whereas if N<(1/2)L 
then the curve provides a smooth approximation. By (2.14), the Fourier coefficients are 
given by: 
2L ý2J 2nnt 
LL any =- Y,, cos 
bny = G. yn sin -) - 
r., L Lý_, L 
Analogous equations are then also obtained for the x-coordinates. 
A more general approach was proposed by Kuhl & Giardina (1982), which does which 
not require the points to be equally spaced and can fit any closed outline, given enough 
harmonics. Here the Fourier coefficients for (say) the y pixel coordinates of the outline 
are given by: 
L 
a, y =V22' 




(sin(2n; rvý / V) - sin(2n; rv, -1 / V)), 2n 2 it2 t_2 
TV, 
where 
L is the number of steps in the trace around the outline (indexed as above by t), 
Ay, is the displacement along the y-axis of the curve between steps t-l and t, 
Ov, is the length of the linear segment between these steps, 
v, is the accumulated length of such measurements, and 
V=vL is the total length of the contour as approximated by the polygonal outline. 
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The coefficients a, x and 
b, for 0x (t) (the x-coordinates), are found in the same way 
using the incremental changes in the x-direction. 
The technique is known as `elliptic Fourier analysis' and is the method used in most 
available software programs today. It is so called because it transforms the outline into 
the sum of a series of ellipses (i. e. each nth pair of harmonic terms, for x and y describes 
an ellipse). 
Ferson et al. (1985) suggest performing simple transformations of the outlines 
beforehand so that the resulting coefficients will be invariant to size, location, rotation 
and starting point. These are used in the software program EFA, by F. J. Rohlf (see 
section 2.5). Size is standardised by measuring the area of the ellipse defined by the 
first harmonic in (2.17) and then dividing all the x and y coordinates by its square root. 
Invariance to location is achieved by calculating the position of the centroid of the 
outline and then subtracting this from each of the x and y-coordinates. Orientation is 
standardised by rotating the outline so that the major axis of the first harmonic ellipse is 
parallel to the x-axis. Finally, invariance to starting position is achieved by setting t=0 
at a point at the end of this ellipse in the positive direction of the x-axis. 
Conversely, Rohlf & Archie (1984) chose not to standardise the outlines beforehand but 
instead to calculate the Fourier series first and then standardise the coefficients in a 
corresponding way. If the zeroth harmonics in (2.17) are ignored, the rest of the 
coefficients may be normalised to be invariant to size, rotation and starting position of 
the outline trace, by calculating the following transformations of the coefficients. 
(Location is standardised by using the centre of the first elliptical harmonic). 
a' ,xb,,., _1 
cosy siny/ a,,, cosn6 -sinnB 
a;,, bny E' sinyi costp ay bny sinnO cosn9 ' 
where 
E '= (a, 
xcosO+b1 sinO)Z+(alycos6+blysin9)2 
arctan 
a,,, cos0 +bly sing 9= 0.5 x arctan 
2alxb1X + alyb, y 
a, Xcos0+bl sin9 (a; + ay)-(b, +by) 
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E` is the magnitude of the semi-major axis if the first harmonic ellipse, yi is the angle 
of rotation of this ellipse and 0 is the angle of rotation of the starting point at the end of 
the ellipse (standardised arbitrarily to one end). 
Note however that in both instances, the standardisation of rotation and starting 
position, actually depends on the outline shape. Instead, it may therefore be preferable 
to standardise orientation and starting position by aligning the outlines (beforehand) 
using well defined landmarks and setting t=0 at one of them. 
Finally, Marshall (1989) describes how a closed curve of Cartesian pixel coordinates 
may instead be coded as a complex Fourier series with 0(t) = (x(t), y(t)) , where t is 
again the path length from an arbitrary starting point, from 0 to L-1, with 
N 
c(t) = x(t) + iy(t) + c exp(i22rtn / L) 
n 
and cn are the Fourier coefficients. When the shape undergoes a translation this only 
results in a change in co. Variations in other parameters are shown to result in a set of 
Fourier coefficients c related to the original set by 
CF 
n= 
SCn exp(i(R + Pn)), for n: p, -O, 
where S results from a change in scale, R from a change in rotation and P from a change 
in starting position along the contour. 
2.3.2.4 Other approaches 
Renaud (1995) considered the Fourier series of the inverse of curvature radius as a 
solution to avoiding problems of standardisation, when analysing the shape of upper 
molar of mio-pliocene rodents. 0(t) is defined as 1/R =d6/dt, where R is the curvature 
radius, t the cumulative length of the outline 0 the tangent angle at point t. The x-axis 
of each tooth was taken as long axis of each tooth's major ellipse (the first harmonic 
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from a separate elliptic Fourier series), and the starting point as the intersection of the 
outline and the x-axis. A discrete Fourier transform of the form: 
cn exp(-icot) 
was used and the modulus of each of the resulting Fourier coefficients taken to 
eliminate information concerning starting point. The cn are then invariant to rotation 
and translation and are divided by the length L of the outline to eliminate size. 
It is also possible to use polygons (Pavlidis, 1977), splines (Hill & Taylor, 1992) and 
conic sections (Bookstein, 1978). Crimmins (1982) also showed other ways in which 
Fourier series can be transformed to provide measures that are invariant to the object's 
registration. 
2.3.2.5 General implementation issues and use on incomplete outlines 
The fitted Fourier series of each of the above methods assumes a continuous outline 
over [0, L], with no endpoints and 0(0)=O(L). For the buccal surfaces of teeth 
however, only part of the tooth outline will be available from which to compute the 
series, due to the presence of the gingival margin and inter-dental papilla. 
The fitted Fourier representations always result in a closed curve, estimating the missing 
portion(s) of an outline, based on the parts of the outline for which values ofo(t) (or 
/, 
r 
(t) and 0y (t)) are available. In one sense, this means that the missing parts of the 
outline will be handled in a standardised way. On the other hand, what this does 
enforce is an element of symmetry and bias in the fitted outline (and hence the 
coefficients) by assuming that the shape of the unobserved outline can be described by 
the same Fourier representation as the observed outline. 
Additionally, with different proportions of each outline missing (due to variation in gum 
position), standardisation by use of centroid positions and area measurements will 
clearly be unwise. Homologous landmarks located on the observed part of the outline 
would need to be used, if available, to standardise location and starting points and could 
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also be used to orientate the partial outline. Standardisation for size would be more 
difficult, although some measure based on suitable inter-landmark distance(s), could be 
worth considering. 
One proposal as to how to handle partial outlines, using the complex Fourier approach 
in 2.3.2.3, was made by Lin & Chapellappa (1987), who found that when up to 30% 
outline points are missing, estimates of the coefficients may be obtained by minimising: 
L-1 2 
Ycn exp(i2irtn/N') +WT(perimeter2 /area) N« 
r=0 k 
over c,, and N', where WT is a weighting factor and N' is the estimated length of the 
complete outline. The second term corresponds to another measure of `compactness' 
(see section 2.3.1) and so the partial outline is closed, subject to a constraint of 
minimising its compactness of the outline. 
2.3.2.6 Use of other functions (wavelets) 
In a recent review article of Lestrel (1997), F. J. Rohlf questioned as to why, when 
outlines could be fitted by a variety of functions, is Fourier series usually used and does 
it matter? An alternative approach could be to consider the method of wavelets to 
approximate the outlines (see for example, Nason & Silverman, 2000). Like Fourier 
series, wavelets are orthogonal functions that separate a function 0(t) into components 
of different frequency. However, wavelets allow a very wide class of smooth functions 
to be considered, instead of just sine and cosine harmonics. 
A function ¢(t) is represented as a double sum, with coefficients c Jk : 
0(t) = CJkV Jk 
(t) 
Jk 
Instead of sine and cosine terms, here the basis functions are given by: 
Vjk(t)=2»1zi'(2Jt-k). 
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Each V jk is obtained 
from the same `mother wavelet (function)' yr (t) , by scaling 
it by a 
factor of 2-J and/or shifting to position 2-' k. e. g. 1V10 (t) makes V (t) oscillate twice as 
fast, Vol (t) shifts yi(t) one unit to the right. The mother wavelet is chosen so that the 
V' jk are mutually orthogonal, 
the classic mother wavelet being the Haar function (Haar, 
1910), given by: 
1,0<_t<_1/2 
yi(t)= -1,1/2: 5t<1/2 
0, otherwise 
Each coefficient cik depends only locally on ¢(t) because: 
Cjk=1 ý(t)lyjk(x)dx. 
Each cik gives information on scale 2-J (i. e. at frequencies around 2') near position 
2-J k, whereas with Fourier series each coefficient depends on all values of ¢Q). 
Whether or not wavelet representation offers a significant advantage over Fourier series 
depends on the curve (outline) being approximated. If 0(t) contains discontinuities 
either side of a given t, or sharp spikes and displays a varying frequency behaviour then 
wavelets will represent the function more efficiently (in terms of the number of 
coefficients needed to represent ¢(t)). However, if ¢(t) is reasonably smooth, the 
Fourier series is more efficient (see for example, Strang, 1993, for further details). With 
most tooth outline data we would not expect to find such discontinuities ino(t) and 
would expect the outline representations of most tooth types to be smooth enough not to 
require the use of functions other than sine or cosines to describe the outline. 
2.3.3 Eigenshape analysis 
Eigenshape analysis (Lohmann, 1983) is essentially principal components for outline 
data. An eigenshape analysis begins with the selection of method to assign homologous 
positions on pairs of outlines and a distance function to measure differences in shape. 
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The former is usually the tangent angle function of Zahn & Roskies (1972) as described 
in 2.3.2.2, which assigns points by way of distance t around the outline from some 
starting point. Distances between outlines at corresponding points t are then given by 
the sum of squared distances between tangent angles. Alternatively, Bookstein (1991) 
suggested use of radii distances from the outlines centroid at angular intervals t and 
Rohlf (1996) proposed using elliptic Fourier analysis values, as another choice of 
distance metric. 
Having obtained a mean outline shape in some way (see for example, Sampson et al. 
(1996), described below), the n outlines of a sample are represented by n vectors of 
distance values from points on the mean to homologous points on each sample outline. 
A principal components analysis of the sample matrix of these distance vectors is 
performed and the principal modes of variation are the `eigenshapes'. They have the 
usual properties of PC vectors in that they are uncorrelated and describe the sample in 
decreasing order of variance and are outline shapes in themselves. 
For each object one can then compute a `score' on each PC. A subset of these scores 
could then be combined to produce an outline that approximately reconstructs the 
original. Statistical analysis such as tests of group differences or correlations with other 
variables can then be performed by using the `scores' on each of the eigenshapes as 
values of new variables for each of the outlines (in the same way as relative warps are 
used for landmark configurations). 
A limitation of the method however, is the arbitrary choice of metric used to measure 
the difference in shape between two outlines and in the way homologies are computed. 
(A similar problem was noted in the arbitrary choice of(t) in Fourier series). 
For this reason, Sampson et al (1996) presented a modification of eigenshape analysis 
that is based on a Procrustes metric (sum of squared distances between least squares 
aligned points), providing the potential for combining outline and landmark information 
a non-arbitrary way. After aligning the outlines by Procrustes superimposition (using a 
set of chosen landmarks around the outline), a mean outline is obtained using point wise 
averages of the sample of outlines at different positions using the iterative closest point 
algorithm of Besl & McKay (1992). Individual outlines are then represented by vectors 
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of deviations normal to the mean outline and variation in shape analysed in terms of a 
principal components analysis of the sample matrix of these deviations as described 
above. However, Rohlf (1996) points out that a limitation of this modification is that 
the outlines must be fairly smooth and the shapes near convex, otherwise the method 
can imply rather counterintuitive assignments of homology between points around the 
outlines (or curves) being compared. 
2.3.4 Other outline methods 
Alternative outline methods can be found in a review by Marshall (1989). In this review 
of shape coding techniques, the methods in 2.3.1 and 2.3.2, as well as several other 
lesser-known techniques, such as the use of skeletons, distributions of chord-length 
(lines joining any pair of points on the outlines), and an approach based on circular 
autoregressive models, are separated into various groups. These characterise the 
different approaches as either external or internal (depending on whether they represent 
the outline itself or the area within it) and also according to whether or not the shape 
descriptors (shape variables) allow reconstruction of outlines. 
2.4 Outline vs. geometric landmark methods 
In contrast to the landmark techniques of section 2.3 and in particular the Procrustes 
approach, a review of the literature reveals that there is far less certainty about the best 
method of analysis for 2D outlines. 
The results of the two best-known methods, elliptic Fourier series and eigenshape 
analysis, do not generally agree and can result in different variations of the sample of 
outlines being considered. Both methods are characterised by arbitrary choices of 
homology and distance functions, which influence results in ways that are difficult to 
describe (Sampson et al. 1996). Additionally, as Rohlf (1996) notes, analyses based on 
the different Fourier methods of 2.3.2.1 to 2.3.2.3 give different results and there is no 
agreed theory that would enable the researcher to select the best approach. 
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Authors often claim that Fourier methods are preferable to landmark methods because 
they do not require knowledge of homologous features, yet in many of their 
publications, they then use biological landmarks to define reference points as starting 
points along the outline and/or to orientate the outline (e. g. Ferrario et al., 1999). 
Despite the benefits of Procrustes methods in terms of developed theory and post 
superimposition methods of analysis, a limitation of landmark methods is that a 
sufficient number may not be available to capture the shape of a structure. Important 
shape differences may be located in the regions between landmarks and so one would 
expect the outline methods to offer a clear advantage in such situations. However, as 
Adams et al. (2004) note, methods such as Fourier series go to the other extreme by 
ignoring differences in the relative positions of landmarks, which may be available and 
so ignore potentially important information on differences in shape. 
In deciding whether to use landmark or outline methods a key issue is not whether it is 
possible to locate a sufficient number of landmarks but whether one should ignore 
homology information when one has it. Ideally both types of information should be 
analysed jointly. One promising solution to this is the method of semi-landmarks 
Bookstein (1996a, d, e). This lesser known technique extends the standard generalised 
Procrustes superimposition procedure of 2.2.3.2 to allow both landmarks and outlines to 
be combined in one analysis. In addition to optimally translating, rotating and scaling 
the landmark data, an extra step is introduced to the Procrustes matching which allows 
the semi-landmarks of a configuration to move away from their outline positions along 
specific directions, approximating the outline of an object. These directions are 
typically along escribed chords (a line through the original position parallel to the line 
joining the two neighbouring points). The new locations along these lines are those 
which minimise the bending energy of the thin plate spline from the Procrustes mean 
shape. The whole process is repeated for each configuration with new mean shapes and 
directions computed until convergence. Once the optimal positions of the fixed and 
semi-landmarks are determined, they can all be treated in the same way as fixed 
landmarks in subsequent statistical analyses. 
This method could have been included under either `landmark methods' (section 2.2) or 
`outline methods' (section 2.3), but was not since it is not yet regarded as an established 
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method of analysis. Only papers with Bookstein as first author have used the method. 
In addition, the extension of existing of morphometric software to include semi- 
landmarks, has not yet taken place (Adams et al., 2004), although during the time this 
article was in press, an update was made to the TPS series of software (see section 2.5) 
to allow inclusion of semi-landmarks. Other specific and application-driven variants of 
the methods in sections 2.2 and 2.3 are considered in chapter 6 and the semi-landmark 
technique itself is described in much greater detail in chapter 5. 
However, on the basis of the discussion of above and that of 2.2.4, we begin our 
investigations in chapter 3 by considering the Procustes approach to the analysis of 
shape. Along with the other tools of the `morphometric synthesis' this has, in recent 
years, become the standard protocol for investigations of shape when landmark data is 
available and as discussed in 2.2.4, offers clear advantages over other landmark and 
outlines methods, in terms of developed theory, statistical properties such as consistency 
and power and variety of descriptive and inferential techniques which may be utilised. 
Since clinical interpretation will be required from the resulting analysis, a key benefit is 
that this also allows interpretation of results as pictures in the original space of the 
objects being considered, since the geometry of the objects is always retained 
throughout the analysis. 
2.5 Summary of available software 
Methods of shape analysis are not yet built into the standard statistical packages such as 
SPPS, SAS, MINITAB, S-PLUS, MATLAB and others. However, a number of specific 
programs for use with landmark or outline data are available online. 
The best and most extensive source of Windows/Mac/Unix/Linux/DOS based software 
and routines is available through the State University of New York (SUNY) at Stony 
Brook website: 
http: //Iife. bio. sunysb. edu/morph/ 
The collection is maintained and updated by F. J. Rohlf, who until recently, also 
maintained the discussion list MORPHMET (now D. E. Slice). It includes cross 
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platform programs for computation of thin plate splines, superimposition methods, 
Fourier series and eigenshape analysis as well as many other support routines for image 
extraction and manipulation, generation of output files of landmark coordinates or 
outlines and multivariate analysis. A brief summary of the software is given in tables 
2.2 and 2.3. Outdated software, for which more advanced versions are now available 
from the same authors, has been omitted. Most are designed for DOS, Windows and 
UNIX operating systems and a few are for Apple Mac. All accept landmark data in the 
form of text files in ASCII codes. 
The largest series of programmes is the TPS series by F. J. Rohlf. Earlier versions were 
designed for DOS but more recent Windows applications are now available. They 
allow work with 2D objects only. Many have a built-in screen graphic editor to 
manipulate colours, labelling etc. and save images in graphic file formats. All have 
detailed, help files. These programmes are continually updated with new/alternative 
features so the summary descriptions in tables 2.2 and 2.3 represent the latest versions 
at the time of writing. 
I. L. Dryden has also made available his own R routines for use with landmark data, at 
his University of Nottingham website: 
httn: //www. maths. nottingham. ac. wk/personal/ild//shaDes/ 
The routines also work in older versions of S-Plus (at least up to v. 4.5, which was used 
throughout this study). 
The use of a programming language package such as S-plus or R is perhaps more 
desirable than the software above, in view of the fact that methods will most likely need 
modification and/or development to incorporate specific tasks and features particular to 
the investigation of tooth shape. 
In this study all routines have been purposely written by the author, although some parts 
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Having adopted Procrustes analysis as the most logical starting point for our 
investigations, this chapter now provides a more comprehensive description, 
demonstration and consideration of the ideas briefly outlined in the preceding chapter. 
With the shape of our objects (here the tooth surfaces) represented as configurations of 
landmark coordinates (as shown in section 1.4), we describe how after optimally 
matching these configurations to account for the unwanted effects of location, scale and 
rotation, using orthogonal least squares, we can then define ways of measuring 
dissimilarity (or distance) between the shapes, estimate mean shapes, and examine 
shape variation. 
After removing the unwanted registration effects, the landmark configurations can be 
regarded as single points in Kendall's shape space, with metric defined by the 
`Procrustes' distance between shapes. It is this representation and the calculation of an 
appropriate tangent space, a linearised version of shape space in the vicinity of a 
particular point (here the estimated average shape), that forms the fundamental 
geometric setting for further analytical investigations, allowing most standard 
descriptive and inferential techniques to be adapted and applied successfully. 
Demonstration of the application of techniques uses a sample of buccal surface images 
of central incisors from patients with hypodontia and a corresponding control group, 
introducing these ideas for the first time to the study of tooth shape. 
Methods are described for m? 2 dimensions, even though the study data are two- 
dimensional, to illustrate how the techniques can readily cope with three dimensional 
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tooth landmark data, when this becomes available in the future. Much of the notation 
and definitions introduced here will also form the basis for use in the rest of this work. 
The final part of this chapter raises issues relating to the general suitability of these 
methods for comparing and describing variation in tooth shape, highlighting some of the 
possible caveats of using Procrustes methods that are to be investigated and considered 
in subsequent chapters of this thesis. 
3.2 Procrustes registration 
In Chapter 2 we noted how the `shape' of a configuration of landmark data may be 
represented as the coordinates of the points after the effects of differences in translation, 
rotation and scale are removed. The Procrustes approach is to filter out these similarity 
transformations by matching configurations using least squares. 
We start by describing Ordinary Procrustes analysis where one configuration is matched 
to another and give solutions for determining the parameters of the optimal fit. When 
there is a sample of configurations we wish to match and obtain an estimate of average 
shape the technique is referred to as `Generalised' Procrustes analysis, for which 
iterative algorithms must generally be used. However, in the case of two dimensions, 
the use of complex notation leads to an explicit solution. 
The term `Procrustes' is used because the matching operations are identical to those of 
Procrustes analysis in multivariate statistics for comparing matrices (see for example, 
Mardia et al., 1979). Dryden & Mardia (1998) trace the technique back to Mosier 
(1939), although Cole (1996) reports that Boas (1905) suggested a `method of least 
differences' (essentially ordinary Procrustes analysis) as a means of comparing 
homologous point sets. Later references, using the idea of a `Procrustes distance' to 
measure the dissimilarity between two configurations of points include Hurley & Cattell 
(1962), who developed the method for factor analysis and Sneath (1967) who first used 
the measure in the context of two biological shapes. The idea of `Generalised' 
Procrustes analysis was originally proposed by Kristof & Wingersky (1971) and later 
adapted by Gower (1975). 
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3.2.1 Ordinary (full) Procrustes superimposition 
Consider two k landmark configurations in m dimensions, expressed as kxm matrices 
X and Y, e. g. in m=2 dimensions: 
1ý 0,11 xii x12 x1 Xiy Yi1 Y12 Yix Yiy 






xki x2 xkx xky Yki Yk2 Yb Yky 
We shall assume throughout this chapter that lam and m>_2. 
In order to compare the configurations and obtain a measure of dissimilarity or distance 
between the shapes, Ordinary Procrustes analysis (OPA) involves matching 
configuration X to Y as closely as possible, by ordinary least squares (OLS), over the 
similarity transformations of scale, location and rotation. The differences between the 
fitted X and Y then indicate the size of the difference in shape. 
The (Euclidean) similarity parameters, which may be applied to a configuration matrix 
such as X without changing its shape, are denoted as y, a translation vector of length m 
(used as a kxm matrix 1ky 2), 6>0, a scale parameter and F=I'(6), an mxm orthogonal 
rotation matrix, satisfying I'TI' = FIST = Im and 111=+1. For example, in 2 dimensions: 
cos B- sin 8 
, where 0 is the angle of rotation (about (0,0)). sin O cos 0 
In matching X to Yby OPA we therefore seek to minimise the sum of squared Euclidean 
distances between corresponding landmarks of Y and ßXI' +lkyT, i. e. 
IIY-(ßXF+1kyT)II2= tr{(Y-(ßXI'+lkyr))T(Y-(ßxr +lkyT ))}. (3.1) 
The estimates of y, r and 0 are obtained by the following sequence of steps. 
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Let Xc and Yc denote the `centred' versions of X and Y, obtained by calculating the 
average coordinate values (centroid) of each of X and Y and subtracting this from each 
set of landmarks. (Alternatively Xc and Yc may be obtained by pre-multiplying X and 
Y by the centring matrix C defined in (2.2)). Following Goodall (1991), y is given by 
the difference: 
1 =(Y-Yc)-ß(X-Xc)I'. 
Rotation matrix f and scale ß are then determined as those which minimise: 
IIYc -ßXcI'll2= tr(YY Yc)+ ß2tr(XTXc)+2ßtr(YýTXcr). 
Following Goodall (1991) and Dryden & Mardia (1998) to obtain f, if the single value 
decomposition of Yc Xc in the above is VOUT , then for any scale ß, the minimising IF 
is UVT and so 
F= (XcYcYCT-c)-" c4'c (3.2) 




cil tr{(Yc /ýlYcII)T(XcI'41Xcll)}= tr(Yc 
X2 r) 
(3.3) 
t (X r II c(l IIXc11 
where I'Xe II and II Yc 11 are the centroid sizes of Xc and Yc , as defined in (2.2). 
Note that the order in which t and /3 are determined is important. f does not depend 
on the scale of the two centred configurations, but (3 depends on f. Note also that 
IlßXcll_IIYjI since ßXc= (IIYcli/IIXcll)tr{(Yc /IIYcIl)T (Xcf lllXcll)}Xc scales Xc to unit 
size and then multiplies by the result by IIYcIIA where A=tr{(Yc /IIYcll)T(XcI'/IIXcll)} : 51. 
The configuration ßxf +1k9T is then the `full Procrustes fit' of X to Y. The term 
`full' is used since the full set of similarity transformations have been considered in the 
matching. 
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Having determined y, the full Procrustes fit of X to Y is given by (Y - Yc) + ßX cI' . 
The rotation f (of Xc about (0,0)) and scale 
ß are then determined to minimise the 
OLS distance between Xc and the centred version of Y. The resulting configuration, 
/3XCI' is then superimposed to Y by translation by (Y - Yc). 
However, the more popular convention (e. g. Dryden & Mardia, 1998, Bookstein, 1991, 
Rohlf & Slice, 1990, Rohlf, 1999) is to have X and Y already centred to start with. The 
OLS superimposition of X= Xc to Y= Yc is still given by PA +1kyT, with parameter 
estimates as above and the same minimised value of (3.1) results. Since X= Xc and 
Y= Yc, f' and will be exactly the same as in (3.2) and (3.3), but now y =0. 
The minimised value of (3.1) is denoted as OSS(X, )), the ordinary (Procrustes) sum of 
squares, or in the following notation as: 
OSS(X, Y)= min IIßM'(8)+1kyT -Y11'=min IISG(X)-1112 fl-no SG 
where SG denotes the equivalence class or `shape set' of configurations with the same 
shape as X which may be obtained by using the `similarity group' of transformations of 
X, i. e. IJXI' +lkyT. In the literature the word `icon' is used to denote a representative 
member of a shape set and so both X and 
1XI' +1kyT are `icons' of shape set of X. 
Note that if the roles of X and Y are reversed, the estimated rotation is I'T but the scale 
is not 1/ß. In addition, OSS(X, Y) :# OSS(Y, X), i. e. 
min IISG(X)YII2ý min IISG(Y)-X112, 
SG SG 
so this is still not a suitable choice of shape distance. However, if both configurations 
are standardised to be unit centroid size, as well as centred, before determining 4 then 
this does produce a suitable measure, with 
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OSS(x1IIXII, Y'IIYII)=mi IISG(x1IIXII) -Y111Yllll2=mi IISG(X)-Y/IIYIIII2 
= OSS(Y /IIYII, X IIIXII) =m in II SG(Y /IIYII) -X IIIXIIII2 min 
IISG(Y) 
-X /IIXIIII2 S SG 
=d2(X, y), (3.4) 
the `squared full Procrustes distance' between X and Y. Further properties of the `full 
Procrustes distance' are considered in section 3.3.2. 
The matching/superimposition procedure is illustrated in fig. 3.1 on the following page, 
where two landmarks sets have been obtained from buccal images of two lower left 
canine teeth. The landmarks used were the MD and LACC endpoints and the positions 
along the sides of the tooth where the inter-dental papilla begins to cover the buccal 
surface. Both configurations have been centred prior to carrying out OPA. In the third 
row, the configurations are scaled to unit centroid size so that scaling step determining 
ß in the final row obtains the full Procrustes distance between the two configurations. 
3.2.2 Generalised (full) Procrustes analysis 
Now consider the case where there are n>_2 configuration matrices, Xl ,..., X, sampled 
from some population and we wish to obtain an estimate of the population average 
shape u and investigate the variation around it. 
A model for the `population' of shapes is given by: 
X, = ß; (µ+E; ) 1'1 '+ 1 kYT" (3.5) 
Configuration (µ + E, ) is a perturbation from the mean, which is then translated, 
rotated, re-scaled (by y, , I'r and /3, respectively), and observed in some new 
coordinate system as X,. The E1 are zero mean kxm independent random error 
matrices. As well as estimating µ, generalised Procrustes analysis (GPA) also involves 
estimating the reverse transformations ß, , r, and lkyi of P, ', rand lky' in (3.5) 
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. 
respectively, to minimise a total sums of squares relative to µ, to obtain the full 
Procrustes registered fits of the X, (relative to µ) given by: 
X; -, = lkfT 
First row: Original 
recorded coordinates of 
each configuration on the 
image axes. 
Second row: Centred and 
(third row) scaled to unit 
size version of each 
configuration. 
Final row: (Left) 
Superimposition of the 
centred unit sized shapes 
prior to rotation. 
(Middle) Alignment of 
configuration 2 (solid 
line) to configuration I 
(dotted line) by rotation. 
(Right) Rotated 
configuration 2 scaled to 
give the full Procrustes fit 




Fig. 3.1: Procrustes superimposition of two landmark configurations. 
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oxsa 10 12 ox4e8 10 12 
4 -4 ß024" ex4s 44 -2 
4$ -04 02 00 02 04 00 oe 44 42 00 02 04 as 
3.2.2.1 Mean shape and Procrustes fits 
The full Procrustes estimate of mean shape is a configuration µ which minimises the 
total sum of squared full Procrustes distances between each of the configurations and 




Note that µ is identified up to a similarity transformation and so the shape of µ is 
actually estimated by an `icon' A, of the shape set SG(A) . 
Generalised Procrustes analysis is a generalisation of ordinary Procrustes analysis, 
originally developed by Gower (1975), with subsequent work by Ten Berge (1977), and 
Goodall (1991), which involves estimating parameters ß,, I', and y, and p so as to 
minimise: 
ýIISý(Xºý-µ11Z=ý(ß, X1rt+lkr, Z (3.7) i=1 i=1 
or alternatively, 
2 
ýIl 6ßrXrrr +1kYi )-(ßrX, I'e +1kr )II2 -ý ßAXrrr +1kYi -1 
tp1x, 
r'r+1kYi (3.8) 
i=l : _i+l r=i n r=, 
subject to one of the following constraints on the size of µ or on the ß, X, I', +1y; , in 
order to avoid all P, becoming close to zero. The most popular choices of constraints 
and associated methods of analysis are: 
(i) (IµII = 1, as in Bookstein (1991), Dryden & Mardia (1998) for m=2 or as in Rohlf 
(1999) or Slice (2001) for m? 2. 
(ii) IIß,, T, +1kYi IIZ = n, as in Gower (1975), Rohlf & Slice (1990). 1=1 
l 
(iii) j II ß, X, n, + 1k r; IIZ 
t1! x , 
02 
, 
i. e. sum of squared centroid sizes unchanged, 
as in Ten Berge (1977), Goodall (1991), Dryden & Mardia (1998). 
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For (ii) and (iii) GPA involves estimating the and y, to minimise (3.8), by 
J iterative superimposition to successive estimates of A. (The formula for 8, must 
adjusted so as to satisfy the constraints on the B, X, 17, + lk y; ). The resulting µ and 
Xp then also minimise (3.7), but subject to the constraints on the ß, X, F, +lkY; . 
For (i) and m>_2, µ is obtained by one of methods (ii) or (iii) and scaled to unit size. 
For m=2, an explicit complex eigenvector solution for µ is available using complex 
variable notation. and y are then calculated using the OLS formulae of section 
3.2.1 to minimise (3.7), where IIpll=1" 
We describe the different possible approaches in detail in 3.2.2.2 and 3.2.2.3. 
Note that with any method, once the X; have been obtained and the configurations 
have been matched into optimal positions with respect to each other, the full Procrustes 
mean shape may be given by calculating the arithmetic mean configuration; the 
coordinate-wise average of the Procrustes registered configurations, given by: 
XP=11, x, 
n t_1 
(For a proof, see for example, Dryden & Mardia, 1998). With methods (ii) and (iii), 
µ =P P is used iteratively to update the estimates of the ß, , 
I', and y, as described 
above (see 3.2.2.2 for more detail) with the final coordinate-wise average then the 
resulting estimate of mean shape. When method (i) is used XP will have the same 
shape as the estimated but will differ in size. The average configuration YP is often 
used as the mean shape in subsequent `tangent space' analysis (see section 3.4.2). 
Based on XP we can also calculate the Procrustes residuals, given by: 
Rip= X; -Xp. 
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Having obtained µ and the full Procrustes fits, we can compute various measures of 
shape variability, either about µ or 1P. One option would be the optimised value of 
(3.6), the sum of squared full Procrustes distances of each X, to µ, given by 
R 
E dF (X µ) . Another could be the optimised value of 
(3.7), given by: 
RSS(A)IIXp-µ1I2 r=i 
the residual (Euclidean) sum of squares of the Xp about µ, or alternatively, the 
residual sums of squares, of the RI, written as: 
X; -Xpl RSS=I 2 
Note that depending on the GPA method used, the sizes of µ and the XP will differ 
and so differences in the values of the various measures of shape variability suggested 
above may also result. In addition, the various summary measures above may or may 
not give the same values for any particular method. We discuss differences between 
the results of the GPA methods in detail in section 3.3.2.5. 
Note that the orientation of the estimated mean µ and the associated XP is arbitrary. 
Typically, in order to aid subsequent visualisation, µ (and the X; ) are rotated so that 
two particular chosen landmarks in µ are horizontal (or vertical) or so that one of the 
coordinate axes is aligned with the principal axis of µ. . 
3.2.2.2 Algorithms for GPA 
3.2.2.2.1 Gower's method with modification by Rohlf & Slice 
We first outline the method described by Gower (1975), but using the subsequent 
modification to the initial scaling step by Rohlf & Slice (1990). The process involves 
iteratively updating the X, P by translating, rotating and scaling each configuration to a 
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current estimate of p, whilst ensuring that constraint (ii) in 3.2.2.1 always holds, until 
(3.8) can no longer be improved. 
Preliminary steps: 
i. Centre each configuration X, to (0,0) to remove differences in location once and 
for all. Then scale each configuration to have centroid size 1 by dividing by its 
original centroid size, i. e. compute Xi=X1 /IIX, 11, Originally, Gower 
(1975) multiplied each centred X, by 
Fnl'ý 
II Xi 112 , where 
IIX, 112 is the sum of 
squared distances of each landmark to the objects centre, but Rohlf & Slice (1990) 
argue that initial estimates then tend to be dominated by the largest objects. 
n 
However in both cases the constraint tr(X, XT) =n holds. 
i=1 
ii. Set the initial estimate of mean shape µ as X, . 
iii. Rotate each X, to fit ft by the least squares rotation in (3.2) to give X, ' 
iv. Set all the starting individual scale factors ß, =1. 
v. Compute a new mean configuration µ as the arithmetic mean of the Xi'. 
Having obtained an initial mean and aligned the configurations approximately to it, 
calculate RSSI the initial residual sum of squared Euclidean distances of all 
configurations about µ. Setting X, =X; ', the following sequence of steps is then 
iterated. 
1. Rotate each X, to fit µ by the least squares rotation in (3.2) to obtain X, 17r . 
2. Scale each X, ri by /3, to obtain X, =ß, X, F, . 
3. Compute a new estimate of the mean µ` as arithmetic mean of X, *. 
4. Scale to X; ' _A Xý = ß, X, I',, where 
P= jtr, p) 
ßr ß, jtr(X, *X, *T)jtr(fi*ft0T) 
R 
(This ensures that tr(X, *X, *T) = n). 
i=t 
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5. Compute new estimate of the mean A** as the arithmetic mean of the X, **. 
6. Compute RSS,, the residual sum of squared Euclidean distances about µ** for 
iteration r. 
7. If RSSr - RSS, _I 
is less than some pre-specified tolerance, iteration is complete and 
in 
XP=X, ' ,µ= 
µ" (with µ=-1: X; ). Otherwise set A=A**, X1 = X; ' , n , _1 
ß; =ß, and repeat. Gower (1975) and Rohlf & Slice (1990) suggest a tolerance of 
0.01 or 0.001 to be satisfactory. 
As described above, for convenience the final µ and Xp may then be rotated for easier 
visualisation. 
3.2.2.2.2 Ten Berge's modification 
Ten Berge (1977) suggested modifications of Gower's original method, also described 
in Goodall (1991) and Dryden & Mardia (1998). Instead of constraint (ii) in 3.2.2.1, 
here constraint (iii) must be satisfied. 
Having first centred the X, (i. e. setting X, =CX, ) to remove location, once and for 
all, the iterative steps are as follows: 
1. For each configuration i, let X(; ) =1 Xj , and calculate X, 
* = X, ri, 
n -1 ,, 
where IF, rotates X, onto X(, ) by the OLS formula (3.3). 
2. Repeat step 1 until (3.5) stops decreasing 
3. Let 1 be the correlation matrix of vec(X, ), the vectorised coordinates of 
configuration Xt , with principal eigenvector ý corresponding to the largest 
eigenvalue. Then take: 
1/2 
llx12 ßr = i-1 2 cif and calculate X, *= ß1X, for each configuration i. Ox, * 
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(This ensures Ilx Z= 
IIX1112 ) 
4. Compute RSSr , the residual sum of squared 
Euclidean distances of the X; 
R 
about µ =-Xr+ , 
for iteration r. 
n ; _, 
5. If RSSr - RSS, _1 
is less than some pre-specified tolerance, iteration is complete 
with X; =X i and µ=nXPX. Otherwise set X, = X, and repeat from 1. 
, _1 
3.2.2.2.3 Comparison of algorithms 
The main difference between the two iterative GPA methods is that the µ and XP 
obtained using the second algorithm (method (iii) in 3.2.2.1) are on the scale of the 
original configurations, X, , whereas, with the 
first algorithm (method (ii) in 3.2.2.1), 
the X; are on a scale consistent with those obtained with use of the constraint hill =1 
(see section 3.2.2.5 and below). However, note that if the X, are pre-scaled to unit size 
when using the second approach then constraint (iii) equals constraint (ii) (since 
then 11X111 =n) and identical configurations are produced for the µ and X, P. 
2 
The approach of Gower/Rohlf & Slice (GPA method (ii)), is used by Rohlf s TPS series 
of programs (see section 2.5) to obtain µ and the XP. In some components of the 
software, µ is then scaled to size 1, to satisfy constraint (i) in 3.2.2.1 and the XP re- 
superimposed to µ using the OLS formulae of section 3.2.1 (GPA method (i)). For 2D 
data, this then gives identical results to the explicit complex eigenvector approach to 
GPA method (i) for m=2, described in 3.2.2.3 below. 
Ten Berge's modification (method (iii)) is used by default for m>2 in Dryden's shape 
package (see section 2.5) and is as one of two options for m=2 (the other being the 
explicit eigenvector solution). 
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3.2.2.3 Explicit eigenvector solution using complex notation (m=2) 
The use of complex notation for OPA and GPA (method (i)) in m=2 dimensions leads to 
some useful simplifications, as described by Dryden & Mardia (1998) and Bookstein 
(1991). Writing centred configurations Xc and Yc as (centred) complex k-vectors 




xc,, + ixc,, ) and yc = (Yc,: + 1Yc, Y, """, 
Ycý + iYc. ) the Ordinary full 
Procrustes fit of Xc onto Yc may be obtained by complex linear regression, with 
equation: 
Yc = (a + ib)lk + Beie xc +e (3.9) 
where (a + ib)l k is the translation vector, 
ß is the scaling factor and ei° = 
cos 0+i sin 0,0<0<2ir, rotates each entry in complex vector xc. c is a complex error 
vector. Dryden & Mardia (1998) show that by minimising the least squares objective 
function, 
c`E=(Yc -(a+ib)lk -ße'Bxc)'(Yc -(a+ib)ik -ße'Bxc)) (3.10) 
where a` denotes the transpose of the complex conjugate of a, the full Procrustes 
superimposition of x onto y has parameters: 
(ä + ib) =0 (since xc and yc centred), 





The minimised value of (3.10) obtained by these estimates is equal to OSS(X, Y) as in 
section 3.2.1 and is symmetric (gives the same value as when Y is superimposed to X) if 
xcxc -Ycyc " As 
before, pre-scaling X and Y (and hencexc and yc) to be unit size 
ensures that OSS (X , Y) = OSS(Y, X) =d F' (X, Y). 
To obtain the estimate of mean shape µ and corresponding Procrustes `fits', from a 
sample of centred complex vector configurations xc,,..., xc. , we first find µ optimising 
(3.5) by using Kent (1994), who noted that µ is given explicitly as the complex 
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1=i xt xi i=i 
(lxi II FIX, II 
with: 
µ= arg sup p *Sp . 1+1 
The corresponding Procrustes fits are then obtained by calculating the full Procrustes 
superimposition of each xc, to µ (of unit size) using the formulae above. 
3.2.2.4 Example 
Fig 3.2 displays the full Procrustes fits and estimated mean shape of 20 upper right 
central incisors, with landmarks defined as in fig 1.3 (left). The configurations are 
(arbitrarily) orientated so that the mesio-distal landmarks of the mean shape are 
horizontal, with gingival landmarks at the top. The algorithm described in 3.2.2.2.1 
(GPA method (ii)) was used to obtain µ and theX;. However, similar plots obtained 
using either of the other GPA methods would produce practically identical displays, the 
only difference being that the displays would be on the scale of the Xi , 
if the second 























-0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 
+ 
Fig. 3.2: (left) Procrustes fits and (right) mean shape of 20 upper central incisors 
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3.2.2.5 Differences between results of the GPA methods 
Having rotated the resulting centred µ from the different GPA methods to some 
common arbitrary orientation, differences in the sizes of µ will still exist, depending on 
the method and constraint used. However, each estimate µ produced by the GPA 
methods always has the same `shape' (each estimate is a member of the same shape set, 
differing only in size), producing the same minimised sum of squared full Procrustes 
n 
distances, dF (X,, µ) in (3.6). (The same optimised value results, since dF (X,, µ) is 
invariant to differences in the sizes of the µ ). 
The full Procrustes fits, X, = AXA + 1k y; to each µ are obtained as the transformed 
versions of each configuration which minimise (3.7), subject to any constraints on the 
sizes of the ß, X, I'i +1k yT . Assuming the (centred) µ have been rotated to some 
common arbitrary orientation, the associated XP (also centred) always have the same 
optimal rotation I', to µ, given by its OLS estimator (I'r is not dependent on the sizes 
of µ or X, ), but the scaling J,, minimising (3.7), results in different sizes of the X ,P , 
depending on the constraint used. 
Using method (i) in 3.2.2.1 (with constraint IIpIl=1), the optimal superimpositions of 
each Xi to µ, are given by the OLS estimates of P,, IF, and y, from 3.2.1 and since 
µ is of unit size, II XP - fII2=dF(Xr, µ) . Therefore, 
min ýIlß; Xrrr +1k71 -DII2 =min>d'(X,, p) ý,. r .n r=1 µ 
and so in terms of the summary measures: 
llxr 
-All2 -I: d2 (XI, A)=mint dF(X1, µ)" 
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Note also that each X" obtained using the OLS estimator for P,, results in 
II XP II <jjAjj =1, as described in 3.2.1 (and 3.3.2). Although µ and XP have the same 
shape, µ#XP and so 







as the X' were obtained to optimise the OLS superimposition to µ, not X 
P. 
2 
However, for small variations in shape, RSS 
I XP µl1 (See section 3.3). 
Using methods (ii) and (iii) (with'TII ß, Xti', +1k y; 
II2 =n or tµ =X' but 
i=1 i=1 
unlike above, is not necessarily of unit centroid size. The XP optimising (3.7) and 
(3.8) are not the OLS superimpositions of the X, to i. e. each XP does not 
minimise IIß; iTI +lk y; - 
µll2 . Regardless of the constraint used, the rotations 
f and 
translations y, will be OLS estimators but the ß, are not, due to the constraints on the 
sum of squared centroid sizes of the superimposed configurations. For the same reason 
and because Il J2 is not necessarily equal to 1, IIX; - µ1I2 # dF (Xr, µ) . 
Despite this however, constraint (ii) actually ensures that for the summation of these 
terms: 
n ?I 
min YI1ißArr+1kT )-µll2 =minl: d2(X,, p) (3.11) 
n i-i 
n 
YT where SZ=tß1, r,, Y, : 
rYIIß; 
X, r, +lk IIZ = n}, and so in terms of the summary 
measures: 
tllxr 
-ß112 dF(X,, µ)=minýdF(X,, µ)" 
I=1 i=1 µ 1=1 
Since µ=XP we also have: 
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RSS=tIIX1 -XPIIZ-ýIIXP µIl2minEdF(X,, J1)" 
i=1 j=1 i=1 
For method (iii), 
2 
min x, ri+ikyj )-µ11Z oc min 
EII(ßi1ri +ikYý ) 
n,. I n, -i 
where 92'= ß,, I',, Y, : 
eEIlßjXir, 
+ lk y; II2 = 
IIX, Iand 92 is as defined above, with 
equality if the X, are pre-scaled to unit size, prior to carrying out the GPA method in 
3.2.2.2.2 (so that the constraint ýIIß; X ri +lk Y; 
IIZ IIX, IIZ =n, as in method (ii)), 
or when a constant of proportionality is introduced equal to the ratio of the squared 
centroid sizes of the estimated means of the two GPA methods. Without pre-scaling, 
the X;, µ and value of the LHS of the above are on the scale of the original X. 
By way of (3.11) and the equation above, we also have: 
s 
min Z, 
IIýßýXrý+lkYi )- I'll °f' ýdF(X,, µ)=minEdF(X,, p) 
rri i=1 r=1 µ t=1 
N=-E(Ax, r, +'kr; r) n-i 
and so in terms of the summary measures: 
IIXP 
- µIIz oc minEdF(X1' 
i=1 1 t=1 
and since µ=X 
RSS= txr _ PII2 t! lx-µ1l2 oc minEd2(X,, µ)" 1=1 f=1 µ i=1 
In practice it does not matter which method is used, unless one wishes the results to be 
on the scale of the original data. All provide the same estimate of mean shape and align 
the configurations in such a way that visualisation and measurement of the scatter of 
Procrustes fits is indistinguishable between methods, except for scale. Both methods (i) 




ß)=minI: dF(Xi, µ) (3.12) 
i=l i=1 
N i=1 
(although IIX; -XP 
II2 ý dF (X,, µ) if method (i) is used), with the results of 
i=1 "=1 
method (iii) differing only by a factor of scale from those of method (ii). 
3.2.3 Alternative Procrustes methods 
3.2.3.1 Partial Procrustes analysis (Procrustes without scaling) 
Ordinary partial Procrustes involves superimposition of kxm matrix configuration 
X onto Y by just translation and rotation. Here we seek to minimise the sum of squared 
Euclidean distances between corresponding landmarks of Y and XI' +1k 7' , i. e. 
mYnllY-(XF+'k7T )1j2 (3.13) 
The estimates of y, and I' are obtained by the same procedure as in the full Procrustes 
case. If, X and Y have already been `centred' to the origin (0,0), so that X= Xc and 
Y= Yc , then y =0 and (3.2) 
is used to obtain the rotation f (recall that r is independent 
of the size of X or Y). 
The minimum of (3.13) is denoted as OSS p (X, Y) . If the two configurations are also 
pre-scaled to unit size then 
OSSP (XIII X II, YIIIYII) = OSSP (YIII YII , XIIIXII) =dP (X, Y) , (3.14) 
the `squared partial Procrustes distance' between X and Y. Further properties of the 
`partial Procrustes distance' are considered in section 3.3.2. 
Referring back to fig. 3.1, the middle bottom row image corresponds to the partial 
Procrustes fit of configuration 2 onto configuration 1 (after pre-scaling to unit size), 
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before scaling takes place in the subsequent bottom right image. Both unit size 
configurations have been matched over only rotations and location. 
For generalised partial Procrustes superimposition of configurations X,,..., Xn , n2t2, 
which must be commensurate in scale and may be a sample from a population with 
mean shape µ we minimise: 
2 
EII(Xi-ri +1kYr )-NII (3.15) 
1=1 
over rotations IF, and translations yi to an unknown configuration p SG(µ), to obtain 
the partial Procrustes fits X PP = X, I', +1ky; to the estimated mean shape A. 
This may be appropriate in joint studies of size and shape, when the model assumed for 
the `population' of shapes is of the form: 
Xi= (µ+E, )r; +lk 1 
where perturbation (y + E, ) is rotated and translated (by r and y; ) and observed as 
X, and the E, are again zero mean kxm independent random error matrices, as in (3.5). 
If all the configurations have unit size then minimisation of (3.15) is equivalent to 
minimizing Ed p (Xi, p) over p. 
Both sets of software by Dryden and Rohlf allow computation of `partial Procrustes 
fits', after obtaining an estimate of mean shape, µ with IIµlI-1, by GPA. Each X, is 
centered and scaled to unit size and then rotated to µ using (3.2), so that (3.14) is true. 
3.2.3.2 Procrustes superimposition with reflection 
When using Procrustes matching to compare matrices in multivariate statistics, the 
possibility of reflecting the axes is also permitted in addition to translation, rotating and 
scaling, if an improvement to the fit can be made, since orientation of the axes of many 
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variables is usually arbitrary. This could be considered as another similarity 
transformation of shape in all the methods above by using orthogonal matrices for r' in 
the equations above, with II'I =±1. In this study however, it makes no sense to allow 
reflections to be permitted and for datasets with small variation in shape (as we expect), 
with full rank configurations, there will be no difference between the approaches 
anyway (Dryden & Mardia, 1998, Goodall, 1991). 
3.3 Shape space and shape distances 
This section describes the theoretical connections of the methods in 3.2 with shape 
theory, in particular the shape and pre-shape space of Kendall (1984) and its link with 
the removal of similarity transformations, as first suggested by Bookstein (1986). 
Having had their location, rotation and scale differences removed, the registered 
landmark configurations can be represented as points in shape space. Minimisation of 
distances between these points corresponds precisely with the minimisation of sums of 
squared Euclidean distances in configuration space, as described in the preceding 
section. It is this link, which provided the theoretical setting for the development and 
adaptation of inferential and descriptive statistical methods, that then followed in the 
literature (see section 3.4). 
3.3.1 Pre-shape and shape space 
The pre-shape Z of a configuration X is given by standardising the configuration for 
location and size. All information about location and scale may be removed by centring 
the configuration to (0,0), by pre-multiplication by centring matrix C= Ik - (1 / k)l k1k 
and dividing it by its centroid size. The pre-shape of X may therefore be given by: 
Z_ cx ILCX ll (3.16) 
The term `pre-shape' indicates that we are one step away from removing all the 
similarity transformations to obtain the `shape' of X (rotation still has to be removed). 
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The pre-shape space is the space of all possible pre-shapes Z, i. e. the space of 
configurations that have been centred and scaled (to unit size), and is a hypersphere of 
radius 1, since IIZII =1. (A `hypersphere' is the generalisation of a sphere into any 
number of dimensions). The pre-shape space has dimension km-m-1 since we initially 
have kin coordinates but lose m for location and one for scale. 
The equivalence class of all rotated versions of the pre-shape ZT is then the `shape' of 
X and the `shape space' the set of all possible shapes. Kendall (1984) showed that 
shape space is a km-m-l-m(m-1)/2 dimensional `manifold', a generalisation to arbitrary 
dimensions of a curved surface in three dimensions. We lose another m(m-1)/2 
dimensions from that of the pre-shape space for rotation. Each `point' in the shape 
space then represents the shape of a configuration in Euclidean space, irrespective of 
size, location and orientation. 
Rohlf (1999) and Dryden & Mardia (1998) demonstrate that for k=3 landmark 
configurations in m=2 dimensions, the shape space can be visualised as a sphere with 
the objects as points on its surface and the corresponding pre-shape as a unit 
hemisphere. For k>3 the geometry of the space is substantially more complicated and 
cannot be so easily visualised, being both high dimensional and non-linear (Goodall, 
1991, Kendall, 1984). 
In the following section we describe how shape may also be represented on the pre- 
shape hypersphere. The rotation of Z on the pre-shape, traces out a `fibre' on the unit 
hypersphere, which we can think of as representing the shape of a configuration. This 
fibre will not overlap with fibres of other pre-shapes. 
As in 3.2 the term `icon' is used to denote a representative member of a particular shape 
set, e. g. the centred pre-shape ZX of configuration Xis an `icon' of the shape set ofX. 
3.3.2 Shape distances 
A metric in shape space will allow assessment of differences among shapes. Since 
shapes can be represented as fibres on the pre-shape hyper sphere, we can also consider 
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distances on the pre-shape hyper sphere. As the pre-shapes are rotated along their 
fibres, the closest distance attainable between positions along the fibres can be 
considered as the distance between the shapes and measured in terms of familiar 
formulae for distances between points on a sphere (here of unit radius). 
It can be shown that calculation of these distances between pre-shapes is equivalent to 
minimising the sum of squared differences between corresponding landmarks of the two 
centred unit size configurations in Euclidean configuration space, as described in 
section 3.2.1, to obtain the full and partial Procrustes distances, dF (X, Y) and 
dp (X, Y) . This is illustrated 
by figures 3.3 and 3.4 below. 
Fig 3.3: Fibre of pre-shape ZX and Zy on the pre-shape sphere with closest great circle distance p 
and closest chordal distance dp (X, Y) between fibres 
Fig. 3.3, reproduced from Dryden & Mardia (1998) shows a simplistic, illustrative view 
of two fibres on the pre-shape (hyper) sphere representing rotations of the pre-shapes 
ZX and Zy corresponding to original configuration matrices X and Y. The closest great 
circle distance between rotations of ZX and Zy on the pre-shape is denoted as p. The 
closest chordal distance is 2 sin(p / 2) and is equal to the partial Procrustes distance 
dp (X, Y) in section 3.2.3.1. 
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Fig 3.4 shows an illustrative cross-section (hemisphere) of the pre-shape (hyper) sphere, 
with the measures p and dp in more detail. In fact for k=3, m=2 this is the pre-shape 
space. The centred, unit size pre-shape of X is rotated to the pre-shape of Y until p or 
dp (X, Y) is minimised. If we allow further scaling of pre-shape ZX in matching to 
Z, we minimise the full Procrustes distance dF (X, Y) of (3.4) as shown, with dF <_ d. 
7-- 
Fig 3.4: Simplistic cross section view of the pre-shape hyper sphere, illustrating the various Procrustes 
distances. 
Algebraically; 
min dF (X, Y) = IIZY - i- - 
BZXIil = lhIcYll CY- IICX II r= OSS(X /IIXI, Y /IIYII)1 l2 (3.17) CX 
and 
min d p(X, Y)=IIZY -ZXTII= -Xr= ossP(XIIIXII, '/IIYII)'l2 " (3.18) ICY,, II II 
11 
The optimal scaling of Zx to Z,, by / results in a fitted configuration of size cos p 
(and so the fitted configuration /3ZXt will always have size S IIZY II =1). As described 
in 3.2.2, when the Procrustes estimate of mean shape has unit centroid size, the full 
Procrustes fits of the configurations X, to µ, each minimising (3.1), all have IIX, 11 <1. 
Note that if we had set out to minimise p, dp, or d. then the optimal rotation to Z,, on 
the pre-shape would be the same in each case, as seen is section 3.2.1. For shapes 
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which are close together there is usually very little difference between the three shape 
distances. 
The steps of full and partial Procrustes matching were presented in fig. 3.1. In the 
current context, the third row shows the two pre-shapes Zx and Zy of X and Y, after 
being centred and scaled to unit size. In the final row the Euclidean sums of squared 
distances between corresponding landmarks are minimised to give the partial (both 
scales fixed at 1) or full (allowing rescaling of Zx) Procrustes distance between X to Y. 
p is called the Procrustes angle or Procrustes distance between shapes and, as noted by 
Dryden & Mardia (1998) or Bookstein (1998) as well as others, is a natural distance 
inherited from the projection of fibres on the pre-shape sphere to points in the shape 
space. In geometric terms, this projection is termed a `Riemannian submersion'; the 
metric is the same in both pre-shape space and shape space. In the following section we 
illustrate how most multivariate methods of analysis may be applied to shapes by 
considering linearisations of the distances p, d, or dF in Kendall's shape space. 
3.4 Shape variation: Description and Inference 
In theory, the non-Euclidean geometry of shape space makes it difficult to use standard 
multivariate methods directly on the Procrustes fits as these generally rely on the use of 
Euclidean metrics as measures of differences and covariance. Specific models and 
probability distributions for use in shape space have been developed to take account of 
the non-Euclidean geometry and these are briefly summarised in section 3.4.3. 
However, under certain assumptions, it is possible to approximate the shape space by 
way of linearised `tangent space' to the shape space, that has a Euclidean geometry and 
allows us to approximate distances in shape space by Euclidean distances. It is then 
possible to utilise any of the conventional multivariate statistical techniques to 
investigate variations in shape. 
This section defines the `tangent space' and discusses various choices of tangent 
coordinates, including how the Procrustes fits from a generalised full (or partial) 
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Procrustes analysis may be used as approximate tangent coordinates. We then illustrate 
how the tangent/approximate tangent coordinates may be used to address hypotheses 
concerning shape, by using a sample of buccal surface configurations from central 
incisors of patients with hypodontia and testing for a difference in mean buccal surface 
shape when compared to a corresponding control group. 
3.4.1 Tangent space 
Tangent space is a linearised version of the shape space at some particular point in 
shape space. This point is known as the `pole' of projection and is usually chosen to be 
the average shape. The tangent space can be visualised as a sphere (the shape space) 
resting on a flat piece of paper (the tangent space). The scatter of points representing 
variation in shape on the (hyper) sphere, are projected onto the tangent plane in the 
same way as cartographer might project a map from a globe onto a flat piece of paper. 
Following Dryden & Mardia (1998), Rohlf (1999) or Slice (2001), we may equivalently 
consider a tangent projection from the pre-shape (hyper) sphere that does not depend on 
the original rotation of the configuration. 
Consider configurations X, with pre-shapes Z,, and an estimate of average 
shape µ with pre-shape Z. . Each Z, is rotated on the pre-shape sphere and scaled to 
be as close as possible to Zµ as in fig 3.4 (minimising (3.17)) and then projected onto 
the tangent plane at pole Zµ to obtain a vector of full Procrustes tangent coordinates 
given by: 
yr =(I kJ_m - vec(Z, )vec(Z, )T )vec(ßZI') (3.19) 
with v; T ZN = 0. If pre-shape Z, is only rotated to Zµ and /3 =1 fixed when matching 
then the projection onto the tangent plane at Zµ gives a vector of partial Procrustes 
tangent coordinates (Kent, 1994): 
vi = (Ilcm_m - vec(ZN)vec(ZN )T )vec(Zf') (3.20) 
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with vPT Zµ =0 . The matrix 
(Ik_,,, - vec(Zß)vec(Z, )T) in (3.19) and (3.20) is the 
matrix for projection onto the space orthogonal to Zµ . 
The coordinates of a configuration as the point on the hyper sphere have now become 
coordinates in the tangent plane. Both the full and partial Procrustes tangent 
coordinates can be visualised as in fig 3.5. 
Fig 3.5: Simplistic view of the pre-shape (hyper) sphere showing the full and partial Procrustes tangent 
coordinates. 
Note that when plotted, vecm-' (vF) or vec, 1(v") will not have the same geometrical 
appearance as the shape of the original or pre-shape of the configuration. To visualise 
what tangent coordinates and results of operations on them look like, we need to 
reconstruct to give them the correct geometric appearance. It is possible to recover any 
shape from tangent space because each shape maps to a unique position in tangent 
space. The reverse transformation from coordinates v= vF or v= vP in tangent space to 
an icon configuration is given by: 
Vec 
1((1-VTV)l/2vec(Z, )+V). 3.21 
The most important result regarding tangent space is as follows. If variation in shape is 
small, then Euclidean distances between points in tangent space can be used to 
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approximate non-Euclidean shape distances p, d, or d, in shape space. Dryden & 
Mardia (1998) show that with pole Z. , 
II''PII 
-dF(X, ß) 
and close to Zµ , 
IlvFll=cospsin p ýdF(X, µ)ýp(X, µ)=dr(X, µ)" (3.22) 
Consequently, for two configurations X, and X2 that are close in shape, with (full or 
partial) tangent coordinates v, and v2 : 
IIV1 
- vzllý 
dF(XI, X2)"'P(X1, X2)=dp(Xl, X2). (3.23) 
This means that for post-superimposition analysis of shape, it is possible to use standard 
multivariate statistical approaches to exploration and inference based on Euclidean 
distances between coordinates in the tangent plane, as long as the projection has not 
encompassed a large proportion of the sphere. i. e., providing variation in shape about 
the pole is small. 
An important approximation to tangent space when the pole is the pre-shape of the full 
Procrustes estimate of mean shape is as follows (Dryden & Mardia, 1998). After the 
full Procrustes coordinates Xl,..., X. have been obtained by any of the GPA methods 
described in 3.2.2, the Procrustes residuals about defined already in 3.2.2 as 
Rip = X; - X; , i= 1,..., n and 
here denoted as rýP = vec(R, ) , are approximate tangent 
coordinates. 
If GPA method (i), with constraint llgll =1 was used, where the X; are the OLS 
superimpositions to µ, using equations (3.1)-(3.3), then: 
iii 11 ll xP- A11= dF (X, ü) 
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Using GPA methods (ii) or (iii), the XP are not the OLS superimpositions to 
µ due to 
the constraint lIIß; X; I', +lkYr 
IIZ =n or 
tllx, 112 (as described in 3.2.2.5) and since 
. =1 +=1 
11µh is not necessarily equal to 1, 
II XP- fill $ dF (X, A). However, for the XP and µ 
obtained using method (ii), with µ=lp, 
Ik II= IIXP -All ~dF(X, µ) 
and for those obtained using method (iii), for some scalar X, 
Ilr, 'Il= IIXp - µllz%dF(X, µ)" 
Another alternative (Rohlf, 1999) could be to use the residuals of the partial Procrustes 
fits, obtained by minimising (3.15), with 11µI1 = 
IIXI 11 
=1, given by r, ' = vec(XI " -X j P) , 
for which: 
IIr, 'lle IIXrr 
_µ11=dp(X, 
A)edF(X, A)" 
Consequently, standard multivariate methods can be carried out on the r/' (or r, ") as 
well as the v, or v; . To visualise shapes to corresponding to operations on the r( 
(or 
r. PP ), we can simply use vecm' (rrf) +µ (or vecm' (r; PP) +µ). 
An important question is when are variations small, i. e. when can the curvature of the 
shape space be ignored and tangent space approximations used? Rohlf (1999) describes 
how in practical applications, plots of 
Ilv, 
- v1 
II against dF (X,, Xj) , for all i#j or of 
11v, - vll against dF (X,, µ) , should 
have a linear relationship if the 
approximation is valid. This is performed by Rohlfs `TPSsmall' routine (see table 2.3). 
Dryden's shape package allows calculation of either partial tangent coordinates vP or 
approximate tangent coordinates rip following GPA using method (i) (m=2 only) or 
method (iii). Rohlf (1999) presents a comprehensive overview of these and other 
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possible choices of tangent coordinates, which are available as options in his TPS series 
of software. These include `stereographic projections' as well as the use of the partial or 
full Procrustes fits (vec(X PP) or vec(X P)) directly, which is equivalent to using the 
partial or full Procrustes residuals as described above. The stereographic tangent 
coordinates are constructed by rotating each shape in pre-shape space to the pole (pre- 
shape of full Procrustes mean) and then scaling each to configuration to have centroid 
size l/cos p (as opposed to cos p when obtaining the full Procrustes fits, with 
IIJi =1). 
Goodall (1991) notes that Bookstein coordinates (see section 2.2.3.1) are a special case 
of the stereographic projections. Rohlf (1999) suggests however that stereographic 
tangent coordinates represent a somewhat extreme non-linear projection of shape space 
unless the points are very close to the pole and that variance is inflated for shapes 
further from the reference. In light of these concerns we shall not consider 
stereographic projections further. See Slice (2001) and Small (1996) for an extended 
discussion of tangent coordinates. 
Note however, that Rohlf (1999), Dryden & Mardia (1998), Slice (2001) and many 
others, all suggest that for the amount of variation in shape normally found in biological 
data, the different choices of tangent coordinates described in this section, will usually 
lead to very similar statistical conclusions. 
3.4.2 Multivariate statistical methods in tangent space 
For shapes that are concentrated in a small region of the shape space, we therefore can 
carry out most multivariate statistical analysis, such as principal components analysis or 
tests of group differences in mean shape, on either the tangent coordinates or on 
approximate tangent coordinates given by the full or partial Procrustes fits (or their 
residuals). 
First note however that the tangent coordinates for the ith configuration v, ,i =1,..., n 
are not linearly independent because the effects of translation, size and rotation to the 
reference have been removed. Multivariate statistical methods must take into account 
the fact that the dimension of the tangent space (and shape space) is 
M= km -m- m(m -1) /2 -1 whereas the dimension of each tangent vector is greater 
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than M and so the covariance matrix of any choice of tangent coordinates will be 
singular. Consequently, generalised inverses must be used for methods where inversion 
of the covariance matrix Sv is necessary and adjustments to the degrees of freedom 
made to take account of the fact that there are fewer independent dimensions than there 
are shape variables. One option is to use the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse (which 
will be denoted as Sv below). See, for example, Mardia et al. (1979). Another solution 
is to perform a principal components analysis on the data and delete components 
corresponding to zero eigenvalues. Doing this will remove no information about shape 
variation, and will produce a new dataset of component scores with a non-singular 
covariance matrix (so no need for generalised inverses). 
3.4.2.1 Example data 
The data used in this section to demonstrate some of the different analyses which may 
be carried out on the tangent (or approximate tangent) coordinates, are two samples of 
20 landmark configurations from images of buccal surfaces of upper left central 
incisors. The first set of configurations were obtained from images of study casts of 20 
patients with moderate/severe hypodontia (three or more congenitally missing teeth). 
These patients' records were being investigated as part of a wider study of hypodontia 
for which ethics committee approval had been obtained. Teeth partially obscured by 
crowding or with evidence of attrition were excluded. Six landmarks were identified on 
each image, as defined in fig. 1.3 (left), with the exception of the mesio-distal endpoints 
since these are often difficult to locate in this population. The second sample comprises 
20 corresponding control configurations, again obtained from images of study casts and 
following the same selection criteria, with the corresponding landmarks to those 
identified on the hypodontia images recorded. 
3.4.2.2 Principal components analysis 
Principal components analysis (PCA) in the tangent space was developed by Cootes et 
al. (1992) and Kent (1994). We can perform a PCA on any choice of tangent 
coordinates, e. g. vj or vp or approximate tangent coordinates such as rP or vec(X p) . 
The sample covariance of any set of tangent coordinates v, is defined as: 
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Sý = Dvf - v)(v, - v)T (3.24) 
n r_1 
R 
where v =- Z v, . (Note that 
v =0 except for when vec(Xr) or vec(X, P) are used). 
n i=1 
The min (n -1, M) non-zero orthonormal eigenvectors of Sv are the principal 
components, denoted as Vi, and have eigenvalues X1 ? ... ? Amin(,, -1, M) > where 
M is the 
dimension of the shape space. We will assume that the rank of Sv is M, so that PCA of 
S. results in M components. PCA in the tangent space/approximate tangent space 
decomposes the total variability in shape, measured by EIIv, -; 
VII' 
, into orthogonal 
components with each PC successively explaining the largest remaining variability in 
the data, where for example, 
thy1 -v II Z Ed F (X µ) , if Vi=VF or r, or vec(X P) , following GPA method (i), 
=t r=t 
ZZ Ilv, -v II2 =dF (X µ) , if V, =VP or r, 
P or vec(X P) , following GPA method (ii), i=1 i=1 
11v, -v IIZ adF (X,, µ) , if v, = r( or vec(X 
P) 
, 
following GPA method (iii). 
i=1 i=1 
The proportion of variability captured by thejth PC is: 
M 
ýý ýý " (3.25) 
The PC score for the ith configuration on thejth component is then defined as: 
su=p (3.26) 
with standardised (mean=0, s. d. =1) PC score given by s. / jj . We canvisualise the 
effect of each PC by plotting icons corresponding to values of the standardised PC score 
given by cAý Zyr j +v . Typically c-(-3, -2, -1,0,1,2,3) so that variation either side of the 
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mean shape can be visualized. Icons are obtained by projecting the scores in tangent 
space back into configuration space, e. g. by adding the Procrustes mean µ if the v, are 
Procrustes residuals, calculating vecm' (c2, ß 2yrj +V) if the v, are vectorised Procrustes 
fits or by equation (3.2.1) if v, or vi' are used. In practice the results will be almost 
identical for datasets with small variability. 
The PC scores may then be correlated with other covariates to examine the relationships 
of shape with explanatory variables (e. g. shape with centroid size). A related approach, 
relative warps, provides a different orthogonal basis for the PCs and decomposes the 
variation in shape at a variety of scales. See for example, Bookstein (1996b) and later 
in section 5.3.6.3. 
For the hypodontia example data described above, we use the full Procrustes fits from 
GPA method (ii) as approximate tangent coordinates and obtain the PCs using the 
sample covariance matrix: 
I" E, vec(Xr -X)vec(XP n -X)T . (3.27) 1=1 
Fig. 3.6 (top) shows the mean and full Procrustes fits of the 20 upper central incisors 
from hypodontia patients. In fig. 3.6 (bottom), configurations at -3, -2, -l and +1, +2, +3 
standard deviations either side of the mean shape are plotted in the directions of the first 
and second principal components of variation. PC(l) in fig. 3.6 bottom (left), accounts 
for 62% of the variation in shape in the sample and contrasts the LACC length with the 
width of the tooth, particularly around the gingival margin. We see that relatively wider 
teeth are more `tapered' in shape. PC(2) in fig. 3.6 bottom (right) accounts for just 15% 
of the variation in shape and reflects vertical variation in the central and distal gingival 
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Fig 3.6 top: (Left) full Procrustes mean shape and (right) full Procrustes fits of Upper left central incisors 
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Fig. 3.6 bottom: (Left) Dotted lines: Shapes at -3, -2, -l standard deviations along the 1" PC of variation. 
Solid lines: Shapes at +1, +2, +3 s. d. 's along the V PC. Dashed line: Procrustes mean shape. 
(Right) Dotted lines: Shapes at -3, -2, -1 standard deviations along the 2°d PC of variation. Solid lines: 
Shapes at +1, +2, +3 s. d's along the 2°d PC. Dashed line: Procrustes mean shape 
3.4.2.3 Inference: Hotelling's 72 tests 
The most useful multivariate tests for comparison of group means are the well-known 
one and two sample Hotelling's TZ tests. Consider a sample of configurations 
X, ,..., X,, , with tangent coordinates v,. As with PCA we have several choices for the 
v,. We can test whether or not the mean has a particular shape. i. e. test Ho :p=µ, vs. 
H, :, u # /to . Assuming each v, is multivariate normal random variable with v, 
independent of vj (iýj) and letting v., be the tangent coordinates of p0 , Hotelling's 
one sample y2 statistic (under Ho) is taken as: 
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F= 
(n _) 
(v - vµ0 )T S (v - v) - FM, n 
(3.28) 
n 
where v =- v, and SV is the generalised inverse of Sv . If the 
data are considered as 
n _, 
being from two independent samples, X,, . -X,,,, and XZ,,..., X2n, with mean shapes 
µ, and µ2 , and tangent coordinates v,,,..., v, n. and v ,..., v2n, , we can test 
Ho : P1 =P2 
vs. H, : p, : "- µ2 using Hotelling's two sample y2 statistic as below. The pole of 
projection for obtaining both sets of tangent coordinates is the pre-shape of the full 
Procrustes mean obtained using all n, + n2 configurations. (The groups must be in one 
consistent tangent space, Bookstein, 1996c). The two sets of tangent coordinates are 
assumed mutually independent, multivariate normal with common covariance matrices. 
Providing that the variation in shape is reasonably similar in each group (a formal 
comparison can be made using e. g. Box's M test), then under Ho : 
_ 
n, n2 (n, + n2 -M -1) T F 
(n, + n2)(ni + n2 - 2)M 
(v1 _" 2) )TS-, ,2 
(vl - v2) -- FM, n, +n2-M-1 (3.29) 
where Svc v2 = 
(n1 S, + n2 SZ) /(n1 + n2 -2), with generalised inverse Sv v and 





the sample mean and covariance matrices in each group. 
For the example data, fig. 3.7 (left) shows the full Procrustes mean from the n, =20 
control configurations matched to the estimated mean shape of the n2 =20 hypodontia 
cases. Fig. 3.7 (right) shows the scatter of Procrustes fits for each group around the 
pooled mean shape. Box's M gave a p-value of 0.3 and so we cannot reject the null 
hypothesis of equal covariance matrices. The observed value of the test statistic gave a 
p-value of 0.004, providing strong evidence of a difference between the hypodontia and 
control patients' mean incisor shapes. Fig. 17 (left) suggests that the mean shapes 
differ in the position of the incisal corners, hypodontia central incisors being more 
tapered in shape. 
For testing the equality of mean shapes in several groups, the pre-shape of the overall 
full Procrustes mean is taken as the pole, as above and a multivariate analysis of 
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variance (MANOVA) carried out on the chosen tangent coordinates (again in one 
consistent tangent space). In fact, providing variations in shape are small, the entire 
complement of multivariate statistical methods could be used in the tangent space to 
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Fig. 3.7: (Left) Superimposed Procrustes mean shapes of control (solid) and hypodontia (dashed) upper 
left central incisors. (Right) Procrustes fits using a pooled sample (A = control, += hypodontia). 
Gingival landmarks at the top of the plots. 
3.4.3 Other inference methods 
Aside from tangent space methods, comparisons of group means have been developed 
under the assumption that configurations are isotropic normal perturbations from mean 
configurations, which, when appropriate results in more powerful tests than those 
already described. These are outlined below. The second and final part of this section 
then briefly covers probability distributions for points in shape space, which may also 
be used to provide models for analysis. Although we do not make use of these methods 
in this thesis, they are included here for completeness. 
3.4.3.1 Goodall's F-tests 
An alternative approach to inference is to use statistics based on squared Procrustes 
distances (Goodall, 1991). Here the configurations are assumed to be perturbations 
from mean configurations, as defined in the model (3.5) with vec(E, ) - N(0, a ZIA) . 
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For testing H. :µ= p0 vs. Hl :p#p,,. Goodall (1991) showed that, providing a2 is 
small and p,, close to µ, then under Ho , we have the approximate result: 
F= (n -1)n nd 
F (µo µ) ,,, F'M, (n-1)M 
EdF(Xi, 
i=1 
For two independent samples, X11,..., X,,,, and X211... 9 X 2,2 , each set of configurations 
is assumed to be from a population modelled by (3.5) with means µl and u2 
respectively and with a common variance a2 for each coordinate, so that vec(El; ) and 
vec(E2i) -' N(0,6 21, x) . 
To test Ho : µ, = µ2 vs. Hl : µl : ý4- 92 'we use (under Ho and 
for 62 small) the approximate result: 
n, +n2 +2 dF(µ,, µ2, ) F=I 
-1 n, nZ 
FM, 
(n, +n2-2)M 
n, +n2 2: d2(X11, ß)+Zd2(X21, p2) 
Dryden & Mardia (1998) show that Goodall's two sample test can be seen as a special 
case of the two sample Hotelling's y2 under the isotropic model, with S, I,,, 
in (3.29) 
replaced by sv I2k_2 5 with sv the unbiased estimate of variance. They also illustrate the 
lower power of Hotelling's two sample TZ compared to Goodall's two sample F test 
when the isotropic normal model holds. Power is lost because of the many degrees of 
freedom used in estimating the covariance matrix in the TZ test. 
In the case of multiple independent samples, j=1,..., g, each of size n, Goodall (1991) 
suggested that under Ho : µ, = ... = µg we can use the following test statistic and 
approximate result: 
n 





(g-1)ý>dF(X; j, µ) i=1 ; =1 
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3.4.3.2 Shape distribution models for two dimensional data 
By considering suitable probability distributions for shape, special statistical models 
have been developed for two-dimensional configurations that take account of the non- 
Euclidean geometry of shape space. Dryden & Mardia (1998) devote a chapter of their 
book in bringing the main techniques together, summarising the different approaches 
and considering the practical issues of using each method for inference. 
The main distributions for shape include: 
" Uniform distribution: Defined in pre-shape space to be invariant under rotations (see 
e. g. Kendall, 1984). 
" Complex Bingham distribution: Analogous to the real Bingham distribution, defined 
in configuration space and conditioned on the similarity transformations (Kent, 
1994). 
" Complex Watson: A special case of the complex Bingham, again conditional on the 
similarity transformations. See e. g. Mardia & Dryden (1998) 
" Offset Normal: a marginal distribution in configuration space (after the similarity 
transformations have been integrated out). See e. g. Kendal (1984) and further 
developments by Mardia & Dryden (1989a, b), Dryden & Mardia (1991). 
More details of these methods can also be found in Dryden & Mardia (1993,1998), 
Goodall (1991), Goodall & Mardia (1993), Mardia et al. (1995), Mardia & Dryden 
(1989a, b) and Small (1996). 
Dryden & Mardia (1998) suggest that the most straightforward and preferred way to 
proceed is to use the complex Watson, which gives the full Procrustes mean as the 
maximum likelihood estimator of mean shape. 
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3.5 Discussion 
The description and examples contained in this chapter reveal the potential value of this 
technique for the study of tooth shape, demonstrating a significant difference in mean 
buccal surface shape (Hotelling's two sample T2 test; p=0.004), when comparing a 
hypodontia group to a corresponding control group. Details have also been published in 
the dental literature (see Robinson et al., 2001). 
For general application however, the methods described above assume that the 
landmarks on images are clearly located, reproducible and have good correspondence 
between cases. In addition, methods assume equal, circular (isotropic) variation at each 
of the landmarks during the superimposition and registration. For data collected from 
tooth images, such as the landmark sets suggested in fig 1.3, there are several violations 
of these assumptions. 
In particular, success of the method depends on the reproducibility of the landmark data 
and its effects on the Procrustes analysis of shape. In the examples used here, certain 
landmarks, such as those at the corners of the incisal edge and the mesio-distal width, 
were found to be more difficult to identify than others, such as cusp tips or fissure 
junctions. This has implications in an analysis where each landmark carries equal 
`importance'. Another potential source of such errors is in the subjective orientation of 
the tooth surface when its image is captured. Any landmark identification 
inconsistencies, both between occasions and different operators, will carry through into 
the inferential procedures, inflating residual variance, decreasing power and so diluting 
`real' differences between patients. 
In the following chapter we therefore set out to investigate the importance of these 
problems for landmark sets from both the buccal and occlusal surfaces of a variety of 
tooth types, quantifying the reliability of landmark representation and establishing how 
useful a technique Procrustes analysis is for the analysis of tooth shape. 
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Chapter 4 
Reliability of landmark data: Impact 
on the planar Procrustes analysis of 
tooth shape 
4.1 Introduction 
In the preceding chapter we introduced the ideas and concepts of Procrustes analysis to 
the study of tooth shape, where teeth are represented and analysed as configurations of 
'landmarks'. The techniques allow estimates of mean shapes and visualisations of shape 
variability to be obtained and conventional inferential techniques to be adapted to 
address hypotheses concerning shape. However, for these methods to perform well, 
landmarks must be reliably located. Otherwise this can lead to problems later in an 
analysis. Inconsistencies between operators in the positioning of landmarks will result 
in inconsistent representations of shape, as illustrated in fig. 4.1. 'Real' differences will 
become diluted by increased residual variance and statistical power will be reduced, 
lessening our ability to reject false hypotheses. 
In this chapter we therefore aim to establish how useful a technique the Procrustes 
method is (i. e. how well it can be expected to perform), in its standard form, when used 
on buccal and occlusal surfaces from a variety of different tooth types. In particular we 
investigate how much impact inconsistencies in the locations of landmarks will have on 
investigations of shape. 
In sections 4.2 and 4.3 we consider the sequence of steps involved in obtaining 
landmark data from study casts and identify the main possible sources of error. We also 
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Fig 4.1: (Top and centre) Images and recorded landmarks of the same upper central incisor, obtained by 
four different operators. (Bottom) Procrustes matched configurations with shape dissimilarities due to 
inconsistent representation by the operators. 
Section 4.4 then describes the methods of reliability assessment to be used, the results 
of which are presented in 4.5. When using images derived by different operators and 
landmarks of various surfaces from a variety of patients, the consequences of location 
inconsistency may be evaluated by calculating its effect on the recorded variation in 
Procrustes fits, obtained from each set of multiple representations. We establish the 
proportion of variation attributable to actual variation between patients relative to inter- 
operator inconsistency in obtaining landmarks and other sources of error and present a 
new measure of shape reliability, for use with Procrustes registered configurations. 
Using principal components plots we can also visually investigate the different patterns 
of variation in the Procrustes fits based on the both the total and within patient 
covariance, represented by sums of squares and products matrices. The latter allows us 
to examine which particular directions of variation in shape have resulted from 
inconsistent representations of the same patient's tooth surface. 
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Having evaluated the importance of these problems, the final part of this chapter then 
considers how methods of analysis will need to accommodate such difficulties, if 
landmark data are to be used to represent and describe variations in tooth shape. 
4.2 Sources of error 
The precision of the recorded landmark data will depend on the methods used to obtain 
images as well as the subjective positioning of these points. In the first part of this 
section, we consider the sequence of steps involved in obtaining landmark 
configurations and identify and discuss possible sources of error. Our assessments of 
reliability will only encompass the parts of the data collection process that are repeated 
and so consideration is given to which stages of the process are to be represented in the 
final results. We then give details of the operators used in this investigation and discuss 
why it is preferable to concentrate on inter-operator measures of reliability rather than 
intra-operator measures (repeats by the same operator). 
4.2.1 Data acquisition 
To obtain landmark coordinates from dental study casts, the following sequence of steps 
is generally required and would be typical of any image capture and coordinate 
recording system. 
Each study cast must be subjectively orientated so that the buccal or occlusal tooth 
surface of interest may be imaged. The camera used to acquire the images must then be 
correctly focused and once the image is obtained, transferred to a computer screen for 
processing. As detailed in section 1.4, for the Sheffield system, this involves securely 
placing the study model on a platform adjustable in three planes beneath a mounted 32- 
bit digital camera. Standardised definitions for the orientation of each tooth surface at 
image capture will help aid correspondence between operators. The criterion used here 
was that each surface should be positioned parallel to the camera, so that the maximum 
surface area is visible. 
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Once displayed on screen, the locations of landmarks are then recorded as (x, y) pixel 
coordinates in the 2D plane of the image, using a suitable package (here Image ProPlus 
V3.01, Media Cybernetics). The x-axis of an image typically runs parallel to the bottom 
edge of the image window, with the perpendicular y-axis parallel to the left side of the 
image. Landmarks can be positioned using a mouse-controlled marker (typically 
accurate to a single pixel) and may be repositioned at any time during the landmark 
identification process, if required. In this study the images were typically 1000 x 1000 
pixels, displayed on a 17" monitor. 
As an additional step, the axes of the image may also be calibrated. This involves 
placing a rule in the plane of the tooth surface, prior to imaging, which is then used to 
specify the scale of the two axes, by drawing a line along the edge of the rule and 
specifying the number of units (in mm) represented. Note that the calibration is only an 
additional source of error when assessing the impact of landmark inconsistencies on 
measures of size. Recall that in an analysis of shape, size is irrelevant. 
Note that for some imaging systems additional error in the landmark locations can arise 
from perspective effects if the camera is placed too close to the surface of an object 
(Arngvist & Martensson, 1998). The generation of false landmark coordinates, which 
results from some points being closer to the lens of the camera than others, is illustrated 
in fig. 4.2 below. For the Sheffield system, the distance of the camera from the tooth 
surface was deemed sufficiently large for this to be inconsequential. 
Fig 4.2: Perspective effects when 
camera too close to a 3D object 
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Arnqvist & Martensson (1998) present a comprehensive description of the components 
of error that may be encountered when identifying and recording landmark locations on 
2D images of 3D objects by procedures such as those above. They suggest that 'total 
error' may be partitioned into 'methodological' (from specimen presentation), 
'instrumental' (optical or digital distortion) and 'personal' errors (subjective decisions). 
Whilst there may be methodological errors involved in obtaining impressions and 
forming study casts from patients, this part of the process will not be repeated for this 
study. The reproducibility of study models is not in question here and our assessments 
of reliability are only required to represent the subsequent components of error that are 
repeated. It is also expected that with today's equipment, instrumental effects on the 
accuracy and precision of recorded data points due to the lens distortion or other 
characteristics of the camera, digital transfer and representation on a computer screen 
are negligible (see manufacturer's service manuals). Consequently, we expect that the 
primary source of landmark errors will be in the operators' subjective positioning of 
landmark points and/or due to subjective orientation of surfaces during image capture. 
4.2.2 Operators 
Four individuals were available to take part in this study, allowing variations between 
operators to be represented in the final results. Any single operator may be highly 
successful in recording similar representations of a configuration on multiple occasions, 
but these representations must also agree with those of other operators using the 
technique, so that results may validated or verified independently and to guard against 
systematic error. The operators were postgraduate students, each with over two years 
experience of using the imaging system and software. In the analysis which follows 
they are regarded as a typical sample from a larger population of trained operators so 
that reliability levels will be generalisable beyond just those operators who took part. 
4.3 Data used: Patients, surfaces and landmarks 
In order to provide a comprehensive representation of the different surfaces found 
within the dentition and to encompass a variety of different tooth features, up to twenty 
of each of the surfaces listed below were imaged and represented as landmark 
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configurations by each operator. Each tooth was required to be fully erupted, with no 
evidence of attrition and none of the surface obscured by crowding. The investigation 
made use of existing material currently under investigation for which ethics committee 
approval had been obtained. The twenty independent cases comprised 10 males and 10 
females of a variety of different genetic and environmental backgrounds, such as may 
be of interest in some future study (as opposed to (say) using only Caucasian cases, 
which will not encompass the same range of actual variation in shape). 
The surfaces considered are displayed, along with the definitions of landmarks used, in 
fig. 4.3. The buccal surfaces used were: upper right central incisor, upper right first 
molar, lower left central incisor, lower left canine and lower left first molar. The 
occlusal surfaces used were: upper right central incisor, upper right first pre-molar, 
lower left canine, lower left first molar and lower left second molar. The tooth outlines 
in the figure were created from diagrams in Wheeler (1962). 
The landmarks we consider in fig 4.3 are primarily 'anatomical'; points assigned by 
dental experts of homologous, meaningful, biological correspondence. They consist of 
features such as cusp tips and fissure junctions in addition to positions corresponding to 
endpoints of commonly used clinical measurements such as the endpoints of mesio- 
distal width (MD), bucco-lingual width (BL) and the long axis of the clinical crown 
(LACC). MD was defined as the maximum diameter between the contact areas of a 
tooth. BL was defined as the maximum bucco-lingual diameter in the occlusal view, 
approximately perpendicular to MD. The LACC was to be placed to divide the buccal 
surface roughly in half, in the occlusal-gingival direction. The `ends of the papilla' 
were defined as the last visible points on the sides of the teeth before they become 
obscured by the inter-dental papilla. Other points on the gingival margin were included 
for buccal views to provide some indication of the shape of teeth in these regions. In 
remaining regions with few characteristics of correspondence, points placed half way 
between other landmarks were used. These are known as 'pseudo-landmarks'. Other 
landmarks based on mathematical or geometric properties and identified by automatic 
processes were also considered. e. g. points of high curvature or extreme points. 
However, while these may be appealing in reducing variation in landmark positions, it 
proved difficult to obtain any meaningful points of correspondence between cases, 












Fig. 4.3(a): Buccal surfaces and landmarks used. Left to right: Upper right central incisor. (1) & (2) 
menial & distal endpoints of MD, (3) & (4) gingival & incisal endpoints of LACC, (5) & (6) corners of 
mesial & distal sides and incisal edge, (7) & (8) ends of mesial & distal papillae. Upper right first molar. 
(1) & (2) mesial & distal endpoint of MD, (3) & (4) mesial & distal labial cusp tips, (5) occlusal limit of 
buccal groove, (6) & (7) ends of mesial & distal papillae, (8) half way between 6&7 along gingival 
margin, (9) start of buccal groove. Lower left central incisor: (1) & (2) mesial & distal endpoints of MD, 
(3) & (4) gingival & incisal endpoints of LACC, (5) & (6) comers of menial & distal sides of tooth & 
incisal edge, (7) & (8) ends of mesial & distal papillae. Lower left canine: (1) & (2) mesial & distal 
endpoints of MD, (3) & (4) gingival & cusp tip endpoints of LACC, (5) & (6) ends of mesial and distal 
papillae, (7) & (8) menial & distal angles of cusp. Lower left first molar: (1) & (2) mesial & distal 
endpoints of MD, (3), (4) & (5) mesial, central & distal cusp tips, (6) & (7) occlusal limits of mesial & 
distal buccal grooves, (8) & (9) ends of mesial and distal papillae, (10) half way between 8&9 along 
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Fig. 4.3(b): Occlusal surfaces and landmarks used. Left to right: Upper right central incisor: (1) & (2) 
mesial & distal endpoints of MD, (3) & (4) buccal & lingual endpoints of BL, (5) point of bisection of 
incisal edge by BL. Upper right first pre-molar: (1) & (2) menial & distal endpoints of MD, (3) & (4) 
buccal & lingual endpoints of BL, (5) & (6) mesial & distal pits/fissure junctions, (7) & (8) lingual and 
labial cusp tips, (9) & (10) mesial & distal endpoints of max labial cusp width. Lower left canine: (1) & 
(2) mesial & distal endpoints of MD, (3) & (4) buccal & lingual endpoints of BL, (5) cusp tip. Lower left 
first molar: (1) & (2) mesial & distal endpoints of MD, (3) & (4) buccal & lingual endpoints of BL, (5) & 
(6) mesial & distal lingual cusp tips, (7), (8) & (9) menial, central & distal labial cusp tips (10), (11), (12) 
& (13) outer mesial, inner mesial, central and distal pits. Lower left second molar: (1) & (2) mesial & 
distal endpoints of MD, (3) & (4) buccal & lingual endpoints of BL, (5) & (6) mesial & distal lingual 
cusp tips, (7) & (8) mesial & distal labial cusp tips, (9), (10) & (11) mesial, central and distal pits. 
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4.4 Reliability assessment: Methods 
In previous morphometric studies, reliability of shape representation has often been 
assessed in terms of the absolute precision of landmark locations, with data collected by 
repeated identification on the same images, e. g. Reig (1998). Other studies have 
compared various distances between pairs of landmarks on repeated images, see 
McKeown et al., (2001) for an example using inter-landmark distances on teeth. The 
most popular measures of absolute precision, e. g. Bland & Altman (1986), typically 
involve assessing inconsistencies using measures of dispersion, such as standard 
deviations and it is then left to the investigator to deem the resulting values as either 
`problematic' or `negligible'. Because of this many authors such as Fleiss (1986) and 
Bailey & Byrnes (1990) stress the importance of relative measures of assessment. In 
contrast to absolute measures, which must be subjectively assessed, these relate the 
magnitude of measurement errors to the extent of true or actual variance between cases. 
In the Procrustes analysis of shape, errors in the precision of landmark locations are 
carried through the superimposition and registration procedures to result in errors in the 
coordinates of the Procrustes fits. Since subsequent inference and analysis will be 
based on these coordinates, it seems logical that our assessments of reliability should 
also be based on them too and so for each of the ten surfaces, we measure the impact of 
operator inconsistency in landmark positioning by evaluating its effect on the variation 
in the Procrustes fits obtained from each set of multiple representations. 
Since each set of Procrustes coordinates forms a multivariate dataset, a suitable 
approach to assessing reliability is not obvious. Following Arnqvist & Martensson 
(1998), the Procrustes fits for each set of repeated configurations may be parameterised 
by the calculation of principal components, describing the largest, second largest and so 
on patterns of variation in the fits. By separating the variation in shape into 
uncorrelated variables using PCA, we can quantify the reliability in each univariate 
dataset of component scores (i. e. in the direction of each PC) using well-established 
methods of assessment for univariate data. In particular, we use intraclass correlation 
coefficients, which have a long history in the study of errors (e. g. Fleiss & Strout, 
1977). These involve identifying how much of recorded variation in shape is actual/true 
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(biological) variation and how much is variation in scores due to inconsistently located 
landmarks (and other errors), using estimates of components of variance. 
We then extend Arngvist & Martensson's approach, further utilising the variance 
estimates obtained for each PC. Since the PCs are uncorrelated (and further assuming 
independence) it is possible to combine the variance estimates from each PC to produce 
an `overall' measure of reproducibility for the Procrustes fits of each tooth type. We 
also show how the same overall reliability figure may be obtained directly from sums of 
Euclidean distances between the Procrustes registered configurations. 
4.4.1 Reliability along each principal component 
Consider (say) the sample of upper central incisor (buccal surface) configurations. Let 
V denote the covariance matrix of the Procrustes fits of these configurations (to an 
estimated grand mean), with 
1np 
V= ,1 (vec(X m) - vec(X p )) (vec(X m) - vec(X 
P» T (4.1) 
np -1 i=I m=1 
=L SSP(vec(X; m )) , np-1 
where Xi m 
denotes the Procrustes fit of the representation of case (patient's surface) i, 
i=1,..., n, obtained by operator m, m=1,..., p, XP= -2: I: Xm and SSP(vec(X; m)) nP 1=1 m=1 
denotes the sums of squares and products matrix of the vectorised Procrustes fits. 
Now consider the principal components extracted from Vor SSP(vec(X m )) . From 
3.4.2.2, there will be 2k-4 non-zero PCs (for the buccal surface of the upper central 
incisor there are k=8 landmarks). On each component there will be pxn univariate 
component scores, i. e. one for each of the p=4 operator's representations of each of n 
cases (patients' surfaces). 
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Considering any one particular component, PC, (r=1,..., 2k-4), the component score 
for patient (or case) i, obtained by operator m, may be written as: 
S =C +O +E r, ý, r, r, ý r_ ' (4.2) 
Following Fleiss (1986), equation (4.2) defines a 2-way random effects ANOVA model; 
C,, denotes the mean of many such (replicated) observations on the randomly selected 
tooth i, and so may be thought of as the cases' (patients') `true score' for this component. 
Each C,, is estimated as the mean score for each patient, averaged over the operators. 
Or. represents the randomly selected mt' operator's systematic (constant) additive 
effect on the scores (mean 0) and E, 
_ 
the random, non-constant part of the difference 
from the true score (mean 0) in this particular direction of variation. The terms are 
considered mutually independent with variances a' , ßo, and 6E, respectively and 
therefore: 
Var(S,,. ) = 6ý, +ßöß +a. , 
The inter-operator coefficient of reliability (Fleiss & Strout, 1977, Bailey & Byres, 
1990) for this PC, expressing the relative magnitude of the variation between patient 
means (true scores), is defined as: 
62 
R(Cº)- l (4.3) 
cr z +(72 +C3.2 
, 01 E, 
i. e. actual variation between patients as a proportion of the total observed variation in 
the component scores. 
If the variation due to inconsistency (co +QE, ) is small relative to the variability 
between patients o, reliability R(C, ) in this direction of variation is high (with 
maximum value 1). Conversely if o +o is large relative to 6c , reliability is low 01 E, 
(with minimum value 0). Note that 1 R(C, ) gives the proportion of observed variance 
attributable to systematic and random errors. 
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The estimates of the components of variance are based on expected mean squares from 
a 2-way analysis of variance. The partition of the total sum of squares, SSS, into sums 
of squares between cases, SSC,,, operators, SSO, , and errors, SSE, , is given in the 
table below, along with the means squares and expected mean squares. 






MSCr= r 62+62 P C, E, 























-1) p -1) ý! 
Total np-1 pn 




Table 4.1: ANOVA partition for 2-way random effects model, with SSS,. = SSC, + SSO, + SSE,. 
sr, = mean component score for case i, s, = mean component score for operator m, 
s, = overall mean component score on PCr . 
Unbiased estimates of a2 , Qö and c are then given by: C, l 
2 MSC, - MSEr 2 MSO, - MSE, 2 6c, = 
p, 
ä0 =n, äE = MSE,. (4.4) 
from which an estimate R(C, ) of R(C,. ) may then be obtained. (Note that Var( S,,. ) is 
estimated by QC, +QO, +GE, and not 
SS S, 
, the sample variance in scores along PC,, np-1 
due to the assumptions of the random effects model). The estimated proportions of 
variance attributable to systematic operator differences or attributable to random errors 
may also be calculated as: 
Q2 -2 
ÜZ +62 +62 -2 + -2 + -2 C,. O, E, C, C, Cl 
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4.4.2 Overall reliability of Procrustes fits 
4.4.2.1 Using variance components from PC scores 
Since the principal components are uncorrelated (and if we further assume 
independence), then with same variance components model (4.2) assumed for each set 
of PC scores, an overall reliability figure may be produced for each of the ten tooth 
surfaces. The total variation in shape in the Procrustes fits for each set of repeated 
configurations is: 





Var(S1)+Var(S2)++Var(S2k-4)- Z6C2, +. 60 
r=1 r=1 r-1 
So an overall reliability score for all variation in shape may be calculated as: 
2k-4 
62 c 
R( CA!! ) 
2k-4 
r=1 (4.5) 





Using estimates, from (4.4): 
2k-4 1 2k-4 2k-4 2k-4 2k-4 2k-4 
J: 6C ý(MSCr -MSEr), ýäö =- ý(MSO, -MSEr), J: 62 = MSEr (4.6) 
r=1 p r=1 r=1 n r=1 r=1 r=1 
This extends the ideas of Arnqvist & Martensson (1998) and presents a new figure for 
calculating an overall reliability score for a set of multiple representations of different 
configurations. Overall measures of the proportion of variance attributable to 
systematic operator differences or random errors may similarly be defined in the same 












S(Cr2 +a2 +a2) E(U2 +(72 2) 
r=1 r_1 
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4.4.2.2 Using 2-way ANOVA identity for Procrustes fits 
For any particular surface it is also possible to compute R(C, ) directly from the 
Procrustes fits, without the need to calculate PCs. For each set of PC scores we have: 
SSSr = SSCr + SSOr + SSE, 
and so: 
2k-4 2k-4 2k-4 2k-4 
sssr = SSC,. + SSO, + SSE, . (4.7) r=1 r=1 r=1 r=1 
Since the principal components of SSP(vec(X;. )) or V, defined in (4.1), are linear 
combinations of the coordinates of the Procrustes fits, which preserves the total 
variation, then (assuming PC scores were obtained from SSP(vec(X m )) ) 






r=1 r=1 m=1 i=1 
pn_ 
_ (vec(X, n) - 
vec(X 
' ))T (vec(X m) 





m=1 1=1 m=1 i=1 
2k-4 pn_ 
(if the PC's were extracted from V, then (np -1) Z SSS, _ II Xm-XP II2 ), 
r=1 m=1 i=1 
Furthermore, 
2k-4 2k np 
J]SSCr 
=:: ( _Sr)2 -j: 




r=1 r=1 i=1 m=1 i=1 m=1 
2k-4 2k np 
r=1 r=1 i=1 m=1 1=1 m=1 
2k-4 2k n__np___77 
ýSSE, (Srý,, Sý+S, )2- IIX+mXi-Xm-XPII2 (4.8) 
r=I r=1 i=l m=1 1=1 m=1 
where X, and Xm are the coordinate-wise averages of the Procrustes fits for case 
(patient) i, i=1,..., n, (averaged over operators) and for operator m, m=1,..., p (averaged 




12 +IIXm -X 
12 
+EntI Xm -Xp -Xm -X 
12 
. 
M=l i=1 i=1 m=1 i=1 m=1 
i=1 m=1 
(4.9) 
The identity is analogous to a univariate 2-way partition of the total sum of squares into 
between cases (patients), operators and other sources of error. Each quantity in (4.9) is 
a summation of univariate values measuring the differences between observations and 
their means, with the Euclidean norm providing a univariate measure of difference 
between observations (configurations). 
Note that this is not the 2-way MANOVA identity for the X; , 
decomposing 
SSP(vec(X m)) into sums of squares and products matrices between cases, operators 
and other sources, given by: 
SSP(vec(X m )) = SSP(cases) + SSP(operators) + SSP(errors), (4.10) 
where 
p 
SSP(vec(X m )) = (vec(X; ) - vec(X 








- vec(X" ))T , 
i=1 m=1 
SSP(operators) =E (vec(Xm) - vec(X p))(vec(Xm) - vec(X P ))T , i=1 m=1 
SSP(errors) =1 {(vec(X m) - vec(X; )- vec(Xm) - vec(X 
P )) 
i=1 m=1 
(vec(Xlm)-vec(Xi)-vec(Xm)-vec(X' ))T } 
Equation (4.9) holds regardless of the GPA method used to obtain the Xm, although 
z_ P ?I 
recall from section 3.2.2.5 that 
II X, -XP 
II =ZEdF (X, m, 
X P) , if the iterative 
m=1 i=1 1 m=1 ! =1 
method of Gower/Rohlf & Slice (method (ii) in 3.2.2) is used. Otherwise the sums of 
squared Euclidean norms and full Procrustes distances will only be approximately 
equal, although this approximation is commonly used by many tangent space methods. 
Use of the arithmetic means of the Procrustes fits for each case (patient) and operator is 
also in keeping with the tangent space methods of 3.4.2 (e. g. Hotelling's test), where the 
groups means and variance measures must be based on configurations registered in one 
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configurations registered in one consistent tangent space, rather than estimated by a 
GPA of each group. Therefore, for X;  obtained by any GPA method and with small 











m=1 i=1 i=1 m=1 i=1 m=1 i=1 M=l 
(4.11) 
From (4.8), we also have: 
2k-4 1np2 2k-4 ]"P2 
YMSC, _ IXP Ypll , J]MSO, in yp11, r=1 n -I i=1 m=1 r=1 p- i=1 m=1 
2k-4 




r ml (n-1)(P-1) r-t m_I 

















pIl ±Il Xim 
-X'P -Xm -X 
p112 
s 




Z_ 2 ZP 
-XP-v: -XII 6 (n -1)(P -1) 
MIX 
,mm (4.12) r=1 
Consequently the same figure for 1(CA) in (4.5) (or IZ(OA1, ) or IZ(EAI1)) may also be 
obtained using the calculations above. This would then remove the need to calculate 
PCs, although as we will see in 4.5, they do provide an informative pictorial summary 
of the patterns of variation. 
4.4.2.3 1-way ANOVA model for Procrustes fits 










-xi _Imi X2 
P II 
5 
i=1 m=1 i=1 m=1 i=1 m=1 
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i=1 m=1 i=1 m=1 i=1 m=1 
where 
_2 





`sr,. _ r)2 
i=1 m=1 r=1 r=1 i=1 m=I 
2k-4 2k np 
ýýII X 
-X 
1= SSCr =1: 
Eri 
i=1 m=1 r=1 r=1 i=1 m=1 
np_2 2k-4 2k it p 
i=1 m=1 r=1 r=1 i=1 m=1 
with 
ýýdF(X m, Xp) ýýýdF(Xp, XP)+ýýdF(X m' I/ (4.14) 
i=1 m=1 i=1 m=1 i=1 m=1 
for small variations in shape. SSW, is as defined in table 4.2 below, the corresponding 
1-way layout for r=1,..., 2k PC scores of Vor SSP(vec(X m)) . 




SSC, = PI (S, - Sr) 
SSC,. 
MSC,, - 






- S, )2 SSW,, =E (Sr MSW, = 
SSW, ßw 
i ý 1=1 m=1 n(p-1) 




Table 4.2: ANOVA partition for 2-way random effects model, with SSSr = SSC, + SSW, and 
SSW,. = SSO, + SSE, from table 4.1. 
The 1-way layout is used in simple replication reliability studies where data from each 
of the i=1,..., n cases, or patients is recorded m=1,..., p times but where the order in 
which the repeated representations were made is irrelevant. In the current study the 2- 
way model is appropriate, so that we may account for possible systematic operator 
differences, but in the investigations of later chapters, a 1-way model is required. 
Instead of (4.2), the score for case i, i=1,..., n on occasion m=1,..., p is given by 
S, 
T 
= Cr, +W,. , where again, C,, 
denotes the cases' (patients') `true score' for this 
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component and W. the random difference from the true score (mean 0). The terms are 
again considered mutually independent with variances Qc, and a,, respectively and 
therefore Var(Sr) = cr +a 2. The coefficient of reliability (Fleiss & Strout, 1977, C, W, 







= R2-way (Crý. 
C, W, C, 0, E, 
This is because although . SSW, = SSO, + SSE, , 
62 :tC i2 (since MSW, = 
(MSO, + (n -1)MSE, ) In # MSO, + MSE, in table 4.1) and the formula for 6c', is the not 
the same under both models. For the 1-way model: 
2 MSC, - MSW, 2= _, QW MSW, . 
6C, 
P 
Since the PCs are uncorrelated, 
2k-4 2k-4 2k-4 
> Var(S) = j: 6l + J] a2 
r=1 r=1 r=1 






(c +a , 
r=1 
From (4.13) and table 4.2: 
2k-4 p 2k-4 n 
EMSC, =1 EEIIXp -X PIIZ , 
EMSW, =1 ýII Xm -X iý12 rat n -1 i_1 mom, r_1 pn -n i_1 m=1 
and so an overall measure of reliability, assuming a 1-way layout for the PC scores 










n -1 i=1 m=1 
Pn -n i=1 m=1 
2k-4 1 2k-4 npP_p 




r=1 pn -n r=1 i=1 m=1 
4.4.2.4 Corresponding covariance structure of the Procrustes fits 
The variance assumptions in 4.4.1 and throughout the subsequent calculations are 
defined on the PC scores, rather than on the covariance matrix for the vec(X m) . In the 
model of equation (3.5), E is the covariance matrix of the vec(E; ), where the 
configurations (µ + E, ) are estimated by the X P, X. The form of E corresponding to that 
of the variance components models assumed along each PC is given as follows. 
If S= (S1).... S2k_4)7' denotes the vector of non-zero PC scores for a configuration, as in 
(4.2), then if the PCs are independent, we have: 
Cov(S)= diag(cy c1,..., o c2k-4) + diag(aa ,..., a°Zký) 
+ diag(6Ei 









If yi,,..., V2k_4 are the non-zero principal components of E (each of length 2k) along 
which the S, were obtained, with S=UTvec(E, ), where UT =(yii , """, Výzý-a)T , then 
using the reverse transformation, vec(E, ) = SU, the model for the covariance matrix of 
the Procrustes fits would be: 
E =Cov(vec(E1)) = UT Cov(S)U 
2k-4 
=UTdiag(6C, 
+60' + 6E',..., 6C2k-4 +a02k-4 +aE2k-4)U= (a 




The yi,,..., tV2k are estimated by the PC's of V. the sample covariance matrix of the 
vec(X m) and a 
1,..., 
GCzk-", 6a,..., 6psk-4'cEý...., 0Ezk-. as in. 4.1. 
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An alternative reliability model for the X could also be based on the MANOVA 
partition of sums of squares and products (SSP) matrices in (4.10). In MANOVA 
applications, determinants of the SSP matrices are used to compare covariance between 
and within groups and so an overall measure of reliability could be based on these in 
some way. The main issue however, is how to obtain estimates of components of 
`covariance' corresponding to a suitable multivariate random effects model. 
4.5 Reliability assessment: Results 
For several reasons, it was not always possible to obtain 4 representations of each of the 
20 tooth surfaces of each type. In most instances this was because an operator had 
omitted a case accidentally. Other reasons for missing data were that the casts had 
become damaged between operators and, for the lower first molar, an unforeseen 
eventuality was that in some of the cases this tooth presented itself as a second molar 
(extraction of the first molar at an early age can mean that the second molar develops to 
occupy this position in the dental arch instead). Cases where a complete set of different 
operators' data was unavailable were omitted from the study. The reduced sample sizes 
for these surfaces are indicated in tables 4.4 and 4.5 below in parentheses. 
Note also that using ANOVA to obtain estimates of the variance components along each 
PC sometimes produces negative values. In this event it is usual to set these estimates 
to zero. The estimates for the remaining components may then be taken from the 
ANOVA results or computed again using an iterative procedure such as maximum 
likelihood estimation, which re-estimates the remaining terms after setting the negative 
estimates to zero. The difference in estimates produced was found to be negligible 
(zero, to 2 decimal places) for the data considered here and made no difference to the 
reliability figures. 
Observed values of reliability have previously been characterised by qualitative 
benchmarks, such as `slight' or `excellent' for values below 0.2 or above 0.8 
respectively (Donner & Eliasziw, 1987). While these are frequently quoted, they are 
only arbitrary classifications and so will be avoided here. 
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4.5.1 Main results: Overall reliability figures 
Table 4.3 displays the overall reliability figures 
R(CAjl) for each of the five buccal and 
occlusal tooth surfaces. 
r 












Upper fast molar Lower first molar 
0.36 0.46 
Lower first molar Lower second molar 
0.15 0.20 
Table 4.3: Overall proportions of variance R(CAI, ) attributable to actual between patient variation 
For the buccal surfaces, the overall reliability figures, describing the proportion of 
variation in shape attributable to 'actual variation', ranged from 0.36 to 0.65. For the 
canine and two incisor surfaces, the variation observed in the Procrustes fits was mostly 
between patients, R(C,,, ) ranging from 0.52 to 0.65. The two molar surfaces produced 
lower results with more than half of the observed variation in shape being attributable to 
systematic and random operator differences (R(CA,, ) =0.36 & 0.46). 
For the occlusal surfaces, the overall reliability figures, R(CAI, ) , are poor, all being less 
than the lowest calculated for the buccal surfaces. In all but one data set, more than 
80% of occlusal variation in shape was found to be attributable to inconsistencies in the 
landmark representations (R(CA,, ) <0.20). For the upper central incisor, this figure was 
little better (R(CA) =0.30). 
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Further investigation of these results follows in the next two sections. Visual plots of 
the largest PCs from the Procrustes fits of each set of repeated configurations and their 
components of variance are examined to see whether the largest patterns of variation 
contain high proportions of errors and inconsistencies or describe actual variation 
between cases. We also examine plots of PCs obtained from the `within' patient 
covariance structure, which is described in 4.5.3, so that for each set of multiple 
configurations, we may directly identify the main patterns of error and inconsistency 
from representations of the same tooth surface. 
4.5.2 Individual principal components 
For each of the buccal and occlusal surfaces, tables 4.4 and 4.5 display the individual 
principal component reliability figures, k(C, ) obtained from the (total) covariance of 
each set of Procrustes fits, i. e. SSP(vec(X m )) , as described in section 4.4.1. To save 
space, only components describing at least 5% of variance in shape are given. The 
remaining proportions of variance attributable to systematic operator differences, 
R(O, ), and due to random error, k(E, ), on each component as well as overall 
(R(OA), R(EA,, )) are also reported. 
For both sets of surfaces, the proportion of variance on each PC attributable to random 
error (R(E, )) generally increases with component number, whereas reliability scores 
R(Cr) (between patients) and the proportion of variance due to constant differences 
between operators (R(0, )) generally decrease. This is expected since principal 
component analysis selectively recovers non-random structure in its early components 
(Amqvist & Martensson 1998, Lougheed et al. 1991). 
For each of the 5 buccal and 5 occlusal surfaces, figs. 4.4 and 4.5 display the first two of 
these PCs, representing the largest two patterns of variation in shape. Where only one 
of R(C, ) or f? (O, ), r=1,2 is high, the diagrams provide an indication of likely 
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Fig 4.4: First (left column) and second (right column) principal components of variation from buccal surfaces. 
Lines represent configurations at -3, -2, -l (dotted) and +1, +2, +3 (solid) standard deviations either side of the mean shape 
(dashed), along each PC. (Top row) Upper right central incisor. (Second row) Upper right first pre-molar. (Middle row) 
Lower left incisor. (Fourth row) Lower left canine. (Bottom row) Lower left second molar. (All rows) Labial landmarks 
at top, mesial landmarks on right. Percentage variation described by each PC indicated next to each plot. 
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4.5.2.1 Buccal surfaces 
R(C, ) andR(C2) from the first two principal components were found to be fairly high 
for each of the upper and lower central incisors and the lower canine surfaces (0.52, 
0.66 and 0.65 respectively for PC1,0.73,0.86 and 0.68 for PC2), and so the two largest 
components mainly describe actual variations in tooth shape between patients. For 
both incisors, PC1 in fig. 4.4 describes the shape of the gum in relation to the taper of 
the sides of the teeth. If the papillae landmarks are located further towards the proximal 
edge, relative to the gingival endpoint of the long axis of the clinical crown, the teeth 
are more tapered in shape. The first PC for the lower canine describes how the cusp tip 
is more pronounced when the distance between the mesial and distal corners is similar 
to the mesio-distal width. The second component for each of the three surfaces 
mentioned so far indicates variation in the gingival end point of the long axis of the 
clinical crown (and hence the shape of the gum) relative to the width. These teeth 
appear to be proportionally narrower when more of the crown is exposed. R(C1)=0.67 
for the lower first molar with PC1 in fig. 4.4 describing the association between the 
relative height of the tooth and the lengths of both the mesial and distal buccal grooves, 
the distal cusp being relatively larger (wider) when the teeth are flatter in shape. For the 
upper first molar, R(C2) =0.69 and PC2 contrasts the relative widths of the mesial and 
distal cusps with the height of the visible surface. This would suggest that for 'shorter' 
teeth (with smaller occlusal-gingival height), the distal cusp will be smaller than the 
mesial, but the converse will be true when height is proportionally larger relative to its 
width. 
For the upper first molar, R(O, ) =0.70 and so PC1 in fig. 4.4 indicates that differences in 
the position of the mesio-distal width relative to the length of the buccal groove are 
largely attributable to consistent operator differences. Individuals who consistently 
placed the mesio-distal diameter of the tooth more occlusally/gingivally, also tended to 
record that the buccal groove was longer/shorter. In addition, E(02) =0.57 for the lower 
first molar withPC2 in fig. 4.4 describing variation in the relative height of the tooth 
and the length of the buccal groove. One possible explanation for both these 
observations would be that operators consistently orientate the surface differently in the 
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occlusal-gingival direction, before identifying the affected positions on screen. For 
several cases, an examination of the operators' images appeared to support this, however 
variation in these directions was also evident in the location of landmarks, once imaged 
had already been obtained. 
4.5.2.2 Occlusal surfaces 
The second principal component for the upper central incisor is the only direction of 
variation for any occlusal surface to offer reliable information on variation between 
patients (R(C2) =0.65). In fig. 4.5 this contrasts the bucco-lingual dimension with the 
mesio-distal width. 
For all occlusal surfaces, a large proportion of variance on the first PC is attributable to 
operators' systematic errors. For the upper central incisor and lower canine PC1 in fig. 
4.5 shows differences in the position of the incisal edge or cusp edge (and hence the 
mesio-distal diameter) along the bucco-lingual width. For the lower first molar and 
lower second molar, R(O2)>90%. Each of the first components in fig. 4.5 contrasts the 
positions of all four cusp tips, relative to the endpoints of the mesio-distal width. The 
cusp tips are located more lingually when the mesio-distal width is placed more towards 
the outer buccal surface. For the upper first pre-molar, systematic operator differences 
exist along PC1 in the position of the mesio-distal width and the position of the fissure, 
in the bucco-lingual direction. When operators place the mesio-distal diameter nearer 
towards the buccal cusp, they also locate the fissure back towards the lingual cusp. This 
and all the observations from the first PCs would most likely be due to individuals' 
consistent orientation differences in the imaging of this surface in the bucco-lingual 
direction, or where operators place the mesio-distal width having acquired the image. 
For the upper first pre-molar one would also expect that the position of the labial cusp 
tip, relative to the buccal endpoint of the bucco-lingual width would also be affected by 
orientation differences. This is represented in the second PC for this tooth in fig. 4, as 
actual and non-consistent operator variation (R(C2) =0.43, R(E2) =0.43), along with 
changes in the distal position of the maximum cusp width. Note that here, and on the 
other second components not discussed, the variations in scores are not solely 
attributable to just one source and so interpretation is not as straightforward. 
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Fig 4.5: First (left column) and second (right column) principal components of variation from occlusal surfaces. 
Lines represent configs. at -3, -2, -l (dotted) and+1, +2, +3 (solid) standard deviations either side of the grand mean shape 
(dashed), along each PC. (Top row) Upper right central incisor. (Second row) Upper right first molar. (Middle row) 
Lower left central incisor. (Fourth row) Lower left canine. (Bottom row) Lower left first molar. (Rows I and 2) Gingival 
landmarks at top, menial on right. (Rows 3 to 5) Gingival landmarks at bottom, mesial on left. Percentage variation 
described by each PC indicated next to each plot. 
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4.5.3 Within case principal components 
For each of the ten data sets, the principal components above are calculated from all 
variation in shape represented in the Procrustes fits, i. e. SSP(vec(X, )) or 
V in (4.1). 
Consequently each set of component scores contains some `real' variance between 
patients and some due to operator inconsistencies. The descriptions above suggest 
which patterns of variation contain large proportions of error, but do not directly 
indicate the actual areas of systematic and non-systematic operator inconsistency. 
Instead, an examination of the `within case (patient)' covariance structures in the each 
set of Procrustes fits should help identify the patterns and directions of unwanted 
variation. 
Since the 2-way MANOVA identity for SSP(vec(X, )) in (4.10), is `balanced', i. e. 
there are p=4 representations of each tooth by each of the same 4 operators, we can 
rewrite the partition of the total sum of squares and products in (4.10) as follows, 
corresponding to a 1-way MANOVA partition between patients and within patients. 
Writing 
SSP(within cases)= SSP(operators)+SSP(errors), (4.18) 
where SSP(operators) and SSP(errors) are as defined in 4.4.2.2, equation (4.10) 
becomes: 
SSP(vec(X m )) = SSP(cases) + SSP(within cases), 
where 
SSP(vec(X m))_ (vec(X m)-vec(X"))(vec(X m)-vec(XP))', 
i=l m=l 
np____ 
SSP(cases) =ZZ (vec(X P) - vec(X p )) (vec(X P) - vec(X P ))T 
i=l m=l 
np__ 
SSP(within cases)=, E(vec(X m)-vec(XP))(vec(X n, )-vec(Xp))T . i=l m=l 
This collects all variation not attributable to actual variation between cases (patients) 
into a single covariance matrix, which may then be analysed by principal components. 
As defined above, SSP(within cases) is calculated as a sum of the covariation within 
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each case about its mean. We can then plot the PCs to visualise and 
identify the main 
directions and patterns of inconsistency and error on each tooth surface. 
Note that since (4.18) combines sums of squares and products, rather than mean 
squares, from a 2-way into a 1-way MANOVA partition, it is still appropriate. (Recall 
that in 4.4.2.2, a 1-way ANOVA partition of the PC scores gave different reliability 
figures from a 2-way partition, due to the fact that although SSO, + SSEr = SSW, , 
MSO, +MSE, # MSW, ). Here we are only interested in examining patterns of variation 
other than that between cases (due to operators and errors), by considering PCA of the 
SSP(within cases) matrix, rather than estimating components of variance. 
Having obtained the principal patterns of variation from each SSP(within cases), 
values of the standardised component scores are displayed as variation either side of the 
grand mean shape for each of the 10 datasets. Technically the components describe 
variation about each case mean but this would involve plotting PCs for each of the : 520 
cases. Instead the Procrustes mean is used as a `typical' individual tooth shape and the 
within case variation, represented by scores at -3, -2, -1 and +1, +2, +3 standard 
deviations either side of the mean standardised score, displayed as configurations either 
side of the overall mean shape. 
For each of the 5 buccal and 5 occlusal surfaces, figs. 4.6 and 4.7 display the first two of 
the within case PCs representing the largest two patterns of within case variation in 
shape, as variation about the grand mean. Again there will be 2k-4 PCs for each set of 
k-landmark configurations and so to save space we will again examine only the first two 
PCs for each surface. However, this still meant that for every surface we consider every 
PC describing at least 12% of the within case variation. 
Note that for each of the first PCs in figs. 4.3 and 4.4 of section 4.5.2 where R(C, ) was 
very low (say <0.3), the first PCs of within case variation in figs. 4.6 and 4.7, describe 
the same pattern of variation. This is expected since small values of R(C1) indicated 
that the main pattern of variation in the Procrustes fits comprises mostly within case 
variation. The surfaces in question are: upper first molar (buccal surface) and all of the 
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occlusal surfaces. In addition, for the lower canine, lower first molar, and lower second 
molar, the plots of the second PC from SSP(within cases) also have a similar 
appearance to PC2 obtained from SSP(vec(X m )) . 
R(C2) was again small (<0.3) for 
each of these surfaces. 
4.5.3.1 Buccal surfaces 
For the upper and lower central incisors, as well as the lower canine, the largest 
components of variance from SSP(within cases) suggest that the main errors and 
inconsistencies are in the (vertical) position of the ends of the MD width and the 
location of the ends of the inter-dental papilla landmarks along the sides of the teeth. 
The definition used for the papilla landmarks was `the highest/lowest position on the 
sides of the teeth before being obscured by the inter-dental tissue. Because the papilla 
curves round from the surface of the crown and tapers between the sides to the contact 
point with neighboring teeth, these locations can be difficult to identify consistently. 
Identification of the endpoints of the MD width along the sides of the teeth was also 
reported to be uncertain in practice, particularly on cases where the sides of the teeth are 
relatively straight in this region. 
For the upper central incisors and lower canines an additional source of inconsistency 
represented in the second PCs appears to be in the landmarks at the mesial and distal 
corners of the incisal edge/cusp. Again, these positions were reported by the operators 
as being difficult to identify with confidence. This variation is regarded by the PCA as 
independent from the MD and papilla landmark inconsistencies on the first PC for these 
surfaces. This seems plausible since their identification does not depend on either of 
these other features in any way. For all three of these surfaces the patterns of variation 
on the first two PCs together account for over 70% (upper central and lower central) and 
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Fig 4.6: First (left column) and second (right column) principal components of within case variation from buccal surfaces. 
Lines represent configurations at -3, -2, -l (dotted) and +1, +2, +3 (solid) standard deviations either side of the mean shape 
(dashed), along each PC. (Top row) Upper right central incisor. (Second row) Upper right first pre-molar. (Middle row) 
Lower left canine. (Fourth row) Lower left first molar. (Bottom row) Lower left second molar. (All rows) Labial 
landmarks at top, mesial landmarks on right. Percentage variation described by each PC indicated next to each plot. 
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For the upper first and lower second molar, the first PCs account for over 46% and 50% 
of variation within cases, respectively. The main source of within case variation 
appears to be in the vertical positions of the MD endpoints again, here in relation to the 
start of the buccal grooves. When the MD width is located more gingivally/occlusally, 
longer/shorter buccal grooves are recorded. These observations would be consistent 
with orientation inconsistencies at the imaging stage in an occlusal-gingival (OG) 
direction, before the positions are identified on screen. For several cases, an 
examination of the operators' images appeared to support this, although the same pattern 
of variation was also evident on many images that appeared to be consistently orientated 
in the OG direction. For the upper first molar, the smaller second PC (16% of within 
case variation) contrasts the relative widths of the mesial and distal cusps. This again 
suggests possible orientation inconsistencies, but this time in the mesio-distal direction 
and independent of the variation on the first PC. Examination of the operator's images 
appeared to confirm this. 
Finally, note that on the basis of the first two PCs for all of the buccal surfaces, the 
endpoints of the LACC and cusp tips appear to be the more reliable of the landmarks 
considered. 
4.5.3.2 Occlusal surfaces 
For the upper central incisor and lower canine the largest PC in fig 4.7 indicates within 
case variation in the position of the incisal edge or cusp edge (and hence also the MD 
diameter) along the bucco-lingual (BL) width. For the upper central incisor this 
variation alone, accounts for 73% of variance within cases and 54% for the lower 
canine. For the upper first premolar, the second PC contrasts the position of the buccal 
cusp tip along the BL dimension, in a similar manner to the first PCs of the lower 
canine and upper central incisor. For the lower first molar and lower second molar each 
of the first PCs contrast the positions of all four/five cusp tips relative to the endpoints 
of the MD width, accounting for over 35% of variation within cases in both instances. 
For both of these surfaces, the cusp tips are all located more lingually when the mesio- 
distal width is placed more towards the outer buccal surface. Consequently, four of the 
five first PCs and the second PC for the one remaining surface (upper first pre-molar), 
appear to indicate consistent orientation differences in the imaging of these occlusal 
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surfaces in the BL direction and/or inconsistencies in where operators place the MD 
width having acquired the image. Examination of the operator's images appeared to 
suggest the former. The first component of the upper first pre-molar describes within 
case variation in the position of the mesio-distal width and the position of the fissure, 
both also in the bucco-lingual direction. When the MD diameter is located nearer 
towards the buccal cusp tip, the fissure is located more towards the lingual cusp tip. 
Since this first component is independent of the second, it would suggest that 
differences in the position of the MD width occur independently of variations in the 
orientation of this surface at the imaging stage. One reason for this may be because the 
MD width is not defined across the cusp or incisal edge, as it is for the lower canine and 
upper first molar. Together these components account for over 55% of variation within 
cases for this surface. 
For the lower canine, the second PC describes variation in the angle between the BL 
and MD dimensions, which is not evident in either of the first two PCs of any of the 
other occlusal surfaces. Endpoints of the MD dimension on the lower canine were 
reported as being particularly more difficult to locate in this view because of the more 
rounded shape of its outline. Additionally, the natural position of the maximum BL 
width is often far from being perpendicular to MD as on other teeth, although it is easier 
to locate. Along with the first component for this surface, 75% of within case variation 
is accounted for by the first two PCs. 
4.6 Summary & discussion of points to be addressed 
The overall reliability measures in table 4.3 indicate how reliable any single operator 
would be in representing the shape of a tooth surface if he/she were to carry out a future 
Procrustes investigation of shape, using these landmark sets. For the occlusal surfaces 
overall reliability was found to be particularly poor (<0.3 for all surfaces considered). 
For the buccal surfaces, the figures were higher than the occlusal, with the canine and 
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Fig 4.7: First (left column) and second (right column) principal components of within case variation from occlusal 
surfaces. Lines represent configs. at -3, -2, -l (dotted) and +1, +2, +3 (solid) standard deviations either side of the grand 
mean shape (dashed), along each PC. (Top row) Upper right central incisor. (Second row) Upper right first molar. 
(Middle row) Lower left central incisor. (Fourth row) Lower left canine. (Bottom row) Lower left first molar. (Rows 1 
and 2) Gingival landmarks at top, mesial on right. (Rows 3 to 5) Gingival landmarks at bottom, mesial on left. 
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In Chapter 3a significant difference in mean buccal surface shape was found when 
comparing the upper central incisors of a group of hypodontia patients with a 
corresponding control group. While some statistical power clearly remains, the overall 
figures referred to above suggest the potential for major problems, particularly where 
smaller differences in shape are to be investigated. 
An examination of the `within case (patient)' covariance structures in the Procrustes fits 
helped to identify sources and patterns of unwanted variation. The largest principal 
components for the occlusal configurations suggest that consistent orientation 
differences prior to imaging in the bucco-lingual direction may be a particular factor in 
the poor reliability figures. We would expect that small changes in the orientation of 
occlusal surfaces would have a greater impact on the recorded landmark configurations 
than in the buccal view, as these surfaces are considerably more three dimensional. 
Looking down onto an occlusal surface, slight movements cause features such as cusp 
tips and incisal edges, which are nearer to the camera to move more than those around 
the gum and edges of the tooth, such as the endpoints of the bucco-lingual and mesio- 
distal widths, which are further away. An examination of the images for the occlusal 
surfaces did appear to confirm variation in orientation, particularly in comparison to the 
buccal surfaces, which would clearly influence their representation as configurations of 
landmarks. The relatively flatter, more two dimensional buccal surfaces would not 
suffer from this problem to such an extent, although orientation effects were suggested 
for the buccal surfaces of the molar teeth, in the occlusal-gingival direction and for the 
upper first molar, in the mesio-distal direction. The source of unwanted variation in the 
OG direction was unclear. An examination of operators' images found that same 
pattern of within case variation may have also resulted from inconsistent (on screen) 
positioning of landmarks, once similarly orientated images had been obtained. 
The within cases analysis and feedback from the operators also suggested difficulty in 
identifying certain landmarks once a consistently-orientated image had been obtained. 
For example, for the upper central incisors, lower central incisors and lower canines, 
positions around the outline of the buccal surface such as the those at the ends of the 
mesio-distal width, the papilla endpoints and the corners of the incisal edge were found 
to be more difficult to locate in accordance with other operators than (say) the 
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landmarks at the ends of the LACC or cusp tips. This issue also has implications in an 
analysis where each landmark carries equal `importance'. 
Improved definitions for the location of landmarks may help reduce positioning 
inconsistencies in some of these points and further standardisation for orientation of the 
surfaces at the imaging stage may reduce other sources of variation. However, it may 
also be possible to still use information on directions of unwanted variation in other 
ways as we discuss below. 
Note however that whilst these inconsistencies are a problem for comparing the shapes 
of configurations of landmarks, inter-landmark distances such as the mesio-distal, 
bucco-lingual or occlusal-gingival widths still produce reliable measurements. The 
reproducibility of inter-landmark measurements is able to be quantified on the landmark 
data collected here, since each image was also calibrated by each operator. Having 
converted the pixel distances between landmark coordinates into scaled measurements, 
reliability measures were obtained following the same process used for each univariate 
dataset of PC scores in section 4.4.1. Results for the MD, OG and BL measurements 
are presented below: 
Buccal surfaces MD OG Occlusal surfaces MD BL 
Upper central incisor 0.74 0.87 Upper central incisor 0.74 0.80 
Upper first molar 0.50 0.72 Upper first pre-molar 0.50 0.79 
Lower central incisor 0.86 0.90 Lower canine 0.76 0.72 
Lower canine 0.91 0.93 Lower first molar 0.82 0.80 
Lower first molar 0.80 0.66 Lower second molar 0.87 0.86 
Table 4.6: Reliability figures for mesio-distal, bucco-lingual and occlusal-gingival diameters. 
In addition to recording inconsistencies, other `nuisance' variation results from 
differences between patients in the position of the gingival margin and papilla, as noted 
in chapter 1 regardless of the reproducibility of points in these regions. Teeth may have 
the same shape but differences when represented as landmark configurations due to 
differences in the position of the gum around each tooth. The reliability figures here 
have no way of taking this into account. Any such differences in these regions will still 
be regarded as actual variation in shape, but in reality this would be of no interest. 
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Since we require methods suitable for use on unextracted teeth, the effect of gingival 
margin irregularity between different individuals must also be considered. 
Papilla and gingival landmarks are still useful however, because they provide the best 
indication we have of the cemento-enamel junction and the relative dimensions of the 
teeth in these areas. Similarly, points which do not match exactly, but lie (say) around 
the outline of a tooth or along a recognisable direction of variation, still describe 
differences in shape perpendicular to these directions. For example, variation around 
the outline of tooth such as seen for the first two PCs of within case variation for the 
upper central incisor is of no interest, since we expect most of variation between 
patients to be in directions normal to the outline for this surface. 
Methods of analysis need to accommodate the problems discussed here if landmark data 
are to be used to describe variations in tooth shape. As outlined in chapter 1, this must 
only be based on information from available the visible edges and surfaces of a tooth. 
Superimposition, registration and subsequent descriptive or inferential techniques need 
to regard teeth which are identical in shape but have differences in Procrustes 
coordinates because of unreliable positioning of landmarks or differences in the position 
of a patients gingival tissue as the same shape. Different surfaces each present their 
own particular difficulties and so a variety of solutions may be required. 
In the following chapter we investigate the use of semi-landmarks (Bookstein, 
1996a, d, e), an extension of the standard Procrustes methodology, which recognises that 
certain landmarks may be known to lie along particular lines or curves, but are difficult 
to locate precisely. The technique uses an additional standardisation step in the 
matching procedure, allowing these landmarks to move in specified directions away 
from their Procrustes positions, typically along `escribed chords'. It is hoped that the 
information gained from the datasets in this chapter will help in our investigation and 
development of these ideas, providing useful information and background on possible 





In the preceding chapter, it was found that operator inconsistencies in the location of 
landmarks present a particular problem if teeth are to be represented and analysed as 
landmark configurations. In addition, variation in the gingival margin and inter-dental 
papilla positions between individuals will also affect the usefulness of data collected in 
this region, leading to variations in shape which are of no interest. 
Recent work on `semi-landmarks' (Bookstein, 1996a, d, e) suggests one way in which 
lack of precise landmark correspondence may be overcome, where location ambiguities 
are in specific directions, typically along a curve or outline. The technique introduces 
an additional standardisation step in the matching procedure, combining Procrustes 
superimposition with the use of `pairs of thin plate spline' (PTPS) transformations, 
another established tool for describing and visualising differences in shape of landmark 
data, already briefly described in 2.2.3.3.1. The PTPS set-up is modified to allow 
certain landmarks (the semi-landmarks) to move along lines to assign point-to-point 
correspondences. The configurations are then re-registered by GPA and the process 
iterated until the semi-landmarks stop moving. The final resulting set of Procrustes 
registered data may then be analysed in the same way as the results of any GPA, as 
described in section 3.4 (Bookstein, 1996d, 1998). 
The interpolating spline transformations and their use in shape analysis (using a pair of 
thin-plate splines) are introduced in sections 5.2 and 5.3. This brings together results 
and descriptions from the somewhat fragmented statistical literature on splines, as well 
as from more difficult, often abstract, mathematical texts and aims to present these ideas 
in a more comprehensive, unified and self-contained fashion. Details of how the 
formulation of the PTPS mapping is adjusted to allow points to move in specified 
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directions when determining the optimal mapping between configurations then follow, 
introducing the idea of 'semi-landmarks' in section 5.4. In section 5.3 and 5.4, analogies 
of the PTPS and semi-landmark formulations with generalised least squares (GLS) are 
also identified and explored. 
Implementation and use of the semi-landmark procedure for the analysis of tooth shape 
is then considered and discussed in sections 5.5 and 5.6. At the start of these 
investigations (early 2000), no readily available routines or software existed to perform 
the computations and so specific routines had to be written, using S-plus. This 
subsequently highlighted an undocumented issue, regarding the level of convergence 
that can be achieved when using the method. However, as we discuss, with most 
datasets this matter will typically be unimportant. 
For problems associated with operator inconsistency, use is made of the datasets from 
the preceding chapter from multiple operators and various tooth types. Effectiveness of 
the semi-landmark may be judged by how much of an improvement in the reliability 
figures can be achieved by using the technique to filter out location ambiguities. 
However, for addressing the issue of unwanted variation due to the position of a patients 
gum, the semi-landmark routine can be seen to produce some undesirable results, the 
causes and implications of which are considered in section 5.7. 
5.2 Interpolating splines 
A spline is an interpolating function for a real valued multivariate data set, the theory of 
which began Schoenberg (1946). A more recent comprehensive description can be 
found in Wahba (1990). 
5.2.1 The single spline on R"' 
5.2.1.1 Definition 
Consider data yj, e R', j=1,..., k, associated with `sites' tj=(tj[1],..., tj(mj)r E R"', 
where [1],..., [m] denote the m-dimensional coordinate system in R', e. g. in m=2 
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dimensions, [1] x and [2]=y (say), with t=(tx, ti). In the vast majority of texts, tj is 
referred to as the 'source' or 'reference' data and yj as the univariate 'target' data. 
Given an integer-valued smoothness index r, the spline in m-dimensions is the 
'smoothest possible' function D(t) =y, t= (t[I],..., t[m] )T ERm, ye R 
1, with (D(tj) = yj, 
j=1,..., k, which minimises the roughness or 'bending' penalty below, based on the sum 
of integrated squared partial derivatives of order r. 
s 
Ja, 




where the summation is over all possible combinations of integers a,,..., ad >_0, such 
that a, +... +a, = r. One property of this penalty is that it is invariant under translations 
or rotations of the space of t or y (Kent & Mardia, 1994). 
The null space of the penalty function J; ((D) is the M= 
m+r-1 dimensional space 
m 
spanned by the polynomials in m variables of total degree less than or equal 
to r-1. For example, 
if m=1, r=2, then M=2 and the null space is spanned by 01 (t) =1,02 (t) =t[I] ; 
if m=2, r=2, then M=3 and the null space is spanned by 01 (t) =1,02 (t) = tfl] , 03 (t) = t[2] 
if m=2, r=3, then M=6 and the null space is spanned by 01 (t) =1,02 (t) = t[I] 
0(t)=t2 3 (t) = t[2] 5 04 ý] ,45 (t)=t2 (Z), 
06 (t) = t[I] t[2] 
. 
Kent & Mardia (1994) and (originally) Duchon (1976), showed that providing r>m/2 
and subject to the constraints in (5.3) below, J; ((D) has a unique minimiser 1b(t), 
given by: 
g 
D(t)=(D((tfl],..., tEm])T )_ ýRvýv(t)+ZwiCr, 





2., ¢v(t)wj =0 for v= 1,..., M (5.3) 
=1 
S (t) = (Qr, m 
(t 




- tk))T fO 
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RM) 'W=(Wl.... , 
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m (t - t, ) = Br, m 
ll t- tf II2r-m logllt - tj 
II if 2r-m is even (5.4) 
= 0m, d 
lit 




m- 22r-1, m/2(r-1)! (r-m/2)! 
2) - r) 
22r ;r m/2 (r - 1)) 
if 2r-m is even 
otherwise. 
The function defines a mapping of the entire space of t onto the space of values y (with 
(Dat, )=y,, j=1,..., k) and consists of an overall or'global' component of linear terms in 
0, (t) and a'local' component, comprising a weighted sum of ß,, m 
(t - t! ) terms. 
Qr, m 
(t - ti) is known as a Green's function for the r-iterated Laplacian or differential 
SZ S2 r 
operator d. In m dimensions the Laplacian is Y=2+... + so that Styl] t[2M] 
g 6r, m 
(t - tj )= Stj where S, J 
is the Dirac delta function. This ensures that although 
J; " ((D) is defined over all ofR ', g fi(t) =0 for t# tf , i=1,..., k, so that only the observed 
values oft contribute to the penalty function. Other properties of ar, m 
(t - tj) are: 
0 a, is the conditionally positive definite covariance function corresponding to 
an intrinsic ordinary random field in R' (see section 6.2.2.2.2). 
S 6r m are also 
known as `radial basis functions' in the numerical analysis 
literature (see e. g. Powell, 1987). 
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" 6r m 
is `self similar', i. e. 6,, m 
(ct 
- ct, 
) = C2r_I ar 
m 
(t 
- t, ) for CEO where 
means equal up to an even polynomial in (t-t; ) of degree 2r-1. Thus 
Qr, m 
(t - t, ) and 6 r, m 
(ct - ct, ) yield the same fitted values for 1(t) . 
0 -A6rm(t-ti) 6r-i. m(t-ti). 
Using the first and final properties above, it can be shown that the value of the 
minimised roughness penalty in equation (5.1) maybe calculated as: 
kkkmk 
'Ir lcb)=(2; r)m 




wicv (ti ) 
i=1 j=1 J'=1 v=1 i=1 
By satisfying (5.3), wl ,..., wk are said to provide define an 'M order increment' or the 
`generalised divided difference of order M; they `annihilate' all polynomials 
ý, ,..., ¢M of 








Note that given data t,,..., tk E R' (and hence Qým(tj -tf, ), j, j'=1,.., k), only the wj 
terms in (5.2) contribute to the roughness penalty and not the a., v=1,..., M. In practice 
the Or, m term 
in (5.4) and the factor of (21r)m above are also usually dropped. 
Writing yobs = (yl,.. ", Yk 
)T 
, 
the parameters a= (al,..., aM )T and w= (wl,..., wk)T in (5.2) are 
found by solving the equations: 
Yobs = Qa + Sw (5.6) 
QT w=O (5.7) 
where 
... oM (t1) 01 Qr, 
















yobs 2 w= 
r yobs (5.8) 
where r2'=(QTS-'Q)-'QTS-', r11=S-' -S-'Q(QTS-'Q)-'QTS-'. Consequently, the 
spline from tE R' to y= c(t) E R' is given by: 
(1)(t) =0(t)T B +S(t)T W=O(t)T r2lyobs +S(t)Trll yob$ (5.9) 
with, from (5.5), 
Jr (1) = tr(wTSw)=tr(y bsr"yobs). (5.10) 
5.2.1.2 Examples 
The most popular choice for r, the order of derivatives, is r=2, yielding the cubic spline 
in m=1 dimensions and the thin plate spline for m=2. 
5.2.1.2.1 Cubic spline (m=1, r=2) 
For data t, e R' , j=1,... k, with associated univariate values or 'heights' yl,..., yk 9 the 
cubic spline is the 'smoothest possible' curve c(t) with constraints c(t, ) = y,, 
j=1,..., k, which uniquely minimises the 'roughness' or 'bending' penalty given by 
equation (5.1) above as, 
21 2222 15 J2((D)- Z 
2. St 
dt =J St 2 
dt 
. 
aß_2 Ri Rl 
i. e. the sum of the rates of change of curvature along the curve. 
From equation (5.2), with r-2, m=1, the cubic spline is given by: 
wl 
(ý(t)= (ß(týT R+S(t)T W=(1 t) 
al 








where a2,1 (t - t, ) =' 
Il t-t; 113 (or just lit -till'), with constraints, from (5.3), w1 =0 12 i=1 
k 
and tiw, =0. The vectors a, w and hence c(t), are given by equations (5.6) to (5.9), 
with r=2, m=1. 
Green & Silverman (1994) relate the NCS to a mechanical spline; a thin length of 
flexible wood, equipped with sliding weights which constrain the spline to pass through 
data pairs (t,, y, ) on a drawing board. Elsewhere it is free to fall into any shape and so 
takes up a position of minimum strain energy, the leading terms of this energy being 
proportional to JZ ((D) , see 
fig. 5.1. 
v=ý(t) 
Fig. 5.1: Example of 
a cubic spline 
Since J2((D) depends only on the integrated second derivative, constant or linear terms 
will not affect its value. A shift of the data in the direction of y or t or a scalar 
multiplication of y (corresponding to a vertical stretch of the curve) will still give the 
same measure of'roughness' (it is independent of a= (a,, a2 )r ) 
5.2.1.2.2 Thin Plate Spline (m=2, r=2) 
Consider now data t1,..., tk ER2, e. g. coordinates (t, x, t, s, 
)T, 
..., (t, t1q, )T in the (x, y) 
plane, again with associated real univariate values (heights) y,,..., yk. As above, the 
aim is to find a smoothest possible function cP(t), which passes through the given 
heights, so that c1( t, )= y,, Here cD describes a surface above the (x, y) plane, 
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rather than a curve, which (from (5.1) with m=2, r=2) has a minimum 'roughness' or 
`bending' measured by the net quadratic variation, which is defined as: 
2Z222222 
JA ((D) 2! rS dtx 











Stx 8txStY Sty x Y. 
(5.11) 
Following (5.2) and (5.3) and writing a, = c, a2 = ax , a3 = ay, fi(t) may 
be written as: 
c Wi 
c1(t)= ¢(t)Ta+s(t)TW=(1 tx t, ) ax +((T2,2(t-t, ) ... Q2,2(t-tk)) : (5.12) 
a, Wk 
n 




a2.2 (t - t, ) = 8; r 
lit - t, 1121ogilt - ti Ii (or lit _till 
2 1ogllt _till) (5.13) 
with constraints, from (5.3): 
kkk 
2: w, =0, Z tu w, =0, Z t1 w, =0. (5.14) 
The solutions for a, w and hence c(t), are again given by equations (5.6) to (5.9), here 
with r=2, m=2. 
Work on thin-plate splines began with Duchon (1976) and Meinguet (1979). Instead of 
a thin length of flexible wood, consider a thin steel plate or sheet above the (x, y) plane, 
extending to infinity in all directions, which is to be deformed to satisfy the conditions 
above. The terms in c, ax and ay represent the overall tilting of the plate (and the 
behaviour of the function at infinity). J, 2((D) measures rapid variation in the surface, 
departures from local linearity or flatness and so will be larger if the function exhibits 
high 'local' curvature. As noted in 5.2.1, only the wi terms contribute to JZ ((D) . If the 
plate is only tilted, it need not bend (all w1=0 and hence J22((D)=0). Rotating or 
translating the tl,..., tk , 
does not affect the value of J22((D) either. Otherwise, to bend 
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the plate requires energy (against elasticity). The sharper the bending, the greater the 
second derivatives of the surface and energy required. 
Note that some authors also write 62,2 (t - tj) as 62,2 (r) = r2 log r2 , where r= 
V(t. 




, the Euclidean distance in the 2D plane between t and 
t,. The function 62,2 (r) =r2 log r is plotted in fig. 5.2 below. 
r2 log r 
O 
0.0 0.5 101.6 r 
5.2.2 Multiple splines on R" 
Fig. 5.2: 
r2 log r vs. r 
So far we have only considered interpolation of data t,,..., tk E Rm, with tj= 
(tJ[l],..., tJ[m])T , j=1,..., k, to target values yl,..., yk E R. For target data y,,..., yk e Rd 
(d? 1), with yJ=(y; [,,,..., yJ[d])T , j=1,..., k, associated with reference `sites' 
t, ,..., tk E R', we can use 
d separate spline functions of the form of (5.2) (one for each 
of d univariate sets of target data y, (, ],..., y; [d] , j=1,..., k), with common smoothness 
index (order of derivatives) r>m/2, to compute a function of the form: 
1(t) 
-l(Dl(t),... ) 
(Dd(t))T -((DlW[11'... 't[m])T 
)'..., CDd((t[1]ý... 
ýZ[m])T) =(y[1],..., y[d])T =y 
with cD(t) = yj, j=1,..., k. By construction, 1(t) minimises the (sum of) roughness 
penalties of the form of (5.1), from each of the b, (t),..., qd (t) , i. e. 
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. 
Jm((D)=J'ýýlý... 0ýd)= Jrýlýlý-i 
... 'ý. 
%mýýd). (5.15) 
Again J' (0) is invariant under rotations and translations of the space of t or y (Kent & 
Mardia, 1994). This has obvious implications for its use with shape data, which we 
consider in section 5.3.3. 
For each of the p= 1,..., d splines we have, from (5.2) and (5.3), 
ap(t)=0(t)T ap +S(t)T wp, 
1 0v (t)w, =O for v=1,..., M, (5.16) 
j=I 
where s(t) and 0 (t) are as in section 5.2.1.1, ap =(a, p..... amp)T andwp =(w, p,..., w, p)T . 
Therefore for 1(t) , we can write: 
3'(t)' =(J 1(t),..., (Dd (t)) =O(t)T B+s(t) w (5.17) 
where 
all ... ald W11 ... wed 
B=(a,,..., ad)= and W=(w,,..., wd)= 
aMl ... aMd Wkl ... Wkd 
Again the function defines a mapping of the entire space of t onto the space of y (with 
(D(tv)=y,, j=1,..., k) and consists of the sum of an overall or 'global' component of 
linear terms, and a 'local' component, here given by 0(t)TB and S(t)T W respectively. 
The local component only exists relative to its corresponding global part as the 
displacement s(t)T W is defined to be added to the corresponding result of cb(t)T B. 
kk 
For each ofthep=1,..., d splines, J; "((D p)_ wJpwf, pcr 








Again, note that given data tl ,..., tk r= R', (and hence 6,, m 
(tj - tj, ) , j, j '=1,.., 
k), J, ((D) 
is dependent only on the w,, = (w, p,..., w,, 
)T , p= 1,.., d, terms. 
Writing 
01 T `ý 01 Yl YI[l, ... Yl[m] 
T 
Yk Yk[lj """ Yk[m] 
the solutions for B and W, p=1,..., d for any choice of r and m are found by solving the 
equations: 
Y= QB + SW (5.19) 
QTW =0 (5.20) 
with: 




PM (t1) ßr, 
m(t1 -t1) ... 6rm(t1 -tk) 
Q and S-- 
01 (tk ) ... 
OM (tk) Qr. 
m 
(tk 
- t1) ... 6r. 
m 
(rk 
- tk ) 
as in (5.6) and (5.7). Q and S each depend only on the t,,..., t,, and as in (5.8), 
r2' =(QT S-'Q)-I QTS-I' rl" _ S-1 _ 
S-1Q(QT s-'Q)-'QT s-1 
Therefore from (5.17) the multiple spline from tE Rm toy= c(t) e Rd is given by: 
1(t)=qS(t)T B+s(t)T W= c(t)T r2lY+s(t)T i'11Y (5.22) 
with, from (5.18), 
dd 
J, (1)=Ltr(wpSwp)=tr(WTSW)=2ýtr(yPr"yp)=tr(YTT1Y). (5.23) 
P=1 P=I 
The local component of '(t), depends on the global part, since, from (5.21), 
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W=I'"y=S-'Y-S-'Q (QTS-'Q)-'QTS-'Y=S-'Y-S-'Q I'21 Y=S-'(Y-QB). (5.24) 
i. e. W depends on B. Using (5.24) it can also be shown that by minimising (5.23), the 
transformation also minimises: 
tr(WTSW)=tr((Y-QB)T (S-')T SS-'(Y-QB)) =tr((Y-QB)T S-'(Y-QB)). (5.25) 
i. e. a generalised sum of squares between the result of the global component of the 
transformation for each t, and the y,. We explore the link of spline transformations 
with generalised least squares (GLS) in section 5.3.5. In particular we show that when 
r=2 and d=m, the solution for B in (5.21), optimising (5.25) corresponds to the GLS 
estimator in a weighted affine superimposition of T to Y, minimising a generalised sum 
of squares of the same form as (5.25). 
Note that for d=1, equations (5.15) to (5.23) are then the same as those in 5.2.1.1 for 
obtaining a single interpolating spline c(t). 
In the following section we describe how a pair of thin plate splines (d=2, m=2, r=2) 
may be used to display and describe differences in shape between two landmark 
configurations. It is a modification of this formulation that is used to determine the 
positions of the semi-landmarks, which we describe in section 5.4. 
5.3 Pairs of thin plate splines and shape analysis 
For m=2, d=2, we have reference and target data tl,..., tk and yl,..., yk E R2, with tj = 
(ti[1], tJ[21 )T and y, =(YJ[l, IYJWWW)T , j=1,..., k. Writing r =rx I t[21 = ýv ý2ý y, yn, = yx 
and Y[21 =yy , let tj and corresponding yj, denote the k corresponding landmarks of two 
configurations T and Y, where (in the notation of previous chapters), 
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Ysx r (5.26) 
t, x t, yký yky 
Use of a pair of thin plate splines in plane-to-plane transformations and its application 
to sets of landmarks, was first introduced by Bookstein (1989). Using smoothness 
index (order of derivatives) r=2, in (5.17) with d=2, m=2, a function (D(t), comprising a 
pair of thin plate interpolating splines (PTPS), may be used to describe a mapping of the 
2D space in which T lies onto that of Y. By optimising (5.18), the mapping minimises 
the integral quadratic variation or `bending energy' over the entire plane, with 
cD(t) = y,, j=1,..., k, so that landmarks in T are transformed exactly to their 
corresponding positions in Y. 
5.3.1 Mathematical details 
From (5.17), a pair of thin plate splines transformation from t=(t, r, ty)T to 
I (t) = (y X, yY 
)T =y with 0(tß) = y,, j=1,..., k , is given by: 
((t)T = (c 1(t), cD Z (t)) =b (t)T B+ s(t)T W (5.27) 
where here 
0(t) = (l, tz, ty)T ' S(t) = 62,2 
(t 
- rl)r.., 62,2 (t - tk ))T, 
62,2 (t-tj)=((tx -tjx)2 +(ty -t y)2)log 
(ts -tix)2 +(ty, - t, )2 , 
IN el Cl C2 Wl1 W12 
B=(al, a2)= all a12 W (wi W2)_ 









() - J=' (5.28) 
((D 
2 
(t) c2 +a12tx +a22ty k' 1: 
w2J12.2 (t - tJ ) 
J=1 
with constraints, from equation (5.16): 
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k k+ k 
Lewin -0, L. tXwin 0,1 tywip =0, p=x y. (5.29) 
i=1 i=I i=1 
Equation (5.28) shows how displacements in the (xy) coordinate plane from t=(tx, ty)T 
to y=(yx, yy)T are described by a separate TPS for each coordinate direction; one TPS 
(t1(t)=y) is used for obtaining the new x-coordinates, the other (ib2 (t) = yy ), for new 
y-coordinates. 
Recall that in section 5.2.1.2.2, the resulting value produced by a single TPS was 
considered to be the height of a surface normal to the (xy) plane in which each point t 
lies. Instead, here there are two sets of values, c1(t) and 12 (t) describing 
displacements to be applied to either is or tY , when mapping to new positions yx and 
yy . Each Op (t) , p=1,2, however, still describes the same TPS mapping, with same 
minimised value for J2 ((Dp), that would be required if each set of target values, yx 
and yjy, j=1,..., k, was normal to the (xy) plane, rather than displacements within it. 














- j: j: wjl wi'1a2,2 (t1- ti. ) + 
I: I: 
wn wJ'2a2,2 (tj -t jl) " (5.30) J=1 J'=l J=I J'=1 
i. e. the sum of the integral quadratic variation from each thin plate spline or `bending 
energy' of the PTPS transformation (see section 5.3.2 below), which given T (and hence 
the o 2,2 depends only on thew,, and w, 2 terms. 
By (5.19) and (5.20), the solutions for B and W, d=1,2 for r=2 and m=2 are given by 
solving: 
Y=QB+SW, QTW =0 
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where B and Ware as above and here (using r-2, m=2, M=3 in (5.21)), 
1 tlx ty ß2,2(t1-ti) ... 62,2(11-tk) 
S= (5.31) 
1 tkx tJ, 62,2(tk -tl) ... 62,2(tk -tk) 
From (5.21): 
B=F21Y, W=I'"Y 
with r21=(QT S-'Q)-'QT "S-1, r11= S-1 _S'-1Q (QT S-1Q)-1QTS-1 
(5.32) 
and so from (5.22), 
(D (t) T =((I) 1(t), (D2(t))(t)T I" 
21Y +s(t) F'1Y ' (5.33) 
with, by (5.23), 
22 
JZ( )tr(wpSwP)=tr(WTSW)tr(ypT"yP)=tr(YTI'"Y). (5.34) 
P=1 P=1 
5.3.2 Affine and non-affine components and bending energy 
As with each of the single and multiple spline transformations in 5.2, c1(t) consists of 
an overall 'global' component of linear terms, here in q1(t) =1,02 (t) = tx 03 (t) = tx , (the 
polynomials in t of degree <2) and a `local' component of weighted a2,2 (t- tj) terms 
(representing functions of distances between t and each of the landmarks of T, as 
described in section 5.2.1.2.2). 
Here the global part of the transformation, given by: 
C1 
/(t)T B= (1 t, r ty) I all 
a2l 
C2 
Cl +allt +a2lty 
a,, 
C2 + a12tx + a22tY 
a22 
is known as the `affine' component (as it is for any multiple spline with d=m, r=2) and 
describes the part of the transformation corresponding to scalar multiplication or 
shifting of the tX and ty in calculating the new coordinate positions (yx, yy). Affine 
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transformations on the 2D plane transform squares into parallelograms (parallel lines in 
the space of T remain parallel in the space of Y) and circles into ellipses. 
Transformations of rotation, translation and scale are therefore also examples of affine 
transformations. 
The remainder of the transformation is then made up of a `local', or here, `non-affine' 
series of vector displacements, given by: 
1k 
11 w11 w12 ja w1jo2,2(t-tj) 





For each point t= (tx, ty )T , this represents a displacement to be added to the resulting 
coordinates of the affine component, to give the new coordinates y= (ys, yy)T . (For 
reference and target data ti and yj, j=1,..., k, this then ensures that (D(tj) = yj). 
Again, by using second derivatives in the penalty function for cD(t), the linear terms in t 
in «(t)T vanish and so the component of the PTPS mapping accounted for by the affine 
transformation contributes zero to the roughness penalty j2 (0). The effect of tilting 
or shifting the metal thin-plate corresponding to either TPS ((, or 12 ), described in 
5.2.3, is now analogous to scalar multiplication or shifting of the values yx or yy, 
leaving J2 ((D I) or J2 ((D 2) (and hence J2 ((D) ) unchanged, as such transformations can 
be incorporated into the affine component. 
As can be seen from equation (5.34), the `bending energy' of the mapping is calculated 
from only the non-affine components of transforming points t= tl ,..., tk , the 
landmarks 
of configuration T, to yl ,... ' yk , the landmarks of configuration Y. As with any spline 
transformation, only the observed data values contribute to the penalty function. Re- 
writing (5.34), JZ ((I) is given by: 
2kk 
Ztr(wwSwP)=ZZw1jw1j, 
a22(tj -tJ, )+l: l: w2Jw21, v22(tj -tj, )=tr(WTSW), (5.35) P=I ! =1 I'=1 ! =1 J'=1 
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a weighted sum of the squares and products of the non-affine components of (1) (tj) = yj, 
j=1,..., k. Since, from (5.25), tr(W T SW) = tr((Y - QB)T S'' (Y - QB)), here the PTPS 
transformation minimises 
Ylx Cl Yix Cl Yly C2 Yly C2 
JZ(I)=( -Q all 
)TS-'( -Q all )+( -Q a12 
)T S_'( -Q a12 ) 
Y a,, Yk. a21 Yry, a22 Yky a22 
i. e. a generalised sum of squares between the result of the affine component of the 
transformation for each t, and the yj. Therefore in minimising the `bending energy' of 
the mapping of T to Y, the PTPS try to represent the transformation as `globally' as 
possible (at largest possible scale across the 2D plane), using the affine component. 
Correlated differences in the shape of Y, compared to T (i. e. differences from T applying 
equally to all landmarks in Y) are able to be incorporated into the affine part of the 
transformation, and so do not contribute to bending energy. This ensures that s(tJ)T W 
terms in (5.35) are as small as possible and thereby contribute less to J2 (c) . 
It turns out that the solution for B in (5.32), minimisingJZ ((D) , corresponds to the GLS 
estimator in a weighted affine superimposition of T to Y minimising a generalised sum 
of squares identical to that above. We explore this link further in 5.3.5. 
For shape analysis Bookstein (1991) notes that bending energy (BE) measures 
`localisation', how nearby landmarks appear to have changed relative to those at a 
greater distance. Consider the mapping of the x-coordinates of T to those in Y by 
(D, (t) . The 
following example illustrates how, if the difference in x-coordinates 
between two neighbouring landmarks j and j' is a units less in Y compared to T, then 
this requires more BE in the PTPS transformation from T to Y, the closer the two 
landmarks are in T. This is illustrated in fig. 5.3, which shows c11(t)= II (t,, ) for two 
configurations of 4 landmarks. The configurations differ only in the position of 
landmark Y. (Of course since cb, (t) is a TPS, this should also depends on the ty 
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however for illustrative purposes, here (D 1(t) =c, (tx) and 
fig. 5.3 takes the appearance 




" ii i "-i 












Fig 5.3: Illustration of how bending energy measures `localisation' using a single spline mapping of the x- 
coordinates of two landmark configurations T and Y (differing only in the position of landmark j'). 
Typically landmarks that are closer together in reference shape T (more localised) will 
require more energy to move apart, when matching to corresponding positions in the 
target shape Y, unless those at a greater distance also move by the same transformation. 
Bending energy may also be calculated as tr(YT I"'Y) , as in (5.23). The (kxk) matrix 
r11 (dependent only on T), is often called the `bending energy matrix', as it is used to 
calculate the amount of bending required to transform T to any given configuration Y. 
5.3.3 Deformation grids 
The PTPS mapping can be visualised as the transformation of a square grid, placed on 
configuration T, to a deformed grid on configuration Y. At each junction where the 
lines of the square grid on T cross, the corresponding position in the deformed image is 
calculated using 1 (t)=(I1 , P2)T and the lines between the points re-drawn, so that 
corresponding landmarks are located in corresponding grid blocks. The resulting 
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deformed grid then tells us where and how the two configurations differ. Fig 5.4 shows 
the deformation from one hypothetical upper central incisor configuration to another. 
(The idea was briefly illustrated in section 2.2.3.3.1, using upper central incisors, one 
from a patient with hypodontia and the other from a control patient). 
Each square is transformed to a quadrilateral. The minimum bending energy property 
minimises the variation of the `affine derivative'; the shape of the individual grid cells 
with respect to their neighbours. When a change can be managed over a larger interval, 
its contribution to the integral sums of squares is lower and so the PTPS will try to 
represent deformations as `globally' as possible, with the smallest variation in the shape 
of the individual grid cells. 
-0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 
Fig. 5.4. PTPS transformation between two upper central incisor configurations. (Left) reference shape T 
and (right) target shape Y. 
To illustrate the `global' and `local' components of the transformation, a separate affine 
and non-affine mapping can be obtained and the result for configuration T visualised by 
considering their effect on a square grid placed on T. 
The affine transformation of T can be visualised by plotting the deformation grid 
corresponding to the mapping of points on a square grid (placed on T) to points given 
by: 
0(t)TB=O(t)T r21Y 
and by displaying the `affine configuration' (the result for 7): 
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v. 0 u. u ueiu 
QB=Q r21Y (5.36) 
on the grid. This is illustrated in fig. 5.5 (left) for the same `target' and `reference' 
configurations as in fig 5.4. Note how the affine mapping transforms the squares of the 























Fig. 5.5: Illustrating the affine (left) and non-affine (middle & right) components of the PIPS 
transformation from T to Y, shown in fig 5.4. (Left) Mapping of points t on a square grid placed on T by 
cb(t)T F21Y 
, to 
locations in the space of configuration QI'21Y (shown). (Middle) Mapping of points t 
on a square grid placed on T by t+ s (t)T I'll Y, to locations in the space of configuration T+Q r21 Y. 
(Right) Mapping of points t' on a square grid placed on QI'21Y by t'+s(A-1(t'-C))T 1,11y to 
locations in the space of configuration Y. 
Following Dryden & Mardia (1998), a `non-affine' mapping and corresponding 
configuration, illustrating the non-affine displacements of the PTPS transformation, can 
be produced by constructing the deformation grid corresponding to the mapping of 
points t on a square grid (placed on 7) to locations given by: 
t+s(t)T r 1i . 
The configuration displayed on the grid, is the result for T, i. e. 
T+S W= T+S r"Y (5.37) 
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0.5 0.0 0.6 1.0 -0.6 00051.0 
(see fig 5.5 (middle)). However, the configuration T+S I'"Y bears little relation to the 
non-affine components it aims to illustrate, since the displacements s(t)' W are 
defined 
to be added to points ¢(t)T f21Y above, and not just their original locations t. (The non- 
affine displacements cannot be defined separately, as described in 5.3.2). 
Our suggested alternative is to construct the deformation of a square grid placed on 
QB= Q I'21Y to points in the space of the configuration QF21Y +S F"Y , i. e. Y. 
Writing 
0(t)T B=c+At, (5.38) 
where c= (c, c2 )T , A=all 
a2' 
and t= (ts ty )T , 
for points t' = c+At, in space of 
a12 a22 
Q I'21Y (i. e. in fig. 5.5(left)), we can calculate new positions for the t' as: 
t'+s(A-1(t'-c))T I'11Y . (5.39) 
The transformation of points by A-' (t'-c) is necessary since s(t') I'"Y does not give 
the correct non-affine displacements in c(t) (the PTPS mapping from T to Y), which 
are to be added to points t'=¢(t)T B=c+At (including, for T, the affine configuration, 
QB= Q I'21Y ). These are given by s(t)T I'IlY , where the t denotes the point 
corresponding to t' in the original space of T, given by A-1(t'-c) . 
For the landmarks of configuration T, tj=cb(tj)T B= c+At,, j=1,..., k, gives the affine 
configuration, QB= Q 1'21Y , as 
described above. The corresponding non-affine 
components to be added to the t; (or any other points t' in space of QB=Q T21Y , given 
by the affine component), are given by s(A-' (t'j -c))T P'Y =s(tj )T r11 . 
Fig 5.5(right) shows the deformation grid for transforming points t' on a square grid 
placed over QF21Y , to points given 
by (5.38). The configuration Qr2ly +S I'"Y (=Y) 
can then be displayed on the plot, illustrating how the shape of the affine configuration 
QF21 y is changed when the non-affine displacements are added. 
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5.3.4 Effects of similarity transformations on the PTPS components 
and bending energy 
Table 5.1 details the effects of a rotation, translation, or resizing of the reference or 
target configuration on the different components of the PTPS transformation and 
bending energy. For later reference in 6.3.2.2, details of how the affine and non-affine 
configurations, defined in (5.36) and (5.37) change are also given. 
For two configurations, T and Y, each of k landmarks, the PTPS for transforming the 
landmarks T to those of Y is given by: 
QB+ SW =1kcT +TAT+S W (5.40) 
where lk is a vector of l's of length k, Q and S are as in (5.31), W is as in (5.27) and c 
and A are as in (5.38). The original components and values in the first column of the 
table relating to the original PTPS mapping from I =To to Y =Yo are subscripted with 
'0'. Subsequent columns then show how the these are changed by either a vector shift a, 
COS O sin 0 
rescaling ß, or rotation by F- 
sin O cos 0' 
0<0<_2n, of either To or YO. 
If To or Yo is shifted by a (to become T=To+a or Y=Yo+a), the affine component 
changes to accommodate this and provide the same `fit' to Yo as before (measured by 
the bending energy of the PTPS mapping), since both S and W are unchanged. 
If To is rotated (to become T= TO I, ), the new affine component rotates it back to the 
same position as for To and both S, W and the rest of the mapping, including the BE, are 
unchanged. If Yo is rotated (to Y= Yo F) the affine and non-affine components are 
simply rotated versions of the original components in the mapping from To to Yo (by r) 
and the bending energy is again unchanged. 
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However, unlike the Procrustes distance, BE is not invariant to changes 
in the scale of 
either To or Yo . If 
Yo is resealed by a factor ß to Y= /3Ya ,S is unchanged 
(since this 
depends only on T), but the affine component and non-affine displacements are 
both 
also rescaled by a factor of ß to accommodate this. Since W=ßW0', bending energy 
tr (W T SW) is then also increased/decreased by a factor of p2. For T=ß TO, the situation 
is slightly more complex. Unlike with changes in location or rotation, changes to the 
scale of T will affect the matrix S of a2,2 (tj - tj, ) , terms 
depending on inter-landmark 
distances r= (tjx -tj, x)2 +(ti,, -ti, y, 
)2 in T. Values of Q2,2 (ßr) are produced from a 
different position along the curve in fig 5.2 and will weight distances between pairs of 
landmarks differently from before. The change in S cannot therefore, be described in 
terms of a simple linear transformation of So. However, since ß(r) is self-similar, with 
v (/3r) _ /3 26(r) , the mapping still has the same appearance as the transformation 
from 
To to Yo (as with any of the changes to To or YO investigated here), with A and W being 
re-scaled by 1/ß . Since W=(1/ß ) 
Wo, BE is then also increased/decreased by 1/32 . 
5.3.5 Generalised least squares, affine matching & link to PTPS 
In section 5.3.2, it was noted that any multiple d-spline transformation, with d=m, from 
01 01 tl[11 ... tl[ml Yl[l] ... Yl[m] 
T=(tl,..., tk)T = to Y=(Yl ý..., Yk)T = 
tk[1] ... tk[m] Yk[1] ... Yk[m] 
with kin+1, minimises a generalised sum of squares, given by equation (5.25) as: 
d 
j: (cp)J: m ((DP) = tr(W T SW) = tr((Y - QB)T S-1 (y _ QB)) 
P=j 
_ (vec(Y) - (Id 0 Q)(vec(B))T (Id (D S)-' (vec(Y) - (Id ® Q)(vec(B)) (5.42) 
where Q, S, B= (a,,..., ad) and Ware as defined by equations (5.17) and (5.21). 
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In this section we show how with r-2, (5.42) corresponds to the objective 
function, 
optimised in a generalised `affine' match of T to Y and that the estimator of the 
parameters of this superimposition, corresponds precisely to the solution 
for matrix B, 
obtained by simultaneously solving equations (5.19) and (5.20) for a PTPS 
(or any 
multiple spline mapping, with d=m, r=2). 
Dryden & Mardia (1.998) similarly noted that the solutions for the affine parameters of 
each TPS in a PTPS mapping are generalised least squares estimators, but give no 
further details. Other than this brief mention, there has been very little exploration of 
this connection in the literature. 
Here we describe and investigate this link further, in order to improve our 
understanding of the mechanism by which the components of a PTPS mapping are 
determined. In section 5.4, where we introduce the idea of semi-landmarks, the 
minimum bending energy property of a PTPS mapping is used to determine new 
positions of certain landmarks in the target configuration Y. An understanding of how 
bending energy is minimised, will therefore also help us to explain why particular 
results occur with this method, when we investigate its use for the analysis of tooth 
shape, in section 5.6. 
5.3.5.1 Preliminary definitions 
5.3.5.1.1 Generalised least squares 
Before considering ordinary and then generalised least squares (OLS & GLS) affine 
matching, we first describe the standard GLS formulation, commonly used in univariate 
linear regression problems (see for example, Seber, 1977 or Weatherill, 1986). 
Consider linear regression of a vector of observations y=(y,,..., yN )T on NxP data or 
`design' matrix XD (comprising values for each observation on P-1 variables following 




where ß is the parameter vector of P components. In GLS, the elements of c are 
assumed to have covariance structure Cr 2V where V is a known NxN matrix of weights 
(for ordinary least squares V= 'N ). The GLS estimator for p, which minimises the 
generalized sum of squares: 
ETV-IE=(Y-XDY)T V-1(Y-XDß) (5.43) 
is given by 
P= (X LV -'X 
D )-I XDV-1 y. (5.44) 
5.3.5.1.2 Ordinary least squares affine matching of two configurations 
For an ordinary least squares affine match of configuration T to configuration Y, with T 




vec(Y) _ (1,  
®QA) vec(BA) + vec(E) , (5.46) 
where 
Cl """ Cm 
1 tll """ tlm ell """ elm 
Q 
all ... alm 
A' 
BA (RA1,..., UAd), E_ 
1 tkl ... lion, ekl ... ekm 
am, ... amm 
and E is a zero-mean kxm random error matrix, with vec(E) -Multivariate Normal 
(0, I AQ 
2) 
. 
i. e. the elements of E are independent, with common variance a 2. 
The parameters BA are estimated by minimising the sum of squares: 
tr(ETE)=tr((Y-QABA)T (Y-QABA)) =vec(E)T vec(E) 
= (vec(Y) - (1, n 
® QA)vec(BA))T (vec(Y) - (1m 0 Q4)vec(BA )) (5.47) 
d 
=ý. 
'tr((y1LP1,..., Yk[P])T -QaAp)T 
((yl[, 
l,.... yk[p])T _ aAP 
p=1 
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i. e. an equation of the form of (5.43) where N=km, y=vec(Y), XD =I,  
®Q,,, 
ß= vec(B4) ,e= vec(E) and 
V= I ,. The solution, 
by analogy with the GLS regression 
case in 5.3.5.1.1 (or by differentiating with respect to vec(B4) , setting result=0 and 
solving), is given by: 
vec(BA)=((Im 0 QA)T (Im (D QA))_1(1m (D QA)T vec(Y) 
and in matrix form 
BA = vec 
' (BA) = (QA QA )-1 QA Y. (5.48) 
Note that throughout the above it is assumed that QA and QÄQA are full rank (m+l). 
(For further details, see Dryden & Mardia, 1998 or Rohlf & Slice, 1990). For 
applications involving OLS affine matching, see for example, Goodall & Green (1986), 
Rohlf & Slice (1990) or Horgan et al. (1992). 
5.3.5.2 Generalised least squares affine matching of two configurations with block 
diagonal error covariance 
In 5.3.5.2.1, it was assumed that Cov(vec(E)) =Ik a'. Instead, let Cov(vec(E)) = V6 2 
as in 5.3.5.1.1, where V is a kmxkm positive-definite matrix of weights. In matching T 
to Y by an affine transformation, using (5.45) or (5.46), the parameters of B4 are now 
estimated by minimising the generalised sum of squares: 
vec(E)T V -'vec(E) = (vec(Y) - (Im ® Q4)vec(BA))T V"' (vec(Y) -(I. (& QA)vec(B4 )) 
(5.49) 
with solution, by analogy with (5.43) or by differentiation with respect to vec(BA), 
given by: 
Vec(bA)=((1m 0 QA)T V-1 (Im ®QA))_l('m 0 QA) T V-1 VeC(Y). (5.50) 
If V is chosen as a block diagonal matrix of m blocks S, given by (Im 0 S), with a2=1, 
then from (5.49), B. is estimated as the set of parameters which minimise: 
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vec(E) T (1 m® 
S) -1 vec(E) = (vec(Y) - (1. (9 QA )) T (Im 0 S) -' (vec(Y) - (1 m® 
QA )) 
= tr(ETS-'E)=tr((Y-QABA)T S-'(Y-QABA)) (5.51) 
d 
_Z tr((Yl[pl,..., Yk[p] )T - 
QAQAp )T S-1 ((Y1[p],..., Yk[p] )T - 
QAUAp ) 
p=1 
Note than unless V is of the block diagonal form above, the generalised sum of squares 
in (5.51) cannot be separated into individual summations involving corresponding 
columns of Y and BA, as shown above. 
The solution, from (5.50) with V= (Im 0 S), is given by: 
vec(bA) = ((Im (D QA) 
T (Im 0 S) -1 (1m ® QA))-1 (Im (D QA)T (1m 0 S)-1 vec(Y) (5.52) 
and in matrix form (since V= (1,  
OS)) 
BA=V8Cm1(BA)=(QAS-1QA)-1QýºS. -lY. 5.53 
The generalised (or weighted) `affine fit' of T to Y and matrix R, of residuals at each 
pair corresponding landmarks of the `fitted T' and Y, are then given by: 




5.3.5.3 Link with interpolating splines 
5.3.5.3.1 Multiple splines with d=m and r=2 
Clearly, if S is chosen as 
Q2m(t1 -t1) ... 62, 
m(t1 -tk) 
s- 





with QA andB. as in (5.46), then by (5.42), equation (5.51) is precisely the penalty 
function J; " ((D) for a multiple interpolating spline c(t) with d=m and r=2, for 
transforming the landmarks of configuration TE R' to those of YE R' (T and Y as 
defined in (5.41)). To see this, recall that the parameters of a multiple (d) spline for 
transforming points in the space of T to that of Y, given by: 
ct(t)T =O(t)T B+s(t)W, 
minimise 
J, ((D)=tr(WTSW)=tr((Y-QB)T S-'(Y-QB)) 
= (vec(Y) - (Id ® Q)(vec(B))T (Id ® S)-' (vec(Y) - (Id ® Q)(vec(B)) 
where 
01(t1) ... cbM 
(tl ) 
Wt, ),... 1 0(tk))T 01(tk) ... OM (tk ) 
6r 
m(tl -tl) ... 
Qr. 
m(t1 -tk) 
S(S(tl ),..., 5(tk ))T = 
Qr, 
m(tk _t1) ... 
6rm(tk -tk) 
and 
all """ a1d W11 """ Wld 
B=(a,,..., ad)= ,W 
(W1,..., Wd)= 
aMl ... aMd Wkl ... Wkd 
are unknowns determined by solving Y= QB + SW and QT W=0. 
For d=m and r=2, (and hence M=m+1), we have 0, (t) =1,4 2 W= t[I] ,..., (t) = t[m] 
(the polynomials in m variables of total degree less than or equal to r-1=1), Q=QA, 
B= B,, and S with elements a2,, n 
(tj - tj. ) , j, j' =1,..., k. Therefore the value of the 
penalty function optimised by a multiple spline transformation (D(t), from T to Y, 
comprising d=m splines, each with order of derivatives r=2, has objective function 
identical to that of a generalised affine superimposition of T to Y, with covariance 
matrix (I. ®S) . We discuss the case, m=d=2, r=2 (PTPS mapping) in 5.3.5.3.2 below. 
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d 
Note that by (5.51), J2 (c) = J; (ý P) 
(the sum of penalty functions for each spline 
P=1 
with r=2) is a summation of d generalised sums of squares, corresponding to a GLS 
regression of Q= QA onto each column of Y, with weighting matrix S, optimising (5.43). 
The block diagonal structure in (5.51) means that the same covariance is used for each 




T- QARAp )T S-1 ((YI[P),..., YkIP) )T - 
QARAp ) 
Recall that the multiple splines are each independent and depend on the same matrix S. 
In addition, the solution for parameter matrix B= B4 obtained by solving the multiple 
spline equations above, with Q--QA, is given by equation (5.21) as 
(QÄ S-'QA)-' QÄ S-'Y , corresponding precisely to the estimate of 
BA , given 
by (5.53). 
Note that the GLS affine parameters B4 are `estimated' (to minimise a generalised sum 
of squares) whereas B= BA in the multiple spline transformation is determined by 
`solving' a set of equations. 
For m=d=2, the generalised `affine fit' of 7 to Y given by equation (5.54) as 
Q,, (QAS-' QA)-1QÄS-1Y, is the same as the `affine configuration', given by (5.36), in 
section 5.3.3, representing the result of the applying the `affine component' of a PTPS 
mapping (r=2, m=d=2) of the space of 7 to that of Y, to 7. 
To complete the multiple spline mapping so that the landmarks of T map exactly to 
those of Y, local components, SW are added to the result of applying the `global' 
('affine' when r=2) part of a multiple spline mapping to T. So, for Q= QA (m=d, r=2), 
Y QA (QAS-IQA)-IQÄS-Iy+SW, 
from which 
SW =y QA (QAS-1 
QA)-1QÄS-tY=R, (5.56) 
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the matrix of residuals of the generalised affine fit of T to Y defined in (5.55). 
Consequently, if the affine parameters in a multiple spline mapping with m=d, r=2, 
B=B A can be found as the estimator of the affine parameters 
in a generalised affine fit 
of T to Y, then the other unknown matrix W, required to calculate the local components 
of the spline, can then be found by solving (5.56), with W= S-'R. 
The minimised value of (5.51) is then given by: 
tr(RTS-'R)=tr((Y-QABA)T S-1(Y-QABA))=tr((SW)T S-1SW)=tr(WTSW)=J2 (cD). 
5.3.5.3.2 Pair of thin plate splines (d=m=2, r=2) 
Directly from the results of 5.3.5.4, we see that for d=m=2, with, 
01 01 tlx tly Ylx Y» 
T= Y= 
t,: tky y, cx Yky 
the affine mapping from T to Y, given by Y= Q4 B4 +E, here has 
IN ol 1 t1 t1Y Cl C2 glz El, 
Q= BA = all a12 ' E= . , 
1 tkr, tky a21 a22 Ekx Eky 
i. e. 
11 yY1. ) I 1 t1 tly 0 ... 0 Cl e1 
all 
vec(Y) = ('2 ® Q4)vec(BA) + vec(E) = 
yý` 
= 
1 0 t t ý 0 
+ 
ek 
1Y " 0 t lz ly C2 2 ly 
a12 
yk y 
0 """01 tlk tAy a22 ei,, 
If we assume that: 
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C2,2 (t1-tl) ... a2,2 (tl -tk 0 ... 
0 
Cov(vec(E)) _ (I2 ®S) = 
6z2(tk -tl) ... Q2-2(tk -tk) 0 ... 
0 
0 ... p C2,2 (tl -tl) ... QZ2(tl -tk) 
0 ... 0 (T(tk -tl) ... QZ2(tk -tk) 
then B. = (QÄS-'QA)-'QÄS-'Y minimises (5.47), with value: 




-2 lý 1) 
2 J2 + J2 ((D 
2ý 
(5.57) 
the BE of the PTPS mapping of landmarks of T to those of Y. Bending energy may 
therefore be thought of as measuring the degree of fit of a GLS affine superimposition 
of T to Y, or between Y and the result of applying the affine component of the PTPS 
mapping from T to Y, to T. 
Setting residuals R=Y-QABA=SW (the non-affme components of the PTPS mapping) 
and solving, then gives the complete PTPS mapping of T to Y, with: 
Ylx Yly 1 tlx tly cl 
_ a,, 
Yr: Y, y 1 t,,, tkr a1, 
kk 
Lw1Ja(t1, tJ) Lw2i6(t1ItJ) 
C2 J=1 J=1 
a2y kk 
2: 
wlJ6(tk9tJ) 2: W2i6ltkItj) 
J=1 J=1 
and from (5.57), tr((Y - QABA) 
T S-I (Y - QABA)) = tr(W 
T SW) 
. 
For the same configurations T and Y as in section 5.3.3, fig. 5.10 shows the GLS affine 
fit of T to Y as well as the mapping of points on a square grid placed over T by the same 
transformation (equivalent to the mapping produced by the affine component of the 
PTPS mapping from T to Y). The filled circles are the `fitted values' defined above and 
also correspond to the affine configuration defined by equation (5.36) in section 5.3.3. 
The crosses are configuration Y, displayed on the same plot so as one can visualise the 
sizes and directions of the residuals (the components of matrix R), corresponding to the 
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`non-affine' components of the PTPS transformations from T to Y, as explained above. 
Notice how the figure in the right panel of fig 5.5, in section 5.3.3, showing a mapping 
of points on a square grid placed on QA (QÄ QA)-1 QÄ Y to locations in the space of Y, 
clearly illustrates the non-affine displacements/residuals seen here more effectively than 







-0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 
5.3.6 Other uses of PTPS transformations 
5.3.6.1 Image warping 
Fig 5.10: Mapping of points on a 
square grid, placed on T by the 
GLS affine transformation used to 
fit T to Y (or by the affine 
component of a the PTPS 
transformation from T to Y). 
(Filled circles) GLS affine fit of T 
to Y(crosses). Filled circles also 
correspond to the `affine' 
configuration defined in 5.3.3. 
One of the main uses of the PTPS technique is in `image warping' or `morphing'. Let 
D. and Dy denote the regions of R2 enclosed by the boundaries of images containing 
configurations T and Y. Let fT (t), te D7. and fl(y) ,y r= Dy define the pixel grey 
levels on D, and Dy respectively and I(t) denote the PTPS mapping from points 
te DT to y r= Dy , with (D (T) = Y. By using the correspondence between points te DT 
and yE Dy , provided by t (t) , the grey levels of one image D. may be assigned to 
those of Dy or vice versa. 
If only the landmarks of T are available, an image for D. may be constructed from the 
grey levels of D1 by calculating fT (t) = fy ((D(t)) ,te DT D. For an illustration of this 
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idea, where an image `template' of an upper canine is used to construct images of teeth 
using landmarks obtained from x-rays, see Enciso et al. (2003). Conversely, if only the 
landmarks of Y are available in D, , an image can be constructed from DT by letting 
f. (y) = fr ((D-' (t)) , where cu-' (t) 
denotes the reverse PTPS mapping from points 
ye Dy to te DT. Dryden & Mardia (1998) describe how this idea may be extended to 
compute an average image for the Procrustes mean shape. If fx, ((x, y)) , i=1,..., n 
denote the grey levels of images, containing landmark configurations X, ,..., X., which 
have full Procrustes estimate of mean shape µ and 0, (P) denotes the PTPS mapping 
from µ to each X,, then the average image corresponding to µ has grey levels at each 
pixel location t given by fT (t) _-Z fX, (ý, (t)) . n _, 
5.3.6.2 Principal and partial warps 
Using principal and partial warps (Bookstein, 1989,1991), the non-affine components 
of a PTPS transformation may be decomposed into a series of large and small scale 
components, based on an eigenvalue decomposition of the BE matrix, r" of T. 
The principal warps are univariate functions of points t c=- RZ , used to construct an 
orthogonal basis for re-expressing a PTPS transformation from T and are given by: 
Pp(t)=Yps(t) P=1,..., k-3, 
where yp are the k-3 eigenvectors of I'" , corresponding to eigenvalues Ap. The 
partial warps are then bivariate functions based on the P, (t), which may be calculated 
for a configuration Y (with homologous landmarks to those of T) and are given by: 
RP ýtý = YT yTApypyT Apypy s(t)' p 
with lth bivariate partial warp score for Y (from 7) given by Yryp , p=1,..., k -3 . 
The 
pth partial warp corresponds to the change in landmark locations (from T to 1) which 
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k-3 
are most weighted in the Ith principal warp. Since WT s(t) _ RP (t) , the partial warps 
P=1 
are a decomposition of the non-affine part of the PTPS transformation, the pth partial 
warp scores indicating the contribution of the pth principal warp to the deformation 
from T to Y, in each Cartesian axes. The partial warps are ordered according to the 
amount of bending required to move points in T to those in Y and so with increasing p, 
represent the deformation at larger to smaller scales. Dryden & Mardia (1998) suggest 
displaying the partial warps as deformations of points t, on a square grid placed over T, 
with new positions for each t given by t+ RP (t) . 
5.3.6.3 Relative warps 
As already mentioned in section 2.2.3.3.2, an alternative to performing PCA on the 
covariance matrix of the vectorised Procrustes fits, is to obtain PCs or `Relative warps' 
(Bookstein, 1991) with respect to the bending energy matrix r" of the mean shape µ. 
Let lq and fq , q=1,..., rank(B2) 
be the non-zero eigenvalues and corresponding 
eigenvectors of 
(BZ )a"2 S, (BZ )a/2 
where B2 =I2 ®I 11 with generalised inverse BZ (e. g. the Moore-Penrose generalised 
rank(B2) 
inverse in Mardia et al., 1979), (BZ )"/2= ZAq 'ZYgYq , where ), q and Yq q=1 
r=1,..., rank(B2) are the eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors of B2 , S, 
is the 
2kx2k sample covariance matrix of the centred vectorised tangent coordinates and a is a 
weighting value (see below). 
The fq , are called the relative warps. 






for various values of c, where B2 = YAa12ygy9 For a sample of i=l,..., n 
g=1 
vectorised Procrustes fits, relative warp scores may then be obtained along these 
directions, and used as shape variables in a subsequent multivariate analyses, by 
computing: 
fT (B2)a/2vec(X; ) , q=1,..., rank(BZ), 
The parameter a adjusts the weights for the linear combinations and is chosen 
depending on the particular application. a=+1 emphasises large scale shape variability 
and a=-1 emphasises small scale variability. a=0 corresponds to B2 
'= and so gives 
the same result as ordinary PCA of the v, with respect to the Euclidean metric. 
5.4 Semi-landmarks 
The PTPS transformation can be modified to allow some of the landmarks in the target 
configuration Y to move away from their original positions along particular directions. 
(Bookstein, 1996a, d, e). New locations are found for these landmarks, which minimise 
the bending energy of the PTPS transformation from the reference configuration T, as 
the landmarks in Y vary along these directions. These landmarks are known as the 
`semi-landmarks'. 
For a sample of configurations, Bookstein (1996a, d, e) proposed that the technique be 
used as an additional standardisation step for each configuration, following registration 
by GPA. For each configuration, selected landmarks are allowed to move along pre- 
specified chord directions so as to minimise the bending energy of the PTPS mapping 
from the full Procrustes estimate of mean shape. The selected landmarks are those 
which are known to lie on a particular line or curve, but along these directions, cannot 
be assured to correspond between cases, within reasonable ranges of variation. Once 
the new positions of the semi-landmarks have been determined, a new GPA is 
performed, a new Procrustes mean is obtained and the process repeated until the semi- 
landmarks stop moving. By allowing certain landmarks to move along unwanted 
directions of variation during the iterative registration procedure, it is hoped that the 
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unwanted variation in the original Procrustes coordinates along these directions can be 
reduced or eliminated. The final sets of Procrustes registered fits may then be analysed 
in the same way as for fixed landmarks in any subsequent analysis. 
5.4.1 Determination of new semi-landmark positions 
5.4.1.1 Modification of PTPS formulation 
The PTPS mapping from reference configuration T to target configuration Y, described 
in detail in 5.3, may be modified as follows to allow a sublist of landmarks in Y to move 
along particular directions. If we consider 
00 ylx Yly 
YO= 
Yh Yky 0 
as the nominal (original) positions of the set of landmarks Y, and allow a sublist j(, ), 1= 
1,..., L of the j=1,..., k landmarks to move away from these positions in specified unit 
directions uJ(I) = (U Jx(/), u j, (r) 







new 0 (! ) yiy( YJY(, 
) 
ujy( 
where 1(, ) is some scalar. Note that a `-' is used rather than a `+' as in Bookstein 
(1996a, d, e), to maintain the generalised least squares analogy (section 5.4.4). Writing, 
vec(Y°)=(Yi ,..., yk, Y y,..., .v 
)T , 
vec Yn new new new) T C )=ýY1X '..., Y 
newýYiy 
'..., YAy 
as the vectorised old and new landmark coordinates we have: 
vec(Y"") = vec(Y°) -U?. (5.58) 
with Y"e1' = vec21(vec(Y°) - U, ) = Y° - vec; ' (U), ) 
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where U is a 2Lxm matrix in which the (j(, ), j' )th entry is ux(I) , the (k+ j(j), j' 
)th entry 
is u y(<) and other entries are zero, with 
', (L))' . Recall 
from 3.4.1 that the 
subscript `2' denotes that the reverse vectorisation, of vec(Y"e1') into matrix Y"e1, is into 
m=2 columns. However, since the semi-landmark method is for 2D data only, we will 
drop this subscript from hereon. 
For example, if the 2nd, 3 `d and 5th landmarks of a configuration with k=5 landmarks are 
allowed to move along lines, we have: 
ya yx 000 o Yzx(, ) -dux(, ) 
0 Ysx, l, 
0 
u00 X()) 00 






y 0 aý 0 aý Y: 
x I) 
-I7Uxoj Y2y()j -' 1uyo, 




- 00 uX(3) 




yy yy 000 A(3) Y4x Yy 
Yýy,,, -ý, uy,,, y2y( u00 y) s 3) -2, U 3 ys (s) -)uy(3) Yo u Y3y(z) - Y(2) o Y3y, 2, 0u0 Ycz) 
Yäy Yäy 000 
Y 5Y(3) uy(, ) 
0 Ysya, 0 uy(, ) 
We then seek the minimum BE transformation from T to Y' = vec ' (vec(Y°) - UA), 
allowing certain landmarks to move away from their original positions along directions 
defined by U. By equation (5.34), this is achieved by finding vector A minimising: 
11 new new Ylx Yly rll o (YW'"""'YJý )T r, 11 'ý(y1ew'... ' ynew`T F'1 = newýT kxk vec(Ynew lx ) y ky Jo rll 
new new kxk Ylx Yy 
10 
_ (vec(Y°) - UA)r 
0 kxk (vec(Y°) - Uff, ) (5.59) okxk r" 
as the landmarks of the sublist vary along their associated directions and where I'" is 
the BE matrix of reference form T. Equation (5.59) is a generalised sum of squares in 
the form of (5.43) and so the solution is achieved for: 
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r" o r" o x= UT kx U UT kx 
l vec(Y°) . 
(5.60) 
Okxk r °kxk r 
5.4.1.2 Example with escribed chords 
The choice of directions (and hence potential new positions) for each of the selected 
landmarks in a configuration Y depends upon the problem being considered. For 
example, certain landmarks may be known to be located around the outline of an object, 
but lack correspondence between cases along this outline. A way to model this 
situation (Bookstein, 1996, a, d, e) is to approximate the direction of the outline at each of 
these points by an `escribed chord': a line through the point, parallel to that joining its 
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Fig 5.7: (Left) Escribed chord through a point. (Right) Chords through the MD endpoints and incisal 
corner landmarks of an upper central incisor configuration 
Fig. 5.7(right) shows an individual upper central incisor configuration, Y, taken from the 
dataset of control cases used in 2.2.3.2.1. Four landmarks have been selected as semi- 
landmarks: the MD endpoints and incisal corners. Using the full Procrustes mean 
shape of this sample as T, the process of obtaining new semi-landmark positions in Y is 
illustrated in fig. 5.8 below. The left panel in fig. 5.8(a) is a square grid placed on T. 
The centre panel displays the standard (minimum BE) PTPS transformation of T to the 
original landmark positions (Y °) of the individual case. The right panel is the 
minimum bending energy PTPS transformation from T, achieved by allowing the four 
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semi-landmarks to move along their escribed chords. This now requires much less 
bending. The original and new positions of the landmarks are displayed in fig. 5.8(b). 
As the points move along their chords, the new, minimum BE positions adopted are 
those which produce the smallest possible variation in the affine derivative (shapes of 
the individual grid cells with respect to their neighbours). Positions are adopted so that 
any such changes are cast at the largest possible spatial scale, with the smallest possible 
variation in the shape of the grid cells, since then the contribution to the integral sum of 















Fig. 5.8 (a): PTPS transformation from Procrustes average (T) (left) to the nominal positions Y° of case 
Y (middle) and to the new (min BE) positions of the same case having allowed four landmarks to move 
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Fig 5.8(b): Nominal (o) 
and new (") positions of 
landmarks following 
`relaxation' along their 
escribed chords. 
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Where possible, regions and directions requiring most energy in the original PTPS 
transformation from T to Y° will be relaxed preferentially in relation to low energy 
regions (where the selected landmarks and associated chord directions allow this). In 
the example above, the most bending required in transforming T to Y° was between the 
gum landmarks and the endpoints of MD, these being much closer on this particular 
tooth, relative to those in the Procrustes average. When the MD landmarks are allowed 
to move in a near vertical direction, the relaxation is concentrated here, these points 
moving further away from those at the papilla. 
5.4.1.3 Effect of similarity transformations 
Note that the resulting shape of Y"' = vec ' (vec(Y°) - UA, ) is unaffected by the 
registration of either the reference or target configuration, Tor Y. A change in location, 
scale or rotation of either configuration, will still result in the landmarks moving to 
positions along their chords, which result in the same value for dF (Y", T) . 
As explained in 5.3.4, rotations or translations of T have no effect on the BE matrix T1' 
(dependent only on T). Since (5.59) is then also unchanged, the new positions of the 
semi-landmarks in Y' are also unaffected. In terms of fig. 5.5(a) such transformations 
of T change only the affine component of any PTPS mapping from T to Y"e1' (as 
explained in 5.3.4). Therefore the minimum BE mapping from a rotated or translated T 
to vec-1(vec(Y°) - UA) is simply a rotated or translated version of the same mapping as 
before, resulting in the same new positions for the semi-landmarks in Y". 
If T changes in size to PT, where ß is some scalar, then from table 5.1 I'" = (1 / /3 Z )I'1 1 
and from (5.59) we would seek to optimise: 
(vec(Y°) - UA* )T (I2 0 (1/ß2)F'1) (vec(Y°) - Uff, `) 
= (1 /ß 2) (vec(Y°) - UA' )T ('2 (g(1 /ß2 )I'") (vec(Y°) - UAL) . 
The solution X =A, as in (5.60), again resulting in the same configuration for Y". 
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If Y is either translated, re-sized or rotated, by matrix a =1 k7 (c, , c2) , scalar ß or 
rotation matrix I', the initial nominal positions of the landmarks in Y become Y°+a , 
ßY° or Y°I' , the 
latter causing the unit directions in U to each change by the same 
rotation, to give a new matrix U*. Since T and F" are unchanged, any PTPS mapping 
from T to vec ' (vec(Y° + a) - U)), vec ' (vec(ßY°) - (JA) or vec ' (vec(Y°F) - U*A, ), 
including that which minimises the BE to vec ' (vec(Y°) - Uff, ) as the semi-landmarks 
vary along their chords, is simply a translation a, rescalling (by ß) or rotation IF of 
the affine, or both affine and non-affine components of the corresponding mapping from 
T to vec ' (vec(Y°) - Uff, ) , see table 5.1. Consequently, if Y".. 
4 denotes the new version 
of Y +a, ßY or IT, then for the shift, the minimisation is of: 
(vec(Y° + a) - UX)T (1 2 ®I'") (vec(Y° + a) - UX) 
with 
x`= (UT ('2 ®r" )U)'' UT (I2 Oll 1)vec(Y° + a) = Avec(Y° + a) 
and Y"e1"* = vec (vec(Y° + a) - U), ') = Y"' + vec-' (vec(a) - A). 
For ßY, minimisation is of: 
(vec(ßY°) - UA, ' )T (I ®®T") (vec(ßY°) - Uff, ' ) 
with 
, A! = (UT (I2 (DF" )U)-' UT (12 ®I'")vec(ßY°) , Y" w" _ ßvec-' (vec(Y°) - Uff, ) = ßYnew 
Finally, for YF minimisation is of. 
(vec(Y°I') - U*2 * )T (12 ®I'") (vec(Y°F) - U'A,: ) 
with 
, ý' _ (UT V2 ®r» )U)-' UT (12 ®I'")vec(Y°I') 
and Y""`'` = vec ' (vec(Y°I' - U*,;, ' )r = vec-1(vec(Y 0- UX)I' = Y"']F - 
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Therefore, if Y is rotated, shifted or rescaled, the resulting configuration, after allowing 
the semi-landmarks to move, is simply a rotated, resized or translated version of the 
same result for Y and therefore has the same shape. 
5.4.1.4 Determination of new semi-landmark positions by GLS affine matching 
The formulation for determining the new positions of semi-landmarks in Y"'= 
vec ' (vec(Y°) - UA, ) , with reference to configuration T, can also be expressed as a 
problem of matching T to vec ' (vec(Y°) - UA) by a generalised affine transformation, 
as the semi-landmarks vary along their chords. 
Consider the regression equation 
Y"ew= vec 1(vec(Y°)-U), )=QA BA+E, 
or equivalently: 
vec(Y°) - UA, = (12 ®QA)vec(BA) + vec(E) (5.61) 
with 
Cov(vec(E)) = (12 0 S), 
where 
Is ol 1ý P, I t1 t, 
y cl cZ el x 
el 
y 
Q= , BA = all a12 E_ 
1 tkx tky a21 a22 ek, e, 
Rearranging (5.61), to gather all parameters in a single vector, we have 
vec(Y°) = (I2 0 QA : U) vec(B, ý) + vec(E) . 
For the example in 5.4.1.1, where the 2°d, 3' and 5`h landmarks of a configuration with 
k=5 landmarks are allowed to move along lines, this gives: 
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Yls 1 t1z tly 0 0 0 0 
0 0 
ci ' 
Yss(1) 1 t2x t2y 0 0 0 uxýý) 0 0 alx 
e2x 
0 Y3x(z) 1 t3x t3y 0 0 0 0 ux(=) 0 a 'y 
e3x 
Yäx 1 t4x toy 









Yiy 0 0 0 1 tlx tl y 
0 0 0 äZy el y 
0 Yzy u 
0 0 0 1 t2x t2y uy( 0 0 
(I) 
e2y 
0 Y3y(Z) 0 0 0 1 t3x t3y 0 uy(z) 0 ý (Z) 
e3y 
Y4y 0 0 0 
1 t4x t4y 0 0 0 
(3) 
e4y 
Ysyc» 0 0 0 
1 tsx tsy 0 0 uy(3) esy 
To determine the GLS affine fit of T to vec ' (vec(Y°) - U), ) , allowing the semi- 
landmarks in the target configuration to move along their chords, we seek estimates of 
the affine parameters and vector 7, simultaneously, so as to minimise: 
vec(E)T (I2 ® S)-vec(E) (5.62) 
_ (vec(Y°) - (I2 ® QA : U) )T V2 
0 S) vec(Y )- (I2 0 QA : U) ) 
which, by (5.56), will then have minimum value equal to the least bending energy PTPS 
mapping from T to vec-t (vec(Y°) - Uff, ). 
By analogy with (5.43) and (5.44), the estimator for parameter vector 
(cj, all, a21, Cl, a12, a22, Al, "., 
)sL)T 
, is given by: 
vec(BA) _ ((I2 0Q: U)T (Id ®S)-' (I2 0Q: U))-' (I2 0Q: U)T (Id (9 S)-'vec(Y°) . (5.63) 
Again note the slight abuse of terminology. In 5.5.1.1, the parameters are `solved' 
whereas here they are `estimated'. 
B4 then corresponds to the solution for the matrix B 
in the least bending energy PTPS mapping from T to vec'' (vec(Y°) - U)), given by 
(5.27). By (5.56), the corresponding non-affine components can then be determined by 
solving: 
SW= vec-' (vec(Y°) - Uff, ) - QA1A . 
(5.64) 
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5.4.2 Iterative registration and subsequent analysis 
For a sample of configurations, Bookstein (1996a, d, e) proposed that the technique 
be 
used iteratively to overcome lack of precise landmark correspondence 
between cases, 
when obtaining their Procrustes registered fits. 
Having obtained initial fits, XP, i=1,..., n and an estimate of mean shape 
A, using 
GPA, the same set of semi-landmarks are chosen on each configuration, as 
free to move 
away from their nominal positions along homologous, pre-specified chord 
directions 
(typically defined by neighbouring landmarks in each XP). 
Each iteration of the registration process then involves the following steps: 
1. (Semi-landmark movement) For each configuration in the sample, new semi- 
landmark positions are determined by following the procedure described in 5.4.1. 
The mean shape µ is used as the reference shape T and each X, 
' (considered as 
some perturbation of µ ), as the target Y, whose new semi-landmark positions are to 
be determined. Each set of semi-landmarks move along their chords to positions 
which minimise the BE of the PTPS mapping from A, producing a new set of 
configurations X, ", i=1,.., n. 
2. (GPA registration to updated µ) The resulting X, "', i=1,.., n are then no longer 
Procrustes fits to µ and µ is no longer the full Procrustes mean of the new 
configurations X, ". A new GPA is therefore performed to obtain a new, updated 
estimate of mean shape and corresponding fits X,. 
However, since µ has changed (along with the chord directions, if these depend on the 
semi-landmarks positions in Xp), the semi-landmarks in the new XP may now no 
longer lie at positions along their chords which optimise the BE of the PTPS mapping 
from A. The process is therefore repeated from the first step above, to allow the semi- 
landmarks to move to new positions along their new chords with minimum bending 
energy from the updated µ and then a new GPA (step 2) performed. This process is 
then repeated until the semi-landmarks on all configurations remain stationary. 
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By allowing the semi-landmarks to move along unwanted directions of variation during 
an iterative GPA, it is hoped that any unwanted variation in the coordinates of the initial 
Procrustes fits (obtained with all landmarks fixed), along these directions, can be 
reduced or eliminated. 
At each movement step it is hoped that the configurations do not deviate too far from 
their original shape since there are no bounds on the magnitude of movement allowed 
along the chosen directions. Indeed, (Bookstein, 1996d) commented that "the `escribed 
chords' method, while somewhat crude, tends to work well except where the curve on 
which they are placed is turning rapidly". 
Following iteration, the final set of Procrustes fits may then be used for subsequent 
analysis, using the descriptive and inferential techniques described in section 3.4. 
(Bookstein, 1996d, 1998). Note however, that Goodall's F test, which assumes isotropic 
variance in the coordinates, does not apply to semi-landmark registered data, due to the 
spatial correlation in landmark positions induced by the method (Bookstein, 1998). 
The final positions of semi-landmarks in the XP, i=1,..., n, now lie in a lower 
dimension than the other fixed landmarks. The iterative GPA has allowed these 
landmarks to move along chords during the superimposition and this is why they are 
referred to as `semi' landmarks. They are not true landmarks as they cannot be defined 
on a single image and exist only in the context of the final sample mean P. (An 
alternative could be to use an arbitrary external configuration as the reference T which, 
unlike the Procrustes mean, would not keep changing). However, the semi-landmarks 
still `correspond' by virtue of minimising the BE of the PTPS representing the deviation 
of these points in the final Procrustes mean (or arbitrary external configuration). 
5.4.3 Previous applications 
Up to early 2004, the only publications documenting use of the semi-landmark 
technique, are those that have Bookstein as the main author; an observation confirmed 
by Bookstein himself, in a recent posting on `morphmet' (summer 2003). Nearly all of 
this material considers analysis of the shape of the midsagittal section of the corpus 
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callosum (found in the centre of the human brain), obtained from magnetic resonance 
(MR) images. 
Such data was first used in the original 1996 articles, which introduced the semi- 
landmark technique and provided most of the mathematical details here. In Bookstein 
(1996a, d, e) differences in callosum shape between schizophrenic and control patients 
were examined. Due to the lack of any homologously identifiable features, twenty-six 
landmarks were collected on each image, consisting of points placed at equal distance 
around the midsagittal section outline. In the following iterative registration, each 
landmark was allowed to move along its escribed chord. The same datasets were also 
used in Bookstein (1999). 
In more recent articles (Bookstein et al., 2001,2002a, b), the shape of the midsagittal 
sections of the corpus callosum was examined in patients with heavy fetal alcohol 
exposure and compared mean shape of a corresponding control group. The same 
method of data collection and iterative registration was used, although this time callosal 
shapes were represented by 40 equally spaced semi-landmarks around each outline. 
A study using the semi-landmark method for a different application is that of Bookstein 
et al. (1999). Here the technique was used to perform comparisons of shape between 
the interior and exterior frontal bone profiles of archaic and modem humans, obtained 
from computerised tomography (CT) scans. For the inner profiles, 2 fixed landmarks 
and 10 equally placed semi-landmarks along the curve of the outline between them, 
were used to represent the bone outline. For the outer profiles 10 equally spaced semi- 
landmarks between 2 or 3 fixed landmarks, were used. 
In each of these investigations it was found that any variation in the placement of these 
points around the callosum outlines or along curve of the frontal bone was considerably 
reduced, whereas variation normal to outline or curve remained, allowing more 
meaningful comparisons of shape to be made. 
In section 5.6 we investigate how well this method performs in addressing some of the 
reliability issues identified in chapter 4 and the problem of unwanted variation resulting 
from differences in the position of a patient's gingival tissue. 
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5.5 Implementation 
Although the papers by Bookstein (1996a, d, e) provide the mathematical details, at the 
start of our investigations (early 2000), no readily available routines or software were 
available to perform the computations to implement the semi-landmark method. 
Consequently, new specific routines had to be written, using S-plus, of which details are 
given below. An important undocumented issue in Bookstein's papers concerns how to 
assess convergence of the method, including the criteria that should be used. 
5.5.1 Choice of GPA method 
Recall from section 3.2.2.5 that, depending on the GPA method used, differences in the 
sizes of the estimated mean shape f and Procrustes fits X; will result, although the 
shape of µ and variance in shape, measured by: 
d2(Xr, µ)= ýIIX, -µ1l2 =RSS(µ) 
+=1 ! =1 
(= EllX; -Xp, 
l2 = RSS , if GPA method (ii) in section 3.2.2 is used, since then µ=XP) 
i=l 
are still identical. As was described in section 5.4.1.3, the resulting shape of 
Y "e"`' = vec-' (vec(Y °) - U)) , after allowing movement of the semi-landmarks to new 
positions, is unaffected by differences in the registration of Y or T. Therefore at each 
movement step of the iteration, it does not matter which GPA method has been used to 
align the configurations beforehand. Any differences in the registration (including size) 
of T=µ and Y=X, , resulting 
from the GPA method used will still result in the same 
configurations Y"=X, " being produced, along with the same value of the summary 
measure RSS(, ü) above. 
Recall however, that if the iterative GPA method of Gower/Rohlf & Slice (method (ii) 
in section 3.2.2) is used, for obtaining the final Procrustes fits and corresponding mean 
shape, a partition of 11X ý _., 7p 
Z (= RSS) into between cases, operators and errors, 
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n 
is then a partition of the value dF (Xr , µ) (=RSS(µ) ), whereas if GPA method 
(i) is 
i=1 
used, RSS #RSS(µ), see section 4.4.2.2. If results are to be analysed and presented in 
the same way as in chapter 4, then GPA method (ii) may therefore be more beneficial. 
5.5.2 Convergence assessment 
To assess whether or not the method has converged, i. e. whether the landmarks have 
essentially stopped moving, there are several possibilities. Let X, (; ) , i=l,..., n, 
denote 
the new configurations produced on iteration r after allowing the semi-landmarks of 
each Procrustes fit X, (, _1) , 
to move to new positions with respect to Procrustes mean 
shape ß(, _, ) . 
Each set of semi-landmarks move distances given by vector 2, (r) along 
unit chord directions defined by U; (r). The configurations XP, and P(r) are 
then the new Procrustes fits and corresponding mean shape of the X, (; )' , obtained by 
GPA at the end of the Ah iteration. 
Let c be some pre-chosen level of tolerance. The semi-landmark process should be 
stopped at the end of the rth complete iteration, i. e. following GPA, to ensure that the 
configurations are Procrustes registered in preparation for subsequent analysis, when 
either: 
ýIIX1(r) -XP-1) ýý'ýdF(Xýcn ýX 
c-l))<s or ZIjý+(r)jI<s (5.65) 
i=1 r=1 1=1 
(the three conditions will be equivalent), or if: 
n 2( P ^( _ 
112 p2 ýdFXi(r), 
lu(r)ý_ýdFX -1))µ(r-1))ýIIXpr) -P(r)II 
lIxi(r-1) 
µ(r-1)11 
i=1 1=1 i=1 i=1 
=RSS(µ(, )) - RSS(µ(, _l)) =ORSS(µ(, )) <E (5.66) 
which, if iterative GPA method (ii) is used, will be the same as considering: 











since RSS(µ)=RSS . In practice, the different methods of assessment will essentially 
give identical results. However, the options given by (5.66) and (5.67) are preferred to 
those in (5.65), since then the assessment is made on the actual Procrustes fits on which 
subsequent analysis will be based and is in keeping with the methods of convergence 
assessment used in the iterative GPA methods, which are based on the same measure of 
sample variation in shape. 
For each of the investigations in 5.6, a tolerance level of c =0.001 is used to check 
convergence of RSS(µ), between successive iterations. This is the same as the stricter 
of the two tolerance levels suggested by Gower (1975) and Rohlf & Slice (1990) for 
assessing convergence of the same measure between successive iterations of the GPA 
procedure (see section 3.2.2.2.1). Further discussion of the choice of an appropriate 
level of convergence, is made in section 5.5.6. 
Another alternative could be to assess convergence on the total bending energy (BE) of 
the PTPS mappings from µ to each X; or X, "". For example, if r"' ,) denotes the 
bending energy of µ(, _, ý , 
then the process would be stopped if: 
t'`X )Trc. )X+c. )ý-ýtr(Xuý-1)T _1 
1 
1)Xc -1))ßc t=1 1=1 
or tr(X1(r) (, 1)X1(; 0 -E tr(X 
(-1)T r("-1)Xrr 
-I)) ýs. 1=1 1=1 
However, this is less desirable than the options above, since convergence of total BE 
does not always tell us whether or not the Procrustes registration has converged. For 
instance, one problem with the second option is that it is always possible for semi- 
landmarks to move to new positions which leave the BE from A(, 
_, ) essentially 
unchanged, but still change the shape of a configuration quite notably, for example 
when the difference in shape between X; ý; ý and X, ( _1) 
is affine. The first option 
should be able to detect this, but will not do so if the change in µ is also affine. 
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5.5.3 S-plus routine 
The S-plus routine, `semi. it', custom written during 2000/01 and used for the 
investigations in section 5.6, can be found in the appendix. The arguments which may 
be supplied, along with their default values, are described below: 
configs kx2xn real array of raw landmark configuration data. The j=1,..., 
k landmarks should 
be in the same order for each of the n configurations. 
21,12 Mean shape and Procrustes fits always rotated so that landmarks 11 and 
12 (1,..., k) in 
A lie horizontal (ll=left, 12=right). (Default: rotate µ so major axis vertical). 
joinline Vector sequence of landmark numbers 1,..., k in order to be joined by a continuous 
straight line edge whenever shapes plotted. (Default: no line). 
. pros. opt GPA method to use for obtaining Procrustes mean 
µ and corresponding fits X ,P 
1=Complex-eigenvector method (calls on `procrustes. 2d' routine in Dryden's `shape' 
package), 2=Iterative procedure of Gower (1975), Rohlf & Slice (1990). (Default: 2) 
GPA. Grit Convergence criterion for iterative GPA method. (Default: 0.0001) 
DM A kx2 matrix in which the jth row is either a pair of zero's, indicating that landmark j is 
not a semi-landmark, or a pair of landmark numbers, indicating that it is (i. e. j is always 
one of the sublist j y) ). Each pair of landmark number is used to specify the unit chord 
directions u j(, ) 
(uAl) 
, uh, (r) 
)T for each semi-landmark, by calculating the unit 
direction vector between each pair of specified landmarks in each XfP 
(Default: matrix of 0's, i. e. no-semi-landmarks). 
conv. crit Convergence criterion c for ORSS(µ(, ))=RSS(µ(, ))-RSS(µ(, _j))<c . 
(Default: 0.001 - Same as suggested by Gower (1975), Rohlf & Slice (1990) for GPA). 
max. it Number of iterations to stop after, if convergence not achieved. (Default: 20). 
ind. pics Plots for each configuration at each iteration. (Default: no pics). Possible values: 
"on"- Plot of Xis j (filled circles) and XP_, ) (empty circles) on same figure, with 
chord directions shown as dotted lines through the nominal semi-landmark positions in 
Xp 
_l) . 
Lines extended in either direction to length specified by `mag' (see below). 
"tps" - Pair of deformation grids showing PTPS mapping from µ(, _1) 
to Xi(, 
_, ) and 
P(, 
_D 
to X1(ß , as in centre and right panels of fig. 5.8(a) . 
"tpscomps" - Plots of affine and non-affine components of each PTPS transformation 
above (as described in section 5.3.3 and in fig. 5.5, left and right panels). 
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to XI(r) , as 
described in 5.3.5.4 and fig. 5.11. Displayed on a deformation grid. 
mag See above. (Default--- 
1All/4). 
final. pics ` on" - Plots of initial and final scatters of Procrustes 
fits about mean shape, ignoring 
"joinline" argument. (Default: no plots). 
`B&A" -n individual plots of each original and final 
Xi on same figure. 
The output values from the routine then comprise: 
$newconfigs kx2xn real array of the final Procrustes fits. 
$mshape Final Procrustes mean shape (kx2 matrix). 
$totalrss Vector of values of RSS(µ(, ý) obtained after initial and each 
GPA and at the end of 
each iteration. 
$changerss Vector of values of ORSS(µ(, )) = RSS(µ(, )) - RSS(µ(, _, )) . 
$iter Number of iterations performed. 
5.5.4 Recent software developments (TPSrelw v. 1.29-1.32) 
In spring 2003, an update was made to the TPSrelw program on the Stony Brook 
website, to include semi, or `sliding' landmarks as they are referred to (see section 2.5 
for web link). Here a separate file must be used to specify the semi-landmarks 
('sliders'), whose associated chord directions can be defined interactively by selecting 
pairs of landmarks on a display of the initial estimate of mean shape. 
The accompanying documentation states that the iterative method described by Rohlf & 
Slice (1990) is used to perform the GPA steps. However, it is unclear as to whether the 
semi-landmark movements steps are performed at the end of each GPA, as in our 
routine and as described in the TPSrelw help file, or during each iteration of the GPA 
registration, as is stated in the accompanying methodology description. (Out of interest 
a variation on the `semi. it' routine was written to perform the calculations in this way 
and was found to produce identical results). In addition, part of the documentation 
states that the chord directions are obtained by calculating directions between pairs of 
landmarks in µ, rather than on each individual configuration, but then the following 
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section says that individual configurations are used. To use directions based on the 
individual configurations would clearly make more sense, given that we are trying to 
represent the outlines or curves on each object along which the landmark location 
ambiguities occur. Convergence is said to be assessed in terms of the sum of Procrustes 
distances to the mean shape, although no details are given of the level of tolerance used 
and it is the change in bending energy that is output at each iteration. 
Once the semi-landmarks have stopped moving, the final estimated mean is then scaled 
to size 1 and the final Procrustes fits re-scaled by default to each have size cos p,, 
where p, is the closest great circle distance between rotations of X; III X PII and unit 
size µ on the pre-shape sphere (see section 3.3.2). Recall from 3.2.2. that for 2D data 
this additional step converts the results of GPA method (ii) or (iii) into those of method 
(i), obtained using the complex-eigenvector technique. Scaling the final XP to size 1 is 
another option to give partial Procrustes fits to unit size ii . 
Despite ambiguities over how exactly the iterations are performed, it was found that 
when using the same data as in our investigations (see 5.6), the program always 
produced a new set of configurations with practically identical shapes to those from our 
routine when using a tolerance of e =0.001 to assess convergence. Furthermore, if GPA 
method (i) is selected in the argument for `proc. opt', described above, or if the resulting 
configurations and mean shape from selecting from GPA method (ii) are subsequently 
scaled to sizes cos p! and I respectively, then the resulting configurations have 
coordinates identical (to 3 decimal places), to those produced by TPSrelw 
5.5.5 Convergence issues 
With a tolerance of s =0.001, the procedure was always found to converge in usually 2- 
4 iterations, both with our application data of 5.6.1 (with semi-landmarks and chord 
directions as defined in fig. 5.9) and on various `trial' datasets of <100 configurations, 
comprising shapes with a variety of combinations of landmarks, semi-landmark and 
chord directions, used while developing of the `semi. it' routine. However, during 
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further investigation of the method, it was noticed that with smaller (stricter) values of 
s, the routine frequently failed to converge. 
For each dataset, it appears that there is always a tolerance level Eß<0.001, below 
which the process will not converge (at least within the first few hundred iterations). 
Following the first few iterations (by which time EiRSS(µ(,, ) had fallen below 0.001), 
the values of ARSS(µ(, )) would then remain at the same magnitude (>CB), decreasing 
or, as we found with most of our examples, even increasing, only very slightly between 
iterations. This is illustrated in fig. 5.9, which shows the typical pattern of values 
ofARSS(µ(, )), with any of our 
datasets and choices of semi-landmarks and chord 
directions, over the first 30 iterations. The method converges at s =5A after just a few 




Fig. 5.9: Typical iteration history 
of ARSS(µ)(, ) when using the 
semi-landmark method. 
The problem occurs when the change in shape of the XIP_1) to X"' , i=1,... n, resulting lo) 
from each configuration's semi-landmarks moving to new positions which minimise the 
BE from always results in new set of configurations with new mean shape 
and Procrustes fits Xr , such that, 
ORSS(µ(r))= 
tElI 





This is because the semi-landmarks in each X Pv_n do not necessarily move to positions 
which reduce the sample variation in shape (only bending energy). In addition, any 
change in their locations may result in a worse fit at the fixed and/or semi-landmarks 
when registered to µ(, ) at the end of the iteration (compared to the previous). This is 
because the OLS superimposition distributes any change in the coordinates of X, P 
about the residuals between all landmarks of Xrp) and µ(, ). As ARSS(µ(, ))>se 
another iteration is performed. Since the mean has changed, the X, p) now need to move 
to new positions X"' which minimise the BE from µß, t, but once again, this results in 
a new set of configurations with new mean shape ß(, +l) and Procrustes fits Xrp+ýý , such 
that ORSS(µ(, +, )) >CB . 
What appeared to happen with our example datasets, was that once the process has 
reached the flatter part of the graph in fig. 5.9, the semi-landmarks begin to move in the 
same direction on each iteration, by very small, but consistent amounts. This then 
changes the mean, obtained at the end of the iteration, in some same systematic way, 
which then requires that semi-landmarks move in the same way again on the following 
iteration and so on, resulting in a small, but consistent increase or decrease in RSS(µ) 
at the end of each iteration. Any examination of the configurations after 100-200 
iterations of failing to converge also revealed that if the semi-landmarks are consistently 
moving in the same directions like this, for so many iterations, the shapes of the 
configurations can become notably distorted. Note also that it makes no difference 
which GPA method is used, as the same shaped configurations and values of RSS(µ), 
on which convergence is assessed, are always produced. 
The inability of the method to converge whenever c is set small enough was discussed 
with both Bookstein and Rohlf during early 2003, following the appearance of the 
TPSrelw update to include semi-landmarks. In TPSrelw, the level of convergence is set 
within the program to a high enough level to ensure that this does not occur. However, 
Rohlf stated that he had encountered similar problems when adding the feature to his 
software with small, continual increases in ARSS(, ü(, )) or very slow convergence, being 
a problem with most of the datasets he had tried, at very small tolerance levels. The 
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most recent version of the accompanying instructions to TPSrelw now states that "the 
amount of progress at each iteration can often be slow and the measure of convergence 
may sometime increase, rather than decease". For this reason, an option to specify the 
maximum number of iterations to be performed has also since been included (as in our 
`semi. it' routine), although the level of tolerance used, still remains unchangeable, as 
well as undocumented. 
Bookstein also confirmed that he had encountered this issue, referring to the 
phenomenon as "discovering the interaction between the semi-landmark mean locations 
and the bending energy formalism". He went on to suggest that this is less likely to 
happen, the higher the number of landmarks each configuration has (both semi and 
fixed), although no further explanation was given. Like ourselves, the issue was un- 
noticed at first, including when the original 1996 semi-landmark papers were published. 
His suggested solution was to simply stop the algorithm prior to its entry into the 
`uninformative regime' or `slow manifold', the flat region of the plot in fig 5.9, where 
ORSS(µ(, )) begins to remain unchanged. A key question is then whether or not the 
level of convergence achieved prior to this, is then satisfactory, i. e. when are these 
unchanging values of ARSS(µ(r)) actually small enough that they can be ignored? 
Bookstein stated "while he had no unifying theory on when the remaining slow 
manifold is negligible", he had always found the level of convergence achieved 
"satisfactory" for the data in question. Given the precision of the recording technique, 
number of landmarks and sample size, all of which affect the value of RSS(µ) and 
ARSS(µ), we consider what might be an appropriate choice of tolerance to use for c in 
section 5.5.6 below. The results lend support to the recommendation of c =0.001 or 
e =0.01, suggested by Gower (1975) and Rohlf & Slice (1990) for assessing 
convergence of the iterative GPA method, based on the same measure. 
5.5.6 Convergence level, pixel resolution and sample size 
What level of convergence actually matters in both semi-landmark and the iterative 
GPA method, can be related to the pixel resolution of the recorded landmark positions 
and number of configurations. For the Sheffield system, recall that images are typically 
1000x1000 pixels, with (say) the LACC of the buccal surface of an upper central 
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incisor, typically being 700 pixel units. When each configuration in a sample is 
registered to an estimate of mean shape by GPA, a 1-unit change in the pixel 
coordinates of any number of landmarks will result in a change in Procrustes fit at all 
landmarks, measured by its contribution to RSS(µ) and this is what we consider here in 
establishing how small a change in RSS(µ) is actually important. 
We first consider the effect of a1 pixel unit change in the original location of a 
randomly selected landmark, on a randomly selected configuration from a sample of 
upper central incisors, when performing a GPA. Note that this may result in an increase 
or decrease in RSS, as the new shape may be able to be matched more or less closely to 
the mean of the sample, than before. Samples of two different sizes were considered, 
one comprising the 19 cases of one operator from the reliability data of chapter 4, the 
other all 76 configurations from all 4 operators. For each sample, the procedure was 
performed 100 times. To randomly change a landmark location by one pixel, a 
randomly selected change of +/-1 was made to either the x or y coordinate (also 
randomly selected). We then repeated the process, considering the effect on RSS(µ) of 
a1 pixel unit change in the original locations of all eight landmarks, on a randomly 
selected configuration and then of a1 pixel unit change on all landmarks on all 19 or 76 
configurations in each sample. Again 100 sets of simulations were produced for each 
set of changes being investigated. The ranges and mean values of the change in RSS 
produced after performing GPA on each simulated dataset are presented in table 5.2. 
Sample size= 19 Sample size=76 
Change Range Mean Range Mean 
1 pixel, 1 config.. 0.0000009 0.0002 0.00004 0.0000009 0.0002 0.00004 
1 pixel, all configs 0.00009 0.0003 0.0001 0.00003 0.001 0.0004 
8 pixels, all configs. 0.00002 0.0008 0.0003 0.00007 0.005 0.001 
Table 5.2: Change in RSS(µ) by disturbing 1 or all 8 landmarks of one or all upper central incisor 
configurations in each sample, by 1 pixel unit. Results based on 100 simulations of each set of changes. 
The results in bold indicate that a change in RSS(µ) as large as 0.005, using a sample 
size of 76 may result from just a1 pixel change in each of the raw landmarks of each 
configuration. (Similarly a change in RSS(µ) of 0.001 can be attributed to just a1 
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pixel change in the location of any one landmark on each configuration). This ties in 
with recommendations of Gower (1975) and Rohlf & Slice (1990) that with samples of 
size <100, a change inRSS(µ) of 0.001 or 0.01 is adequate for the convergence of the 
iterative GPA method. (Both papers actually use samples of size <50). The results 
above are also based on landmark coordinates being accurate to a single pixel, with no 
additional operator or other errors, which in practice there will be. Consequently, on 
sample of size <100, failure of the semi-landmark method to converge to levels of 
<0.001 in practice does not matter. 
Note that the value and change in RSS depends on the number of configurations in a 
sample with RSS(µ) being naturally greater, the larger the sample size. When working 
with the change in RSS(µ) for assessing convergence, it would make sense to consider 
the effects of sample size when pre-specifying a tolerance level. For (say) around 50 
configurations, a convergence criteria of ARSS(µ) <0.001 corresponds to a change in 
mean residual sum of squares of <0.00002. For 1000 configurations, the same mean 
square criteria would therefore correspond to a change in RSS(µ) of 0.02 and so on. 
The value of RSS(µ) will also depend on the number of landmarks in each 
configuration, although for the applications to be considered here, this is not expected to 
influence the results that much, since there are typically similar numbers of landmarks 
on each of the different tooth surfaces. 
5.6 Application to tooth shape problems 
In chapter 3, certain landmarks were identified as being difficult to locate precisely or 
lacking meaningful correspondence between cases along particular directions of 
variation. For example, notable difficulties were identified in the placement of certain 
points around the lower (incisal) outline of buccal tooth surfaces. These recording 
inconsistencies will contribute to increased variation in shape; the `within-patient' 
variation inflating observed variance in these regions. In addition, recall that `nuisance' 
variation results from differences between patients in the positions of their gingival 
margin and inter-dental papilla. While highly reproducible within cases, landmarks in 
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these regions lack meaningful point-to-point correspondence between cases and again 
produce variation which is of no interest. 
Despite such problems however, these landmarks are still useful. Each is known to lie 
along a particular line or curve, i. e. around the lower outline of the buccal surface or 
along the sides of the tooth and so (in a lower dimension) still provide important 
information on shape in these regions, namely the relative dimensions of the teeth 
normal to these directions. In practice, differences in shape along these directions are of 
no interest but actual biological variation between patients, which is, will be 
perpendicular to these directions. 
In this section we investigate the use of `semi-landmarks' to address such difficulties, in 
the hope that we may filter out unwanted variation along these directions at the same 
time as we filter out differences due to size, rotation and location. For problems 
associated with operator inconsistency, use is made of the dataset of buccal surface 
configurations of upper central incisors from the preceding chapter, obtained by 
different operators. After choosing an appropriate set of chord directions to represent 
the unwanted directions of variation at the certain landmarks, the technique is applied to 
each of the problems described above. The resulting configurations from each 
application are then examined to see whether or not moving the semi-landmarks along 
their chords to minimise the bending energy of each configuration from the mean shape, 
is successful in removing the unwanted patterns of variation in these landmarks. 
For the reproducibility investigation, effectiveness of the method may be judged by how 
much of an improvement in the reliability figures can be achieved. So that the results 
are comparable with those of chapter 4, here we use iterative GPA method of 
Gower/Rohlf & Slice (method (ii) in section 3.2.2) for obtaining the Procrustes fits and 
corresponding mean shape, with RSS(A) =RSS 
Following the discussion in 5.5.6, for each of the investigations, the semi-landmark 
process is regarded as converged, when: 
LRSS(ß(, 
)) = 




5.6.1 Landmarks around the lower outline 
In section 4.5.3.1, a pictorial examination of the within-case variation in Procrustes fits 
(and operator feedback) suggested that most unwanted variation in shape resulted from 
inconsistencies in the positions of the mesio-distal endpoints and landmarks at the 
corners of the incisal edge, in directions around the lower outline of the tooth. On each 
configuration these directions of nuisance variation, may be represented using escribed 
chords directions as shown in fig 5.10. 
Fig 5.10: (Grey arrowed lines) Directions of landmark location inconsistencies around/along buccal 
outline. (Dashed lines) Unwanted variation represented as' escribed chords'; lines through each chosen 
semi-landmark, parallel to that joining its immediate neighbours. 
At each movement step of the semi-landmark procedure, each of the four landmarks of 
each of the 4 operators representations of each of 19 upper central incisors from chapter 
4, was allowed to move along these chords and adopt new positions which produce the 
PTPS mapping with least BE from the current estimate of mean shape. It is then hoped 
that any differences in shape due to the positions of these points along their chords is 
reduced or eliminated. 
Since we are trying to eliminate unwanted patterns of variation due to operator 
inconsistency, a reduction in the `within-case' variation in the Procrustes fits (between 
operators and in errors) will clearly be desirable. However, we must also be aware that 
by allowing landmarks to move relative to an overall mean from many different cases, 
this also allows variation to be removed between cases (as well as within) and doing so 
may be at the expense of removing important biological variation between cases in 
these directions. In this application this should not be a problem. Clinically, variation 
around the outline is of no interest but differences normal to the outline are, 
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representing (say) how tapered the buccal surface of the upper central incisor becomes 
towards the incisal edge, as is observed in hypdontia populations (see section 1.3.1.2). 
In general the success of using the semi-landmark technique on reliability data, will 
depend upon the extent to which any reduction of within-case variation is achieved at 
the expense of a reduction in between case or total variation and so a recalculation of 
the overall reliability figure for this tooth surface should enable us to establish whether 
or not this has been the case. 
Fig 5.11 shows the original/initial and final sets of Procrustes registered configurations 
after using the semi-landmark procedure. As desired, the method has been successful in 
reducing the variation around the outline at the MD endpoints and at the corners of the 
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Fig. 5.11: (Left) Original Procrustes fits. (Right) Procrustes fits following semi-landmark procedure 
The effectiveness of the technique may also be judged on how much of an improvement 
to the reliability figures of chapter 4 can be achieved. In table 4.3, the overall reliability 
figure R(CA) , expressing the proportion of variation in shape, attributable to actual 
differences between cases, rather than operator inconsistencies was calculated using the 
2-way ANOVA partition of RSS = III Xp-µ IIZ described in 4.4.2.2. The value was 
1=1 
found to be 0.52 (with RSS =0.92). A recalculation of the figure, based on the final 
Procrustes fits from the semi-landmark procedure now gives a value R(CAlI) =0.70 
(with RSS =0.65). Although the total variation in shape has been reduced by around a 
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third, the R(CAII) values indicate that a larger proportion of variation removed was 
`within cases' (between operators and errors) rather than between cases. There was also 
found to be no notable change in the average shape produced by the semi-landmark 
procedure, suggesting the absence of any biasing effects (Procrustes 
distance between 
original and final mean shapes was 0.004). 
In view of these findings, the use of the semi-landmark method around the lower outline 
of the buccal surface appears encouraging. 
5.6.2 Gingival landmarks 
In addition to recording inconsistencies, other `nuisance' variation in landmark 
locations results from differences between patients in the position of the gingival 
margin and inter-dental papilla, as described in sections 1.5.2 and 4.6. Teeth may have 
the same shape, but differences when represented as landmark configurations due to the 
extent to which the visible part of the tooth crown is obscured by the position of the 
gingival tissue. Such variation is again of no interest but would affect the recorded 
positions of the gingival margin and papilla landmarks as shown in fig 5.12 (left) below. 
However, as with the MD and incisal corner landmarks, the gingival landmarks are still 
useful, as they provide the best indication we have of the relative dimensions of the 
teeth in these areas and any variation normal to the sides of the teeth will still be of 
interest. 
As in 5.6.1, the semi-landmarks and chords are chosen to represent the unwanted 
variation in the locations of these landmarks. However, as fig 5.10 (middle) shows, the 
'escribed chord' approach is inappropriate here, since lines through any of the three 
points parallel to lines joining their immediate neighbours do not approximate the 
'nuisance' directions of variation. Instead the directions may be represented as chords 
based on other landmarks in the configuration (see fig. 5.12 (right)). For the central 
gingival margin landmark, at the end of the long axis of the clinical crown (LACC), the 
direction of the LACC itself may be used to represent the direction of vertical variation 
in its position. For the papillae landmarks, chords from the mesio and distal endpoints 
of the MD width through these locations can be used to approximate directions of 
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variation up and down the sides of the teeth. (We assume that the sides of the teeth 
continue to follow the direction of the chords beneath the papillae). 
/ 
Fig 5.12 (Left) Nuisance directions of variation resulting from differences between patients in the position 
of their gingival tissue. (Middle) Escribed chords through gum landmarks. (Right) Representation of 
variation in left panel as chords through gingival landmarks, based on shape of sides of tooth above MD 
and on the LACC. 
In addition to registration differences we then also consider variation in the gingival 
landmark positions, along these directions, as an additional equivalence class to be 
eliminated by the semi-landmark procedure. Note that any such variation is only 
present `between cases', since the data were obtained from stone casts of patients teeth. 
A re-assessment of the reliability figures is not regarded as appropriate here, since the 
multiple representations by different operators carry the same information on gum 
position, since they were obtained from the same patients. Any variation in the 
gingival landmarks `within cases' would be due only to inconsistencies in their location 
by different operators and this was found to be negligible. Operators reported no 
difficulties in identifying gingival landmark positions and the analysis of 4.5.3.1 
revealed nothing to suggest that these landmarks were a particular problem to identify 
consistently. For this reason, we consider only one operator's representations of each 
of the 19 cases to investigate the semi-landmark method. 
Following the iterative procedure, we would then hope that any variation between the 
configurations in the positions of the gingival landmarks, along these directions will 
have been be removed. However, after the first iteration, the variation in shape had 
more than doubled from RSS =0.157 to 0.396 and so the process was stopped. By 
allowing the gum landmarks to move in directions corresponding to gingival variation, 
unrealistic shapes were produced for many configurations, as can be seen in fig. 5.13. 
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This shows the original and new semi-landmark positions for two upper central incisors, 
with chord directions as defined in fig. 5.12(right), following the first movement step. 
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Fig 5.13: Original (o) (dashed line) and new (") (solid line) configurations for two individual central 
incisors following first iteration. 
The increased variation in shape between configurations, along these directions, can be 
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Fig. 5.14: (Left) Original Procrustes fits. (Right) Fits after first iteration of semi-landmark procedure. 
5.6.3 Further investigation: Why large shape changes occur 
The use of semi-landmarks is clearly not a suitable approach to the gingival variation 
problem. In this section we investigate which particular aspects of the minimum 
bending energy criterion gives rise to the unusual shapes in fig. 5.13 and identify other 
potential situations where the method breaks down. In 5.7 we then discuss possible 
U) 
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ways in which the method can be modified or developed to address some of these 
difficulties, before investigating these ideas in greater detail in chapter 6. 
Consider one of the cases where the method produced an unusual configuration at the 
end of the first iteration (the configuration in the left of fig 5.13 above). Let Y°=XP 
be the original (Procrustes registered) version of this configuration and T= µ the initial 
Procrustes mean from the same sample. The PTPS mapping for transforming T= µ to 
Y°= X" is defined by equation (5.33) as QT21X' +SF11X", where Q, S, F2' and 
r" (each dependent only on T) are as defined in equations (5.31) and (5.32). 
Fig 5.15(a)(left and middle) displays the PTPS transformation from T= µ to Y°= XP, 
as a deformation grid, indicating how a square grid placed over µ. is deformed so that 
the landmarks are mapped exactly to those of XP. Recall from 5.3.3 that in order to 
minimise the bending energy of the mapping from T to Y°, the PTPS try to represent 
the transformation as `globally' as possible using the affine component, so that there is 
the smallest possible variation in the shape of the grid cells. Recall also that 
minimisation of BE can also be thought of as finding the GLS affine fit of T= µ to Y°= 
XP, with error covariance matrix given by ('2 ®S) . Here the `affine fit', given by 
Q'21X", is displayed in fig 5.15(a)(right) with crosses indicating fitted affine points to 
the fixed target landmarks in XP. Where the affine fits do not match their targets, 
residual non-affine components, given by SI'"X p, are required in addition to the affine 
part, so that µ is mapped to XP exactly. These produce the variations in the shape of 
the grid cells in fig 5.15(a)(middle). The sum of these squared `local' components then 
make up the bending energy of the transformation. 
Now consider the same two configurations when some of the landmarks in X" (the 
gingival landmarks) are free to move along directions as defined in fig. 5.12, but the 
remaining landmarks are still required to be matched exactly. Fig 5.15(b)(left and 
middle) shows the new PTPS transformation from T`= µ to 
Y new = vec l (vec(X P -Uff, )) = X' , which has minimum BE of all PTPS 
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transformations, as the semi-landmarks vary by distances A along chord directions 
defined by U. Fig 5.15(b) (right) shows the affine component of this mapping as a 
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Fig 5.15 (a): (Left) Square grid placed over initial Procrustes average (Middle) PTPS transformation 
from µ to Procrustes registered configuration XP (Right) Affine component of the transformation. 
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Fig 5.15 (b): (Left) Square grid placed over µ as in (a) above. (Middle) Minimum BE PTPS 
transformation from µ to X"' = vec 1(vec(X "- Uri, )). (Right) Affine component. 
(Crosses) indicates the fitted affine points, given by Qr21X" , to landmarks (filled circles) of 
X''. 
(Empty circles) nominal positions of semi-landmarks, as in corresponding panels of (a) above. 
In order to produce the minimum BE PTPS transformation from a to X"', the semi- 
landmarks move to positions which result in the mapping which gives the closest 
possible `affine fit' (in terms of the sum of squared generalised residuals or non-affine 





chords in X"e' (see fig. 5.15(b)(right)). In other words, they move so that there is the 
smallest possible variation in the shape of the grid cells in fig 5.15(b)(middle) when the 
corresponding non-affine or local components, ST"X` are added to QI'21 X "', to 
ensure that points in µ are mapped exactly to the fixed landmarks and chord positions 
in X. By allowing some of the landmarks to move, the shape of the grid cells in the 
target plane of X"' = vec ' (vec(X P- Uff, )) need not vary as much as they did in the 
original PTPS mapping from µ to XP. A new, `better fitting' affine transformation of 
µ, in that it has a smaller sum of squared local residual components (bending energy), 
is always able to be found. 
In this example, the affine transformation simultaneously attempts to fit to both the 
fixed landmarks around the lower (incisal) outline and to any positions on the semi- 
landmarks chords, representing possible positions of the three gingival landmarks. A 
`better fitting' affine component for mapping the lower fixed landmarks of µ to those of 
X"' is able to be cast across the entire plane in which X"' lies since the semi- 
landmarks can adopt positions on their chords in accordance with this affine mapping. 
Specifically, the vertical distances between the MD endpoints and landmarks along the 
incisal edge are relatively larger in A, when considered alongside the other vertical 
distances between landmarks, than in XP. Consequently, since the semi-landmarks are 
able to move in a predominantly vertical direction, the vertical affine component shrinks 
A vertically to minimise the GLS residuals (sum of squared non-affine components) 
between QI'Z' X"' and the fixed landmarks and chord positions in X"', resulting in a 
downward (incisal) movement of the gingival landmarks from their nominal positions. 
However, is it because the semi-landmarks end up moving such large distances that the 
configurations produced in fig 5.12 end up as unrealistic representations of shape. In 
fig. 5.12 (right) positions are adopted that are higher (cervical) than where the top of the 
clinical crown, hidden beneath the gum, would be. (This was observed for several other 
cases in the sample). However, these unlikely shapes are entirely possible within the 
definition of how new semi-landmark positions are determined, since there are no 
constraints placed on the extent of movement of the semi-landmarks in either direction. 
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In any application, the only constraints as such are determined by the locations of the 
fixed landmarks and/or the directions in which the semi-landmarks are able to move. 
In general, when all semi-landmarks are free to move in roughly the same direction (or 
in accordance with a similarity transformation), the determining factor for where the 
landmarks move to is the PTPS mapping between the fixed landmarks (in these 
directions). In such situations, large movements of the semi-landmarks will occur when 
a notable change in the affine component of the PTPS mapping from the mean shape, 
(determined by the mapping between the fixed landmarks), is able to occur in the 
directions of the semi-landmarks chords, and there are no nearby fixed landmarks or 
other semi-landmarks whose movement is restricted to more perpendicular directions, to 
stop this occurring. The actual distance moved will then depend on how much of a 
change in the affine component (cast across the entire plane of Y"eN') occurs. 
Conversely, when there are nearby fixed landmarks or differences in chord directions 
result in certain semi-landmarks being effectively fixed in the direction of others semi- 
landmarks' chords, the affine component is less able to change, since the PTPS mapping 
still has to map to positions along these chord directions with as small as set of local 
non-affine components as possible. This restricts the ability of the method to produce 
such large movements. As was seen in fig 5.15(b), in section 5.6.2, the gum landmarks 
are able to move in the same roughly parallel vertical directions and in accordance with 
the affine mapping for the fixed landmarks in these directions, as there are no other 
fixed or semi-landmarks with more perpendicular chord directions nearby in this region, 
to influence the affine component. 
As another illustration, fig. 5.16 considers the mapping of just the y-coordinates of 
T=µ to those of Y "ý'"= vec ' (vec(X p- U). )) =X "' for the example in fig. 5.15 and 
5.13(left). The display shows the (linear) part of the affine component of the PTPS 
mapping for transforming the y-coordinates, ignoring any dependency on the x- 
coordinates for now. The plot takes the appearance of the linear component of a cubic 
spline, as in the previous illustration of a PTPS mapping in fig. 5.3. Fig. 5.16(left) 
shows the original mapping, with all landmarks fixed. When the three gingival 
landmarks are allowed to move in the y direction, an improved linear fit can be achieved 
to all y-coordinates of the landmarks, determined by the fit now achievable at the lower 
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(incisally located) fixed landmarks. See fig 5.16(middle). This produces the large 
movement in the y-direction of the three semi-landmarks. The right panel of fig. 5.15 
shows what would happen if the movement of one of the three semi-landmarks (say the 
one on the gingival margin), is either fixed or restricted to only move in the x-direction. 
The linear part of the affine component for transforming the y-coordinates is now not so 
different from in the original mapping on the left and so the semi-landmarks do not 
move by as great a distance. Note that because of the GLS criteria, the semi-landmarks 









Fig 5.15: Linear part of the affine component for transforming y coordinates from configuration T to Y. 
(Left) When all landmarks in target configuration Y are fixed. (Middle) When gingival landmarks allowed 
to move along chords in y-direction. (Right) If one of the semi-landmarks fixed or constrained to only 
move in the x-direction. 
In the application of 5.6.1 there is a fixed landmark in the vicinity of the semi- 
landmarks around the lower outline of the tooth surface (at the bottom of the LACC) 
and the different chord directions of the MD endpoints and incisal edge corners are 
always at an angle of between 90 and 135 degrees, which must be matched onto exactly 
by the PTPS transformation from µ to X"' = vec"1(vec(X p- U). )) . This means that 
the shape of the configuration cannot change too much, whereas when the gingival 
landmarks are semi-landmarks, there are no fixed landmarks or differences in the chord 
directions to constrain the large change in the affine component of the PTPS mapping 
and stop the shapes `collapsing' or `stretching' as seen in fig 5.13. 
Similarly, in Bookstein's (1996a, d, e) original application, large changes in shape were 
not a problem since the choice of directions attached to each landmark restricted this 
possibility. Each landmark was allowed to move along its escribed chord, representing 
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the outline of the corpus callosum. When escribed chords are used for landmarks 
around the outline of an object, as in Bookstein's example and 5.6.1, large changes 
in 
shape cannot occur because the points are effectively constrained to stay around the 
outline and the affine component (which produces most of the change in shape) 
is not 
really able to change, except perhaps by a rotation. 
5.7 Discussion 
In the application to gum landmarks the minimum bending energy criterion is clearly 
not the best option for removing unwanted variation in shape, because large unrealistic 
movements of the semi-landmarks to unrealistic positions can result from large changes 
in the affine component of the PTPS transformation from µ. There may be many 
applications where non-affine similarities are to be regarded as part of the same 
equivalence class as rotation, location and scale and so removing any shape differences 
of this form, while allowing for affine shape changes during the registration, may have 
its uses. However, if we were to ignore affine differences in shape in the study of tooth 
shape, this would exclude many interesting and important dissimilarities which may 
occur. 
Although the technique has been found to be useful in removing unwanted variation in 
shape when landmarks are free to move around the outline of the object, clearly the 
semi-landmark method is in its current form is not the best way of addressing problems 
where the variation is to be removed is perpendicular to the outline of an object, with 
nothing to constrain the extent of movement which may occur on any iteration. 
In the following chapter we consider modifications to Bookstein's technique and look to 
develop a methodology suitable for removing patterns of variation in directions other 
than around the outline, our main focus being on unwanted landmark variation resulting 
from differences between patients in the position of their gingival tissue. Since there is 
nothing in the technique itself or in the necessary choice of chords' directions for these 
semi-landmarks to constrain the affine part of the (minimum BE) PTPS transformation 
or movements resulting from it, it seems natural to focus our investigations on ways in 
which the technique can be modified to do this. 
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In sections 5.3.5.3 and 5.4.1.4 links of the PTPS mapping with GLS were investigated 
and in chapter 6 we again look to links with other topics and ideas related to the spline 
methodology, which may provide a basis for further exploration or development. 
Large unrealistic movements of semi-landmarks, producing unnatural shapes, were seen 
to occur on configurations where the minimum bending energy PTPS mapping from 
T= µ to Y "e1' = vec-' (vec(X") - UA) =X "Q1V consists of an affine transformation, which 
produces a large affine change in the shape of µ. We therefore could consider ways of 
penalising movements of the semi-landmarks which require such a change in the shape 
of µ, for example, by constraining the parameters of the affine mapping from T= µ to 
Y= Y" in some way, or developing a measure of the extent of stretching/collapsing 
produced by the mapping, which may then be penalised. 
In addition, there may be other possible transformations and optimisation criteria, other 
than using a PTPS mapping and bending energy, that we could consider for determining 
the new positions of semi-landmarks, when matching T= µ to Y= vec-' (vec(Y°) - W. ) 
(or vice versa). Here we have seen how the minimum BE criteria often produces 
movements of the semi-landmarks in directions away from what would be expected if 
variation were to be reduced about the mean shape and so other options may prove more 
to be useful in this regard. 
We also consider the suitability of the other existing variants of Procrustes and spline 
superimposition (other than Bookstein's semi-landmark method) that have been 
proposed for use when there is lack of precise correspondence of landmarks along 
particular directions or where one would wish to account for the effects of certain 
unwanted differences in shape in some way. 
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Chapter 6 
Proposal and evaluation of new 
semi-landmark methods 
6.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter, it was seen that extension of the Procrustes method to an 
iterative process, where certain landmarks on each configuration were allowed to move 
along pre-specified chord directions, failed to provide a method of registration which 
accounted for the unwanted patterns of variation due to differences in the locations of 
patients' gingival landmarks. Allowing each set of these landmarks to move to new 
positions determined by the minimum bending energy pairs of thin plate splines 
mapping from the current estimate of mean shape, it was found that large movements 
often occurred in certain configurations, producing very unrealistic shapes. 
In this chapter we consider novel ways in which the semi-landmark and/or registration 
procedure can be modified to stop the 'collapsing/stretching' problem described in 
5.6.3. In particular we examine other possible mappings and objective functions 
between the current mean and each individual configuration that may be optimised 
when determining the new positions of the semi-landmarks. 
We start in section 6.2 by considering possible modifications to the PTPS 
transformation used in Bookstein's original (1996a, d, e) semi-landmark method, 
investigating the use of different possible mappings and penalty functions other than 
bending energy. We consider how pairs of smoothing splines may be used to prohibit 
large movements of the semi-landmarks away from their original positions, and discuss 
the extension of the smoothing spline by Rohr and co-workers (Rohr et al., 1997, Rohr, 
1998) to include anisotropic errors, which can be shown to offer a generalisation of the 
semi-landmark method. We also consider the use of higher order splines and their 
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associated roughness penalties and mappings which may be produced by kriging, a 
method of spatial prediction, of which splines can be shown to be a special case. When 
modified to include semi-landmarks, this allows use of a more general class of 
polynomial functions in the `global' part of the mapping and other possible generalised 
least squares penalty functions. Finally in this section, we consider different ways in 
which we can place constraints on or penalise the influence of the affine component, 
when determining the optimal PTPS mapping to new semi-landmark positions, so that 
we may restrict the possibility of unrealistic changes in shape being produced. Recall 
that large movements of the semi-landmarks were seen to occur in instances when the 
change in optimal PTPS mapping from the mean to the new configuration, consisted of 
a large change in the affine component of the transformation. 
Section 6.3 then considers other transformations and optimisation criteria which are not 
spline mappings, such as the minimisation of the full Procrustes distance between the 
configurations as the semi-landmarks move along their chords, or simply moving the 
semi-landmarks to the nearest point along their chords to the corresponding landmarks 
in the mean shape (following suitable prior alignment). 
Before summarising and assessing which of the new methods are to be considered 
further in section 6.5, section 6.4 reviews and discusses some of the other novel variants 
of Procrustes and spline superimposition techniques that have previously been proposed 
to allow for lack of precise correspondence of landmarks along particular directions or 
where one would wish account for certain unwanted differences in shape in some 
standardised way. The ideas of weighted (generalised) Procrustes superimposition are 
presented, here using pre-specified covariance functions to reflect the relative accuracy 
of the different landmarks, along with Green's (1996) extension of the semi-landmark 
technique to include curves and outlines. 
6.2 Modifications of the PTPS mapping 
In this first section we consider how the pair of thin-plate splines (PTPS) formulation 
and/or its associated penalty function, the bending energy (BE), may be modified or 
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extended to allow alternative choices of optimisation criteria and mappings to be used 
for the determination of new semi-landmark positions along their chords. 
We start by investigating the use of existing variants of interpolating splines, such as 
smoothing splines, higher order splines and kriging predictors, all of which may also be 
used for plane-to-plane mappings, in the same way as a PTPS transformation. As part 
of the section on (pairs of) smoothing splines, we describe Rohr's (1998) extension to 
include anisotropic covariance matrices at each of the landmark locations and show how 
the original semi-landmark method may be considered as a special case of this 
approach. After describing the details of each of the techniques, we illustrate how the 
formulation may be modified to include semi-landmarks in the `target' configuration 
and show how optimisation of each method's associated objective function, leads to a 
set of equations and solution of the same form as the original semi-landmark method. 
We then propose and evaluate different possible penalties and constraints, aimed at 
controlling the influence of the affine component when determining the optimal PTPS 
mapping from configuration T to the target configuration Y"= vec-' (vec(Y °) - UA, ) . 
(In practice Y'= X ', the full Procrustes fit to mean shape T= µ ). As was seen in 5.6.3, 
it is the fact that affine component can produce large 'stretching/collapsing' effects 
when minimising the BE of the transformation of T to Y"' that often leads to the semi- 
landmarks adopting unrealistic positions. By developing suitable measures, these may 
then be included as part of the objective function, so that movements resulting from 
mappings comprising large affine changes of Tare penalised. 
6.2.1 Penalty functions based on smoothing splines 
In addition to data interpolation, the other main use of spline functions is in smoothing. 
As well as a pair of interpolating splines, Dryden & Mardia (1998) considered how a 
pair of ordinary smoothing splines may be used to produce a mapping from one 
configuration to another in situations where it is not essential that the landmarks be 
matched exactly. Here a function comprising the residual sum of squares between the 
mapping of T and Y as well as a roughness penalty (typically the BE of the 
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transformation) is optimised, allowing the amount of bending to be penalised relative to 
the degree of fit achieved. 
However, if T is to be mapped by a pair of smoothing splines to a configuration of the 
form vec"' (vec(Y°) - Uff, ) , then as 
? varies, there is no constraint that points in T will 
be mapped to corresponding positions of the fixed landmarks or along the semi- 
landmarks chords exactly, unless we place restrictions on the form of the resulting 
configurations. (That the configuration of the more reliable, fixed landmarks is retained 
and that the semi-landmarks may only move along directions of unwanted variation 
corresponding to those we specify, is one of the aspects of the semi-landmark method 
we would wish to retain). This then allows pre-specification of a parameter, which 
penalises the total sum of squared movements of the semi-landmarks along their chords 
relative to the bending energy of the mapping. The idea of penalising the amount of 
movement of landmarks is appealing since we may then be able to restrict the large 
movements of semi-landmarks found to occur when minimising the BE alone. We then 
extend the method to allow different penalty weights to be attached to the movement of 
different semi-landmarks. 
Alternatively, we may make use of the modification to the (pair of) smoothing splines 
mapping developed by Rohr (1998), Rohr et al. (1997,1999). Instead of assuming that 
the error covariance at all of the landmarks is isotropic (as in the standard formulation), 
Rohr and co-workers extended the technique to allow specification of different 
covariance structures at each of the landmarks. This offers a generalisation of 
Bookstein's semi-landmark method to allow movement within ellipses of different 
shape and size around each landmark, rather than along straight lines (although chords 
may also be represented as ellipses stretching to infinity in one direction and zero in the 
other). Consequently, with suitable choices of covariance matrices it is also possible to 
use this technique to produce a mapping where the positions of the fixed landmarks are 
retained and the new positions of the semi-landmarks are still along their chords, but 
now with the ability to penalise the different amount of movement of each of the semi- 
landmarks. However, as we show in 6.2.1.3, the form of solution based on this method 
is much less simple to work with than that which we derive directly. 
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6.2.1.1 Ordinary smoothing spline 
The ordinary (isotropic) `smoothing' or `approximation' spline was considered by 
Duchon (1976) and Wahba (1990), and its uses in various applications such as 
regression analysis have been considered by, for example, Green & Silverman (1991). 
In keeping with section 5.2, we first describe the general smoothing spline for 
configurations T and Y, comprising data points tj and yj , j-- 1,..., k, in m-dimensions. 
If 1(t) is some (multivariate) function defined in m-dimensions, with smoothness index 
(order of derivatives) r and a>O some `smoothing' parameter, then instead of equation 
(5.15) the objective function to be minimised is: 
k 
k ý(v, -c(t, ))T (y1-cD(rj)) + aJ; ((D) (6.1) 
j=l 
combining an ordinary (unweighted) sum of squares term measuring lack of fit between 
the fitted values c(tj) and data points yj, and a roughness penalty J'((D) , measuring 
the `roughness' of the transformation as defined in (5.1). 
If we write 1(tß) = zj, j=1,..., k say, then in general z, #y,. Since c was free to be 
any function, with square integrable rth order derivatives, then by the same argument as 
in section 5.2.2, the optimal choice of function would be a set of m spline mappings 
(one for each dimension) given by c(t) = (b1(t),.., (1 m 
(t))T, mapping the tj to zj . From 
equation (5.19), the multiple spline mapping of a kxm matrix of points T= (I ,..., tk) to 
a kxm matrix of points Z= (z; ,..., zk) is given by: 
(t(tl)T 
,..., (D(tk)T )T =Z= QB+SW (6.2) 
where Q and S are as defined in (5.19) with columns (0, (tj),..., cbM (t J ))T and s(tj) 
= (6r, m 
(t1 
I) 
t1 )'.... a,.,. (t, 
9 
tk )) T respectively, and where 
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B='r"Z, with rs'_(QTS-'Q)-'QTS-1 






Recall that r" and I's' depend only on Q and S (which depend only on 7), whereas B 
and W depend on the points Z being mapped to. Here we have denoted r2' and r" as 
I's' and I's' to indicate that they were determined using matrix S (see below). 
To determine Z, equation (6.1) can be re-phrased (for any m) as: 
min trace((Y - Z)' (Y - Z))+a trace (Z' r"' Z) 
which is achieved for Z= (I + ar 1)-' Y. Substituting this value back into (6.3) to (6.5) 
then gives the parameters of the interpolating spline mapping to Z, i. e. 
B= Fs" (I + ars' )-' Y (6.6) 




(t))T B+s(t) W 
and Z=QF 1(I+arS')-'Y+r'(I+ars')-1YS. (6.8) 
However, by expanding (6.8), using (6.3) and (6.4), it can be shown that this is of the 
form of an interpolating spline from T to Y with matrix (S + a.! ) instead of S and so by 
analogy with equations (5.19) and (5.20), the parameters B and W of the smoothing 
spline may also be computed by solving: 




This gives alternative expressions for parameters B and Win smoothing spline d1(t), as: 
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B=rs+,, Y, rs+c, =(QT (s+ar)-l Q)-IQT(s+«r)-' (6.11) 
W rsilY, +at r s+a, =(s+ai)-' _(S+ar)-'Q (QT (s+al)-'Q)-'QT(S+al)-' (6.12) 
with Z=(I+ars') -'Y=QB+SW=Qr2' Y+ms's+«, Y (6.13) 
The parameters T, 2' and rs+a, are of the same form as 1,21 and r" in (5.21) but here S+al 
with (S + al) instead of S. (In fact, rs+, = rs' (I + ars') and I's' 1+01 = rs' (I + ars' )'' ) 
Although ((t) is the interpolating spline from the space of T to that of Z, it is referred 
to as the smoothing spline from T to Y (with fitted values Z). 
Following the arguments in 5.3.5, the global parameters B of the smoothing spline may 
also be determined by the GLS equation min tr(Y - QB) T (S + al)"' (Y - QB) and the 
local parameters W, then obtained by solving (S + al) W =Y-QB . 
Returning to (6.1), it can be seen that scalar a controls how `smooth' the smoothing 
spline from T to Y (with fitted values Z) is and is usually pre-specified. When a is 
large, the fit resembles an affine transformation since optimisation of (6.1) is then 
essentially minimisation of the roughness of 1(t), as much less weight is given to the 
actual `closeness' of the fitted zj to the y,. Conversely, when a is small, the size of 
the non-affine components is penalised to a lesser degree and the mapping will resemble 
a set of interpolating splines, fitting the yj exactly when a=0, since c1(t) can then 
make the first term in (6.1) zero as well. 
6.2.1.2 Smoothing spline with anisotropic landmark uncertainties 
As with the Procrustes technique, the ordinary smoothing spline described above 
assumes isotropic errors at each of the landmark positions when superimposing T to Y. 
(Interpolating splines assume no variance at the landmark positions. ) In practice this 
assumption is often unlikely and so Rohr (1998) and Rohr et al. (1997,1999) extended 
the idea of the smoothing spline to produce a method which includes local estimates of 
`anisotropic' landmark uncertainties, in the form of covariance matrices, which may be 
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user defined. To do this, the interpolation spline equations of section 5.2 first require 
some re-formulation. Instead of writing the parameters of multiple d interpolating 
spline c(t) as matrices B= (a,,..., ad) and W= (w1,..., wd) , they can 
instead be written in 
vector form, with B'=(a11,..., ad1,.... a1M, """, adM)T =vec(BT) and 
W =vec(W )= 
(WI I.... , wdl,..., wlM'... 'WdM 
)T " Equations (5.19) and (5.20) then become: 
S'W' +Q*B*= YS (6.14) 
Q*T W' =0 (6.15) 
Q where S. =S ®1 d, Q*=Q ®I d9Y*= vec(YT) and equation (5.21) for B and W has 
and S replaced by Q' and S' respectively (and so I's 1' = rs 1 ®I a rs' =1 01 a)S 
If landmark errors are represented by covariance matrices Ej, for example, in d=m=2 
dimensions: 
ý'f e'ý'j Eý= 
£ 
with Ex,, J=Eyx, J' (6.16) 
,j cyy. j 
then the objective function for an anisotropic smoothing spline is: 
k 
2., (yj -(D(tj))T E, '(y1 -ý(tj)) + aJ; ((D) . (6.17) J=l 
Optimisation of (6.17) then allows landmarks and directions for which covariance is 
smaller to be matched preferentially to those where covariance is larger. 
Again it can be shown that there is a unique solution for cb(t) in the form of an 
interpolating spline as in 6.2.1.1. Denoting the vector of values (1(t1 ),..., (D(tk ))T by 
Z' and re-writing (6.17) as: 
min (Y' - Z' )T R "' (Y' - Z') +oc (Z'T I'*Z *) (6.18) z' 
where Rdiaö(E, Ek)"1=dia E-' .. 
' >..., ýý l I" Ilk )i 
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optimal positions Z* (and therefore parameters B* and W) can be shown to be 
obtainable by matrix differentiation (of (6.18)) or by solving a system of linear 
equations as in (6.15) and (6.16), here with S* replaced by S- +aR, i. e. 
Y` Q`B` +(S` +aR)W` (6.19) 
Q`T W`=0 (6.20) 
to give 
(D(t)=((OM(t),..., Om (t))®I2) B"+(S(t)T 0 I2) Wo 
and 
Z' =('2k +aRI'S'')-'Y'= Q'B' +SW (6.21) 
with B' and W' given by equations (6.3) and (6.4) with Q, S and Z replaced by Q', 
S' + aR and Z' . So for a pair (d=1,2) of thin-plate smoothing splines in m=2 
dimensions, with roughness index r=2, we would have B* = (c1 . cs, alipazl aI2, a22 )T ý 
W'= (W11, W21,..., Wlk, W2k)Tand Y'=(y1x, yly,..., ykz, yky)T With: 
£xx, 1 £xy, 1 0 0 ... ... 0 0 
1 0 t1s 0 tly 0 £yx, l yy, 1 
0 0 ... ... 0 0 
0 1 0 tlx 0 t», 0 0 £xx, 2 £xy2 
Q"_ R_ 0 0 £yx, 2 £rr, 2 
0 0 
1 0 tkx 0 tky 0 0 0 
0 1 0 tkx 0 tky 0 0 ... ... 0 0 £xx, k Cxy, k 
0 0 ... ... 0 0 £yx, k £yy, k 
U(t1-t1) 0 U(11 -t2) 0 ... ... 0(tl -tk) 0 
0 6(t1 -t1) 0 o(t-t2) ... ... 0 U(tl -tk) 
U02 -t1) 0 O"(t2 -t2) 0 ... ... 
S. _ 
0 6Kt2 -t1) 0 o(t2 -12) ... ... 
6(tk -tl) 0 ... ... ... ... ý', ý{ (tk -tk) 
0 
0 o'(tk -tl) ... ... ... ... 0 altk -tk) 
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Note however, that c(t) can now no longer be separated into separate spline functions 
d 
2 (). Note also of the form of (5.2), with cb(t) =((D, (t) ,..., (1 d (t)) and 
J; ' (c) =J 
P°j 
that the Ej actually represent the localisation errors of corresponding landmark pairs in 
both Y and T and so result from combining the covariance matrices of corresponding 
landmarks. Rohr et al. (1999) state that if that the two covariance matrices can be 
assumed to depend only slightly on the non-affine part of the transformation, the 
matrices can be combined by applying a rotation, scaling and/or re-sizing to one of the 
matrices before adding them. Alternatively, if the objects have approximately the same 
registration then the two covariance matrices can simply be added together. 
The method extends the work in Rohr et al. (1996) where localisation errors were 
approximated by scalar weightscj representing the circular variance at each landmark . 
(and so E, = diag(aý , Qý) in (6.17)). 
Here the objective function to be minimised was: 
k(yJ - (D 
(tJ))T (yJ-(D (tJ)) 
+aJ' ((D). (6.22) 
J-1 a1 
It is also easy to see that if E1= diag(1,1), equations (6.18) and (6.19) reduce to the 
ordinary smoothing spline equations (6.9) and (6.10) (but in the new notation) and that 
the (pair of) interpolating splines may also be written in this form by specifying Ej =0 
(no variance at each landmark). 
For an application involving shape, Rohr et al. (1999) used the approach of (6.18) for 
the registration of two or three dimensional tomographic MR images of the human 
brain. Green & Silverman (1994) also describe weighted smoothing for d=1, using a 
function of the form of (6.18) above with weights set inversely proportional to the 
variance of the observations. They also considered use of non-diagonal weighting 
matrices, for models which include additional explanatory variables and where the 
errors in the observations are correlated, having been taken sequentially over time. 
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6.2.1.3 Semi-landmark method as anisotropic smoothing spline 
Rohr et al. (1999) briefly noted how the anisotropic smoothing spline for m=2, r=2 
generalised Bookstein's semi-landmark method, allowing movement within ellipses 
around each selected landmark during superimposition, rather than along straight lines. 
Bookstein's technique can be thought of as a special case of this method, since for 
straight lines the variance in one direction is zero whereas in the direction of the chord it 
is infinity. However no mathematical details were given and so we explore this link 
further here. 
To produce the same results as the semi-landmark method, matrices Eil , must be pre- 
specified so that the mapping of corresponding points in kx2 matrix T to positions along 
the unit chord directions (ux, u y) of the semi-landmarks are un-penalised, whereas any 
positions cD(t) _ (zX, z y) 
for which (zx, zy) # A(uX yx, uy yy) are penalised heavily. In 
addition, points in T corresponding to the fixed landmarks in configuration Y must map 
exactly to their positions in Y, and so Ej' for these landmarks must also be specified 
appropriately. The contribution from each landmark to the left hand side of (6.18) is: 
Ei (Yx -zs)2 +2c (Yx -zx)(y -zy)+E-1(Yy -zy)2. (6.23) 12 y 22 
For the semi-landmarks we require that: 
-z u vy- y'i. e. ((Yy -zy)-uy (Yx -zx))2=0, yx - zx ux ux 
i. e. (yy -zy)2 -2 
uu% 
(yx -zx)(yy - zy)+ y2 (y: -zx)2=0 (6.24) 
x 






-uY/ux i. e. E' -x (6.25) -uy/ux 1 -1. uy/ux 1 
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with x extremely large so as to penalise heavily instances when (6.23) is not true. We 
could have also arrived at this by considering the following. If a series of points lie 
along a straight line with slope A= u,, lux , their covariance is given by: 
1 uy/us E =i 2 uvýux (U /ux) 
(6.26) 
where i corresponds to the variance in the x-direction. However, (6.26) is singular and 
so cannot be inverted so instead consider what happens to a series of points for which 
E =diag(v, S) , where v and Bare the variance in the x and y-directions. As 6-+0 the 
data will resemble a series of points lying along the x-axis with variance v. If the data 
are transformed to lie along a chord with slope u,, luX , by right multiplication by a 
rotation matrix with cos(O) = ux, sin(O) = u,, (rotating the x-axis anti-clockwise by angle 
0), then using cov(YA) = AT cov(Y)A, the new covariance matrix is: 
ux 
uy 
-uy v0 us 
U., 0 (S - uy 
u,, vu, " +uy8 








which is of the form of (6.26), with ti=vuX . The inverse of (6.26) is given by: 
1: _, = 









- vuxuy vux s 
J 
1 
-u y ux 1 
which is of the form of (6.25) with K- oo as 8-40. So one has two choices, either 
specifying E-1 directly as in (6.24), with very large x, or specifying E in the form of 
(6.27) with 8 very small and v very large, so that E may be inverted. 
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For the fixed landmarks, E =0, but then ['' is undefined. However, if E =diag(S, S), for 




SZ 0S0 1/S 
which as 8- O heavily penalises any values of (zx, zy) #(yx, yy ) 
Note that with appropriate choices of covariance matrices, it is then possible to penalise 
different extents of movement along chords, by considering the variance along each 
chord to be finite rather than infinite, for example, by varying the choice of v for each 
semi-landmark in (6.28). However, to do this, a neater form of solution and easier set 
of equations to work with than the above, can be derived directly. 
6.2.1.4 Semi-landmarks with smoothing spline penalty function 
In this section were propose a new method which penalises the amount of movement of 
semi-landmarks along chords, while minimising the bending energy of the mapping 
from kx2 configuration T to Y"' = vec-' (vec(Y °) - UA) . Recall that Y° is the kx2 
configuration of nominal landmark positions, of which a sublist j(, ) , j=1,..., k, 1=1,..., L 
are semi-landmarks, A is a vector of scalars of length L (to be determined) and 
U= (Ux : Uy )T defines the chord directions of the semi-landmarks as described in 5.4.1. 
The method is derived by constraining the form which 1(T) may take, in the objective 
function of an ordinary or anisotropic smoothing spline and optimising over X. If the 
configuration Z, obtained by minimising the smoothing spline penalty function (6.1) or 
(6.5) is constrained to be of the form Z=vec-' (vec(Y°) - Uff, ) then: 
min trace((Y° -Z)r(Y° -Z))+atrace(Zrril Z) 
=min (vec(Y°) - vec(Z)) T (vec(Y°) - vec(Z)) +a (vec(Z)T (12 0r )vec(Z)T ) 
becomes: 
min (U), )T (U), )+a(vec(Y°)-UA, )T ('2 ®I'sl)(vec(Y°)-UA)T (6.31) 
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where the right hand side is the usual penalty function for the semi-landmark method. 
Differentiating (6.31) with respect to X and setting the derivative equal to zero gives: 
X=(UT (a(12 (o 1T )+'2k)U)-'UTa(I2 0T )vec(Y°) (6.32) 
11 
s 
With a very large, the optimal mapping and new positions of the semi-landmarks will 
resemble the result of original (minimum BE only) criterion, whereas 
for very small a, 
the semi-landmarks will not move and so a must be pre-specified somewhere 
in 
between to produce a satisfactory compromise. We explore different possible values of 
a in 6.2.1.5 below. This idea may also be extended to allow different penalties on the 
extent of movement of different semi-landmarks along their chords, inversely 
proportional to quantities Qi ,..., ai, 
by considering penalty function: 
min (UA)T diag(ai ,..., a 
)-l (UI) +a (vec(Y°) - UA)T (12 Or r1 )(vec(Y°) - UA)T (6.33) 
which is optimised (by matrix differentiation) for: 
2= UT a 10F' +dia a2 az -'U -'UTa I0 I'")vec Y° 6.34 Vzs)S(1'..., SL)Vzs 
)" ) 
For example we could penalise the movement in the gingival semi-landmarks away 
from their original positions in the hope of reducing the chance of large movements and 
therefore unrealistic shapes being produced, while leaving other semi-landmarks (e. g. 
around the lower outline) un-penalised. 
In the notation introduced in 6.2.1.2, equations (6.33) and (6.34) can be written as: 
min (U*A)T R-'(USA) +a (Y5 -USA)T I's"(Y` -U'A) (6.35) 
? =(UsT (ar I* +R_')U*)_1U*Tars''Y` (6.36) 
where 
R-1=diag(Y, 






)' Uý = Vec-1 (VCC((VCC(Ux) : VCCwy))T)). 
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However use of covariance matrices of the form of (6.16) makes no sense here since we 
only need to specify one variance value for each semi-landmark (rather than a 
covariance matrix) as the landmarks are constrained to move along straight lines. 
6.2.1.5 Examples 
Following an initial GPA to obtain the full Procrustes mean shape µ and corresponding 
fits, X P, fig 6.1 shows the results of the first semi-landmark step for four 
configurations, when using different possible values of a in (6.31), with the gingival 
landmarks as semi-landmarks, allowed to move along chords as described in fig. 5.12. 
Clearly the method has some success in stopping large movements of the semi- 
landmarks (compare the results for a=1,0.3,0.05 with the original BE-only criterion in 
the top row). Choosing the most appropriate value of a however depends on several 
factors. If too small a value of a is pre-specified, the semi-landmarks will not actually 
move and so we will be unable to remove the unwanted variation between cases. Too 
large a value and the landmarks move too far again (to the minimum BE positions), 
leading to unrealistic shapes and increasing sample variation. Another difficulty is that 
the `best' value of a for one configuration may not be the best for another, in terms of 
reducing variation in the semi-landmark positions about the mean shape. Depending on 
the actual amount by which the bending energy from T= µ to 
Y new = vec-' (vec(X )- UA, ) =X "` can be reduced, the semi-landmarks on one 
configuration may not move by the same distance along their chords as on another when 
the same value of a is used. This in turn depends on the shape of the configuration and 
the directions of the semi-landmarks chords. For example as fig 6.1 shows, with 
cr0.05, the semi-landmarks on cases 2 and 3 hardly move, whereas on case 4, there is 
still considerable movement. Even though the actual movement of the landmarks is 
penalised by a relatively greater amount the reduction in bending energy (x0.05) 
achieved by moving the semi-landmarks such as distance along each of their chords is 
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Fig 6.1: Determination of new semi-landmark positions for 4 cases (using mean from a larger sample) 
using the constrained smoothing spline with various values of a. (Empty circles) nominal positions of 
landmarks when registered to mean shape (crosses). (Filled circles) new configuration with new positions 
of semi-landmarks along chords. 
One remaining problem however, is that even though we are able to restrict the amount 
of movement of the semi-landmarks along their chords, there are still cases where the 
movement of the semi-landmarks appears to be in directions opposite to that which we 
would expect if we are to achieve a reduction in variance in the positions of these 
landmarks about the mean shape. See for example, case 1 for a=0.3 in fig 6.1. 
6.2.2 Penalty functions based on higher order splines and kriging 
In this section we consider other deformations in m=2 dimensions using different 

















ý,,..., OM are the M= 
m+r-1 
polynomials in m variables of total degree : 5r-1 which 
m 





+ ... +St2 with ford tj , j-- 1,..., k. Q, m 
(t - tj ) also defines a 
[1) [mj 
conditionally positive definite covariance function corresponding to an intrinsic random 
field, as we shall see in 6.2.2.2 below. 
6.2.2.1 Higher order spline transformations 
For data y, ,..., Yk E R' associated with t, ,..., tk e R' , section 5.2 showed that providing 
r>m/2, any combination of m independent spline functions of the form of (5.2), each 
with index r, may be used to interpolate the tj to the yj, with: 
1(t) = (II (t),..., (D m 
(t)) T= BTO(t) +WT S(t) (6.37) 
where 
5(t) _ (ar 
m 
(t 
- t1),..., 6r m 
(t 
- tk)) 
T10 (t) = (01 (t),..., cbM (1))T 
, 
2r-m /-1) (m / 2)+l+r 




11 10g11t-tjII, Orm- 
2r-1 ml/2 if2r-m even 2 




otherwise (6.38) 2 (r -1)! 
all ... ald W11 ... Wld 
B= W= 
aMl ... aMd wkl ... Wkd 
with solution for B and W for any choice of r and m, found by solving the equations: 
Y=QB+SW, QTW =0 (6.39) 
where 
1(t1) ... Y'M (tl) Yl l ... An Qr, 
mltl -tl) ... O"r mýtl -tk) 
Y= S= 
(tlk) ... 
OM (tk) Ykll ... y Qr, 





with B=r21Y, W=r"Y, (6.41) 
1,21=(QTS-IQ)-IQTS-1 and r"= s-' -s-'Q (QT S-IQ)-IQTS-1 (6.42) 
and 
m 
ý J; (gyp) = tr(W T SW) = tr(YT F"Y) . (6.43) p=1 
In 5.3 it was seen that for a pair of interpolating splines for data { (t Jx tj, ) } and 
{ (y 
x, y j, 
) }, j=1,..., k in m=2 dimensions, with order of derivatives r=2,0, (t) =1, 
42 (t) = tx 1 






dtxdty (6.44) Ji(m)= Ji((Di)+Ji(ýJ 
St2+2 St Str 
J152 
P=1 R2 xxyY 
known as the `bending energy' of the mapping. This is the quantity optimised by 
Bookstein's semi-landmark method, when certain landmarks in Y are allowed to move 
along chords. Writing Y"' = vec(Y) - UA,, with U as defined in 5.4.1, Y° the 
nominal positions of all landmarks and Aa vector of scalars, A was shown to be found 
by minimising, from (6.43): 
tr(vec(Y°) - UX)T I'll (vec(Y°) - UA, )) (6.45) 
with: 
Tr" o -' T r" o X= UorlUUo 
rl vec(Y°). 
(6.46) 
However, for data {tj } and {yj }ERZ we could also consider other roughness penalties 
and spline mappings with order of derivatives r>2 and obtain a solution using (6.46) 
since the equations above hold for any choice of r (S, Q and hence r" are recalculated 
accordingly from (6.40) to (6.42)). For example, for r-3, the null space of the penalty 
function is the M=6 dimensional space spanned by polynomials 0, (t)=I, 02 (t) =tx, 
03 (t) = ty , 
04 (t) = is 1 
05 (t)- ty 
1 
06 (t) = txty , with 63,2 








J3 ((D) = tr(YTI'1lY) _ 
S3ý° 





Sty StzSty StxSty Stx x 
(6.47) 
which may be used to produce alternative optimal positions for the semi-landmarks 
along their chords. An example follows in section 6.2.2.5. 
Note however that for r>_4 and with only k=8 landmarks, as we have for our upper 
central incisors, Q is then singular and (QT S-'Q)-' cannot be obtained. That is, for r=4 
the null space of the penalty function is then the M=10 dimensional space spanned by 
the additional polynomials 07 (t) = tx , 08 (t) = ty , 09 (t) = tx t,, , ¢, o (t) = tx ty , leading to 
an 8x10 matrix for Q and so here the interpolation problem is over parameterised. 
6.2.2.2 Kriging 
It can be shown that interpolating splines (and ordinary smoothing splines) are 
particular cases of kriging, a commonly used method of prediction used in spatial 
statistics, named after the mining engineer D. Krige (see for example, Cressie, 1993). 
The link between kriging and interpolating splines has been noted by many authors, in 
particular, Kent & Mardia (1994) and Matheron (1981). 
Given univariate data yj at a collection of `sites' tjE R', the problem is again to fit a 
smooth function f to interpolate the data so that f (tj) =yj. For splines, the aim is find 
a smooth function of the site location t which interpolates the data with minimum value 
of a roughness penalty, based on the sum of integrated squared partial derivatives of a 
given order r. With kriging the y,,..., yk, are regarded as an observed realisation of a 
univariate random process Y(t) at sites t1,..., tk e R' and the aim is to find the best 
unbiased linear predictor of Y(t) on R' , using the observations y1'..., yk . 
We show how alternative formulation of the kriging problem leads to a set of equations 
of the same form as (6.39) to (6.42), for both single and multiple sets of independent 
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kriging predictors, with each predictor comprising a linear combination of functions of t 
and covariance terms. As with the interpolating splines, a mapping between two planes 
can also be produced by considering a pair of kriging predictors and we show how with 
certain choices of polynomial and covariance functions, this yields the same mapping as 
a pair of thin-plate splines. With kriging however, a wider range of functions may be 
chosen for the global part of the mapping (other than polynomials ýý,..., OM) and for the 
6r,. m 
(t - tj) terms, allowing us to explore other deformations and penalty functions, 
which, after modifying the kriging formulation in the same way as the PTPS mapping, 
may be used to determine the location of semi-landmarks. 
6.2.2.2.1 Kriging predictors 
Given k univariate observations Yobs = (Y1 p.. ", Yk 
)T taken at sites t1,..., tk E R', the 
kriging predictor of a univariate random process Y(t) at an m-dimensional site is 
determined by finding the best unbiased linear predictor of the form 
k Y(t) _ yjyj . 
Consider the general linear model: 
P 
Y(t) = 2: Ag,. (t) +E (t) =ßT S(t) + c(t) (6.48) 
v=t 
with g(t) = (g, (t),..., gp (t))T , where gi (t) are known functions and e (t) is a random 
field. Dryden and Mardia (1998) show that if ((Y(t 01-9 Y(tk ))T is the random vector of 
the process Y(t) at the k sites and yobs is the realisation of (Y(t, ),..., Y(tk )) r, then the 
regression predictor Y(t) is the conditional mean of Y(t) given ((Y(t, ),..., Y(tk ))T , 
i. e. 
E[Y(t) I (Y(tl ),..., Y(tk ))T ] and so the regression predictor at site t is given by: 
Y(t) = (g(t)T a+ s(t)T w) =aT g(t) + wT s(t) (6.49) 
where 




01 6(t1 -tk) g1(t1) ... gp(t1 
S= D= 
6(tk -tl) ... 6(tk tk)gl(tký ... gp(tk 





where a takes the form of a GLS estimator minimising (yob, - Da)T S'' (y0 -Da). 
6.2.2.2.2 Intrinsic random fields, universal and generalised predictors 
The prediction is called `universal' kriging when c (t) is a zero mean stationary random 
field with positive definite covariance function: 
cov(c (t), c (t' )) = cov(Y(t), Y(t' )) =a (t - t') . 
However, c(t) may also be an intrinsic random field. Define (SI, t,,..., Sk, tA) as an 
`increment' with respect to a space G, of known functions, if-.. 
k 
E Sjh(tj) =0 for all heG. (6.53) 
k 
Process Y(t) is an `intrinsic random field', if, at all increments, E SjY(tj) is 
/"t 
kk 
distributed with zero mean and variance Z ,Z 
Sj8j, 6 * (ti - ti. ) z0. Q* (ti -t1, ) is 
j=t J . -I 
called a `conditional positive definite' (c. p. d. ) covariance function with respect to G, 
since at all increments it is non-negative (taking increments annihilates functions of G, 
see (6.53)). An intrinsic random field therefore corresponds to an equivalence class of 
processes Y(t) which all have differentg(t) terms expressed as functions in G. The 
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`generalised' kriging predictor is then given by (6.48) but with 6 (t - tj) a c. p. d. 
covariance function and g(t) = (g(t, ),..., g(tk ))T forming a basis for G. 
One important class of intrinsic random processes has c. p. d. covariance function 
Q* (t - (t + h)) = a. (h) ,hE R', 
indexed by scalar a>O, with 
6a (h) = (-1)[a]+' IIhll2a a not an integer (6.54) 
= (-1)"+' IIhll2a 1ogIlhil a an integer 
If G, 
_, 
is the space of polynomials in h of degree: 5r-1, then aQ (h) defines a c. p. d. 
covariance with respect to G, _, , provided r -1 
z [a ], where [. ] denotes the `integer part 
of. Such c. p. d. covariance functions are also `self similar', i. e. aQ (ch) = c2a aQ (h) for 
c>O, where = means equivalent up to an even polynomial in h of degree 2[a] and so 
as (ch) and o (h) yield the same predictions. The full theory and general framework 
for intrinsic random fields is presented in Mardia et al. (1996b). 
6.2.2.2.3 Multiple kriging predictors and the link with splines 
Now consider the prediction of an m-dimensional multivariate process 
Y(t) = (Y(t)1,..., Y(t) M 
)T using a collection of m independent kriging predictors each 
with the same covariance function (and hence s(t)) and same vector of functions g(t). 







In the same way as for multiple splines, the multiple kriging predictor can be written as: 
=Y(t) = CT g(t) + CW T s(t) (6.55) 
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where each predictor Y(t),., is of the form of (6.49). If D and S are as defined in (6.50) 
the solutions for C and W for any choice of g(t) defining D and covariance function 
Q (t - t1) defining S are found by solving the equations: 
DC + SW =Yobs (6.56) 
DT W=0 (6.57) 
with 
CL--(DTS-'D)-DTS-i Yobs' W=S-'(Ik -D(DTS-iD)-iDrS-1) Yob,. (6.58) 
So for m=2 the kriging predictors can be used for plane-to-plane mappings (and 
displayed as deformation grids). Note also that C takes the form of a generalised least 
squares estimator minimising (vec(Yabs) - Dvec(C))T (IM 0 S)-1(vec(YobS) - Dvec(C)). 
It is clear from (6.55) to (6.57) that if gl (t),..., gp (t) form a basis for G, _, , 
the space of 
polynomials in m variables of degree: 5r-1, we would then have a set of functions 
identical to the ýý,..., ¢M spanning the M= 
m+r-1 
null space of the penalty function 
m 
for an interpolating spline in m dimensions with index r. For example, for m=2, r=2, we 
would have g1 (t) =1, g2 (t) = tx 9 g3 (t) = ty and hence D the same as matrix Q for a 
thin-plate spline. If the c. p. d. covariance function in (6.54) has index a-r-1, then it is 
defined exactly the same as a (t - tj) in (6.38) for an interpolating spline. For example, 
for m=2, a=1,6a (tj - tj. ) = 
Il ti -tý, 
II2('-1) logllt, -t j'Il . 
Therefore, a multiple spline is exactly the same as an intrinsic (generalised) multiple 
kriging predictor using the self-similar random field with a=r-l, where r is the 
smoothness index of the corresponding spline function and c. p. d. covariance function 
6r_1 (h) taken with respect to Gr_ the polynomials in m variables of total degree: 5r-1. 
As noted in the examples above, the thin-plate spline (m=2), with smoothness index r=2 
is the same as the intrinsic kriging predictor using a=1, Q, (0) =0 and c. p. d. covariance 
function taken with respect to G, (the linear functions). Regardless of the choice of 
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g, (t),..., gp (t) and o (t - t, ) the solution for C and Win (6.58) for the multiple kriging 
predictor is exactly the same form as that for B and W for the multiple interpolating 
spline in (6.41), but with Q replaced by D. Where the interpolating splines optimise 
tr(YT r"'Y), with r"'= S-' -S-'Q (QT S-'Q)-' QT S-' for any choice of r and m (and 
hence and 6 (t - t, ) ), the kriging predictors minimise tr(Y KYob, ) where 
K=S-'(Ik -D(DTS-'D)-'DTS'') for any choice of g, (t),..., gp(t) and Q(t-t1). 
6.2.2.3 Semi-landmarks with kriging/higher order splines penalty functions 
Based on the final statement above it is easy to propose a new generalisation of 
Bookstein's method and consider kriging with semi-landmarks when m=2. For two 
configurations, T and Y, each of k landmarks and any choice of functions gl (t),..., gp (t) 
and a(t-tj), the parameter estimates of a multiple (m=2) kriging predictor optimise 
tr(YT KY), where here K is calculated as above, for T. Writing 
Y""" = vec-1(vec(Y°) - U., ) , with U as defined in 5.4.1, Y° the nominal positions of all 
landmarks and Aa vector of scalars, we then seek the optimal value of: 
tr(Y"e1'T KY") = min(vec(Y°) - UA)' 
OK 
(vec(Y°) - Uff, ) (6.59) 




Oy. 0, (6.60) 0K0K 
allowing new semi-landmark positions to be determined with respect to any suitable 
choices of gl (t),..., gp (t) and 6 (t - t, ) . Notice that we can also consider the 






is the space of polynomials of degree r-1 in m=2 dimensions, then for r=2, Gi 
comprises gl (t) =1, g2(t)=t, g3 (t) =ty and for r=3, G2 comprises the same three 
functions and g4 (t) = tX 2 g5 (t) = ty , g6 
(t) = tats, . However, recall that 
for r2: 4 and only 
1=8 landmarks, D would then be singular and the mapping over parameterised. 
Ensuring that r -1 >_ [a] and a>O some of the options we could consider are then: 




" G2 with a=1, giving o (tj - t1. ) =1t j- tJ, 
IIZ loglltj - tj. 
ll 
. G2 with a=2, giving 62 (t f- tj, ) =- 
Il tj - tß, 
114 loglltj - tj. 
I1, corresponding to the 
pair of splines mapping with 3rd derivatives in the roughness penalty, proposed in 
6.2.2.1. 
0 G, with a=1, giving Q, (tj -tj, ) =11 tj- tj, 
Ilz loglltj - tß, 
11, corresponding to the 
PTPS mapping used in the original semi-landmark method, where minimisation of 
(6.59) is of the bending energy of the mapping (included here for comparison). 
Fig 6.2 (top row) shows the results of using the four possible kriging/spline mappings 
above to determine the new positions of the semi-landmarks using the same case and 
semi-landmarks/chord directions as used to illustrate the `collapsing' problem in 5.6.3. 
In the second row is the mapping (shown as a deformation grid) from the sample mean 
T= µ to the nominal landmark positions Y°=X" (the Procrustes fit to µ) and in the 
fourth row the mapping from µ to Y" = vec"1(vec(Y°) - Uff, ) = X"". 
Clearly, use of polynomials spanning G2 is unwise here as' this fails to produce 
mappings that are bijective (one to one). As with the spline mappings, there is no 
restriction in the formulation to prevent this and as is evident from the final two 
columns of fig 6.2, this also results completely un-meaningful semi-landmark positions. 
Use of an alternative covariance function with polynomials spanning G, (as in the 
original PTPS transformation) appears to restrict the extent of `collapsing', but not 
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substantially. When polynomials spanning G, are used with any covariance function, 
the mapping will still always try to minimise the sum of squared residuals of the GLS 
affine fit between Q 21 Y "ei' and the chord positions and fixed landmarks of Y". . 
Regardless of the defined covariance, collapsing/stretching still results if an improved 
fit to all landmarks and chords can be achieved by the semi-landmarks moving large 
distances. Perhaps one option could be to consider a generalised affine mapping with 
residuals weighted so that the influence of the fixed landmarks is reduced. 
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Fig. 6.2: Determination of new semi-landmark positions using kriging (and higher order spline) mappings 
for same configuration (Procrustes fit) and mean shape used in fig. 5.13(left). 
V 
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6.2.3 Constraints and penalties on the affine component of a PTPS 
transformation 
Using the bending energy method, large movements in the semi-landmarks, producing 
unrealistic shapes, were seen to be caused by large stretches or compressions produced 
by the affine component of the PTPS mapping from 7 to Y"' = vec-' (vec(Y°) - Uff, ). 
(Where in practice T=µ, the full Procrustes mean shape, Y°=XP, the Procrustes fit of 
a configuration to µ, and Y"' = X' ). We could therefore propose and consider ways 
of penalising or constraining the extent to which this situation occurs by either 
constraining the parameters of the affine mapping from T in some way, or developing a 
measure of the extent of stretching/collapsing produced by the affine component, which 
may then be penalised. 
Once again, we denote the PTPS mapping from T to any configuration Y as: 
Y QB+SW= Qr 21 Y+ Sr"y 
where QI'21Y is the GLS affine mapping of T to Y (with weighting matrix S), SI'"Y 
are the corresponding non-affine components, completing the exact mapping to Y (and 
may be thought of as the residuals between `affine fit' Qr 21 Y and Y) and S, Q, r" 
and r2' are as defined in (5.21) or (6.40) and (6.42) and depend only on I. 
6.2.3.1 Constraints on the affine component 
For these particular configurations and choice of semi-landmarks and chord directions, 
the collapsing/stretching problem occurs because of movement produced by the affine 
component of the thin-plate spline in the y-direction. As described in 5.6.3, with the 
semi-landmarks free to move in roughly parallel vertical directions, the optimal 
(vertical) affine mapping is essentially determined by the (vertical) fit achievable to the 
fixed landmarks only. The semi-landmarks are free to adopt positions consistent with 
the mapping in this direction so as to optimise the fit between QF21 vec 1(vec(Y°) - U), ) 
and vec-' (vec(Y°) -UA) .A simple modification to the PTPS formulation could 
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therefore be to constrain the coefficients of the affine terms of both the horizontal and 
vertical spline transformations (mapping to the x and y coordinates of the target 
configuration respectively) to have equal parameters. The mapping is then no longer a 
PTPS transformation, but is a constrained GLS affine match, as described in 5.3.5.4.2, 
with weights given by S. In equation (5.57) we can set B= (b : b) with b= (c,, a,, a2 )T 
and rearrange so that we have the affine GLS superimposition problem of (kx2) T to 
(kx2) Y, given by: 
min(vec(Y) - 
(Q)b)T 
(Im 0 S)-' (vec(Y) -Q b). (6.61) QQ 
This is then easily modified to include semi-landmarks in Y, in the same way as 
equations (5.61). The vector A,, determining the new positions of the semi-landmarks in 
Y"e1' = vec(Y°) - U)., may be obtained by simultaneously solving the following for b 
and X. 
min vec(Y°) -Q: U 
T0 






-1 T _1 
_ 
ýl 
:UTS: UQ: Uö vcc(Y°) . (6.63) 
s QQQ 
The quantity being minimised in (6.62) is no longer the bending energy of the mapping 
from T to vec-' (vec(Y°) - M), but is the generalised residual sums of squares of the 
constrained affine superimposition of T to vec' (vec(Y°) - UA), providing yet another 
new objective function one could use. 
Another option could be to constrain the two sets of affine components in the pair of 
splines to always produce a similarity transformation of 7 when mapping to Y """ . 
This would then lead to a `weighted' or GLS Procrustes superimposition problem, with 
semi-landmarks moving so as to minimise the weighted residual sums of squares 
between SG(7) and vec-' (vec(Y°) - UA). We discuss this idea and the method of 
`weighted Procrustes superimposition' in more detail in section 6.4. 
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6.2.3.2 Affine penalties 
Large unrealistic movements of semi-landmarks were seen to occur on configurations 
where the minimum bending energy PTPS mapping from T to Y"' 
=vec-'(vec(Y°)-UA, ), consists of a GLS affine transformation, QI fly "", which 
produces a large affine change in the shape of T (in practice, the full Procrustes mean). 
We therefore could consider ways of penalising movements of the semi-landmarks 
which require a large affine change in the shape of T, and explore three novel 
possibilities below. 
Note however, that not all affine transformations of T should be penalised since we 
would still wish to allow for those which are rotations, translations or scalings since 
these do not represent any change the shape of T. It therefore make sense to use 
Procrustes distances to measure and penalise affine differences in shape, since this then 
allows for similarity transformations of T, but penalises those mappings which are not. 
6.2.3.2.1 Shape change produced by the affine component (option 1) 
Given two unit size configurations T and Y, Dryden & Mardia (1998) decompose the 
squared Procrustes distance between the two shapes into a contribution from the affine 
and non-affine parts as below. 
dF(Y, T)=affine contribution+dF(T, T +SF''Y), 
where SI"'Y =SW are the `non-affine' displacements in the PTPS mapping from T to Y, 
added to the landmark locations of T, rather than the corresponding affine component 
(QI'21Y ). One possible measure of the difference in shape between T and Y attributable 
to the affine contribution would then be: 
or as a proportion: 




Note the requirement that T and Y are unit size. Although the appearance of the PTPS 
mapping from T to Y is unaffected by their relative sizes, the PTPS mapping from T to 
ßY, for some ß>0 is given by ß(QI, 21 Y+ST'1 Y)=QI'21 JY +ST"ßY and so adding the 
non-affine displacements to T will produce different shapes and hence different values 
of dF (T, T+ ST' l Y) , depending on the relative sizes of T and Y. Consequently some 
standardisation of the size of the two configurations is required in order to produce a 
suitable comparable measure for different shapes. If configurations Y and T are allowed 
to be any size we should therefore re-write (6.64) as: 
d' (Y, T) -d2 (T, TIII T II + SF" Y! IIYII) " 
To use such a measure for determining the new positions of semi-landmarks, we would 
seek: 
min dF(Y""", T)-dF(T, T+STýýY"""/IIY"`"'ll) (6.65) 
=min dF (vec-' (vec(Y°) - UA, ), T) - d' (T, T+ Sr" 
vec=i (vec(Y°) - ux) 
Ilvec (vec(Yo) - UA)II 
) 
As the semi-landmarks move along their chords, Y"' = vec-1(vec(Y°) - U. t) needs to 
be re-scaled to ensure it is always of unit size for the reasons stated above. If there is no 
constraint on the size of the target configuration the movement of the semi-landmarks 
will affect the size of Y "e1' (and vice versa) and hence the optimal positions in 
T+ ST"Y"e". (Although bending energy is dependent on the size of the two 
configurations, recall from section 5.4.1.3 that for the original semi-landmark method, 
the resulting shape of Y"' was unaffected). However, an analytical solution to (6.65) is 
not straightforward and so we must make use of an optimisation algorithm, such as that 
described in 7.5.2 in order to determine X. 
Unfortunately, there are certain drawbacks to using (6.65), which we illustrate using 
examples below. Fig 6.3 shows the results of using this criterion to determine the new 
semi-landmark positions of two upper central incisors, following Procrustes registration 
to the initial estimate of mean shape A from the entire sample from which they were 
taken. The choice of semi-landmarks and chord directions were again as in fig. 5.13. 
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(Empty circles) Nominal 
positions Y°°Xp of 
landmarks when registered 
to mean shape T= j2 




X"" with new positions of 
semi-landmarks along 
chords 
Superimposition of Y° (left) 
and Y"' (right) (filled 
circles) to T(crosses) 
Superimposition of 
T+ST"Y° (left) and 
T+ST"Y" (right) 
(filled circles) to T(crosses) 
Deformation grids showing 
PTPS transformation from T 
to Y0 (left) and Y "' 
(right) (filled circles) 
Deformation grids showing 
affine component of PTPS 
transformation above, from 
T to Qr21 Y° (left) and 
Qj'21y"°'" (right). (Diag. 
Crosses) Fitted values. 
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Fig 6.3: Determination of new semi-landmark positions for two cases, following initial superimposition to 
the mean of a larger sample, using the affine contribution penalty (option 1). 
Config. A Config. 13 
Y-Y° Y-Ynew Y-Y° Y-y new 
df(Y, 7) 0.175 0.161 0.030 0.085 
dF (µ, µ+ ST" Y/IIYI) 0.014 0.020 0.034 0.094 
dF(Y, A)-dF(µ, µ+Sr"YIjY1I) 0.161 0.141 -0.004 -0.009 
tr((YAjYII )r rl l YAj4) = BE 
0.175 0.280 0.337 0.816 
Table 6.1: Squared Procrustes distances and bending energy of original (to Y0=X P) and optimal, to 
22 Y"e"'=vec-'(vec(XP)-UA)=X 'ew minimising dF (Y", T)_dF(T, T+STº, y"""/Ily'I-jj), PTPS 
mappings from 7=A, 
Using T= µ, Y° =X P and setting Y "= vec-' (vec(X )) - UA, ) =X "`"' , the first row 
shows the movement of the semi-landmarks along their chords to new positions. The 
second row shows the superimposition of Y° and Y"' to T and the third row, the 
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superimposition of T+ Sr" Y°/11YO 
11 and T+ Sr" Y"e 1jjY"`"'II to I, illustrating the 
visual appearance of the terms d' (Y, T) and d' (T, T +ST" Y/II YII) in the penalty 
function above for T=µ, Y= X' and Y= X ". The fourth row shows the PTPS 
transformation from 7 to Y° and Y"' as deformation grids and the fifth row, the 
affine component of these mappings (from 7 to QF21Y° and Q'Z'Y"`"'). Table 6.1 
displays the various squared full Procrustes distances between the configurations shown 
in fig. 6.3 and also the bending energy of the PTPS mappings from T to Y°/(1YO11 and 
Y"e1'111 Y"II . Here this is calculated 
by standardising Y° and Y"' to unit size so that 
the values are comparable (recall that bending energy depends on size) and so that the 
calculation uses the same non-affine displacements as in d2 (T, T+ Sr' I y/IIY11) , i. e. we 
use: 
tr(Y/II YII - Qr2' Y/IIYII)T S-' (/IIYII - Qr'2' Y/Ilyll) 
=tr(SI'l1 Y/IIYII)TS-1(Srli YIIIYII)=tr((YýIIYII)rrll YIIIYII). 
The main finding from this sample, illustrated by the two example configurations in 
table 6.1, was that minimisation of (6.65) is most often achieved by maximising 
dF(T, T+ST"Y" -IIIY"11), relative to d'(Y"e"', T) and this nearly always results in a 
negative value for the penalty function. For both these configurations (and the rest of 
this sample), this results in an increase in dF (T, T+ SF" Y/IIYII) and typically a smaller 
increase in dF (Y, T) as well, so that Y "' is such that: 
dF(Y' , T)-dF(Y°, T)<_dF2 2 (T, T+ST"Y"eW/IIY"`' 
11)-dF(T, T+ST"Y°/IIY°II). (6.66) 
To do this, the semi-landmarks move to positions so that the PTPS mapping from 7 to 
yn-Illy "e'11 comprises non-affine terms ST'" Y"""/Ilynewll which make 
T+ ST" Y'-III Y'-II as different from 7 as possible, but only in a way such that 
inequality (6.66) results. See fig 6.3,2nd and 3rd rows. In contrast to the situation 
when minimising BE, there is no requirement that the fit of the affine component to 
Y"" is optimal in any sense (minimising the size of the Sr" Y"`'111Ylewll terms), and so 
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here the non-affine components are free to take on any values (with corresponding 
affine component). 
Clearly however, increases in d2 (Y, T) =d2 (X, ß) (d 2 (Y' "', T) -2 (Y°, T)<_0) are 
undesirable as we wish to reduce the variation in shape about the mean, not increase it. 
Note also that dF (Y, T) -dF (T, T+ ST" Y/IIYII) can actually be negative to start with 
(i. e. for Y= Y °) as for case B in table 6.1, which casts some doubt on the use (6.65) as a 
measure of affine contribution. In addition, with many configurations, folding can 
occur as for (see again case B in fig 6.2). Here this results in a new configuration where 
one of the papilla semi-landmarks has moved below the positions of the MD endpoints 
(see fig 6.2, fourth row), which cannot be true by the definition of these landmarks. In 
light of these issues, other possible measures of the shape change produced by the affine 
component of the PTPS transformation were considered. 
6.2.3.2.2 Shape change produced by the affine component (option 2) 
In this section we explore novel alternatives to the previous approach for measuring the 
shape change produced by the affine component of a PTPS mapping, and explore how 
these may be used to determine the new positions of semi-landmarks. For T and Y of 
unit size and PTPS transformation given by QI' 21 Y+S 11 Y, recall from 5.3.3 that we 
can also construct the configuration QF21Y, corresponding to the affine fit of T to Y. 
(The Sr" Y are a set of displacements, not a configuration). Fig 6.4 shows the different 
possible Procrustes distances between Q'21Y and T and Y we could then consider and 
also those based on the configuration T+, ST"Y used in 6.2.3.2.1. 




on the affine and non- 
affine components of 
the PTPS mapping 
from T to Y. 
T+ ST"y 
df (T, QI'21Y) 
Qrz1 y 
dF(T, Y) 
dF(Qr: 'y, y) 
df(T+SP'Y, Y) 
I 
dF (T, T + Sr"Y) 
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Note that for both Q'21Y and T+ST"Y we have the inequalities: 
d'(T, Y): 5 d2(T, QF21y)+d2(QF21y, y), 
dF(T, Y)<_d2(T, T+SF"Y)+d2(T+STt1Y, Y) 
and so the previous measure of affine contribution dF (Y, T) -dF (T, T+ Sr 11 Y) may be 
viewed as providing a lower bound for the size of dF (T + ST" Y, Y) . Asa measure of 
affine shape change itself, dF(T+Sr"Y, Y) would be somewhat misleading since the 
difference in shape between T+ ST"Y and Y is not equal to the affine difference in 
shape between T and Y, i. e. an affine mapping of T+SF"Y to Ywould not equal Y and 
is not the same transformation as the affine fit of T to Y (given by Qr2'Y ). Use of the 
configuration T+SF"Y as a way of representing (and displaying) the non-affine 
difference in shape between T and Y was also criticised in section 5.3.3 because the 
SF"Y are defined by (and to be added to) their corresponding affine component 
Q'21Y, and not T. 
Alternative measures of the affine difference in shape between T and Y could instead be 
based on Q 21 Y. As shown in fig 6.4, we could calculate: 
dF(T, Q'21 Y) (6.67) 
or dF (T, Y) -dF (QI'21Y, Y) . (6.68) 
In contrast to (6.66), with both these options there would be no requirement that the 
sizes of T and Ybe standardised in any way. 
For the second option, the squared Procrustes distance given by d F' (QI' 
2' Y, Y) would 
represent the remaining variation in shape after fitting an affine transformation of T to 
Y. This is not quite the bending energy of the mapping from T to Y, since 
dF (QF"Y, Y) = mm tr(SG(Q'21Y) - Y)T (SG(QF 21 Y) - Y) , where SG(. ) denotes the 
`similarity group' of transformations, whereas bending energy is given by 
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tr(QF21Y-Y)T S-1 (QF21Y-Y). (Furthermore, rniinhISG(QI'21Y)-YIIZ$IIQI'21Y-YII2 
and IIQF"Y - YIIZ -IIT - (T + Sr"Y)112 ABE, since QI"Y is determined by a GLS match 
to Y ). Using equation (6.68), with Y- vec-' (vec(Y°) - Uff, ), we would seek: 
mind F (T, vec-' (vec(Y°) - UA, )) -dF (QI' 21vec-' (vec(Y°) - U1, ), vec-' (vec(Y°) - U), )) . 
(6.69) 
However, minimisation of (6.69) is easily achieved by maximising the second term 
relative to the first, again typically resulting in a negative value for the penalty function, 
with: 
dF(Yný, T)-dF(Y°, T)<_d 2 (A'QI'21 Ynew)-d 2 (A, QI'21 Y°) . 
Here the semi-landmarks move to positions along their chords so that the affine 
mapping of 7 to vec ' (vec(Y°) - UA) changes the shape of 7 as much as possible, 
while ensuring that the equation above holds true. Clearly this is not a sensible option, 
especially as this again most often results in increases in d, ' (X, A), when T=µ and 
Y new =X "e' and instances of extreme folding. 
The more logical option would be to use (6.67), dF (T, Q' 21Y) , measuring the affine 
shape change in T produced by the PTPS transformation to Y, a quantity that will 
always be positive. For Y= vec-' (vec(Y°) - UA, ) , we would then seek: 
min dF (T, Qr 21 vec-1(vec(Y°) - Uff, )). (6.70) 
Note that values of dF (T, QI' 21 Y) >dF (T, Y) are possible, but not unreasonable, 
corresponding to pairs of configurations where the affine component of the PTPS 
transformation from T to Y produces a bigger change in the shape of T than the entire 
transformation. However, if using (6.70) for the determination of new semi-landmark 
positions, a value of dF (T, Qr21vec-' (vec(Y°) - Uff, )) =0 can always be reached by the 
affine mapping taking on the form of any similarity transformation of I. Since there is 
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no restriction on the size of the non-affine components (affine residuals) completing the 
mapping to Y", , then as the semi-landmarks move along 
their chords, there are many 
possible solutions for which (6.70) is equal to zero. There is no criterion to fit Y" as 
well as possible in any way, unless we introduce an additional penalty on the ST'"Y"' 
terms, such as the BE of the mapping. For a pre-specified value a, we could then seek: 
min dF(T, QI'21Y"e"')+atr(Y"ewr lly"e"') (6.71) 
I 
= min dF (T, QFZ'vec ' (vec(Y°) - U2)) +a tr(vec 
' (vec(Y°) - U2 )F11vec ' (vec(Y°) - UA)) 
This would then give a penalty function where the bending energy of the mapping from 
7 to Y is still used, but the possibility of large affine changes in the shape of 7 
being produced is restricted. 
However, as was found for smoothing splines, choice of a is difficult. After trial and 
error, using a test sample of upper central incisors, with mean shape T=µ and semi- 
landmarks and chord directions on each Procrustes fit Y°=XP, as in fig. 5.12 again, a 
value of a can be found which reduces the overall variation in shape (RSS) after the first 
iteration, but this is at expense of worsening the fit of some configurations to the mean, 
while improving that of others. The success of the method for each configuration 
depends on the values of dF(T, QI'2'Ynew) =dF(ß, Qrz1 yec"'(vec(X")-U)))and 
tr(Ynewr' 1 Y"ew) = tr(vec-' (vec(X P) - UA. )F"vec"' (vec(X") - UX)) that can actually be 
attained. For example, for one configuration the smallest possible value of 
tr(Y"""r"Y"e1') could be reached with a PTPS mapping resembling a similarity 
transformation, whereas for a different configuration, to achieve the same value may 
require a large affine change in the shape of µ. For the first configuration, the 
movement of the semi-landmarks would not be penalised, whereas for the second, any 
movement increasing the value of d2 (T, QF21 Y"e"') would. Similarly, a small value of 
d2 (T, QI'21Y"e"') may require tr(Y"e1'F'1YD w) to be high or low, depending on the 
configuration in question. Since the achievable values of dF (T, QFZ'Y"e1') and 
tr(Y"e rll yne") will be different for each configuration in the sample, it is difficult to 
choose a value of a which works equally well on all configurations. 
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Table 6.2 and fig 6.5 show the results of using (6.71) to determine the new semi- 
landmark positions for three of the configurations our test sample, for different choices 
of a. Once more an analytical solution to the objective function was not found to be 
straightforward and so the optimisation algorithm described in 7.5.2 was used. Fig 6.5 
(left) shows the nominal and new semi-landmark positions for each configuration for 
different choices of a. For comparison with the original semi-landmark method, the 
final row shows the results of using only the BE criterion for each of these 
configurations. Fig 6.5 (right) displays the affine component of each of the PTPS 
transformations from T=µ to Y ""= vec-1(vec(X P) - UX) =X "L1V, as a deformation 
grid. Also shown (top row, right) are the affine components of the original PTPS 
mapping of T=µ to the nominal positions (Y° =X p) of each of the three 
configurations and the affine component for when only the BE of the mapping is 
optimised (bottom row). Table 6.2 details the values of d . (T, QI'21Y"e")and 
tr(Y"e1T'"Y"e") for each configuration for each choice of a and when minimising only 
the BE of the PTPS mapping from T=µ to y new= vec-' (vec(Y°) - UA) =X "e1V . Also 
quoted are the values dF (T, Q'2'Y°) and tr(Y°F"Y°) between T=µ and the original 
versions of each of the configurations. The values highlighted in bold correspond to the 
choice of a for which Y "eW =vec'' (vec(Y°) - Uff, ) =X new minimises II Y"B1' - TII2 = 
II X "ew - fII2, the Euclidean sum of squared distances between the semi-landmarks and 
their corresponding positions in µ. 
After running the process for a single iteration, table 6.2 (final column) shows that there 
are several choices of a (from those considered) which may be used successfully to 
reduce the variation in shape RSS(µ) due to differences in the positions of the semi- 
landmark along their chords. However, as described above, the best choice of a to 
reduce 
IIY" 
- TII2 is different for each configuration, as can be seen in fig 6.5 (left) and 
table 6.2. For a=0.01, configurations B and C in fig 6.5(left) shows how penalising too 
heavily, the affine difference in shape from µ can actually cause the semi-landmarks to 
move in a way that increases, rather than decreases, Ily n- Tll2 _ 
IIX ^m _ 12. 
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Fig 6.5: Determination of new semi-landmark positions for three cases, following initial superimposition to the mean of a larger 
sample, using penalty function: d' (T, QI' 
Zt y new) +a tr (Y new rtty new) for (first 5 rows) different choices of a and 
(bottom row) bending energy only. 
First three columns: (Empty circles) Nominal positions Y°=XP of landmarks when registered to mean shape 76 1^4 (crosses). 
(Filled circles) new configuration Y new =vec-t (vec(Y° )- Uii, ) =X """ with new positions of semi-landmarks along chords. 
Second three columns (top row): Affine component of PTPS mapping from Tto original (nominal) landmark positions Y°. 
Second three columns (except top row): Affine component of optimal PTPS transformation from Tto 
Qr 21 veC-' (vec(Y °) - Uff, ) corresponding to the result for each configuration in first three columns. 
(Diag. crosses) Fitted values. (Filled circles) Y "- X" 
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Confi .A Confi .B Confi .C All configs. 
di(T, Qr"Y ) rr(P"`T "P") df(T, Qr"Y'"") n(Y""r 1) d, (T, W'Y ) a(P"`t"lY"') RSS (1° it 
y, =yo 0.002 
0.159 0.023 0.175 0.007 0.337 0.084 
07-0.01 0.000 0.028 0.000 0.170 0.000 0.109 0.067 
a-0,1 0.000 0.026 0.002 0.153 0.001 0.085 0.051 
a, 5 0.001 0.023 0.018 0.118 0.012 0.034 0.048 
a1 0.002 0.022 0.038 0.098 0.023 0.017 0.075 
a2 0.003 0.021 0.067 0.081 0.033 0.011 0.126 
u. (p.. 'r11p-) only 
0.009 0.021 0.187 0.065 0.046 0.007 0.284 
Table 6.2: Values in affine/bending energy penalty for three configurations following initial GPA. 
(Bold) Best choice of a to minimise Ily. ý _ 
12 IIX 
_ ß112. * Best choice of a to minimise RSS for 
entire sample, following subsequent GPA. 
One thing that is evident however, is that for some configurations, relatively high values 
of d2 (T, QI'21y"e"') do not necessarily result in unrealistic positions of the semi- 
landmarks if d' (T, Q'21 Y°) was large to start with. See for example, the results for 
configuration B in fig 6.5/table 6.2. Some tooth shapes may naturally have a large 
affine difference in shape compared with 7 and so why should this be penalised? On 
the other hand, large movements of semi-landmarks may still result when Qr21Y"`"' 
resembles a similarity transformation of 7 (with dF (T, QI'Z'Y""") =0), if this represents 
a large change from the shape of QI'21Y° . For each configuration A, B and C in fig 6.5, 
the best choice of a, in terms of minimising IIY""" -All' appears to be that which 
produces a PTPS transformation with affine component least changed from that in the 
original PTPS mapping from µ to Y 0. In the following section, we therefore consider 
new objective functions which measure and penalise such changes. 
6.2.3.2.3 Change in affine component (option 3) 
Using (6.71), certain possible shapes of Y"' = vec-1(vec(Y°) - Uff, ) were penalised by 
measuring the change in 7 produced by QI'21Y""", the affine component of the PTPS 
mapping from I to Y"'. However, this does not necessarily restrict the large 
movement of landmarks or allow the changes in Y we would wish to. As described at 
the end of the previous section, it appears that it is large changes in the affine 
component of the PTPS the mapping from T which result in unrealistic shapes being 
produced, rather than just large affine differences in shape between I and Y new . As 
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the semi-landmarks move along their chords, a better option could therefore be to 
penalise movements which result in a large change in the shape of QI'21 Y' compared 
to QI'21Y° and so instead of (6.71), we could consider the penalty function: 
min dF(QI'21Yo, QI, 21Y", )+atr(Y"e"'I'"Y"e"') (6.72) 
= min dF (QFZ 1 vec ' (vec(Y° )- U2)9 QI'Z lvec l (vec(Y°) - U;. )) A 
+a tr(vec-' (vec(Y°) - UA. )F''vec-' (vec(Y° )- Uff, )). 
Obviously, if (6.72) comprised only a dF(QF2'Y°, Qr2'Y"ew) term, this would always 
be minimised by there being no change in the PTPS transformation from 7 to Y0 and 
so (6.72) is a compromise between minimising the bending energy of the mapping, 
(ynew _ Qr, 21yneW )T S-I(Y' _ Qruynew), and the extent to which this results in a large 
change in the shape of the affine component of the PTPS transformation from 7. 
Again we use the Procrustes distance between QI. 21Y° and QI-21 Y""" so as not to 
penalise changes which are similarity transformations. 
Using only the bending energy criterion, the semi-landmarks move away from their 
nominal positions, if new positions ynew = VeC-1 (vec(Y°) - UA, ) can be found so that a 
reduction in bending energy is achieved, i. e. if: 
tr(Y"e"'F11Y"ew)<tr(Y°I'11Y°)or tr(Y'r"Y°)-tr(Y"""I'i'Y""`')>O. 
Here the semi-landmarks move to new positions, only if a reduction in BE greater than 
some fraction of the size of the corresponding change in the shape of the affine 
component of the PTPS mapping can be achieved, i. e. if 






Consequently, whether or not the semi-landmarks move will clearly depend on the 
individual configuration in question, as we illustrate in fig. 6.6 and table 6.3. 
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Fig. 6.6 shows the results of using (6.72), with various values of a, to determine the 
new semi-landmark positions for three upper central incisor configurations from the 
larger test sample already described, with mean A, Procrustes fits denoted as X° and 
semi-landmarks and chord directions as in fig 5.12. Once again an optimisation 
algorithm (see 7.5.2) had to be used to solve (6.72) for each configuration. Fig 6.6 (left) 
shows the nominal (Y °=X P) and new (Y"' = vec-' (vec(Y°) - Uff, ) =X ") semi- 
landmark positions for each configuration and fig 6.6 (right) displays the affine 
component of each of the PTPS transformations from T=A to Y"=X"', as a 
deformation grid. Also shown (top row, right) is the affine component of the original 
PTPS mapping of T= µ to the nominal landmark positions (Y 
°= X)) of each of the 
three configurations. Table 6.3 details the values of d 
. (QI'21Y°, QI'Z'Y""") and 
tr(Y"""I'"Y"ý'") for each configuration for each choice of a and the values 
dF (T, Qr21 Y°) and tr(Y°F11 Y°) between T= µ and the original versions, Y° =XP of 
each of the configurations. Again, the values highlighted in bold correspond to the 
choice of a which minimises 
II Y"' - T11 
2 
=IIX"e" µ1l2 . 
Confi .A 
Config. B Config. C 
d. °(Qr=, y°. Qr21Y-) atr_r, Y-) d. ý(Qr31y. o Qr21y ) MY--rar--) d; (Qr--yo QFýy_) a(r--r°r-) 
Y, K,,. _ Yo 
0.175 0.048 0.337 
x=0.01 0.000 0.112 
0.000 0.037 0.000 0.337 
X0.1 s 0.000 0.104 0.000 0.030 0.000 0.337 
a=0.5 0.006 0.088 0.003 0.018 0.000 0.337 
a-1 0.014 0.079 0.006 0.014 0.000 0.337 
a2 0.027 0.071 0.009 0.012 0.000 0.337 
,,, y- air., only 
0.084 0.065 0.014 0.010 0.018 0.007 
Table 6.3: Values in affine change/bending energy penalty for three configurations following initial GPA. 
(Bold) Best choice of a to minimise Ily"°'° - TIj2 -IIX"°"' -1II2 .* Best choice of a to minimise 
RSS(µ) 
or RSS for entire sample, following subsequent GPA. 
For configuration C, table 6.3 and fig. 6.6 show that with each value of a considered 
there are no new possible positions for the semi-landmarks to move for which (6.73) 
would be true. For this particular configuration there will always be a difference in the 
shape between Y and I due to the position of the three gingival landmarks, which we 
would have wished to remove. For those configurations whose semi-landmarks are able 
to move (roughly 75% of this sample), an additional problem is again the choice of a. 
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For configurations A and B, the optimal values of a from those considered for reducing 
IIYöe1 
-TIIZ-IIX" -fill' were different and, as table 6.3 shows, were also different 
from the a minimising the variation in shape (RSS(µ)) for the entire sample. 
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Fig 6.6: Determination of new semi-landmark positions for three cases, following initial superimposition 
to the mean of a larger sample, using penalty function: d. (QI'2'Y° 9 
QI' Z' Y new ) +a tr(Y "-r "Y """) for 
different choices of a.. 
First three columns: (Empty circles) Nominal positions Y°= Xp of landmarks when registered to mean 
shape T (crosses). (Filled circles) new configuration Y "°"' = vec'' (vec(Y°) - Uff. ) = X"' with new positions 
of semi-landmarks along chords. Second three columns (top row): Affine component of PTPS mapping 
from T to original (nominal) landmark positions Y'. Second three columns (except top row): Affine 
component of optimal PTPS transformation from Tto Qr2'y"°"' corresponding to result for each 
configuration in first three columns. (Diag. Crosses) Fitted values. (Filled circles) Y "`"'. 
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6.2.4 Ad hoc modifications of the semi-landmark method 
One simple device to stop excessive movements of semi-landmarks that was 
considered, was to set bounds on the extent of allowed movement in each direction. If 
the distance moved from the nominal positions is greater than that pre-specified then the 
proposed movement would either be rejected (in which case the semi-landmark does not 
move) or the new position set at the bound of movement exceeded. However, with 
sensible bounds set according to values from the dental literature and experience of 
periodontologists, use of the original (minimum bending energy) semi-landmark 
method just produced a new sample of configurations of which a large proportion of 
gingival landmarks either did not move or immediately moved to the pre-specified 
bounds. This does nothing to remove the unwanted variation in shape between 
configurations due to differences in the positions of the gum. 
6.3 Modifications not using PTPS mappings 
Rather than considering new penalty functions based on the PTPS mapping used in 
Bookstein's (1996a, d, e) original semi-landmark method, we could consider other 
superimposition methods and optimisation criteria to determine the new positions of 
semi-landmarks along their chords. 
In most of our previous assessments we have used quantities such as the Euclidean sum 
of squared distances between semi-landmarks and their corresponding positions in the 
mean shape and the (sum of) squared full Procrustes distances of new configurations 
about the mean, to judge the effectiveness of each proposed method. Here we consider 
use of such criteria directly for determining the new positions of semi-landmarks. 
Following prior registration by GPA, the new position of each selected semi-landmark, 
along its chord, could be calculated as simply the point at nearest Euclidean distance to 
the corresponding landmark in the current estimate of shape. Alternatively we could 
find new positions which optimise the full Procrustes distance or ordinary sums of 
squares over rotations, scales and translations between the configurations as the semi- 
landmarks vary along their chords. 
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The final part of this section then suggests other possible transformations and 
optimisation criteria which may be worth future investigation for not only the current 
problem, but also other applications. 
6.3.1 Points at least Euclidean distance 
As in 5.4.1.1, let Y° denote the nominal positions of the j=1,..., k landmarks in 
configuration Y of which a sublist j(, ), 1= 1,..., L are 
free to move along pre-specified 
= (u .u )T . The equation of the chord through 
(y'A, 
) , y°hm 
) (unit) directions u Al) x(l) Jym 
may be written as: 
Y/y = mdir Y jx 
+ kdts 
where , dir 
ulYrn 
and kd;, yýyýrý - mdir Yjx(r) 
u Jx(r) 
The line perpendicular to this direction through the corresponding landmark (t x, tj,, ) in 
the reference configuration T is given by: 
yy=mperp Yx+kpep9 
with mJerp= -1 and kperp=tjy -mperp tjX mdir 
The two lines will intersect at the point on the semi-landmark's chord at least Euclidean 













For example, in fig. 6.7, semi-landmark j(, ) in configuration Y is allowed to move away 
from its original position, (y°(, ) , yý, «ý 
), along its `escribed chord', parallel to a line 
joining the nominal positions (y('' ,y y) and 
(y6 
, yby) of neighbouring landmarks a and 




Fig 6.7 (Empty circles) Nominal 
positions of semi-landmark j(1) and 
neighbouring landmarks a and b, 
defining direction of escribed chord 





arrows). (Filled circle) Point on 
chord, at nearest Euclidean distance to 
corresponding landmark (tjx , thy) 
in 
reference shape (cross). 
For an entire configuration with target form Y""° = vec-' (vec(Y°) - 
Uff, ), where U is the 
matrix of pre-specified chord directions as defined in section 5.4.1.1 and 
?a vector of 
unknown scalars of length L (to be determined), the new positions of all semi- 
landmarks with reference to a configuration T, may again be written in a least squares 
formulation. For each of the j(, ), semi-landmarks and associated 
(unit) chord 
directions uj(, ) = 
(u fX(, ) U J) (j) 
)T, the new `nearest point' position is given by: 










and may be determined by finding each satisfying: 
min (yn" -tjx)2 +(Y7 -tjy)2 = min 
(yýýtýý -uj, oo 
-tu), +(y°(, 
) 
-uý, ký)Ai -tjy)2 
=min (yý -uj J. " 
)2 +(, VJy(q XJyt, 
)) -tjy)2 . 
(6.74) 
For the entire set of semi-landmarks, the sum of each of these terms may be written in 
ordinary least squares (OLS) form as: 
mintr(Y""" -T)T (Y""" -T)=min (vec(Y°)-U2, -vec(T))(vec(Y°)-U), -vec(T)) 
=min (vec(Y°) - vec(T) - U) )T (vec(Y°) - vec(T) - UA) (6.75) 
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with solution: 
1= (U T U) -1 UT (vec(Y °) - vec(T )) . 
(6.76) 
Fig 6.8 shows the results of the first movement stage for an upper central incisor, with 
Y0=XP, its Procrustes fit to the initial estimate of mean shape, I=µ, obtained from 
an entire sample of such configurations. As usual the semi-landmarks are the three 
gingival landmarks, with chord directions as defined in fig. 5.12, representing variation 
due to the position of a patient's gum. Note that while the new positions of the semi- 
landmarks in Y"Q1' = vec-' (vec(Y°) - UA, ) =X" minimise (6.75), they do not optimise 
the OLS superimposition of y new to T. (We consider use of this criterion in the 
following section). If we were to re-superimpose Y"' to 7, the semi-landmarks would 
not be at the nearest points along their chords, minimising the Euclidean distances to 








-1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 
Fig 6.8: (Empty circles) Nominal positions 
(Y °=X P) of landmarks when configuration 
registered to estimated mean shape T- 
(crosses). 
(Filled circles) New version of configuration 
(Y"' =vec-t(vec(Y°)-UA, ) =X"' )with 
semi-landmarks at the nearest points along each 
chord (dotted lines), to the corresponding 
landmarks in T. 
After calculating new semi-landmark positions for each configuration in a sample, a 
new mean and Procrustes fits are obtained and the process repeated until the landmarks 
stop moving. Iteration is important here since even if the mean is unchanged, two 
configurations differing only in the positions of their semi-landmarks along the same 
chord directions will not end up being the same shape in just one iteration. Where the 
semi-landmarks move to is dependent on the prior alignment of Y° to T. Any 
differences in the original configurations will result in a different Procrustes registration 
of each configuration to µ with semi-landmarks then moving to different positions on 
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their chords. Over the course of the iterations however, we would expect any 
differences along the chord directions to be eventually filtered out. 
Fig 6.9 shows the result of running this new semi-landmark procedure iteratively using 
the nearest point criterion, on the test sample of configurations referred to above, until 
convergence at RSS(µ) <0.001. GPA steps were performed using the method of Gower 
(1975) modified by Rohlf & Slice (1990) (and so RSS(µ) =RSS ). As can be seen, all 
variation of the semi-landmarks is removed along the directions of the their chords (as 
defined in fig. 5.12), making this the most promising modification of the semi-landmark 
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-0.5 0.0 0.5 
Fig 6.9: (Left) Original Procrustes fits (all landmarks fixed). (Right) Procrustes fits following iterative 
semi-landmark procedure, using nearest point criteria 
In contrast to Bookstein's original method and any of the new proposals considered so 
far, the new positions of the semi-landmarks are determined by a `local' rather than 
`global' criterion at each movement step, since they depend only the position of the 
corresponding of the landmark in T, rather than on some function of all landmarks in 
Y° and T. However, with each of preceding methods based on PTPS transformations 
and the new proposal in 6.3.2, there was no dependency on where the semi-landmarks 
move to on the prior alignment of the two configurations, whereas here the new 
positions will be influenced by the registration of Y° and T, as noted above. One could 
therefore argue that the nearest point criterion is still dependent on all landmarks in T 
and Y° since it depends on the `global' method by which they were previously aligned. 
We consider how differences in the sizes of µ and X P, produced by the different GPA 
methods, affects the performance of the nearest point criterion in 7.3.2. 
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This new procedure has some similarities with the iterative closest point method of 
Besl 
& McKay (1992). After repeated superimposition to the same unchanging mean or 
reference shape, the new positions of all landmarks are determined at the closest points 
on chords between many equally spaced-landmarks around the outline of an object, to 
those in the reference shape. Following our exploration of the nearest point method 
in 
here, a similar technique, making use of a `least Euclidean distance' criterion, 
has also 
been used by Andresen et al. (2002), where perpendicular projection onto a template 
configuration was used to assign homologous points on the outlines of 
human 
mandibles from computerised tomography (CT) scans. The procedure presented 
here 
however, allows one to make use of the known homologies in the 
fixed landmarks 
during prior alignment, recognising that only a subset of the landmarks are 
located 
without certainty. It also allows the user to define chords 
in any directions as the 
potential new positions of landmarks, rather than only between the equally spaced 
points approximating the outline of an object. 
In section 6.4.2, we describe other methods where the potential new positions of 
landmarks fall along a string of outline co-ordinates, rather than along chords, where a 
nearest point criterion can be used to assign point-to-point homologies. Use of a string 
of coordinates to represent the possible new positions of semi-landmarks would clearly 
be more accurate than using chords to approximate an outline. However, for the 
gingival variation problem, complete outline information is unavailable as some of the 
possible new positions of the landmarks along the sides of the tooth are obscured by 
gingival tissue. Consequently we must approximate these positions by chord directions, 
using information based on only the visible parts of the outline in these regions. 
6.3.2 Full Procrustes criterion 
Another new option for where the semi-landmarks move to could be to minimise the 
OLS between Y"= = vec-' (vec(Y °) - Uff, ) and T=A , under the action of the similarity 
group of transformations (SG) and as the semi-landmarks vary along their chords, i. e. 
we could seek: 
min II SG(Ynew) - T11 
2 
min lSG(vec' (vec(Y°) - UA) - TII2 (6.77) 
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or, in keeping with the original semi-landmark method, where the PTPS transformation 
is of T to Y, seek: 
min `I SG(T) - Y,, " 
j2 =min 
(I SG(T) - (vec'' (vec(Y°) - U2)f 
/2. (6.78) 
SG, d SG,; L 
Unlike the nearest point method, where (squared) Euclidean distances to the 
corresponding landmarks in T are minimised as each landmark moves along its chord, 
here the configuration Y"= = vec-1(vec(Y °) - U2, ) may also be rotated, scaled and 
translated, with all new landmark positions determined simultaneously. 
Although they may produce different values, both functions will result in the semi- 
landmarks moving to positions which produce the same shape for Y ", so in practice it 
does not matter which we use. Since we usually talk about the individual configuration 
Y being superimposed to the reference shape T (here the estimated mean µ ), we will 
consider the first option (6.77). 
In contrast to the nearest point method, here the prior registration of Y and T is 
irrelevant since these differences are filtered out by the penalty function. Although 
differences in the scale of T and Y would produce different values of (6.77) this would 
have no effect on the resulting shape of Y"'. Therefore it also does not matter which 
method of GPA is used to obtain T= µ and the corresponding Procrustes fits. 
In trying to obtain the solution to (6.77), we have the problem of finding: 
min Il ßvec-1(vec(Y °) - UA)F(O) +lkT- TII 
Z (6.79) 
ß, r, O, x 
where ß is a scalar, ya translation vector and IF(O) a 2x2 rotation matrix, as described 
in 3.2.1. In 3.2.1, the OLS superimposition of one configuration to another was found 
by first centring both configurations, then rotating one configuration so as to minimise 
the sum of squared Euclidean distances between corresponding landmarks and finally 
re-sizing one configuration to minimise this measure further. The difficulty here is that 
as the semi-landmarks move (by X), the centre of one of the configurations changes, 
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along with the optimal rotation and scale required to minimise the sum of squared 
distances between corresponding landmarks. (Note also that the optimal rotation I'(9) 
in now no longer independent of the optimal scale 
ß since both depend on %). 
Consequently an explicit solution to (6.79) is difficult to find and so instead we again 
make use of the optimisation algorithm for non-linear functions described in 7.5.2. 
Note that the resulting configuration Y"' = vec-' (vec(Y °) - UA. ) is not the actual OLS 
superimposed version of Y"' to T= µ minimising (6.78), as illustrated in 
fig 6.10. This 
would be given by: 
ßvec-' (vec(Y°) - U2, )I'(9) + 1k 9T (6.80) 
where ß, y and 0 are the values of (3, y and 0 optimising (6.77). However, both Y"' 
and ßY"e"'F(9) +1kyT have exactly the same shape and on the following step of the 
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Fig 6.10: (Left) (Empty circles) Nominal positions (Y° =X 
P) of landmarks when configuration 
registered to mean shape T=µ (crosses). (Filled circles) New version of configuration 
(Y new = (vec_' (vec(Y°) - Uff, ) =X') with semi-landmark positions moving along chords (dotted 
z 
lines) to minimise 
II SG(Y"ew) All 
, as shown in panel on right. (Right) (Filled circles) OLS 
superimposition of Y"' to I (crosses). 
Note also that the optimised value of penalty function (6.77) is not the full Procrustes 
distance between Y""= vec-' (vec(Y °) - UA) and T= µ unless T is first scaled to unit 
size. If the full Procrustes mean shape µ has been obtained by the GPA method (i), 
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described in 3.2.2.1, using the constraint lIpIi =1, then this will already be true. 
Otherwise to optimise the squared full Procrustes distance between Y"' 
=vec-1(vec(Y°)-UA, ) and T, as the semi-landmarks move along their chords, we would 
instead seek: 
min d2 (vec-' (vec(Y°) -Ut), T) = 









Again, note that despite having the same shape, Y"' = vec-' (vec(Y°) - U), ) , is not the 
actual full Procrustes fit of Y" to T/IITII minimising (6.81), which would be given 
by 
(6.80), with 4, y and 0 optimising (6.81) above. In addition, the resulting vector 
solution X and therefore shape of Y "e1' is the same regardless of whether we seek to 
optimise (6.77) or (6.81) and again the initial registration of T and Y does affect the 
resulting shape of Y "e' . With 
T scaled to unit size in (6.81), the only difference is that a 
different value of the penalty function results. 
Fig 6.11 shows the result of running this new semi-landmark procedure with full 
Procrustes criterion on the same sample of configurations (with same semi-landmarks 
and chord directions) used in fig 6.10, until convergence at ORSS( <0.001, using the 
iterative GPA method. The end results are almost identical to those produced using the 
new nearest point method, with all variation at the positions of the semi-landmarks 
removed in directions along their chords. At this level of convergence the two final sets 
of Procrustes fits are identical to 2 decimal places. However, it is difficult to check 
whether or not the two sets of data would be identical for smaller values of ARSS(µ), 
because the slow convergence issue, found to occur with the bending energy method in 
5.5.5, also occurs with these new criteria. (We investigate this further in 7.4). One 
notable difference between the two methods however, was that convergence at 
LRSS(µ) <0.001 took only 2 iterations using the full Procrustes criterion, whereas the 
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Fig 6.11: (Left) Original Procrustes fits (all landmarks fixed). (Right) Procrustes fits following iterative 
semi-landmark procedure, using full Procrustes/OLS criterion 
So, we have another potentially useful new criterion for the determination of new semi- 
landmark positions to investigate, along with the nearest point method. Although the 
results of using each criterion are practically identical for this particular test sample and 
choice of semi-landmarks and chord directions, there may be other particular shapes, 
combinations of landmarks, semi-landmarks and chord directions for which the two 
methods do not give such similar results. 
Finally note that if we were to run the nearest point method iteratively within each semi- 
landmark step, i. e. for each configuration: 
(i) Find new semi-landmark positions optimising (6.8) 
(ii) Re-superimpose the resulting Y"' to unchanged µ by OLS 
(iii) Set Y°= Y"' and repeat from (i) until the semi-landmarks stop moving, 
this would generally give the same new semi-landmark positions and configuration 
Y"ew as using the full Procrustes criterion (6.81) or OLS criterion (6.77) at each step, 
providing the level of convergence used in (iii) is consistent with that set within the 
optimisation algorithm used to solve (6.77) or (6.81). 
6.3.3 Other semi-landmark methods 
Obviously there are many other possible transformations and novel optimisation criteria 
we could consider for the determination of new semi-landmark positions when 
matching Y"= vec -' (vec (Y 0)- Uff, ) to TT µ (or vice-versa). In this section we 
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have considered two Euclidean metrics, the nearest point and full Procrustes criteria, as 
alternatives to using the original BE method or the various `roughness' penalties 
proposed in section 6.2. Here configurations were matched to the mean shape over 
similarity transformations (or following such a match), whereas in section 6.2, the new 
objective criteria were optimised over pairs of splines or kriging functions from the 
reference (mean) shape. 
Another simple criterion which may be relevant in applications other than those here, 
could be to move the landmarks to positions which match some feature such as a ratio 
of distances, or angle between a set of landmarks in the reference (mean) shape. 
Another option could be to determine new semi-landmark positions through values of 
other covariates, for which there is an established link with shape. 
Analogous to the smoothing spline in 6.2.1, we could also consider smoothed Procrustes 
matching (see for example Dryden & Mardia, 1998). For a smoothed superimposition 
of (say) Yto T, the objective function to be optimised is of the form: 
min IISG(Y) - TI+2 +al(SG(Y) - T) (6.82) 
or min II SG(T) - YII2 + aJ(SG(T) - Y) (6.83) 
where Jis some roughness penalty and a some pre-specified scalar. This has a link with 
weighted Procrustes methods (see section 6.4.1), since for J(A) = trace(A T c)» A), (6.82) 
becomes: 
min (SG(Y)-T)T (I +acr')(SG(Y)-T). 
If we allow some of the landmarks in Y to move away from their original positions to 
locations Y "e" = vec-' (vec(Y°) - Uff, ) then (6.83) for example, becomes: 
min II SG(T) - vec-' (vec(Y°) - UX)II2 SG,. i + aJ(SG(T) - vec-' (vec(Y°) - Uff, )) . 
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6.4 Other novel methods allowing for lack of landmark 
correspondence 
In this penultimate section, we discuss some of the other existing variants of Procrustes 
and spline superimposition (other than Bookstein's semi-landmark method) that have 
been proposed for use when there is lack of precise correspondence of landmarks along 
particular directions or where one would wish to account for the effects of certain 
unwanted differences in shape in some way. 
The first section describes weighted Procrustes analysis, where a more generalised 
covariance structure is allowed when matching configurations over the similarity group, 
rather than an isotropic one, as implicitly assumed by the use of an ordinary sums of 
squares criterion. For a known or pre-specified covariance metric, the methods require 
only a simple adaptation of the OPA and GPA formulae and procedures described in 
chapter 3 and for the superimposition of one configuration to another, we outline how 
the technique may be modified to also include semi-landmarks. However, in practice 
the covariance at and between landmarks needs to be estimated and this is still very 
much an ongoing area of development. 
The second section then considers Green's (1996) extension of the semi-landmark 
method to include any combination of curves and landmarks that can be identified as 
homologous between cases. Rather than using landmarks which may move along 
chords, here the parts of an outline or curving feature along which a (semi-) landmark is 
thought to lie are instead represented in their entirety by strings of coordinates and 
utilised in a manner consistent with the treatment of landmarks. Also described are the 
ideas of Sampson et al. (1996) (which may be incorporated into one of the stages of 
Green's method), who used the idea of normal projection from landmarks to points on 
closed outline as a way of determining points of correspondence. 
6.4.1 Weighted Procrustes analysis 
Rather than using an iterative semi-landmark procedure to remove directions and 
patterns of unwanted , variation 
in shape, we could instead incorporate information on 
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the different covariance structures at each of the landmarks (and between the 
landmarks) directly into the registration procedure and subsequent analysis. Here the 
selected landmarks do not move from their nominal positions (although we propose a 
new method of determining semi-landmark positions in this way in section 6.4.1.1). 
Instead the directions of poor correspondence and uncertainly at these positions are 
taken into account when obtaining a Procrustes registration of the data, so that their 
effect on the estimates of covariance at the other, more reliable landmarks is reduced. 
6.4.1.1 Weighted Procrustes superimposition of two configurations 
For two configurations T and Y we saw in chapter 3 how the ordinary Procrustes 
superimposition of (say) Yto T is obtained by seeking: 
min tr(SG(Y) -T)T (SG(Y) -T)=mi vec(SG(Y) -T)T vec(SG(Y) - T) SG SG 
= min vec(ßYF(6)+1kyT -T)Tvec(ß1T(6)+1kyT -T) (6.84) 
p, r, yEsc 
where P, Ir(O) and lkyT are a scalar, rotation matrix and translation vector 
respectively. Implicitly, the superimposition assumes isotropic errors (the same 
variance in all directions) at each of the 
landmarks, and so any dissimilarities in shape 
are distributed to the residuals of all pairs of corresponding 
landmarks. Often this can 
make interpretation misleading, masking the nature of the actual difference in shape. 
For example, for the upper central incisor configurations, any differences in gingival 
landmark locations due to the position of a patient's gum (which are of no interest) will 
be distributed over the residuals of all landmarks in the configuration. 
For weighted Procrustes matching, a 2kx2k pre-specified superimposition weighting 
matrix Is is introduced into (6.84) and the problem becomes one of matching 
configurations by GLS. Estimates of P, I'(9) and y are then obtained by seeking: 
min vec(SG(Y) -T)T ES'vec(SG(Y) - T) _ 
min vec(f3YT'(9)+1kyT -T) 
T ES1 vec(pYF(g)+1kyT T- T)(6.85) 
p, r, yeSG 
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When Es is pre-specified, this simply involves replacing IIAII = {vec(A)T vec(A)}b 
2 
with IIAII£S ={vec(A)T Es1vec(A)}U2 in formulae (3.1) to (3.3) for the OLS Procrustes 
superimposition of two configurations (Dryden & Mardia, 1998). See also, 
for 
example, Goodall (1991) who describes the problem in m=2 dimensions, as a weighted 
least squares multiple regression problem with 2k observations, one response variable, 
vec(T), and solution for a vector of four parameters, corresponding to each coordinate 
of y, ß cosh and 1 sin 9. Note that even though (6.85) represents a GLS problem, we 
use the term `weighted' to avoid confusion with a `generalised' Procrustes matching of 
multiple objects. 
In a regression setting the matrix Es corresponds to the variance of the residuals of 
vec(T) - vec(ßYI'(6) +1 1', y 
T). If T= A, the full Procrustes estimate of mean shape, then 
as we shall see in the following section, Es may be chosen to correspond to the 
population or sample covariance structure (defined at µ ), assumed to incorporate actual 
variation in shape as well as that due to errors. Alternatively, Es may be chosen to 
represent the result of combining the error covariance matrices of Y and T (at T), as 
described in section 6.2.1.2, for the anisotropic smoothing spline (see below). 
Incorporating a more generalised covariance structure, into the matching procedure, 
allows the relative accuracies and confidence of correspondence between different 
landmarks to be represented. Landmarks and directions along which unwanted or 
uninteresting differences in location occur can be given less weight during the 
superimposition, so that those regarded as more reliable are matched preferentially. In 
addition Es can also be specified to include the covariance between landmarks as well 
as at each location. For example, in m=2 dimensions, the errors or uncertainties at each 
landmark j could be represented by elliptical covariance matrices in the same way as in 
the anisotropic smoothing spline in 6.2.1.2, with 
(cxx, 
) cxy. l Eý = with a.., = cyj 
yx. j »Y. I 
and Es specified as a block diagonal matrix: 
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E1 0 ... 0 £i 0 ... 0 
0 £ 
,2 
0 0 E, ß,. 2 
0 
0 0 0 0 
FE = S 
0 ... 0 £,,.,, k 0 ... 0 £xy. k 
EYx 1 0 ... 0 Ey,., 0 ... 0 
0 E2 0 0 Ems, Z 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 ... 0 Eyx, k 0 ... 0 E>y, k 
If we allow Y to be of the form vec-' (vec(Y°) - UA), then the objective function in 
(6.85) becomes: 
min vec(SG(vec'' (vec(Y°) - UA)) - T)T Es'vec(SG(vec"1(vec(Y°) - Uff, )) - T) ) SG 
allowing a weighted Procrustes superimposition to be used for the determination of new 
semi-landmark positions for any pre-specified ES . Alternatively, (6.85) may be re- 
specified as a superimposition of T to Y. 
min vec(SG(T) - Y)T l-'vec(SG(T) - Y). (6.86) SG s 
For ES = (I2 ®S) , as 
defined in 5.3.5.2, (6.86) is then the objective function for a GLS 
affine superimposition of T to Y, with covariance ('2 0 S) (corresponding to the affine 
component/fit of a PTPS transformation), but with the affine parameters constrained to 
be a similarity transformation, as suggested in 6.2.3.1. If Y is of the form 
vec"' (vec(Y °) - UA, ), then the new positions of the semi-landmarks could be found by 
solving (for ß, r(O) ,y and X simultaneously): 
min vec(SG(T) - vec-' (vec(Y°) - U) ))T S-'vec(SG(T) - vec-' (vec(Y°) - U), )) . ß, r, vEsc, x 
Note that as with the full Procrustes criterion in 6.3.2, it does not matter whether we 
consider a weighted superimposition of T to Y new = vec-1(vec(Y °) - UA) or vice versa. 
Both will result in vec-' (vec(Y°) = UA, ) being the same shape. 
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6.4.1.2 Weighted registration of a sample of configurations 
Recall from chapter 3 that in an unweighted GPA, the configurations X,, i=1,..., n, 
(each kxm) are assumed to be perturbations from a multivariate normal model, with 
mean µ and covariance matrix 6 2I, a , which 
have then been translated, rotated and re- 
scaled (by vector lky; T , matrix I'i' and scalar 
ß; ) and observed as each X,, i. e. 
X, = Q; (/1 + E, ) I', + 1kY; T (6.87) 
where vec(E, ) -N(0,7, =a 2I, b) . If 
/3, , r, and 
1ky; are the reverse similarity 
transformations of 1 ky; 
T, r; and ß; then equivalently: 
vec(ß1X, r, +1kYi )^'N(vec(µ), l =Q21km)" (6.88) 
Estimates of p and ß,, Fj and y, r= SG for each configuration are found by seeking: 
min Zvec(SG, (X, )-µ)T vec(SG, (X, )-µ) SGN 1_1 
n 
min vec(/3, X, 1T, +1ky, - µ)T vec(/3, X, I', +1ky; - µ) . (6.89) = 
, _1 
Fig 6.11 shows how for a sample of upper central incisors, variation in the positions of 
the gingival landmarks is distributed around the residuals of all landmarks of the 
Procrustes fits, when using an unweighted (ordinary) GPA. The left panel shows five 
upper central incisor configurations, constructed from the same crown outline of an 
extracted tooth in Wheeler (1962), using the usual k=8 landmarks as defined in fig. 1.3. 
With the aid of an experienced dentist, the five non-gingival landmarks were located in 
identical positions for each configuration whereas the three gingival landmarks were 
recorded in five different sets of locations, corresponding to possible positions of the 
patient's gingival tissue. The plot on the right shows the unweighted GPA registration 
of the configurations, which appears to suggest considerable variation in the shape of 
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Fig. 6.11: (Left) Five configurations representing the same tooth with different possible gum positions. 
(Right) OLS Procrustes registration. Each configuration represented by different symbols. 
The idea of the alternating GPA step in the semi-landmark routine is that as the 
variation along the chord directions (representing the variation in fig. 6.11 (left)), is 
reduced or removed, so too is its effect on the resulting variation at the coordinates of 
the Procrustes fits of the other fixed landmarks. Alternatively, a weighted GPA can 
incorporate known error information into the registration procedure directly. Here the 
affected landmarks do not move, but the directions of poor correspondence and 
uncertainly are taken into account when obtaining the Procrustes registration of the data. 
In the model of (6.87) or (6.88), each displacement E, is defined relative to µ along 
with the covariance E of the E,. The covariance (or model metric) E accommodates 
the actual variation in shape of the configurations as well as the errors at the recorded 
landmarks (Goodall, 1991). (Note that, as described by Goodall, 1991, a component of 
each E, will always be confounded with the f3 IF, and y, ). For the dataset of upper 
central incisors, the assumption of an isotropic covariance form for the Er (E =a 21, x,,, ) 0 
is clearly unrealistic, since we have correlated errors in the gingival landmark locations 
due to unwanted variation in the position of patient's gingival tissue. (In practice, error 
variation also occurs around the lower incisal outline, due to operator inconsistencies in 
the placement of the MD landmarks and those at the corners of the incisal edge). 
Instead, a weighted Procrustes analysis allows a more general covariance structure for 
the E, to be. considered, for the registration and subsequent analysis of a sample of 
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configurations, with vec(E, ) N(0, E). The mean shape 
µ and generalised least 
squares estimators of each ßr, ri and y; E SG,, determining the (weighted) 
Procrustes 
fits ß, X iI'; +1ky; to 
µ, are obtained by seeking: 




vec(ß, X1I'; +1kyi -µ)T E-'vec(ßrX, F, +'kYi (6.90) 
Again, working with a known covariance structure requires only a slight modification of 
the formulations for the unweighted case, for example, the algorithm of Gower (1975) 
modified by Rohlf & Slice (1990) in section 3.2.2.2.1. 
If the actual biological variation and errors in the positions of the gingival landmarks 
can be incorporated into the matching procedure and subsequent analysis 
by 
specification of 1, then this would allow the variation in shape at all 
landmarks 
(including the non-gingival ones) to be represented more accurately and realistically by 
the Procrustes fits, providing a better indication of the locations of the differences in 
shape that are of interest. For the data in fig. 6.11, the influence of the gingival 
landmarks on the alignment of the lower landmarks would be reduced with the fits 
resembling the plot of the left of fig 6.11 more than the right. Any differences in shape 
between configurations either in the non-gingival landmarks, or in directions where 
landmarks do not have as high variance, would then be able to be detected more easily. 
Although the resulting Procrustes fits will no longer correspond to points in Kendall's 
shape space (which by definition, requires that there are no remaining differences due to 
OLS similarity transformations), standard multivariate techniques may be used on the 
coordinates of the residuals or fits as described in 3.4.2. 
The main difficulty with the use of weighted Procrustes registration however (and why 
we have not used it here) is that in practice Z is not known and must be estimated from 
the data. The key problem is dealing with invariances due to similarity transformations 
since, as many authors point out (e. g. Fitzpatrick et al. (1998)), the E, are defined 
relative to the population mean rather than that at the raw landmark locations and so the 
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covariance matrix needs to be estimated from the residuals of the Procrustes fits. 
Walker (2000) and Lele (1993) document some of the problems in estimating 
covariances after superimposition. In the former, the author investigates the ability of 
the ordinary Procrustes method to recover a known covariance matrix after 
superimposition and shows how this can be very different from the model on which it 
was based. In the latter, Lele recommends that estimation of E should be based on 
inter-landmark distances instead of the Procrustes fits. 
Goodall (1991) and (1995) considered weighted Procrustes matching for factored 
covariance structures of the form Ek ®Ed, where Ed is the covariance between the d 
dimensions at each landmark and Ek is the covariance between landmarks (assumed 
identical in each dimension). For d=2, Ed will be of the same form as the landmark 
covariance matrices in the anisotropic smoothing spline with E =... =Z.. However, the 
use of factored covariances has been criticised by many authors as being unrealistic and 
difficult to estimate (e. g. Lele, 1993). Subsequently, Goodall (1995) proposed 
refinements based on restricted maximum likelihood estimation. Another alternative is 
the offset normal maximum likelihood approach of Dryden & Mardia (1991,1998). 
One possibility described by both Goodall (1991) and Dryden & Mardia (1998) is to use 
a pre-specified `superimposition' metric E= Es for fitting (obtaining the Procrustes fits) 
and an estimated (model) covariance E for testing. Both papers describe how ± could 
obtained by an iterative technique, using for example, Ys= I to startwith: 
(a) Obtain Procrustes fits using E= Es 
(b) Compute i by a suitable estimator, e. g. the maximum likelihood estimator 
(Goodall, 1991) in equation (3.24) with v, = X; . 
(c) Set Es=E and re-compute Procrustes fits 
(d) Repeat from (b) until t converges. 
As Adams et al. (2004) note, the proper estimation of the relative variability at different 
landmarks and patterns of covariance within and between landmarks is an important 
problem that needs to be resolved. Until then however, the advice they recommend is 
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based on that of Rohlf and Slice (1990), who suggested producing simulations using the 
estimated mean as a population mean to make sure that the patterns of variation 
in the 
Procrustes fits are not just artefacts of the OLS registration procedure. 
6.4.2 Methods combining landmark and outline information 
The final part of this chapter describes two alternative methods to the semi-landmark 
technique that have been proposed for the analysis of shape when one would wish to 
include features such as part of the outline or a curve on an object in an analysis, 
but 
where suitable candidates for inclusion as landmarks are sparse or where 
landmarks 
alone fail to capture the characteristic(s) of interest. The main method 
described is 
Green's (1996) extension of the semi-landmark technique to include any combination of 
curves and landmarks. Instead of representing parts of an outline or curve as a series of 
landmarks and associated chord directions, the curve itself is parameterised as series of 
vertices and treated in the same way as landmarks when superimposed onto a 
homologous object. The technique may also utilise the ideas presented in Sampson et 
al. (1996), who considered the iterative closest point algorithm of Besl & McKay 
(1992) and normal projection from landmarks to points on a closed outline, as a way of 
determining positions of correspondence. 
Note however that none of these ideas can be used to address the gingival variation 
problem here, since part of the required outline information along which landmarks 
have poor correspondence, is obscured by gingival tissue. However, for investigations 
involving the lower outline of buccal tooth surfaces or the occlusal outlines of the molar 
or canine teeth, where there is also lack of precise landmark correspondence, these 
methods may be worthy of consideration, especially when the approximation of the 
chords to the curvature of an outline is poor and so are included here for completion. 
6.4.2.1 Green's method for curves and landmarks 
At any step of the semi-landmark procedure, movement of the semi-landmarks along 
escribed chords can lead to new positions some distance away from the actual outline of 
an object. Bookstein (1996d) notes that this can be a particular problem when sampling 
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is too sparse to suit the actual curvature of an outline. One simple improvement to the 
technique could be to `project' the new position back onto the original outline by 
projecting normally to the chord direction. However, in some instances this may lead to 
positions a long way from where the landmarks initially started or the projection may 
miss the outline altogether (see 6.4.2.2). Alternatively, Bookstein (1996d) suggests the 
method of Green (1996) for ensuring that the points are constrained to the original 
outline during the registration procedure. Rather than using landmarks which may 
move along chords, here the curves along which points of correspondence are thought 
to lie are instead represented in their entirety during a superimposition and treated in a 
manner consistent with that of the landmarks. 
In Green's terminology, representations of shape comprising curves and landmarks are 
referred to as `figures', rather than `configurations', which contain only landmarks. 
Curves are assumed to be smooth, non-intersecting and terminate at landmarks and are 
recorded as a list of vertices (with linear curves assumed between). Each curve can 
have many different parameterisations so figures are considered equivalent (in terms of 
shape) if one can be derived from the other by a re-parameterisation of the curves, as 
well as a similarity transformation. 
Note however, that because of the requirement that the curves terminate at landmarks, 
representing the bounds or limits between which a point of correspondence is defined to 
lie, we are unable to use this method for the gingival variation problem. With the use of 
semi-landmarks and chords, the potential positions of points along each direction are 
infinite, whereas here the method relies on a finite sampling from each set of possible 
positions. For each of the papilla landmarks, this would require locating points 
corresponding to the ends of the cemento-enamel junction (CEJ) and for the gingival 
margin landmark, identification of the position on the CEJ at the top of the long axis of 
the crown (LAC). The lower bounds would be located at the MD endpoints and bottom 
of the LAC respectively. However, each of the CEJ locations will be obscured by the 
gingival tissue, as shown in fig 6.12 and so the curves representing the possible 
positions of correspondence along the sides of the tooth would be incomplete. For other 
landmark reliability issues, such as around the lower outline of the buccal surface or 
around the perimeter of the canine and molar occlusal surfaces, this problem would not 
arise, since curves of possible landmark positions would be able to be represented in 
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their entirety, e. g. between the two landmarks used to define the semi-landmarks 
escribed chord. 
Fig 6.12: Cemento enamel 
junction positions (crosses) 
in relation to gingival 
landmarks (circles) 
If TF and YF are figures containing r curves and k landmarks, the registration of YF to 
TF (typically the reference or mean figure µF) is performed in two stages: 
(a) Firstly, the parameterisation of the curves in YF is standardised with respect to those in 
TF. (The different parameterisation of the curves represents an equivalence class which 
must be standardised/filtered out). The curves in figure TF are arbitrarily sampled at a 
finite number of points and are required to be mapped by a PTPS transformation (which 
includes matching of the fixed landmarks, including those at the ends of each curve) to 
points along the homologous curves in YF. A search over possible target points along 
each curve is performed and the positions corresponding to the mapping with least 
bending energy are assigned as the homologues of those sampled along the curves in 
TF. This then provides a mapping so that every point along each curve in T. has a 
corresponding point in the homologous curve in YF. Green (1996) asserts that the end 
result will have only weak dependence on how the points in TF are sampled. 
(b) For the superimposition of YF to TF, the OLS Procrustes matching procedure is 
generalised to figures containing r curves and k landmarks as follows. Lety, and tj, 
j=1,..., k denote the landmark positions in YF and TF and cP (1) and cr (1) the (x, y) 
positions at homologous positions 1 along each curve p=1,..., r. Each curve p in YF has 
length L.. The superimposition of YF to TF over similarity transformations is 
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Cemento-enamel junction 
obtained as that which minimises the sum of squared distances 
between SG(YF) and 
TF, given by: 
k 
a 
3(SG(y, )_ti)2+ ß$(SG(c(l))-c(l))2dl (6.91) 
J=1 L P=1 L, P 
p=1 
where a and ß, satisfying a+ß =1, provide the relative weightings of 
landmarks and 
curves. The integrals are approximated by choosing a sampling again and calculating 
the appropriate finite sum. If the `figures' are firstly centred and standardised 
to unit 
size, minimisation of (6.91) is only over rotations of YF. To 
do this, the centroid and 





j1 LP I P" 
P. 1 
IIIYFIII =akj: (y1-Y)Z+ r1f 
(CY (1) - y)2 
dt dl. 
r=1 L P=I Lp 
P 
P. 1 
For a sample of figures, YF,, i=1,..., n, an iterative process is used to obtain P. and 
each registered version of YF, to P,,, starting with some arbitrary initial estimate for 
µF , e. g. one of the 
YFl. At each step the YFI are registered to TF = µc, using (a) and (b) 
above. The average displacement of each landmark and curve point corresponding to 
the sampling of curves in is calculated and these displacements then applied to µF. 
to update, until convergence is reached. For subsequent multivariate analysis, a final 
sampling of the mean's curves must be chosen and corresponding landmarks on the 
curves of each case obtained, using (a) above. This may be a different sampling from 
that used in the preceding stages of the registration, but must be carefully considered. A 
balance needs to be achieved between coarse sampling where information might be lost 
and over-fine sampling resulting in redundant variables (and loss of power) in the 
analysis which follows. (This comment obviously also applies to the scmi"landmark 
method if arbitrary points are to be chosen to represent curves). These points are then 
analysed alongside the real landmarks following a final OLS registration of the data. 
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6.4.2.2 Sampson's method using iterative closest points and normal projection 
Two alternative approaches to the parameterisation stage in (a) are the nearest point 
method and normal projection, both used in Sampson et al. (1996), who introduced a 
new variant of eigenshape analysis (see section 2.3.4) for the analysis of closed outline 
data without any landmarks. In their method, each object's outline is represented as a 
large number of equally spaced points Yo, which are connected by edges. 
Consequently, this method would only be suitable for occlusal surfaces, where the 
entire outline is visible (i. e. molars and canines, but not incisors). 
For outlines Yo and To, the registration of (say) Yo to To relies on the 'Iterative 
Closest Point' algorithm of Besl & McKay (1992), comprising the following steps: 
i) Obtain Procrustes superimposition of Yo to To using the two sets of points. 
ii) Compute the closest positions on the edges of Yo (in terms of Euclidean 
distance) corresponding to the points in To. 
iii) Repeat from step i) using the nearest points as the new Y.,,, until convergence. 
For a sample of outlines YO, i=1,..., n, the estimated mean outline "üo and 
corresponding registered versions of the Yo are obtained as follows. Starting with an 
initial estimate for µo (which could be one of the Y, o ): 
1) Match each Y,, 0 to µo using the ICP algorithm above with To = No 
2) Compute new corresponding points on each Y, o by 'normal projection' from 
the equally spaced points in µo (see below). 
3) Compute a new estimate of µo as the pointwise average of the new points in 
each new Y,. o from 2). 
4) Repeat from step 1 until µo has converged. 
Vectors of scalar deviations along normal projections from the points in the final 
estimate of mean outline then represent individual outlines and variation in shape is 
analysed by an eigen decomposition of these distances. 
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In the parameterisation stage (a) of Green's method, he also considered the nearest point 
and normal projection techniques as alternatives to assigning homologies along curves 
rather than by PTPS mappings. For each sampled point on a curve in the reference 
figure TF, one could choose either the nearest point in the homologous curve of figure 
YF or the position normal to the curve at the sampled point in T. as the point of 
correspondence, as illustrated in fig 6.13 below. (The idea of normal projection, rather 
than the Euclidean distance from a chord, could also be considered as another criterion 
for determining new position of semi-landmark along chords). However, as Green 
(1995,1996) notes, `normal projection' can often generate anomalies where nearby 
normals cross or where a normal misses the curve in ... He also notes that both 
`normal projection' and the `nearest point' approaches depend on the registration of the 
two figures (as also noted in 6.3.1) and produce a homology that is no longer 
necessarily continuous, whereas use of a PTPS mapping produces a parameterisation 
that is independent of the registration of the figures and provides a continuous mapping 
so that all the information on the curve is retained. 
Fig. 6.13: Nearest point and 
normal projection to assign 
correspondences 





in T from T. x 
In order to address the problem of large, unrealistic movements occurring when using 
the original semi-landmark method (with the minimum bending energy criterion) to 
filter out variation due to differences in the position of patient's gingival tissue, we have 
considered other superimposition techniques and alternative optimisation criteria that 
may be used to determine the new positions of semi-landmarks along their chords. 
Methods investigated involved optimising objective functions over superimpositions of 
T (in practice the full Procrustes mean µ) to Y"= = vec-1(vec(Y °) - Uff, ) , where 
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Y°= X' is the Procrustes fit of a configuration to T=µ, by pairs of interpolating 
splines, smoothing splines and kriging predictors, or over superimpositions of 
vec-' (vec(Y °) - U2, ) to T by ordinary least squares. 
In 6.2.1 we showed how the original semi-landmark method can be considered as a 
special case of the anisotropic smooth spline and how the penalty 
function of a 
weighted smoothing spline may be used to penalise large movements along chords at 
different semi-landmarks. However, for the gingival variation problem 
it was found 
difficult to pre-specify the relative weights of the bending energy 
(BE) and movement 
penalties, to reach a balance between the landmarks moving too 
far or not at all. 
In 6.2.2 we described how PTPS transformations and higher order splines are all special 
cases of the same general kriging model where the mapping 
from a configuration T to 
configuration Y is always of the form: 
DI AY + SFBY (6.92) 
optimising the quantity: 
tr(YT FBY) (6.93) 
where D is the matrix corresponding to the choice of polynomials of T, S is the matrix 
corresponding to the chosen covariance function and r' and r are always given by: 
FA_(DTS-'D)-iDTS-l, F=S-1(I, t -D(DrS-'D)-IDrS-1). 
However, while the use of a different covariance function in the PTPS mapping seemed 
to restrict the large movement of the gingival landmarks slightly, the use of polynomials 
higher than first order was found to produce several unwanted effects, including 
folding. The general use of affine components (polynomials of first order) with any 
covariance function was also criticised since the choice of chord directions for the 
gingival landmark problem will always result in the landmarks moving large distances 
if an improved affine fit (smaller value of (6.93)) to all fixed landmarks and chords can 
be achieved. Ways of restricting the degree of shape change produced by the afiine 
component of mapping of the form (6.92) were therefore considered. 
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In 6.2.3.2, two methods of quantifying and penalising the change 
in shape of T 
produced by the affine component of the PTPS mapping to Y"= = vec-1(vec(Y 
°) -UR) 
were considered, along with a penalty on the change in the shape of the 
`affine fit' from 
that in the mapping to the original configuration, Y'. The first of these options 
explored the measure of affine contribution presented in Dryden & 
Mardia (1998). 
However, it was found that its use as a criterion for the determination of new semi- 
landmark positions often led to an increase in the Procrustes distance of a configuration 
from the mean shape and folding. In addition, the penalty itself often produces 
negative values, even before the landmarks move. Alternative methods requiring that 
the BE of the mapping also be penalised in proportion to a new measure of the affine 
shape change in I, compared to Tor from the affine fit in the original mapping to Y°, 
were therefore considered. As with the smoothing spline though, it was found difficult 
to specify the relative weights of the two functions to work equally well on all 
configurations, in restricting large movements of the gingival landmarks. 
Methods were then also considered that did not use a spline or kriging mappings in the 
objective function. In 6.3.1 the idea of simply moving the semi-landmarks in the 
Procrustes fit of Y°= X' to T= µ to the nearest point along their chords to the 
corresponding landmark in the mean shape was presented. Alternatively, the new 
positions of semi-landmarks could be determined as those which optimise the full 
Procrustes distance between Y "= vec-' (vec(X") - Uff, ) and T= A. Both methods 
appeared to offer promising results for the problem of gingival landmark variation on 
buccal tooth surfaces and in chapter 8 we carry out a detailed evaluation and 
comparison of these new methods, compared to the original (minimum bending energy) 
technique, in terms of addressing this issue. 
Table 6.4 presents a summary of the different options considered for determination of 
new semi-landmark positions, including the idea of a weighted Procrustes criterion, 
corresponding to a PTPS mapping with constrained affine component, suggested in 
6.2.3.1 and 6.4.1.1. Although excluded from further consideration for addressing the 
current problem of unwanted gum variation, some of the other options presented here 
may well be worthy of investigation in other applications. 
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In a recent posting on the `Morphmet' forum (July 2003), Bookstein himself expressed 
how he had always hoped that someone would explore other possible ways to generate 
new semi-landmark positions or "other functionals according to which to slide" and 
commented on the lack of literature and examples that don't have Bookstein as an 
author. Here we have proposed several alternative methods for the determination of 
new semi-landmark positions and have identified two particular options which appear to 
offer a potential solution to a particular problem associated with the analysis of tooth 
shape. 
However, it may be that these methods also offer a more useful criterion than the 
bending energy method, for the use of the semi-landmark technique in more general 
situations. In chapters 9 and 10 we therefore consider use of the nearest point and full 
Procrustes criterion for other applications, in particular for other reliability problems in 
the study of tooth shape and (for illustration of applications outside dentistry) on 
distorted configurations generated from simple geometric forms. 
In the following chapter, we first consider some of the implementation issues arising 
with the use of the new semi-landmark methods, as we did for the original method in 
section 5.5. In particular, we consider the importance of the GPA method used with the 
nearest point criterion, convergence issues and describe the S-plus routines used for the 
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